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Maricopa County Community College District 
Governing Board Agenda 

February 18, 2020 
 

 

vision A Community of Colleges—Colleges for the Community—working collectively and responsibly to meet the life-long 
learning needs of our diverse students and communities.  

mission The Maricopa Community Colleges provide access to higher education for diverse students and communities. We focus 
on learning through: University Transfer Education, General Education, Developmental Education, Workforce 
Development, Student Development Services, Continuing Education, Community Education, Civic Responsibility, and 
Global Engagement. 

 
WORK SESSION 
4:00 p.m. 
District Support Services Center | 2411 West 14th Street | Tempe, AZ 85281 
Governing Board Room (M200)—Second Floor 

 
CALL TO ORDER 
FACT UPDATE 
ADJOURNMENT  

 
AGENDA REVIEW 
5:00 p.m.  
Same Location 
 

CALL TO ORDER 
AGENDA REVIEW FOR THE FEBRUARY 25, 2020 REGULAR BOARD MEETING 
ADJOURNMENT  

 
POLICY COMMITTEE MEETING 
5:30 p.m.  
Same Location 

 
CALL TO ORDER 
POLICY REVIEW IN PREPARATION OF GOVERNANCE WORKSHOP 
ADJOURNMENT  

 



The Maricopa County Community College District endeavors to make all public meetings accessible to persons with disabilities or individuals with Limited English Proficiency. To ensure the 
provision of appropriate or reasonable accommodations, please submit your request within 24 hours of the posting of the agenda. A copy of all agenda materials will be available on the 
Wednesday preceding the scheduled meeting. Without advance notice we are unable to guarantee the accommodations of choice. For a literal translation of this agenda, the web tool Google 
Translate is located on the bottom of the menu bar to the left on the Governing Board web page located at https://administration.maricopa.edu/governing-board/agenda. For more 
information, please contact the Board Assistant at (480) 731-8889. 

 

 
 

Maricopa County Community College District 
Governing Board Agenda AR Draft 

February 25, 2020 
 

vision A Community of Colleges—Colleges for the Community—working collectively and responsibly to meet the life-long 
learning needs of our diverse students and communities.  

mission The Maricopa Community Colleges provide access to higher education for diverse students and communities. We focus 
on learning through: University Transfer Education, General Education, Developmental Education, Workforce 
Development, Student Development Services, Continuing Education, Community Education, Civic Responsibility, and 
Global Engagement. 
 

 
WORK SESSION  
4:00 p.m. 
Governing Board Room (M200)—Second Floor 
 
 CALL TO ORDER 
 BUDGET PRESENTATION 
 ADJOURNMENT 
 
 
EXECUTIVE SESSION 
5:00 p.m. 
Legal Conference Room (635)—Sixth Floor 
 

 CALL TO ORDER 
 APPROVAL TO GO INTO EXECUTIVE SESSION 

1. Discussion with designated representatives for the Board to consider its position a 
instruct its representatives regarding negotiations for the purchase, sale, or lease of real 
property—ARS §38-431.03 (A.7)—Maryvale Mall 

 ADJOURNMENT UNTIL REGULAR BOARD MEETING 
 
 
REGULAR MEETING 
6:30 p.m. 
Governing Board Room (M200)—Second Floor 

 
GENERAL 

 1. Call to Order 

https://administration.maricopa.edu/governing-board/agenda.
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2. Pledge of Allegiance 
3. Substitutions 
4. Student Life Reports – Estrella Mountain Community College 
5. Faculty Executive Council 

• Pending 
6. Adjunct Faculty Association Report 

• Pending 
7. Maricopa Student Senate Report 

• Pending 
8. Emeritus, Awards, and Recognition (0) 
9. Chancellor Report 

• Pending  
 

CITIZENS INTERIM 
 This is an opportunity for members of the public to address the Governing Board.  In compliance with the Open Meeting Law, the 

Governing Board will neither discuss nor take action on issues raised during this portion of the agenda. When necessary, issues will be  
taken under advisement and placed on subsequent agenda. Presenting concerns to the Board and the free expression of ideas should be 
communicated with Decorum and respect. Uncivil or disorderly conduct is not permitted. The use of derisive or insulting language or the  

 direction of remarks that defame, attack, or harass an individual may serve as cause for the Board’s President to direct that the speaker 
immediately conclude his or her remarks. 

 
CONSIDERATION OF CONSENT AGENDA 
All items with an asterisk are consent matters unless they are removed from the Consent Agenda at this time. Any item may be 
removed from the agenda by the Chancellor as a matter of administrative prerogative, or by the Governing Board upon motion duly 
made, seconded, and approved. Consent Agenda items will be approved by one motion and there will be no specific discussion of these 
items. Items removed from the Consent Agenda will be approved during the consideration of the Non-Consent Agenda.  

 
ACTION 
10. CHANCELLOR/BOARD/LEGAL 
 *10.1 Naming Rights for PVCC Center Courtyard 
 *10.2 Directions Regarding 2020 Arizona Legislative Session 
 *10.3 Pearson v. MCCCD  
11. ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
 *11.1 Curriculum – PLACEHOLDER  
12. BUSINESS SERVICES 
 *12.1 Proposed Course Fee Changes Fiscal Year 2020-21 Budget 
 *12.2 Proposed Tuition & Fees Fiscal Year 2020-21 
 *12.3 Job Order Contracting PO for BP43A Building Air Handler Replacement Mesa 

Community College 
 *12.4 Purchase Order for Mesa Downtown Center Mechanical Unit Replacements 

Mesa Community College 
 *12.5 Job Order Contracting Purchase Order for Restroom Renovations in the 

Applied Sciences Building at Scottsdale Community College 
 *12.6 Purchase Order for Performing Arts Center Air Handler Replacement 

Scottsdale Community College 
 
 INFORMATION 

13. HUMAN RESOURCES 
  13.1  Employment and Separations (January 1 – January 17, 2020) 
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 MONITORING REPORTS 
14. BUSINESS SERVICES 
 14.1  Budget Analysis Report Fund 1: General Unrestricted Fund for the Seven 

Months Ending 1/31/2020 
 

COMMUNITY LINKAGE 
15. Governing Board Reports 

• Current Event Summaries 
 

 ESTABLISHMENT OF NEXT MEETING DATES, TIMES, AND LOCATIONS 
16. March 24, 2020, 6:30 p.m., Regular Board Meeting, Governing Board Room 
 
ADJOURNMENT  

 



AR Draft 

Funding 
Source  

Account Information  
 

CONSENT AGENDA 
ACTION ITEM 

 
Governing Board Agenda Meeting Date February 25, 2020 
 

Item Number Item Title Responsible Agents 
10.1 Naming Rights for PVCC Center 

Courtyard 
Dr. Steven Gonzales 

Dr. Paul Dale 
 
Recommendation 
This request to name the center courtyard at Paradise Valley Community College after the 
founding president Dr. John Cordova meets the naming policy criteria in the following manner: 

While serving the district, community, state or nation in an elected or appointed position, 
the individual has rendered long and distinguished service, which demonstrably benefited 
the purpose and mission of the District.–  

 
As the founding president of Paradise Valley Community College, Dr. Cordova set the vision 
and foundation that established the student development philosophy that served as the precursor 
of the current learning-centered college that has brought PVCC national recognition (three times 
named by the Aspen Institute as a Top 150 Community College in the United States).  
Dr. Cordova’s vision for the student development philosophy was widely studied and replicated 
in the mid 1980s.  
 
Justification 
Dr. John Cordova began his educational journey as a student at Phoenix College. He continued 
his journey through Arizona State University earning his Ph.D. He accepted a position at 
Scottsdale Community College working there as the associate dean of continuing education in 
1976.  Two and a half years later, Dr. Cordova returned to Phoenix College as dean of instruction 
where he was asked to serve as the founding administrator for a new Maricopa college. For 
accreditation purposes, Paradise Valley Community College (PVCC) operated initially as an 
extension of Scottsdale Community College as a Center. During that phase, Dr. Cordova served 
as the college provost and eventually became the first president of PVCC. Anxious to provide 
access to community college courses before construction began on the permanent site, John 
initiated the first classes that were held at Paradise Valley High School and Temple Chai under 
the name of Northeast Valley Educational Center. Construction began on the new campus in 
March of 1986 with the dedication of Paradise Valley Community College in November 1987. 

Dr. Cordova worked tirelessly with the Community College Task Force of the Greater Paradise 
Valley Community Council and the MCCCD Governing Board to secure the present campus site 
at 32nd Street and Union Hills, initiated an extensive community outreach effort, and even 
worked directly with the City of Phoenix to address flood control issues. On the design of the 
campus, one of the founding administrators commented “...wanted an open-type-feeling for the 
campus... {supporting} the idea that there were many different ways people could 
communicate...so that there was a courtyard between the instructional buildings...” Dr. 
Cordova’s influence on the design impacted the flow of students and faculty so that there was 
purposeful interaction and engagement. 



Under Dr. Cordova’s leadership, the new campus opened in the fall of 1987 with a little over 
4,000 students – the actual number that he had told Chancellor Elsner. Unfortunately, the 
District’s projections placed enrollment a little over 2,500 students and funded the college 
accordingly. It was with this relentless optimism that Dr. Cordova guided the growth of the 
college until 1992.  

In designing the programs for the new college, Dr. John Cordova emphasized primarily two 
areas: technology and student development. Dr. Cordova believed that every employee who had 
contact with students had an opportunity to teach students and help them learn. It did not matter 
whether it was learning through the registration process, how to use the library, how to pay 
tuition, or how to read a schedule. Student development is a dynamic active learning process that 
challenges students to become more self-directed. The learning process is concerned with all 
aspects of the student’s development, often referred to as educating the “whole” student. 
Students enter the learning process at varying points, they learn at different rates and through a 
variety of methods. Learning can and should occur anywhere on the college campus. All college 
employees contribute to student development. Planning efforts should be on assessing needs, 
developing strategies to achieve results, and student learning outcomes. All college employees 
contribute and take pride in the success of students. Under the leadership of Dr. Cordova, 
learning was the core value Paradise Valley Community College was founded on. 

It is fitting then that naming the outside courtyard in the center of campus around the sculpture 
that represents the educational process, moving from Basic Knowledge to complex ideas be 
associated with Dr. John Cordova. The three simple shapes of the sculpture; circle, triangle, and 
square ascend and transform into more complex forms: the ellipse, parallelogram, and isosceles 
triangle. Similarly, through education, an individual is continually transformed; growing and 
changing to understand complex ideas and thoughts. Dr. Cordova, as the founding president of 
PVCC, built the campus – both physically and culturally, around the notion of the transformation 
and development of students and employees. 

 



Maricopa County Community College District 
 

 
Naming Rights Nomination Form 

 
Note: This form should be filled out completely, signed and submitted to- 

 The Chancellor of the Maricopa County Community College District 

 The President of the Maricopa Community College at which the naming is being requested 

 The President/CEO of the Maricopa County Community College District Foundation 

 
Name of Originator: ________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Department/Division: _______________________________________________________________________________ 
(If originator is an employee) 
 
Originator’s Address: _______________________________________________________________________________ 
(If originator is not an employee) 
 
City: ________________________ State: ___________  ZIP: _________________  Phone: _______________________ 
 
Email: ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Proposed Honoree’s Name: __________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Honoree’s Affiliation: ________________________________________________________________________________ 
(Corporation/Foundation/Organization) 
 
Address of Honoree/Affiliation: ________________________________________________________________________ 
 
City: ________________________ State: ___________  ZIP: _________________  Phone: _______________________ 
 
Secondary Phone: _______________________  Home    Cell   Message 
 
Email: ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Is the proposed honoree deceased?   Yes   No 
 
Relationship to College/District: _______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Object (building, classroom, plaza, etc.) to be named and its location: 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Category for Which the Honoree is Nominated: 
  

   For distinguished service  
        

  academic capacity     administrative capacity     service as an elected official) 
    
     For a donation 
 

Please attach materials as appropriate to support the nomination and as evidence that all criteria for 
this honor, as detailed in Administrative Regulation 4.10 have been met. 

 
________________________________________________________________________________________ 
       Signature of Originator                                   Date 
 

Maricopa Community Colleges | 2411 West 14
th

 Street | Tempe, AZ 85281 



AR Draft 

Funding 
Source  

Account Information  
 

CONSENT AGENDA 
ACTION ITEM 

 
Governing Board Agenda Meeting Date February 25, 2020 
 

Item Number Item Title Responsible Agents 
10.2 Directions Regarding 2020 Arizona 

Legislative Session 
Dr. Steven Gonzalez 

 
 
Recommendation 
 
 
 
Justification 
 



AR DRAFT 

Funding 
Source  
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CONSENT AGENDA 
ACTION ITEM 

 
Governing Board Agenda                                                     Meeting Date February 25, 2020 

 
Item Number Item Title Responsible Agents 
10.3 Pearson v. MCCCD Dr. Steven Gonzales 

Ms. Leslie Kyman Cooper 
 
Recommendation 
It is recommended that the Board authorize the Chancellor or his designee to prepare and 
execute documents necessary to settle litigation brought by former employee Dr. Sonya 
Pearson, in Pearson v. MCCCD, No. 2:19-cv-05475-SPL.  Dr. Pearson alleges that she 
experienced discrimination and retaliation on the basis of race and sex. The total amount of the 
settlement is $105,000.00, in accordance with the terms presented to and discussed with the 
Governing Board in an attorney-client privileged email. 
 
Justification 
Through counsel, Risk Management has negotiated an amicable resolution of the above 
complaint, subject to approval of the Governing Board.  Explanation of the proposed 
agreement, its background and counsel’s recommendation have been provided in attorney-
client privileged communication. 
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 AR Draft CONSENT AGENDA 
ACTION ITEM 

 
Governing Board Agenda Meeting Date February 25, 2020 
 
Item Number Item Title Responsible Agents 
11.1 Curriculum Dr. Karla Fisher 

 
Recommendation 

 
The curriculum proposals attached have been processed through all procedures established 
by the Maricopa County Community Colleges. 
 
It is recommended that the proposals be approved as submitted. 
 
AGENDA HIGHLIGHTS: Please refer to the curriculum summary starting on page 2  
for a complete listing of all program and course proposals. 
 
 
Justification 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Funding 
Source  

Account Information  
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GBA February 25, 2020 MCCCD Governing Board Action Items 

Curriculum Summary 
 
COURSE PROPOSALS: 
 
Course Deletions……………………………………………………………………………………………………….……page 10 
 
GW EEG296WA, EEG296WB, EEG296WC, EEG296WD, EEG298AA, EEG298AB, EEG298AC, 

HSM296WA, HSM296WB, HSM296WC, HSM296WD, HSM298AA, HSM298AB, HSM298AC, NCE151, 
NUR241, NUR248, NUR249, NUR281, NUR289 

 
MC FSC097AD, FSC104AA, FSC104AB, MET113, MET220, MET231, MET284, MET293AE, MET294AE 
 
PC ART240AA, ART280, ART285 
 
SC TCM101, TCM103, TCM112, TCM116, TCM131, TCM131AA, TCM140, TCM145, TCM180, 

TCM180AA, TCM202, TCM204, TCM214, TCM218, TCM219, TCM225, TCM240, TCM265, TCM271, 
TCM271AA, TCM271AB, TCM283AB, TCM290, VPT102, VPT115AA, VPT115AB, VPT115AC, 
VPT210, VPT213, VPT290 

 
 
Course Modifications………………………………………………………………………………………………….……page 12 
 
CG AET110, AET210, AET220, AET225, AET240 
 
GC HES271, JRN101, JRN201 
 
GW NCE150, RES130, RES133, RES220 
 
MC CIS120DA, CIS120DB, CIS120DC, CIS120DF, CIS120DL, CIS165, CPD102AH, FSC101, FSC102, 

FSC105, FSC110, FSC113, FSC130, FSC167, FSC174, FSC220, MPT250, MPT255, MUC109, 
MUC110, MUC292, MUC293, MUP101CF, MUP102CF, MUP151CF, MUP152CF, MUP201CF, 
MUP202CF, MUP251CF, MUP252CF 

 
PC AJS109, AJS212, ART100, ART119, ART120, ART169, ART170, ART177, ART220, ART240, ART245, 

ART270, ART274, HIM101, HIM106, HIM180, HIM181, HIM183, HIM205, HIM207, HIM208, HIM210, 
HIM211, HIM215, HIM216, HIM219, HIM220, HIM221, HIM222, IPP242, SLG090AA, SLG101, 
SLG103, SLG204, SLG298AA, SLG298AB, SLG298AC 

 
RS ARB101, ARB102, ARB201, ARB202, CSI174 
 
SC EQS120, TCM100, TCM124, TCM134, TCM294AA, TCM294AB, TCM294AC, VPT108, VPT114, 

VPT214AA, VPT214AB, VPT214AC, WAC101 
 
SM BHS155, BHS165, BHS185, BHS251, BHS262, BHS271, BHS272 
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GBA February 25, 2020 MCCCD Governing Board Action Items 

Curriculum Summary 
 
New Courses…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….……page 40 
 
CG BME101 
 
EM ALT100 
 
GC CNT203 
 
MC BAW112, BAW114, BAW116, BAW118, BAW119, BAW212, BAW214, BAW218, BAW298AA, 

BAW298AB, BAW298AC, FSC234, MPT213, MPT214, MPT218, MPT251, MPT252, MPT253, 
MPT254, MPT298AA, MPT298AB, MPT298AC, MUP101CK, MUP101CL, MUP101CM, MUP101CN, 
MUP101CO, MUP101CP, MUP101CQ, MUP102CK, MUP102CL, MUP102CM, MUP102CN, 
MUP102CO, MUP102CP, MUP102CQ, MUP151CK, MUP151CL, MUP151CM, MUP151CN, 
MUP151CO, MUP151CP, MUP151CQ, MUP152CK, MUP152CL, MUP152CM, MUP152CN, 
MUP152CO, MUP152CP, MUP152CQ, MUP201CK, MUP201CL, MUP201CM, MUP201CN, 
MUP201CO, MUP201CP, MUP201CQ, MUP202CK, MUP202CL, MUP202CM, MUP202CN, 
MUP202CO, MUP202CP, MUP202CQ, MUP251CK, MUP251CL, MUP251CM, MUP251CN, 
MUP251CO, MUP251CP, MUP251CQ, MUP252CK, MUP252CL, MUP252CM, MUP252CN, 
MUP252CO, MUP252CP, MUP252CQ 

 
PC ART202, ART279, ART280AA, ART280AB, ART280AC, HIM103, HIM160, HIM200, HIM203, HIM209, 

HIM213, HIM225, HIM231, HIM232, HIM233, HIM234, IPP209, IPP210, WED126 
 
SC FMP115, FMP134, FMT260 
 
SM BHS220, BHS255, STO279 
 
 
PROGRAM PROPOSALS: 
 
New Occupational Programs (NOP)……………………………………………………..……………….……….………page 65 
 
CG CCL/5985 Biomedical Equipment Technology 65 
 
EM CCL/5040N Computer System Configuration and Support, Security 65 
 CCL/5035N VMware Foundations 66 
 CCL/5033N VMware Systems Administrator 66 
 
MC CCL/5167N Adobe Foundations: Animation and Graphics Production 66 
 CCL/5166N Adobe Foundations: Audio and Video Production 67 
 AAS/3209 Beauty and Wellness 67 
 CCL/5141N Cloud Computing 67 
 CCL/5182N Construction Building Codes 68 
 CCL/5179N Construction Safety OSHA 30 68 
 AAS/3205 Fire Science 68 
 AAS/3207 Fire Service Management 69 
 AAS/3204 Industrial Design Technology 69 
 CCL/5184 Industrial Design Technology: Design Specialist 69 
 AAS/3196 Information Technology 70 
 CCL/5181N International Residential Code 70 
 
PC CCL/5169 Animation 70 
 AAS/3199 Animation and Time-Based Media 71 
 AAS/3201 Graphic Design 71 
 CCL/5173 Graphic Design 71 
 CCL/5174 Illustration 72 
 AAS/3203 Illustration and Sequential Art 72 
 CCL/5177 Sequential Art 72 
 CCL/5170 Time-Based Media 73 
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GBA February 25, 2020 MCCCD Governing Board Action Items 

Curriculum Summary 
 
New Occupational Programs (NOP) - continued 
 
SM AAS/3193 Construction Technology 73 
 CCL/5108 Construction Trades: Carpentry 73 
 CCL/5118 Construction Trades: Carpentry, Commercial and Residential 74 
 CCL/5112 Construction Trades: Electrical 74 
 CCL/5120 Construction Trades: Electrical, Commercial and Residential 74 
 CCL/5116 Construction Trades: Plumbing 75 
 CCL/5122 Construction Trades: Plumbing, Commercial and Residential 75 
 
 
 
Occupational Program Modifications (OPM)…………………………………………..……………….……….………page 76 
 
CG AAS/3670 Aircraft Maintenance Technology 76 
 CCL/5670 Aircraft Maintenance Technology (Part 147) 76 
 
 CCL/5668 Airframe Maintenance (Part 147) 77 
 *AAS/3668 Aircraft Maintenance Technology-Airframe 77 
 
 AAS/3707 Airway Science Technology, Flight Emphasis 78 
 AAS/3855 Electric Utility Technology 78 
 CCL/5055 Electric Utility Technology 79 
 
 CCL/5669 Powerplant Maintenance (Part 147) 80 
 *AAS/3665 Aircraft Maintenance Technology-Powerplant 80 
 
 
EM CCL/5039N Computer System Configuration and Support, Linux 81 
 AAS/3070 Management 81 
 
 
GC AAS/3034 Biotechnology and Molecular Biosciences 82 
 AAS/3120 Journalism and New Media Studies 83 
 CCL/5466 Journalism and New Media Studies 83 
 
 
GW AAS/3136 Electroneurodiagnostic (END) Technology 84 
 AAS/3336 Health Services Management 84 
 CCL/5336N Health Services Management 85 
 CCL/5773 Healthcare Regulatory Compliance 85 
 CCL/5963N Nurse Assisting 86 
 AAS/3135 Polysomnographic Technology 87 
 AAS/3284 Respiratory Care 87 
 AAS/3673 Surgical Technology 88 
 CCL/5673 Surgical Technology 88 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Note: *Indicates addition of an Occupational Program through the Occupational Program Modification process. 
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GBA February 25, 2020 MCCCD Governing Board Action Items 

Curriculum Summary 
 
Occupational Program Modifications - continued 
 
MC AAS/3005 Caterpillar Technician Training 89 
 CCL/5884 Data Analytics 89 
 CCL/5083 Database Development 90 
 CCL/5304 Emergency Management 90 
 CCL/5941 Fashion Illustration 91 
 AAS/3266 Fashion Merchandising 91 
 CCL/5266 Fashion Merchandising 92 
 CCL/5420 Fire Officer Leadership 92 
 CCL/5486 Fire Science 93 
 CCL/5557 Firefighter Operations 93 
 CCL/5183N Oracle Database Operations 94 
 CCL/5947 Pattern Design, Level I 94 
 CCL/5949 Pattern Design, Level II 94 
 
PC CCL/5788 Commercial Baking and Pastry 95 
 CCL/5333 Deaf Studies 95 
 AAS/3055 Dental Assisting 96 
 CCL/5483 Dental Assisting 96 
 AAS/3567 Digital Media Arts 97 
 AAS/3324 Health Information Technology 97 
 CCL/5324 Health Information: Long Term Care Settings 98 
 AAS/3332 Interpreter Preparation 98 
 CCL/5332 Interpreter Preparation 99 
 CCL/5014 Medical Billing and Coding: Physician-Based 99 
 CCL/5092 Medical Coding: Hospital-Based 100 
 
 
SC AAS/3570 Digital Cinema Arts 101 
 *CCL/5059 Documentary Film Production 101 
 
 CCL/5981 Editing 102 
 AAS/3572 Motion Picture/Television Production 102 
 CCL/5989 Production: Film 103 
 CCL/5993 Screenwriting 103 
 
 
SM CCL/5521 Advanced Behavioral Health Sciences 104 
 CCL/5522 Basic Behavioral Health Sciences 104 
 AAS/3067 Behavioral Sciences 105 
 
 
 
Occupational Program Deletions (OPD)………………………………………………..…………….……….………page 106 
 
CG CCL/5707 Flight Technology 106 
 CCL/5636 Meter Technology 106 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Note: *Indicates addition of an Occupational Program through the Occupational Program Modification process. 
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GBA February 25, 2020 MCCCD Governing Board Action Items 

Curriculum Summary 
 
Occupational Program Deletions - continued 
 
EM CCL/5397 Adolescent Development 106 
 CCL/5398 Adult Development and Aging 107 
 CCL/5892 Business Micro Finance 107 
 AAS/3312 Computer and Networking Technology 107 
 CCL/5026 Computer Hardware and Desktop Support 107 
 CCL/5909 Computer Hardware and Network Support 108 
 CCL/5869 Computer Networking Technology 108 
 CCL/5867 Computer Systems Maintenance 108 
 CCL/5558N Curriculum for Young Children 109 
 CCL/5358 Early Care Specialist 109 
 AAS/3109 Early Childhood Administration and Management 109 
 CCL/5019N Early Childhood Classroom Management 110 
 AAS/3007 Early Childhood Education 110 
 AAS/3836 Early Childhood Education 110 
 CCL/5016 Early Childhood Education 111 
 CCL/5374 Early Childhood Education 111 
 AAS/3356 Early Childhood Education and Administration: Birth through Age Five 111 
 CCL/5356 Early Childhood Education and Administration: Birth through Age Five 112 
 AAS/3124 Early Learning and Development 112 
 AAS/3157 Environmental and Natural Resource Sustainability 112 
 CCL/5714 Family Child Care Management 113 
 AAS/3770 Family Development 113 
 CCL/5787 Family Development 113 
 AAS/3044 Family Life Education 114 
 CCL/5022N Family Support 114 
 CCL/5710 Foundations of Early Childhood Education 114 
 AAS/3051 General Business Specialized 115 
 CCL/5715 Infant and Toddler Development 115 
 AAS/3095 Information Technology: Cisco Networking 115 
 CCL/5526 Information Technology: Cisco Networking 116 
 AAS/3096 Information Technology: Network Server 116 
 CCL/5529 Information Technology: Network Server 116 
 CCL/5219 Linux Associate 117 
 AAS/3013 Linux Networking Administration 117 
 CCL/5225 Linux Networking Administration 117 
 CCL/5204N Linux Professional 117 
 CCL/5843 Microsoft Certified Information Technology Professional (MCITP) Administrator 118 
 CCL/5473 Microsoft Desktop Support Technology 118 
 AAS/3778 Microsoft Networking Technology 118 
 CCL/5852 Microsoft Server Administration 119 
 CCL/5841 Microsoft Technical Specialist 119 
 AAS/3794 Network Administration 119 
 CCL/5200 Network Administration 120 
 CCL/5328 Network Administration: Cisco Network Professional 120 
 CCL/5124 Network Administration: Microsoft Windows Server 120 
 CCL/5312 Network Maintenance 121 
 CCL/5042 Network Professional 121 
 AAS/3208 Networking System Administration 121 
 AAS/3816 Networking Technology: Cisco 122 
 CCL/5967 Networking Technology: Cisco 122 
 CCL/5215 Networking: Design and System Support 122 
 CCL/5396 Parent Education 123 
 CCL/5139N Real Estate: Prelicense 123 
 CCL/5997 Technology Support Analyst 123 
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GBA February 25, 2020 MCCCD Governing Board Action Items 

Curriculum Summary 
 
Occupational Program Deletions - continued 
 
GC AAS/3080 Digital Photography 124 
 CCL/5198 Digital Photography 124 
 
 
MC CCL/5778 Adobe Creative Suite in Business: Master Suite Applications Specialist 124 
 CCL/5780 Adobe Creative Suite in Business: Print and Web Applications Specialist 125 
 CCL/5782 Adobe Creative Suite in Business: Production Applications Specialist 125 
 CCL/5807N Adobe Foundations 125 
 CCL/5218 Advanced Computer Usage and Applications 126 
 CCL/5345 Advanced Web Designer 126 
 AAS/3548 Business Applications 126 
 CCL/5644 Business Applications Specialist 127 
 AAS/3546 Business Office Computer Applications 127 
 CCL/5212 Business Office Computer Applications 127 
 AAS/3167 Computer and Information Technologies 128 
 CCL/5217 Computer Applications 128 
 AAS/3547 Computer Applications Technology 128 
 CCL/5214 Computer Applications Technology 129 
 CCL/5147 Computer Applications: Microsoft Office Specialist/Advanced 129 
 CCL/5146 Computer Applications: Microsoft Office Specialist/Basic 129 
 AAS/3152 Computer Information Systems 130 
 CCL/5671 Computer Information Systems 130 
 AAS/3162 Computer Information Systems Technologies 130 
 CCL/5162 Computer Information Systems Technologies 131 
 AAS/3786 Computer Information Technology 131 
 CCL/5865 Computer Information Technology 131 
 AAS/3217 Computer Technology 132 
 CCL/5213 Computer Usage and Applications 132 
 CCL/5066 Desktop Publishing 132 
 CCL/5525 Digital Design 133 
 AAS/3147 Digital Media/Multimedia Technology 133 
 CCL/5488 Forensic Investigation 133 
 AAS/3116 Industrial Design Technology 134 
 CCL/5642 Industrial Design Technology: Design Specialist: SolidWorks 134 
 AAS/3023 Information Technology 134 
 CCL/5163 Information Technology Support 135 
 AAS/3098 Information Technology: Computer Applications Specialist 135 
 CCL/5201 Information Technology: Computer Applications Specialist 135 
 AAS/3093 Interior Design 136 
 AAS/3122 Interior Design 136 
 AAS/3139 Mobile Apps Programming 136 
 CCL/5576 Multimedia Technology 137 
 CCL/5302 Nutrition for Personal Trainers and Coaches 137 
 CCL/5159 Web Design 137 
 CCL/5172 Web Design Technologies 138 
 CCL/5216 Web Design User Interface 138 
 AAS/3085 Web Designer 138 
 CCL/5344 Web Designer 139 
 AAS/3084 Web Developer 139 
 CCL/5051 Web Developer 139 
 CCL/5060 Web Developer 140 
 AAS/3031 Web Development 140 
 CCL/5346 Web Development 140 
 AAS/3100 Web Development and Graphic Design 141 
 CCL/5168 Web Development and Graphic Design 141 
 AAS/3087 Web Server Administrator 141 
 CCL/5342 Web Server Administrator 142 
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GBA February 25, 2020 MCCCD Governing Board Action Items 

Curriculum Summary 
 
Occupational Program Deletions - continued 
 
PC AAS/3129 Comic and Sequential Art 142 
 CCL/5687 Comic and Sequential Art 142 
 AAS/3081 Digital Arts 143 
 CCL/5631 Digital Arts: Digital Illustration 143 
 CCL/5633 Digital Arts: Graphic Design 143 
 AAS/3822 Media Arts: Computer Art/Illustration 143 
 CCL/5881 Media Arts: Computer Art/Illustration 144 
 AAS/3046 Media Arts: Digital Animation 144 
 CCL/5408 Media Arts: Digital Animation 144 
 AAS/3784 Media Arts: Digital Imaging 144 
 CCL/5879 Media Arts: Digital Imaging 145 
 AAS/3684 Media Arts: Graphic Design 145 
 CCL/5684 Media Arts: Graphic Design 145 
 AAS/3824 Media Arts: Web Design 145 
 CCL/5885 Media Arts: Web Design 146 
 
 
SC CCL/5973 Production: Television 146 
 
 
SM AAS/3032 Recovery Support 146 
 
 
 
New Academic Programs (NAP)……………………………………………………..……….………….…….…………page 147 
 
EM AA/8109 Associate in Arts, Emphasis in Anthropology 147 
 
MC AA/8121 Associate in Arts, Emphasis in Exercise Science: Pre-Physical Therapy 147 
 AAFA/8104 Associate in Arts, Fine Arts, Emphasis in Music 147 
 
SM AC/6253N Applied Storytelling 148 
 AC/6252N Foundations of Storytelling 148 
 AC/6254N Traditional and Fact-Based Storytelling 148 
 
 
 
Academic Program Modifications (APM)…………………………………………..……….………….…….…………page 149 
 
EM AC/6237N Language Studies 149 
 AC/6243N Spanish and Spanish Culture 149 
 
MC AC/6212N Global Citizenship 149 
 
 
 
Academic Program Deletions (APD)………………………………………………..……….………….…….…………page 150 
 
EM AC/6238N Child and Family Professional Development 150 
 AC/6225N Women`s Studies 150 
 
 
MC AC/6221N Language and Literary Culture of the USA 150 
 
 
SM AC/6218N Advanced Interdisciplinary Storytelling 151 
 AC/6217N Interdisciplinary Storytelling 151 
 AC/6200N Storytelling 151 
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CURRICULUM ACTIVITY: COURSES FOR February 25, 2020 
 
 

Total Course Proposals Submitted (272 with 4 X-refs added and 2 X-refs deleted) 
Proposal Type/Outcomes CG EM GC GW MC PV PC RS SC SM DO Totals 

Course Deletion (CD)    20 9  3  30   62 

New Course (NC) 1 1 1  78 19   3 3  106 

Course Modification (CM) 5  3 4 30  37 5 13 7  104 
Total Courses  
College Columns 6 1 4 24 117 19 40 5 46 10 0 272 

 
*Exp = Experimental Courses # = AES or MIS (Aerospace Studies or Military Science) 
 
 
 
 

CURRICULUM ACTIVITY: PROGRAMS FOR February 25, 2020 
 
 

Total Program Proposals Submitted (230) 
Proposal Type/Outcomes CG EM GC GW MC PV PC RS SC SM DO Totals 
Occupational Program 
Deletion (OPD) 2 54 2  53  15  1 1  128 
New Occupational 
Program (NOP) 1 3   12  8   7  31 
Occupational Program 
Modification (OPM) 7 2 3 9 13  11  5 3  53 
OPM-Program Addition 
New Programs Created 2        1   3 
Academic Program 
Deletion (APD)  2   1     3  6 
New Academic Program 
(NAP)   1   2     3  6 
Academic Program 
Modification (APM)  2   1       3 
APM-Program Addition 
New Programs Created            0 
Total  
Modified Programs  9 60 5 9 68 0 26 0 6 7 0 190 
Total  
New Programs 3 4 0 0 14 0 8 0 1 10 0 40 
Total Programs 
College Columns 12 64 5 9 82 0 34 0 7 17 0 230 

 
 
 
 
 
Shared Programs include programs offered by two or more colleges and District Wide Programs are offered by all 10 colleges. 
 



ATTACHMENT: CD 
COURSE DELETIONS: MARICOPA COMMUNITY COLLEGES 

MCCCD GOVERNING BOARD DATE: 2/25/2020 
 

X-REF TYPE COLLEGE SUBJECT TITLE EFFECTIVE END OF 
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 O PC ART240AA Cinematography and Directing for 3D Animation I 2020 Summer 
 O PC ART280 Graphic Design Studio 2020 Summer 
 O PC ART285 Multipresentation Graphics 2020 Summer 
 O GW EEG296WA Cooperative Education 2020 Spring 
 O GW EEG296WB Cooperative Education 2020 Spring 
 O GW EEG296WC Cooperative Education 2020 Spring 
 O GW EEG296WD Cooperative Education 2020 Spring 
 O GW EEG298AA Special Projects 2020 Spring 
 O GW EEG298AB Special Projects 2020 Spring 
 O GW EEG298AC Special Projects 2020 Spring 
 O MC FSC097AD Fire Department Entry Preparation Part IV 2020 Summer 
 
 O MC FSC104AA Practical Skills Testing 2020 Summer 
X   EMT104AA 
 
 O MC FSC104AB Applied Practical Studies for Emergency Medical 2020 Fall 
X   EMT104AB Technology  
 
 O GW HSM296WA Cooperative Education 2020 Spring 
 O GW HSM296WB Cooperative Education 2020 Spring 
 O GW HSM296WC Cooperative Education 2020 Spring 
 O GW HSM296WD Cooperative Education 2020 Spring 
 O GW HSM298AA Special Projects 2020 Spring 
 O GW HSM298AB Special Projects 2020 Spring 
 O GW HSM298AC Special Projects 2020 Spring 
 O MC MET113 Applied Geometric Dimensioning and Tolerance 2020 Summer 
 O MC MET220 Fundamentals of Coordinate Measuring  2020 Summer 
    Machines (CMM) 
 O MC MET231 Manufacturing Processes and Materials 2020 Summer 
 O MC MET284 Advanced Quality Process Methods 2020 Summer 
 O MC MET293AE Solid Design: Surface Modeling: SolidWorks 2020 Summer 
 O MC MET294AE Solid Design: Sheet Metal: SolidWorks 2020 Summer 
 O GW NCE151 Advanced Placement: Nurse Assisting Lab 2020 Summer 
 O GW NUR241 Nursing Process and Critical Thinking IV 2020 Spring 
 O GW NUR248 Nursing Science IV 2020 Spring 
 O GW NUR249 Nursing Science IV 2020 Spring 
 O GW NUR281 Nursing Process and Critical Thinking IV 2020 Spring 
 O GW NUR289 Nursing Science IV 2020 Spring 
 O SC TCM101 Fundamentals of Radio and TV 2020 Summer 
 O SC TCM103 Scientific Photography for Archeology 2020 Summer 
 O SC TCM112 Writing the Situation Comedy Spec Script 2020 Summer 
 O SC TCM116 Writing the Television Drama Spec Script 2020 Summer 
 O SC TCM131 Radio-Television Announcing 2020 Summer 
 O SC TCM131AA Radio-Television Announcing 2020 Summer 
 O SC TCM140 Modern Media Concepts 2020 Summer 
 O SC TCM145 Introduction to Motion Picture Production 2020 Summer 
 O SC TCM180 Television Production Techniques 2020 Summer 
 O SC TCM180AA Television Production Techniques 2020 Summer 
 O SC TCM202 The Music Video 2020 Summer 
 O SC TCM204 Writing the Television Drama Original Script 2020 Summer 
 O SC TCM214 Television Workshop 2020 Summer 

 
 
X-Ref=Displays current course cross-reference with proposed deletion. The cross-referencing of courses is 
eliminated per effective “end of” term noted above. 
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X-REF TYPE COLLEGE SUBJECT TITLE EFFECTIVE END OF 
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 O SC TCM218 Screenwriting IV 2020 Summer 
 O SC TCM219 Introduction to Television Technology 2020 Summer 
 O SC TCM225 Film Noir 2020 Summer 
 O SC TCM240 Advanced Television Commercial Production 2020 Summer 
 O SC TCM265 Advanced Scheduling and Budgeting 2020 Summer 
 O SC TCM271 Advanced Non-Linear Effects and Compositing 2020 Summer 
 O SC TCM271AA Advanced Non-Linear Effects and Compositing: AVID 2020 Summer 
 O SC TCM271AB Advanced Non-Linear Effects and Compositing: Final 2020 Summer 
    Cut Pro 
 O SC TCM283AB Advanced Non-Linear Editing Techniques: Final 2020 Summer 
    Cut Pro 
 O SC TCM290 Professional Media Marketing 2020 Summer 
 O SC VPT102 Video Technology 2020 Summer 
 O SC VPT115AA Introduction to Non Linear Editing I 2020 Summer 
 O SC VPT115AB Introduction to Non Linear Editing II 2020 Summer 
 O SC VPT115AC Introduction to Non Linear Editing III 2020 Summer 
 O SC VPT210 Video System Design/Procurement 2020 Summer 
 O SC VPT213 Advanced Electronic News Gathering (ENG, EFP) 2020 Summer 
    and Post Production 
 O SC VPT290 Web Video and DVD Mastering 2020 Summer 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
X-Ref=Displays current course cross-reference with proposed deletion. The cross-referencing of courses is 
eliminated per effective “end of” term noted above. 
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COURSE MODIFICATIONS: MARICOPA COMMUNITY COLLEGES 

MCCCD GOVERNING BOARD DATE: 2/25/2020 
 

 ACT CREDITS PERIODS LOAD 
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AET110 Private Pilot Flight LAB 2.0 5.0 5.0 
 
Change in: Credits to: LAB 1.0 5.0 5.0 
 
Flight course in preparation for the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Private Pilot Certificate practical 
examination. Includes preflight preparation and planning, ground operations, airport operations, departures, 
navigation, basic instrument flight, night flight, slow flight, ground reference maneuvers, emergency operations, and 
arrivals. Approximately 50 hours airplane flight experience at student`s expense required. Requires passing check 
ride similar to the FAA Private Pilot check ride. 
Prerequisites: None. Corequisites: AET107. 
 
Type: O College: CG Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
AET210 Instrument Commercial Flight I LAB 2.0 5.0 5.0 
 
Change in: Credits to: LAB 1.0 5.0 5.0 
 
Initial flight course in preparation for the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Instrument rating practical 
examination. Emphasis on night and instrument operations. Student must fly approximately 60 hours at own 
expense. Requires passing operational phase checks. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in AET110 or permission of Instructor. Corequisites: AET207 and AET217. 
 
Type: O College: CG Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
AET220 Instrument Commercial Flight II LAB 2.0 5.0 5.0 
 
Change in: Credits to: LAB 1.0 5.0 5.0 
 
Advanced flight course in preparation for the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Commercial Pilot practical 
examination. Emphasis on commercial and high performance operations. Student must fly approximately 60 hours 
at own expense. Requires passing instrument rating and commercial pilot stage checks similar to the FAA check 
rides. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in AET210, AET207 and AET217. Corequisites: AET203 and AET213. 
 
Type: O College: CG Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
AET225 Advanced Aircraft Systems LEC 4.0 4.0 4.0 
 
Change in: Description, Requisite, Competencies, Outline 
 
Survey of advanced aircraft systems to include electrical, automatic flight control, pressurization, cabin atmosphere, 
ice control, rain control, fire detection and extinguishing. Includes theory and analysis of turbine aircraft engines. 
Introduction to turbine engine systems to include lubrication, ignition, fuel control, cooling, exhaust, and propellers. 
Includes overview of maintenance publications, forms and records. 
Prerequisites: Private Pilot Certificate or permission of Instructor. 
 
Type: O College: CG Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm2?id=149454
http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm2?id=149456
http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm2?id=149459
http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm2?id=149628
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AET240 Multiengine Airplane Pilot Flight LAB 0.5 1.5 1.5 
 
Change in: Credits to: LAB 1.0 1.5 1.5 
 
Flight course in preparation for the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Multi-engine Airplane practical 
examination. Approximately 15 hours of flight experience at the student's expense and passing check ride similar to 
the FAA Multi-engine check ride are required. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in AET220 or FAA Commercial Pilot Certificate with instrument rating. 
Corequisites: AET237. 
 
Type: O College: CG Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
AJS109 Substantive Criminal Law LEC 3.0 3.0 3.0 
 
Change in: Description, Competencies, Outline 
 
Covers philosophy of legal sanctions and historical development from the common law to modern American 
criminal law, classifications of crimes, elements of and parties to crimes, general definition of crimes, common 
defenses utilized. Includes specific offenses and the essential elements of each offense. 
Prerequisites: None. 
 
Type: O College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
AJS212 Juvenile Justice Procedures LEC 3.0 3.0 3.0 
 
Change in: Description, Competencies, Outline 
 
Examines the nature and extent of juvenile delinquency to the present. Including but not limited to the history, 
jurisdictions, terminology, procedures, and institutions of the juvenile justice system. 
Prerequisites: None. 
 
Type: O College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
ARB101 Elementary Arabic I L+L 4.0 5.0 5.0 
 
Change in: Credits to: L+L 5.0 5.0 5.0, Outline 
 
Introduction to the basic alphabet, grammar, pronunciation and vocabulary of the Arabic language. Listening, 
speaking, reading and writing skills. 
Prerequisites: None. 
 
Type: A College: RS Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm2?id=149517
http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm2?id=146922
http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm2?id=147008
http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm2?id=148962
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ARB102 Elementary Arabic II L+L 4.0 5.0 5.0 
 
Change in: Credits to: L+L 5.0 5.0 5.0, Outline 
 
A continuation of ARB101. Continued study of grammar and vocabulary, with emphasis on pronunciation and 
speaking skills. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in ARB101. Completion of prerequisites within the last three years is 
required. 
 
Type: A College: RS Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
ARB201 Intermediate Arabic I LEC 4.0 5.0 4.7 
 
Change in: Activity Type, Credits, Load to: L+L 5.0 5.0 5.0, Load Formula to: T, Outline 
 
Review of essential grammar of the Arabic language and study of the Arabic culture. Continued practice and 
development of reading, writing, and speaking skills. Emphasis on both fluency and accuracy in the spoken 
language. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in ARB102 or permission of Department or Division. Completion of 
prerequisites within the last three years is required. 
 
Type: A College: RS Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
ARB202 Intermediate Arabic II LEC 4.0 5.0 4.7 
 
Change in: Activity Type, Credits, Load to: L+L 5.0 5.0 5.0,Load Formula to: T, Outline 
 
Advanced grammatical structures in Arabic. Further development of language skills with emphasis on speaking the 
language. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in ARB201 or permission of Department or Division. Completion of 
prerequisites within the last three years is required. 
 
Type: A College: RS Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
ART100 Introduction to Computer Graphic Art L+L 1.0 2.0 2.0 
 
Change in: Title to: Introduction to Digital Arts, Description, Competencies, Outline 
 
Foundation course in digital arts and design, with emphasis in the production of art using the computer. 
Prerequisites: None. 
 
Type: O College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm2?id=148961
http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm2?id=148960
http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm2?id=148958
http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm2?id=142714
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ART119 Penciling for Comic and Sequential Art L+L 3.0 3.0 3.0 
 
Change in: Title to: Penciling for Sequential Art, Periods, Load to: L+L 3.0 6.0 6.0, Course Type to: Occ,  
Requisite, Competencies, Outline 
 
Development of observational skills as they apply to sequential art. Emphasis on techniques that showcase how 
characters interact with their environment and manipulate props and cartooning anatomy. Includes techniques on 
composing page layouts, adapting scripts and reference gathering. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in ART100 or permission of Instructor. 
 
Type: A College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
ART120 Inking for Comic and Sequential Art L+L 3.0 3.0 3.0 
 
Change in: Title to: Inking for Sequential Art, Periods, Load to: L+L 3.0 6.0 6.0, Course Type to: Occ, 
Competencies, Outline  
 
Development of inking materials and techniques used in sequential art. Emphasis on the types of tools used in the 
industry and the various means of employing them. Understanding the duties of the inker and the process of 
computer finishing. 
Prerequisites: None. 
 
Type: A College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
ART169 Two-Dimensional Computer Design L+L 3.0 6.0 6.0 
X ADA169 
 
Change in: Title to: 2D Media Design, Description, Competencies, Outline 
 
Generation of two-dimensional (2D) images, designs, and media using digital and traditional methods of visual 
problem solving. Understanding digital and design-based techniques and workflows. 
A grade of C or better required in all Prerequisites. Prerequisites or Corequisites: ART100 or permission of 
Instructor. 
 
Type: O College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
ART170 Three-Dimensional Computer Design L+L 3.0 6.0 6.0 
 
Change in: Title to: 3D Computer Design, Course Type to: Occ, Description, Competencies, Outline 
 
Artistic manipulation of computer images. Emphasis on color and three-dimensional (3D) design in production of 
these images. Existing software used to generate three-dimensional art. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in ART100 or ADA/ART169 or permission of Instructor. 
 
Type: A College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm2?id=148834
http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm2?id=148839
http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm2?id=142721
http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm2?id=149588
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ART177 Computer-Photographic Imaging L+L 3.0 6.0 6.0 
X ADA117 
 
Change in: Title to: Digital Photographic Imaging I, Description, Requisite, Competencies, Outline 
 
Introduction to multiple elements of digital imaging. Basic foundation in photographic manipulation of images, with 
special attention to aesthetic foundations underlying photographic composition. 
A grade of C or better required in all Prerequisites. Prerequisites or Corequisites: ART100 or permission of 
Instructor. 
 
Type: O College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
ART220 Publishing for the Comic Industry LEC 3.0 3.0 3.0 
 
Change in: Activity Type, Periods, Load to: L+L 3.0 6.0 6.0, Load Formula to: T, Course Type to: Occ,  
Description, Requisite, Competencies, Outline 
 
Understanding of the comics industry. Includes researching, marketing, packaging, and distributing comics. 
Emphasis on selling and submitting to comic publishers, how to develop comics for self-publishing, promotional 
materials, and understanding contracts and copyrights involved in the process of publishing comics. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in ART100 or permission of Instructor. 
 
Type: A College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
ART240 Cinematography and Directing for 3D Animation L+L 3.0 6.0 6.0 
 
Change in: Title to: Cinematography and Directing for 2D/3D Animation, Description, Requisite,  
Competencies, Outline 
 
Essential skills, concepts and the use of virtual cameras in 2D and 3D animation environments: planning, pre-
production, storyboards and pre-visualization using real-world camera principles is combined with rendering, sound 
and post-production in a nonlinear environment. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in (ADA/ART/MMT184, or ART/MMT185, or FMP108) or permission of 
Instructor. 
 
Type: O College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
ART245 Advanced 3D Modeling and Animation L+L 4.0 8.0 8.0 
 
Change in: Number to: ART285, Add Cross-Reference to: MMT285, Title to: 3D Modeling and Animation II,  
Credits Periods, Load to: L+L 3.0 6.0 6.0, Course Type to Occ, Competencies, Outline  
 
Advanced techniques for 3D modeling and computer animation. Creating and applying 2D background and 3D 
model textures, creating and applying special effects to models and animation, designing, modeling, and animating 
a digital 3D character from a character study. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in ART/MMT185. 
 
Type: A College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm2?id=142723
http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm2?id=148845
http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm2?id=142750
http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm2?id=142731
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ART270 Intermediate Computer Photographic Imaging L+L 3.0 6.0 6.0 
 
Change in: Title to: Digital Photographic Imaging II, Description, Requisite, Competencies, Outline 
 
Intermediate digital photographic imaging techniques. Refinement of aesthetic awareness and personal expression. 
A grade of C or better required in all Prerequisites. Prerequisites or Corequisites: ADA/ART177. 
 
Type: O College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
ART274 Advanced Computer Photographic Imaging L+L 3.0 6.0 6.0 
 
Change in: Title to: Digital Photographic Imaging III, Description, Requisite, Competencies, Outline 
 
Advanced digital photographic imaging techniques. Advanced manipulation techniques of photographic images and 
time-based media. Continued development of aesthetic awareness and personal expression. 
A grade of C or better required in all Prerequisites. Prerequisites or Corequisites: ART270. 
 
Type: O College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
BHS155 Professional Resiliency and Compassion Fatigue Prevention LEC 1.0 1.0 1.0 
 
Change in: Title to: Professional Resiliency Against Traumatic Stress, Burnout and Compassion Fatigue 
Prevention, Description, Course Notes, Competencies, Outline 
 
Introduction to human resilience against burnout, traumatic stress, and compassion fatigue for social services and 
mental health professionals, healthcare providers, emergency first responders, and other relationship-intense 
occupations. Causes, symptoms, and effects of traumatic stress, burnout compassion fatigue and other work-
related stress. Focus on enhancing quality of life and improving a healthy lifestyle by incorporating evidenced-
based practices in biobehavioral self-regulation, mindfulness, cognitive restructuring, positive psychology, peer 
support, and self-care, including nutrition, exercise, and sleep. Techniques that function as preventative medicine to 
help mitigate the potential harmful effects of highly stressful careers. 
Prerequisites: None. 
 
Type: O College: SM Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
BHS165 Applied Therapeutic Interpersonal Skills in Behavioral Health  
 and Social Services LEC 3.0 3.0 3.0 
 
Change in: Title to: Applied Therapeutic Communication Skills, Description, Competencies, Outline 
 
Theory and practice of communication skills to establish and maintain effective helping relationships and enhance 
the therapeutic alliance. Emphasis on verbal communication, nonverbal communication, paraverbal 
communication, rapport building, empathetic and active listening skills, resolving interpersonal conflicts, appropriate 
feedback, and developing and maintaining personal and professional relationships. 
Prerequisites: None. 
 
Type: O College: SM Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm2?id=142727
http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm2?id=142729
http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm2?id=135301
http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm2?id=135660
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BHS185 Cultural and Social Diversity in Behavioral Health and 
 Social Services LEC 3.0 3.0 3.0 
 
Change in: Title to: Cultural Competence in Behavioral Health, Description, Competencies, Outline 
 
Exploration of cultural diversity and its potential impact on behaviors, emotions, cognitions and perceptions, 
relationships, and values. Intercultural communication skills through the examination of cultural and racial diversity, 
sexual and gender identity, social justice, and religious and spiritual diversity. Consideration of its implications for 
the therapeutic process and the importance of self-awareness and effective communication skills for professionals 
in the behavioral health and social sciences. 
Prerequisites: None. 
 
Type: O College: SM Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
BHS251 Counseling the Chemically Dependent LEC 3.0 3.0 3.0 
 
Change in: Title to: Harm Reduction in Addiction, Substance Use, and Social Services, Description, Requisite, 
Competencies, Outline 
 
Introduction to harm reduction principles, policies, programs, and practices that aim to reduce the adverse health, 
social and economic consequences of the use of legal and illegal drugs. This course will introduce behavioral 
health and social service providers as well as paraprofessional counselors to the theory and practice of harm 
reduction strategies in addiction, social service, and community settings. 
Prerequisites: None. 
 
Type: O College: SM Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
BHS262 Counseling the Elderly LEC 1.0 1.0 1.0 
 
Change in: Title to: Behavioral Health Service Techniques for the Elderly, Credits, Periods, Load to:  
LEC 3.0 3.0 3.0, Requisite, Competencies, Outline  
 
Specific counseling skills and appropriate intervention strategies for working with the elderly. Focus on the 
particular psychological, sociological and physical problems of this age group. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in ASD102, or BHS152, or permission of Department or Division. 
 
Type: O College: SM Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
BHS271 Developmental Disabilities Assistance Training LEC 3.0 3.0 3.0 
 
Change in: Description, Competencies, Outline 
 
Introduction to the field of developmental disability assistance. Also includes common causes of developmental 
disabilities, treatments and other behavioral conditions that may affect such individuals. 
Prerequisites: None. 
 
Type: O College: SM Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm2?id=135661
http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm2?id=147310
http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm2?id=140466
http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm2?id=147366
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BHS272 Managing Difficult Children LEC 3.0 3.0 3.0 
 
Change in: Title to: Child and Adolescent Mental Health and Interventions, Description, Requisite,  
Competencies, Outline 
 
Strategies for training and reinforcing positive interaction with children. Covers behavior management strategies 
and techniques to prevent behavioral problems, replace behaviors and manage consequences. 
Prerequisites: None. 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Type: O College: SM Effective: 2020 Fall 
 
 
CIS120DA Introduction to Digital Video Editing: Adobe Premiere L+L 3.0 4.0 4.0 
 
Change in: Title to: Introduction to Adobe Premiere, Description, Outline 
 
Foundations of video import, export, and editing. Includes parts and function of a video camera, preproduction and 
production, incorporating photographs, titles, graphics, animation and audio, capturing, editing, rendering and 
outputting digital video. Prepares students for the Adobe Certifications related to Adobe Premiere. 
Prerequisites: None. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
CIS120DB Computer Graphics: Adobe Illustrator L+L 3.0 4.0 4.0 
 
Change in: Title to: Introduction to Adobe Illustrator, Description 
 
Provides students with the knowledge and skills to use Adobe Illustrator graphics software on a computer. Basic 
foundation course in the use of electronic techniques to create, manipulate, and edit images, text, abstract art, 
graphics design, color graphics and business charts; determine file formats appropriate for web and print; utilize 
tools to optimize graphics and create a PDF file. 
Prerequisites: None. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
CIS120DC Adobe Animate: Digital Animation L+L 3.0 4.0 4.0 
 
Change in: Title to: Introduction to Adobe Animate, Description, Competencies, Outline 
 
Focuses on entry-level skill expectations for digital animation using Adobe Animate. Covers basic animation 
techniques used in the creation, manipulation, and editing of animation graphics. Prepares students for the Adobe 
certifications related to Adobe Animate. 
Prerequisites: None. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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CIS120DF Adobe Photoshop Level I: Digital Imaging L+L 3.0 4.0 4.0 
 
Change in: Title to: Introduction to Adobe Photoshop, Description 
 
Focuses on entry-level skills and knowledge for digital imaging using Adobe Photoshop. Prepares students for the 
Adobe Certifications related to Photoshop. 
Prerequisites: None. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
CIS120DL Digital Video Compositing: After Effects L+L 3.0 4.0 4.0 
 
Change in: Title to: Introduction to Adobe After Effects, Description 
 
Includes creating visual effects for video projects. Explores techniques and methodologies used to create shots for 
big budget special effects. Topics include color and light matching, keying, motion tracking, rotoscoping and 
working with film. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in CIS120DA or CIS120DK, or permission of Instructor. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
CIS165 Introduction to IOS Application Development L+L 3.0 4.0 4.0 
 
Change in: Description, Requisite, Competencies 
 
Introduction to iOS device programming utilizing the XCode application, and the programming languages Objective-
C and/or Swift, utilizing various iOS frameworks. Understand iOS hardware and feature basics. Go through the 
entire design process from concept to final product delivery. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in CIS150++, or CIS156, or CIS159, or CIS162++, or CIS163AA, or 
permission of Instructor. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
CPD102AH Stress Management LEC 2.0 2.0 2.0 
 
Change in: Description, Competencies, Outline 
 
Reviews the sources of stress, the physiological effects and the psychological impact of stress on the individual. 
Provides strategies to manage and reduce stress. Helps students develop and understand behaviors to create a 
healthy balance in their lives by studying the biological, psychological, physiological, and social aspects of stress 
and wellness. 
Prerequisites: None. 
 
Type: A College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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CSI174 Debt Resolution Sales Procedures L+L 2.0 4.0 4.0 
 
Change in: Description, Competencies, Outline 
 
Practical application of debt resolution sales procedures. Covers consultative sales tools and services used in the 
provision of direct debt management sales. Includes approval calls, enrollment agreements, underwriting and file 
submission procedures as well as tax consequences and managing client objections. 
Prerequisites: None. 
 
Type: O College: RS Effective: 2020 Summer 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
EQS120 Equine Anatomy and Physiology LEC 4.0 4.0 4.0 
 
Change in: Activity Type, Periods, Load to: L+L 4.0 6.0 6.0, Load Formula to: T, Outline 
 
Study of structure and function of the equine. Includes cell structure, anatomy and physiology of major systems with 
emphasis on skeletal, muscular, and digestive systems. Incorporates detailed discussion and identification of 
various anatomical parts. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in EQS105 or permission of Department or Division. 
 
Type: O College: SC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
FSC101 Intro to Fire Service Selection L+L 3.0 4.0 4.0 
 
Change in: Title to: Introduction to Fire Service Selection and Entry, Credits, Periods, Load to: L+L 4.0 5.0 5.0, 
Description, Competencies, Outline  
 
Overview of the application and selection processes used by various fire departments and fire service 
organizations. Focus on the skills and abilities required for entry-level positions in the fire department, including oral 
and written communication skills, mathematical and mechanical skills, problem-solving skills, and physical agility 
and stamina. Elements of fire service culture and their effects on personal growth and interpersonal relationships. 
Major components of written application processes, requirements, preparation of resumes and their effect on 
employment prospects. Preparation for the interview to include communications skills, mental preparation 
techniques, behaviors, and the importance of the interview in the pre-employment process. 
Prerequisites: None. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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FSC102 Fire Department Operations L+L 11.0 19.6 19.6 
 
Change in: Description, Requisite 
 
Introductory fire science course primarily designed for the fire department recruit. Includes firefighting skills, 
equipment, and administrative policies, fire department operations, personnel policies, and International Fire 
Service Accreditation Congress Practical Skills Testing. Satisfies minimum standards for certification testing set 
forth by the current Arizona State Training and Certifying Authority. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in FSC105, FSC130, and permission of Instructor. Corequisites: FSC134 
and FSC174. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
FSC105 Hazardous Materials/First Responder LEC 3.0 3.0 3.0 
 
Change in: Title to: Hazardous Materials Awareness and Operations, Activity Type to: L+L 3.0 3.0 3.0,  
Load Formula to: T, Description  
 
Basic methods of recognition and identification based upon the chemical and physical properties of hazardous 
materials; basic safety procedures when utilizing specific types of protective clothing and equipment; basic tactical 
information relating to scene management. Satisfies minimum standards for certification testing set forth by the 
current ProBoard and/or Arizona State Training and Certifying Authority. 
Prerequisites: None. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
FSC110 Wildland Firefighter L+L 3.0 3.0 3.0 
 
Change in: Description 
 
Basic-level course for individuals with little or no experience in the wildland environment. Preparation for performing 
as a beginning-level wildland firefighter with an organized fire department engine or hand crew. Satisfies minimum 
standards for certification testing set forth by the National Wildland Coordinating Group (NWCG). 
Prerequisites: None. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
FSC113 Introduction to Fire Suppression LEC 3.0 3.0 3.0 
 
Change in: Activity Type, Credits, Periods, Load to: LEC 3.0 3.0 3.0 LAB 0.0 1.0 1.0, Load Formula to: T, 
Description, Competencies, Outline  
 
Introduction to the characteristics and behavior of fire, fire hazard properties of ordinary materials, extinguishing 
agents, firefighter safety, fire suppression organization and equipment, and basic fire fighting tactics. 
Prerequisites: None. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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FSC130 Fitness for Firefighters/CPAT L+L 1.0 1.5 1.5 
 
Change in: Description, Course Notes, Outline 
 
Skills and abilities required for entry level position in the fire service including physical ability, and stamina. 
Opportunity to take the accredited International Association of Fire Fighters (IAFF) Candidate Physical Ability Test 
(CPAT) at the end of the course at a IAFF licensed agency. 
Prerequisites: None. 
Course Notes: FSC130 is offered as credit (P) or no credit (Z) basis. Standard grading available according to 
procedures outlined in catalog. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
FSC167 Fire Captain Academy LEC 3.0 3.0 3.0 
 
Change in: Credits, Periods, Load to: LEC 6.0 3.0 3.0 LAB 0.0 3.0 3.0 
 
Roles and responsibilities of a company officer within the fire department system with emphasis on practical 
application and preparation for the role of company officer in a move-up or out-of-class status. Emphasis on 
customer service, safety, crew development, discipline, community involvement, and specific engine and ladder 
company officer functions. Includes fire and emergency medical simulations. 
Prerequisites: Permission of Instructor. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
FSC174 Functions of Command L+L 1.75 1.75 1.75 
 
Change in: Credits, Periods, Load to: L+L 2.0 3.0 3.0, Requisite 
 
Basic functions of command in the fire service. Includes brief history and future trends of incident command. 
Analysis of recent local, national, and international tactical and strategic concerns. Utilizes a Command Training 
Center to provide real-time, computer- and prop-enhanced simulations. 
Prerequisites: Permission of Instructor. Corequisites: FSC102. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
FSC220 Fire Officer L+L 5.0 5.6 5.6 
 
Change in: Periods, Load to: L+L 5.0 6.0 6.0, Outline  
 
Administrative methods applied to the fire service, departmental organization, and personnel management. 
Includes Incident Management System, fire service planning, and relationships with other agency departments. 
Prerequisites: Full time Certified Fire Fighter I and II, or Fire Instructor I, or permission of Instructor. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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HES271 Prevention and Treatment of Athletic Injuries LEC 3.0 3.0 3.0 
 
Change in: Title to: Sports Medicine Foundations, Description, Competencies, Outline 
 
Introduction to sports medicine knowledge, techniques, and careers. Exploration of current trends in athletic injury 
prevention, management and rehabilitation including wound care, taping, wrapping, bracing, splinting and 
protective equipment. 
Prerequisites: None. 
 
Type: A College: GC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
HIM101 Introduction to Health Information Management LEC 1.0 1.0 1.0 
 
Change in: Credits, Periods, Load to: LEC 3.0 4.0 3.7, Description, Requisite, Competencies, Outline 
 
Provides detailed investigation of the history, development, and evolution of the health information management 
(HIM) profession. Topics include health care delivery systems, HIM career paths, HIM functions, and HIM in acute 
and alternative care settings. 
Prerequisites: Acceptance into the Health Information Technology program and permission of Program Director. 
 
Type: O College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
HIM106 Legal Aspects of Health Information Management LEC 3.0 3.0 3.0 
 
Change in: Title to: Legal and Ethical Aspects of Health Information Management, Description, Requisite, 
Competencies, Outline 
 
Overview of legal and ethical principles in health care and health information management. Topics include federal 
and state court systems; legal terminology; health care law; privacy, confidentiality, and security; release of 
information guidelines; ethics, bioethics, and ethical dilemmas. 
Prerequisites: Acceptance into the Health Information Technology program and permission of Program Director. 
 
Type: O College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
HIM180 Introduction to Medical Billing and Reimbursement LEC 2.0 2.0 2.0 
 
Change in: Description, Competencies, Requisite 
 
Overview of the medical billing profession, the revenue management process, and federal billing guidelines. Topics 
include Medicare, Medicaid, third party payers, management care models, and national insurance schemes. 
Prerequisites: Permission of Program Director. 
 
Type: O College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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HIM181 Medical Claims Processing L+L 3.0 5.0 5.0 
 
Change in: Description, Requisite 
 
Provides in depth analysis of the medical claims process in ambulatory care settings. Topics include electronic data 
interchange, claims management, confidentiality, data retention, and the claims review and appeals process. 
A grade of C or better required in all Prerequisites. Prerequisites: (BPC110 and HIM180) or permission of 
Program Director. Prerequisites or Corequisites: HIM208 or permission of Program Director. 
 
Type: O College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
HIM183 Diagnostic Coding in Long Term Care Settings L+L 2.0 4.0 4.0 
 
Change in: Credits Periods, Load to: L+L 4.0 6.0 6.0, Description, Requisite, Competencies 
 
Introduction to the International Classification of Diseases (ICD) in long term care, home health and hospice 
settings. Topics include principles for diagnostic coding, standards of ethical coding, and diagnostic coding for 
reimbursement and coding compliance. 
A grade of C or better required in all Prerequisites. Prerequisites: (BIO201 and HCC145) or permission of 
Program Director. Prerequisites or Corequisites: HIM200 or permission of Program Director. 
 
Type: O College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
HIM205 Health Information Management Systems in Long Term  
 Care Settings L+L 1.0 2.0 2.0 
 
Change in: Title to: Managing Health Information in Long Term Care Settings, Credits, Periods, Load to:  
L+L 2.0 4.0 4.0, Description, Requisite, Competencies 
 
Provides an in depth analysis of the health information management function in Long Term Care (LTC) settings. 
Topics include long term care health record systems; LTC regulatory compliance standards and guidelines; 
common technologies used in LTC; and statistical and data analytics in LTC. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in HIM103. Corequisites: BPC110 or permission of Program Director. 
 
Type: O College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
HIM207 Health Information Organizational Resource Management LEC 2.0 2.0 2.0 
 
Change in: Credits, Periods, Load to: LEC 3.0 3.0 3.0, Description, Requisite, Competencies, Outline 
 
Provides an overview of principles and practices essential to the efficient use of human, financial, and physical 
resources within health information management services. Topics include team building, planning, leading, 
organizing, directing, and controlling. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in (HIM101 and HIM106) or permission of Program Director. 
 
Type: O College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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HIM208 ICD-CM Diagnostic Coding L+L 2.0 4.0 4.0 
 
Change in: Description, Requisite, Competencies, Outline 
 
Introduction to the International Classification of Diseases, Clinical Modification (ICD-CM) coding system. Topics 
include application of current ICD-CM guidelines and conventions for symptoms, signs, and abnormal clinical and 
laboratory findings, diseases, conditions, and external causes of morbidity in inpatient and outpatient settings. 
A grade of C or better required in all Prerequisites. Prerequisites: [BIO202, HCC145, HCC164, and (HCC204 or 
HIM200)] or permission of Program Director. Prerequisites or Corequisites: HIM180 or permission of Program 
Director. 
 
Type: O College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
HIM210 ICD-PCS Coding and ICD Applications L+L 2.0 4.0 4.0 
 
Change in: Description, Requisite, Competencies 
 
Introduction to the International Classification of Diseases, Procedure Coding System (ICD-PCS) coding system. 
Topics include application of the current ICD-PCS guidelines and conventions for procedures in inpatient settings 
and coding technologies. 
A grade of C or better required in all Prerequisites. Prerequisites: BIO202 and [(HCC164 and HCC204) or 
HIM200]. Prerequisites or Corequisites: HIM208 or permission of Program Director. 
 
Type: O College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
HIM211 Advanced Applications of Coding and Reimbursement L+L 4.0 6.0 6.0 
 
Change in: Description, Requisite, Competencies, Outline 
 
Provides foundation for advanced coding application including the use of references, source documents, and 
technology. Topics include Uniform Hospital Discharge Data Set; diagnostic-related groups; federal regulations for 
hospital-based settings; coding conventions for home health, long term care, rehabilitation, and other health care 
settings; and the use of codes for administrative, reimbursement, marketing, and regulatory purposes. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in (HIM208 and HIM210) or permission of Program Director. 
 
Type: O College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
HIM215 Physician-Based Billing and Coding Seminar LEC 1.0 1.0 1.0 
 
Change in: Description, Requisite, Competencies, Outline 
 
Guidance in the development of physician-based billing and coding compliance programs. 
A grade of C or better required in all Prerequisites. Prerequisites: HIM208 or permission of Program Director. 
Prerequisites or Corequisites: HIM181 and (HIM213 or HIM214) or permission of Program Director. 
Corequisites: HIM216 or permission of Program Director. 
 
Type: O College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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HIM216 Professional Practice in Physician-Based Billing and Coding LAB 1.0 5.0 0.0 
 
Change in: Description, Requisite, Competencies, Outline 
 
Practical application of billing and coding guidelines, conventions, and regulations under the supervision of a 
preceptor in an ambulatory care setting. 
A grade of C or better required in all Prerequisites. Prerequisites: HIM208, Current CPR at BLS Healthcare 
Provider Level through the American Heart Association, and permission of Program Director. Prerequisites or 
Corequisites: [HIM181 and (HIM213 or HIM214)] or permission of Program Director. Corequisites: HIM215 or 
permission of Program Director. 
 
Type: O College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
HIM219 Health Information Management Systems L+L 3.0 5.0 5.0 
 
Change in: Description, Requisite, Competencies 
 
Overview of the fundamental concepts, terminology, and structure of health information systems with an emphasis 
on applications used to manage electronic health information. Topics include health informatics; health information 
systems; electronic claims processing; electronic health records; electronic data interchange; and privacy, security, 
and confidentiality. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in [(HIM150 or HIM160) and (BPC110 or CIS105)] or permission of Program 
Director. 
 
Type: O College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
HIM220 Health Information Management Seminar II LEC 1.0 1.0 1.0 
 
Change in: Description, Competencies, Outline 
 
Prepares students for the health information management workforce. Topics include registered health information 
technician exam review and preparation, career development, team building, and project management for Health 
Information Management (HIM) professionals. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in (HIM207, HIM217, HIM218, and HIM219) or permission of Program 
Director. Corequisites: HIM224 or permission of Program Director. 
 
Type: O College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
HIM221 Medical Coding Seminar LEC 1.0 1.0 1.0 
 
Change in: Description, Requisite, Competencies 
 
Guides students in the development of hospital-based coding compliance programs. Explores career development 
tools for medical billers and coders. 
A grade of C or better required in all Prerequisites. Prerequisites or Corequisites: (HIM211 and HIM213) or 
permission of Program Director. Corequisites: HIM222 or permission of Program Director. 
 
Type: O College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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HIM222 Professional Practice in Medical Coding LAB 1.0 5.0 0.0 
 
Change in: Description, Requisite, Competencies, Outline 
 
Practical application of coding guidelines, conventions, and regulations under the supervision of a preceptor in an 
acute care setting. 
A grade of C or better required in all Prerequisites. Prerequisites or Corequisites: [HIM211 and (HIM213 or 
HIM214)] and Current CPR at BLS Healthcare Provider Level through the American Heart Association and 
permission of Program Director. Corequisites: HIM221 or permission of Program Director. 
 
Type: O College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
IPP242 Educational Interpreting LEC 3.0 3.0 3.0 
 
Change in: Title to: Educational Interpreting Skills, Activity Type, Credits, Periods, Load to: L+L 1.0 2.0 2.0,  
Load Formula to: T, Description, Requisite, Course Notes, Course Repeat, Outline  
 
Skill development and application of techniques used specifically in educational (K-12) interpreting and 
transliterating. Covers sign systems, technical signs, and methods of non-standard sign incorporation. 
Prerequisites: A grade of B or better in (IPP209 and IPP211) or permission of Department or Division. 
Course Notes: IPP242 may be repeated for a total of four (4) credit hours. 
 
Type: O College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
JRN101 Professional Writing Fundamentals LEC 1.0 1.0 1.0 
 
Change in: Activity Type, Periods, Load to: L+L 1.0 2.0 2.0, Load Formula, Description, Competencies, Outline  
 
Focus on the fundamentals and application of grammar, punctuation, spelling, style and structure necessary in 
professional writing fields, including media writing. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in ENG091 or eligibility for ENG101 as indicated by appropriate English 
placement. 
Course Notes: JRN101 may be repeated for a total of three (3) credit hours. 
 
Type: O College: GC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
JRN201 News Writing L+L 3.0 5.0 5.0 
 
Change in: Activity Type, Periods, Load to: LEC 3.0 3.0 3.0, Load Formula to: S, Description,  
Competencies, Outline  
 
Writing and producing news for the media. Associated Press (AP) editing style, writing skills, and organizational 
structure for news. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in ENG101 or ENG107. 
 
Type: O College: GC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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MPT250 Solid Design II: Advanced Part Modeling: SolidWorks L+L 3.0 5.0 5.0 
 
Change in: Description, Requisite, Competencies, Outline 
 
Creating mechanical assemblies using SolidWorks design tools. Advanced feature tools including constraints and 
motion. Skill enhancement in the creation of advanced assemblies and part design, standard and advanced mates, 
and performing mass properties analysis. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MPT151 or permission of Instructor. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MPT255 Solid Design 3D Printing: Techniques in Additive Manufacturing L+L 4.0 5.0 5.0 
 
Change in: Title to: Solid Design 3D Printing, Description, Competencies, Outline 
 
3D printing/additive manufacturing with various additive manufacturing materials. Model orientation for optimal 
printing and 3D layer slicing, infill control, and orientation. Foundation and support structure design. Fused 
Deposition Modeling (FDM), Stereolithography Apparatus (SLA), and metal 3D printing. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in ((MPT111 or MPT111MP) and MPT250), or permission of Instructor. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MUC109 Music Business: Merchandising and the Law LEC 3.0 3.0 3.0 
 
Change in: Title to: Music Business: Content Creation and Copyright, Description, Competencies, Outline 
 
Designed to provide an overview of content creation and copyright considerations within the Music Industry. Topics 
include songwriting and music creation, copyright, publishing and licensing, studio production, media applications of 
music, business ownership and operations, and emerging technologies. 
Prerequisites: None. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MUC110 Music Business: Recording and Mass Media LEC 3.0 3.0 3.0 
 
Change in: Title to: Music Business: Marketing and Monetization, Description, Competencies, Outline 
 
Designed to provide an overview of the marketing and monetization of music. Topics include music label 
operations; contracts; marketing, promotion, and merchandising; agents, managers, and attorneys; concert 
promotion and touring; and unions and guilds. 
Prerequisites: None. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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MUC292 Sound Design III L+L 3.0 6.0 6.0 
 
Change in: Description, Requisite, Competencies, Outline 
 
Advanced Sound Design Production for Multimedia: Designed to provide an atmosphere of team research and 
study paralleled by professional expertise and guidance. Professional-type facilities and equipment available for 
student use. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MUC222, or permission of Instructor. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MUC293 Self Promotion for Music LEC 1.0 1.0 1.0 
 
Change in: Description, Competencies, Outline 
 
Designed to provide the skills and knowledge required for effective self-promotion. Focus on career goal 
development, market analysis, communication and networking skills, and the development of a self-promotional 
campaign. 
Prerequisites: None. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MUP101CF Private Instruction: Bass Guitar L+L 1.0 0.6 0.0 
 
Change in: Title to: Private Instruction: Popular Music Bass Guitar, Description 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: None. 
Course Notes: MUP101CF may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MUP102CF Private Instruction: Bass Guitar L+L 2.0 1.2 0.0 
 
Change in: Title to: Private Instruction: Popular Music Bass Guitar, Description 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: None. 
Course Notes: MUP102CF may be repeated for credit.  
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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MUP151CF Private Instruction: Bass Guitar L+L 1.0 0.6 0.0 
 
Change in: Title to: Private Instruction: Popular Music Bass Guitar, Description 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MUP101CF. 
Course Notes: MUP151CF may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MUP152CF Private Instruction: Bass Guitar L+L 2.0 1.2 0.0 
 
Change in: Title to: Private Instruction: Popular Music Bass Guitar, Description 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MUP102CF. 
Course Notes: MUP152CF may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MUP201CF Private Instruction: Bass Guitar L+L 1.0 0.6 0.0 
 
Change in: Title to: Private Instruction: Popular Music Bass Guitar, Description 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MUP151CF. 
Course Notes: MUP201CF may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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MUP202CF Private Instruction: Bass Guitar L+L 2.0 1.2 0.0 
 
Change in: Title to: Private Instruction: Popular Music Bass Guitar, Description 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MUP152CF. 
Course Notes: MUP202CF may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MUP251CF Private Instruction: Bass Guitar L+L 1.0 0.6 0.0 
 
Change in: Title to: Private Instruction: Popular Music Bass Guitar, Description 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MUP201CF. 
Course Notes: MUP251CF may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MUP252CF Private Instruction: Bass Guitar L+L 2.0 1.2 0.0 
 
Change in: Title to: Private Instruction: Popular Music Bass Guitar, Description 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MUP202CF. 
Course Notes: MUP252CF may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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NCE150 Advanced Placement: Nurse Assisting LEC 1.0 1.0 1.0 
 
Change in: Activity Type, Credits, Periods, Load to: L+L 2.0 4.4 4.0, Load Formula to: R, Description,  
Requisite, Competencies, Outline 
 
Prepares the advanced placement nursing assistant student for the Certified Nursing Assistant (CNA) certification 
or Licensed Nursing Assistant (LNA) examination. The student will care for clients across the wellness/illness 
continuum within the scope of practice of the CNA/LNA. Includes basic problem solving processes specific to 
meeting the basic and holistic needs of clients, therapeutic communication skills, as well as interventions to ensure 
the needs and safety of the client. Provides opportunity for the student to show proficiency in the performance of 
basic nursing assistant skills and procedures through laboratory activities and participation in the care of clients. 
Licensing is the exclusive responsibility of the Arizona State Board of Nursing. 
Prerequisites: One year full-time employment OR two years part-time employment of direct patient care within the 
past five years OR students who have successfully completed course work that included direct patient care 
experiences in allied health, medicine or nursing in the past five years, OR permission of the Division Chairperson. 
 
Type: O College: GW Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
RES130 Respiratory Care Fundamentals I LEC 5.0 3.0 3.0 
  LAB 0.0 6.0 6.0 
 
Change in: Credits, Periods, Load to: LEC 4.5 3.0 3.0 LAB 0.0 5.0 5.0 
 
Review of existing clinical data and recommendations. Data required to determine appropriateness of prescribed 
respiratory care plan. Administration of basic respiratory care therapeutics to include medical gas administration, 
oxygen therapy administration, and humidity/aerosol therapy administration. Use and maintenance of select 
respiratory equipment. Use of communication skills during interactions with members of the health care team and 
patients. Ethical, legal and professional work behaviors. 
Prerequisites: Admission into the Respiratory Care program. 
 
Type: O College: GW Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
RES133 Respiratory Care Clinical Seminar LEC 3.0 3.0 3.0 
 
Change in: Credits, Periods, Load to: LEC 2.0 2.0 2.0 
 
Clinical application of concurrent respiratory care course work with emphasis on professionalism, medical record 
evaluation, communication, universal precaution, infection control, patient safety, patient assessment, age related 
care, cultural competence, routine hospital regulations, patient education and introduction to respiratory disease 
and treatment 
Prerequisites: Admission into the Respiratory Care program. 
 
Type: O College: GW Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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RES220 Respiratory Care Fundamentals III LEC 5.0 3.0 3.0 
  LAB 0.0 6.0 6.0 
 
Change in: Credits, Periods, Load to: LEC 4.5 3.0 3.0 LAB 0.0 5.0 5.0 
 
Advanced respiratory care therapy and assessment techniques to include ventilator setup and management. 
Diagnostic testing specific to assessment of oxygenation and ventilation and specific respiratory care procedures 
utilized in critical care. 
Prerequisites: Admission into the Respiratory Care program. 
 
Type: O College: GW Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
SLG090AA Speedy Sign Language I LEC 1.0 1.0 1.0 
 
Change in: Subject to: ASL090AA, Title to: Speedy American Sign Language I, Description, Requisite, 
Course Notes, Course Repeat 
 
Introduction of techniques for communicating with deaf people using American Sign Language (A.S.L.). Expressive 
and receptive sign skills, manual alphabet, numbers, and basic sign vocabulary. 
Prerequisites: None. ASL103 suggested but not required. 
Course Notes: ASL090AA may be repeated for a total of five (5) credit hours. 
 
Type: O College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
SLG101 American Sign Language I LEC 4.0 4.0 4.0 
 
Change in: Subject to: ASL101, Description, Requisite 
 
Introduction of principles, methods, and techniques for communicating with deaf people who sign. Development of 
expressive and receptive sign skills, manual alphabet, numbers, and sign vocabulary. Overview of syntax, 
grammar, and culture related to American Sign Language (A.S.L.). 
Prerequisites: None. ASL103 suggested as a corequisite but not required. 
 
Type: O College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
SLG103 Introduction to the Deaf Community LEC 1.0 1.0 1.0 
 
Change in: Subject to: ASL103, Description, Outline 
 
History and development of American Sign Language (ASL) and English codes. Overview of education for Deaf 
and Hard of Hearing children. Legal rights and common adaptive devices used by Deaf and Hard of Hearing 
individuals. 
Prerequisites: None. 
 
Type: O College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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SLG204 Comparative Linguistics: ASL/English LEC 3.0 3.0 3.0 
 
Change in: Subject to: ASL204, Description, Requisite, Outline 
 
A variety of topics about linguistics of American Sign Language (ASL) and English including phonology, 
morphology, lexicon, syntax, discourse, and language acquisition. Aspects of using sign language and how visual 
languages differ and are similar to spoken language. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in ASL202. Corequisites: ASL203. Completion of prerequisites within the 
last three years is required. 
 
Type: O College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
SLG298AA Special Projects LAB 1.0 1.0 0.0 
 
Change in: Subject to: ASL298AA, Description 
 
Organized and tailored around the interests and needs of the individual student. Structured to provide an 
atmosphere of individualized research and study paralleled by professional expertise and guidance. Professional-
type facilities and equipment available for student use. Allows the best aspects of independent study and 
individualized learning to be combined to maximize student development. 
Prerequisites: Permission of Program Director or Instructor. 
 
Type: A College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
SLG298AB Special Projects LAB 2.0 2.0 0.0 
 
Change in: Subject to: ASL298AB, Description 
 
Organized and tailored around the interests and needs of the individual student. Structured to provide an 
atmosphere of individualized research and study paralleled by professional expertise and guidance. Professional-
type facilities and equipment available for student use. Allows the best aspects of independent study and 
individualized learning to be combined to maximize student development. 
Prerequisites: Permission of Program Director or Instructor. 
 
Type: A College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
SLG298AC Special Projects ASL 298AC LAB 3.0 3.0 0.0 
 
Change in: Subject to: ASL298AC, Description 
 
Organized and tailored around the interests and needs of the individual student. Structured to provide an 
atmosphere of individualized research and study paralleled by professional expertise and guidance. Professional-
type facilities and equipment available for student use. Allows the best aspects of independent study and 
individualized learning to be combined to maximize student development. 
Prerequisites: Permission of Program Director or Instructor. 
 
Type: A College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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TCM100 Digital Multimedia L+L 3.0 3.0 3.0 
 
Change in: Subject to: FMT100, Title to: Introduction to Production, Description, Outline  
 
Introduction to the major production components of a multimedia project. 
Prerequisites: None. 
 
Type: O College: SC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
TCM124 Television Screenwriting: Existing Programs L+L 3.0 6.0 6.0 
 
Change in: Subject to: FMT124, Title to: Television Screenwriting: Writers Room, Description, Requisite, 
Competencies, Outline 
 
Intermediate workshop focused on understanding the collaborative nature of series/television (TV) story 
development (i.e., writers room) and writing initial draft of a spec script for an existing TV one-hour drama or half-
hour sitcom. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in FMT121. 
 
Type: O College: SC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
TCM134 Pre-Production for Motion Picture and Television L+L 3.0 4.0 4.0 
 
Change in: Subject to: FMT134, Description, Requisite, Outline 
 
Introduction to elements of pre-production for motion picture and television. Focuses on aesthetics, scriptwriting, 
budgeting, and selecting cast and crew. Features pre-production meetings to establish style, location, art design, 
shot sheet/storyboard, sound design, shooting schedule and film stock/video tapes. Pre-production of one film 
project and one video project required. Working as crew on one class shoot required. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in FMP105, or FMT100, or permission of Department or Division. 
 
Type: O College: SC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
TCM294AA Special Topics in Motion Picture/Television Production LEC 1.0 1.0 1.0 
 
Change in: Subject to: FMT294AA, Add Cross Reference to: FMP294AA, Title to: Special Topics in Motion  
Picture, Television, Documentary, and New Media Production, Description, Course Notes, Requisite, 
Competencies, Outline 
 
Exploration of current topics, issues and aspects of motion picture, television, documentary, and new media 
production. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in (FMP108 and FMP115) or FMT136, or permission of Instructor. 
Course Notes: FMP/FMT294AA may be repeated for a total of three (3) credit hours. 
 
Type: O College: SC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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TCM294AB Special Topics in Motion Picture/Television Production LEC 2.0 2.0 2.0 
 
Change in: Subject to: FMT294AB, Add Cross Reference to: FMP294AB, Title to: Special Topics in Motion  
Picture, Television, Documentary, and New Media Production, Description, Requisite, Course Notes, 
Competencies, Outline 
 
Exploration of current topics, issues and aspects of motion picture, television, documentary, and new media 
production. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in (FMP108 and FMP115) or FMT136, or permission of Instructor. 
Course Notes: FMP/FMT294AB may be repeated for a total of six (6) credit hours. 
 
Type: O College: SC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
TCM294AC Special Topics in Motion Picture/Television Production LEC 3.0 3.0 3.0 
 
Change in: Subject to: FMT294AC, Add Cross Reference to: FMP294AC, Title to: Special Topics in Motion 
Picture, Television, Documentary, and New Media Production, Description, Requisite, Course Notes, 
Competencies, Outline  
 
Exploration of current topics, issues and aspects of motion picture, television, documentary, and new media 
production. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in (FMP108 and FMP115) or FMT136, or permission of Instructor. 
Course Notes: FMP/FMT294AC may be repeated for a total of nine (9) credit hours. 
 
Type: O College: SC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
VPT108 Video Production LEC 3.0 2.0 2.0 
  LAB 0.0 3.0 3.0 
 
Change in: Subject to: FMP108, Delete Cross Reference to: TCM108, Description 
 
Focus on video production technology in corporate, cable, and broadcast applications. Emphasis on basic 
production techniques in scriptwriting, single camera film style shooting, lighting, audio recording, and editing, as 
well as post-production techniques, production personnel and their roles, budgeting and copyright issues. 
Prerequisites: None. 
 
Type: O College: SC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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VPT114 Audio Production LEC 3.0 2.0 2.0 
  LAB 0.0 3.0 3.0 
 
Change in: Subject to: FMP114, Delete Cross Reference to: TCM114, Description, Requisite,  
Competencies, Outline 
 
Focus on audio in the production of media projects. Emphasis on location-based, studio and sound room for 
corporate, cable and broadcast applications. Concepts covered include: microphones and audio recording 
equipment; audio production techniques using shotgun microphones or lavaliers while in the field; audio recording 
in the sound room, multi-track recording, and mixdown; audio editing using a non-linear computer program; music 
libraries; sound effects; and editing in audio post-production. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in FMP105 or FMP108. 
 
Type: O College: SC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
VPT214AA Video Production Internship L+L 1.0 1.0 1.0 
 
Change in: Subject to: FMP214AA, Description, Course Notes, Course Repeat 
 
Video production work experience in a business or industry. 80 hours of designated work per credit. 
Prerequisites: Permission of Instructor. 
Course Notes: FMP214AA may be repeated for a total of six (6) credit hours. 
 
Type: O College: SC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
VPT214AB Video Production Internship L+L 2.0 2.0 2.0 
 
Change in: Subject to: FMP214AB, Description, Course Notes, Course Repeat 
 
Video production work experience in a business or industry. 80 hours of designated work per credit. 
Prerequisites: Permission of Instructor. 
Course Notes: FMP214AB may be repeated for a total of six (6) credit hours. 
 
Type: O College: SC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
VPT214AC Video Production Internship L+L 3.0 3.0 3.0 
 
Change in: Subject to: FMP214AC, Description, Course Notes, Course Repeat 
 
Video production work experience in a business or industry. 80 hours of designated work per credit. 
Prerequisites: Permission of Instructor. 
Course Notes: FMP214AC may be repeated for a total of six (6) credit hours. 
 
Type: O College: SC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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WAC101 Writing Across the Curriculum LEC 3.0 3.0 3.0 
 
Change in: Description, Course Type to Acad, Competencies, Outline 
 
Expressive, expository, and academic writing experiences to develop students' rhetoric and composition 
foundation. Experience planning and drafting multi-paragraph essays through a writing process with emphasis on 
essay and paragraph structure and the elements of sentence structure. Participation in writing workshop, group 
work, reading to support writing tasks, and writing from sources. A minimum of three multi-paragraph essays and a 
final reflection paper. 
Prerequisites: None. 
 
Type: O College: SC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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ALT100 Academic Literacy Through Integrated Reading and Writing LEC 4.0 4.0 4.0 
 
Develops academic language skills and critical reading skills for organizing, analyzing, and retaining material 
through complementary reading and writing assignments. Prepares students for college level reading and writing 
intensive courses as well as career-related reading and writing tasks. 
Prerequisites: An appropriate District placement. 
 
Type: A College: EM Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
ART202 Media Productions I L+L 3.0 6.0 6.0 
 
Introduction to digital media production tools, equipment, and broadcast applications. Pre-production including 
script writing, storyboards, budgeting and copyright; studio and mobile production including the use of cameras, 
lighting, audio recording, and new media tools; post-production including media editing, transitions, titles, overlays 
and basic motion graphics. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in ART100 or permission of Instructor. 
 
Type: O College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
ART279 Media Productions II L+L 3.0 6.0 6.0 
 
Intermediate digital media production techniques. Continued pre-production, production, and post-production skills. 
Exploration of types of productions including interviews, informational/how-to, marketing/product, and 
documentary/artistic media productions. Refinement of aesthetic awareness and personal expression. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in ART202 or permission of Instructor. 
 
Type: O College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
ART280AA Digital Media Arts and Design Capstone L+L 1.0 2.0 2.0 
 
Focus on design, art, and development skills for a problem taken from business or industry. Includes practice-
based capstone project focusing on a specific issue or need in digital media arts and design. 
Prerequisites: Permission of Program Director or Instructor. 
Course Notes: ART280AA requires 80 clock hours of designated work per credit hour. 
 
Type: O College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
ART280AB Digital Media Arts and Design Capstone L+L 2.0 4.0 4.0 
 
Focus on design, art, and development skills for a problem taken from business or industry. Includes practice-
based capstone project focusing on a specific issue or need in digital media arts and design. 
Prerequisites: Permission of Program Director or Instructor. 
Course Notes: ART280AB requires 80 clock hours of designated work per credit hour. 
 
Type: O College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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ART280AC Digital Media Arts and Design Capstone L+L 3.0 6.0 6.0 
 
Focus on design, art, and development skills for a problem taken from business or industry. Includes practice-
based capstone project focusing on a specific issue or need in digital media arts and design. 
Prerequisites: Permission of Program Director or Instructor. 
Course Notes: ART280AC requires 80 clock hours of designated work per credit hour. 
 
Type: O College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
BAW112 Hair Essentials L+L 7.0 17.0 17.0 
 
Focus on the competencies of the Cosmetologist and the Hair Stylist Certificate Programs and the Arizona State 
Board of Cosmetology as an introduction to the basic theory and procedures in Cosmetology Hair Essentials. 
Prerequisites: None. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
BAW114 Student Salon I L+L 4.0 8.0 8.0 
 
Introduction to Cosmetology Student Salon operations and client services in the Cosmetology Clinic. Focus on 
application of skills learned in the classroom on live and mock clients. 
Prerequisites: None. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
BAW116 Student Salon II L+L 4.0 8.0 8.0 
 
Continuation of student salon with a focus on real life scenarios to serve a client and/or become a future business 
owner in the beauty industry. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in BAW114. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
BAW118 Hair Stylist State Licensure L+L 4.0 8.0 8.0 
 
Preparation for the written and practical examinations for Arizona State Board of Cosmetology licensure as related 
to hairstyling. Focus on Arizona State testing procedures for the written and practical examinations, as well as 
applicable Arizona State laws for a Hairstylist. Final salon business practices and services. 
Prerequisites: None. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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BAW119 Nail Essentials L+L 4.0 8.0 8.0 
 
Introduction to nail services in the beauty industry. Focus on knowledge and skills of providing nail services on 
actual clients in a salon setting. 
Prerequisites: None. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
BAW212 Skin Essentials L+L 4.0 8.0 8.0 
 
Introduction to skin services in the beauty industry. Focus on knowledge and skills of providing skin services on 
actual clients in a salon setting. 
Prerequisites: None. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
BAW214 Student Salon III L+L 4.0 8.0 8.0 
 
Focus on application of cosmetology skills learned in the live salon setting to perform services with limited instructor 
assistance. Industry readiness and preparation to perform services in the chosen field of expertise after licensure 
with Arizona State Board of Cosmetology. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in BAW116. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
BAW218 Cosmetology State Licensure L+L 4.0 8.0 8.0 
 
Preparation for the written and practical examinations for Arizona State Board of Cosmetology licensure. Focus on 
Arizona State testing procedures for the written and practical examinations, as well as Arizona State laws for a 
cosmetologist. Final salon business practices and services. 
Prerequisites: None. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
BAW298AA Special Projects LAB 1.0 1.0 0.0 
 
Organized and tailored around the interests and needs of the individual student. Structured to provide an 
atmosphere of individualized research and study paralleled by professional expertise and guidance. Professional-
type facilities and equipment available for student use. Allows the best aspects of independent study and 
individualized learning to be combined to maximize student development. 
Prerequisites: Permission of Program Director or Instructor. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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BAW298AB Special Projects LAB 2.0 2.0 0.0 
 
Organized and tailored around the interests and needs of the individual student. Structured to provide an 
atmosphere of individualized research and study paralleled by professional expertise and guidance. Professional-
type facilities and equipment available for student use. Allows the best aspects of independent study and 
individualized learning to be combined to maximize student development. 
Prerequisites: Permission of Program Director or Instructor. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
BAW298AC Special Projects LAB 3.0 3.0 0.0 
 
Organized and tailored around the interests and needs of the individual student. Structured to provide an 
atmosphere of individualized research and study paralleled by professional expertise and guidance. Professional-
type facilities and equipment available for student use. Allows the best aspects of independent study and 
individualized learning to be combined to maximize student development. 
Prerequisites: Permission of Program Director or Instructor. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
BHS220 Introduction to Integrated Behavioral Healthcare LEC 3.0 3.0 3.0 
 
Introduction to key concepts related to the provision of integrated health care services, as well as role of wellness 
and prevention in community health services. The course will introduce students to the theory and clinical practice 
of integrated behavioral health in primary care, as well as evidence-based approaches to promote wellness in 
individuals and communities. 
Prerequisites: None. 
 
Type: O College: SM Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
BHS255 Health and Wellness Coaching in Professional Resiliency LEC 3.0 3.0 3.0 
 
Comprehensive overview of the art, science, and role of coaching and teaching resiliency for the following issues: 
personal and work-related stress, burnout, traumatic stress, and compassion fatigue. Develop pedagogical 
techniques and practical application of evidence-based interventions in biobehavioral self-regulation, mindfulness, 
cognitive restructuring, positive psychology, peer support, and holistic self-care. Designed to develop skills as a 
health and wellness coach in professional resiliency for enhancing health and quality of life. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in BHS155. 
 
Type: O College: SM Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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BME101 Introduction to Biomedical Equipment Technology LEC 3.0 3.0 3.0 
 
Introduces fundamental concepts of the field of biomedical equipment technology. Emphasis on the responsibilities 
of the technician, electrical safety, and knowledge of devices and their functions, maintenance, and repair. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in ELE111, BIO160 and (HCC145 or HCC145AA). 
 
Type: O College: CG Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
CNT203 CCNA Cybersecurity Operations L+L 4.0 6.0 6.0 
 
Uses virtual environments to simulate real-world cybersecurity threat scenarios and create opportunities for practice 
with ethical hacking, security monitoring, analysis and resolution. Introduces current technical concepts, such as 
classification of network attacks, monitoring, analysis of network intrusion data, cryptography, prevention and 
mitigation of network attacks and application of incident response models to manage network security incidents. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in CNT150AB, or permission of Instructor. 
Course Notes: CNT203 is designed to help students prepare for the Cisco Certified Network Associate (CCNA) 
Cybersecurity Operations Certification examination. 
 
Type: O College: GC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
FMP115 Introduction to Editing for Media L+L 3.0 3.0 3.0 
 
Introduction to editing for media on a nonlinear editing system. 
Prerequisites: None. 
 
Type: O College: SC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
FMP134 Pre-Production for Film and Media L+L 3.0 4.0 4.0 
 
Introduction to elements of pre-production for film, television, and commercial productions. Focuses on aesthetics, 
writing, budgeting, and selecting cast and crew. Features pre-production meetings to establish style, location, 
production design, shot list/storyboard, sound design, and shooting schedule. Pre-production of one narrative or 
collaborative commercial project required. Working as crew on one class shoot required. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in FMT100, or FMP108, or permission of Department or Division. 
 
Type: O College: SC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
FMT260 Motion Picture Producing and Production Management L+L 3.0 3.0 3.0 
 
Introduction to functions specific to producing, production management, and business affairs for film, television, and 
new media productions. 
Prerequisites: FMT136. 
 
Type: O College: SC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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FSC234 Fitness and Wellness for Firefighter Candidates L+L 3.0 4.6 4.6 
 
Focus on fitness and wellness for firefighter candidates. 
Prerequisites: Permission of Instructor. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
HIM103 Long Term Care Delivery LEC 4.0 4.0 4.0 
 
Provides a survey of the Long-Term Care (LTC) continuum and the health information management function in long 
term care. Topics include long term care services provided in acute, ambulatory, and alternative care settings; LTC 
ethics and policy considerations; financial management; and special LTC populations. 
Prerequisites: Acceptance into the Health Information Technology program and permission of Program Director. 
 
Type: O College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
HIM160 Health Data and Content L+L 2.0 3.0 3.0 
 
Introduction to data collection methods for health information systems. Overview of data structure, content, and 
standards, datasets and databases used in various health care settings, and registries and indexes. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in (BPC110 or CIS105) or permission of Program Director. 
 
Type: O College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
HIM200 Human Pathophysiology and Pharmacology for HIM Professionals LEC 3.0 4.0 3.7 
 
Surveys common disease states and conditions that impact each of the major body systems and the reproductive 
process. Explores how the study of diseases, conditions, and treatments are connected to the health information 
management function. Topics include disease etiology; signs and symptoms of diseases and conditions; prognosis 
of diseases and conditions; and pharmacological concepts related to drug nomenclatures, sources of drugs, drug 
actions and dosage, and routes of drug administration. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in (HCC145 and BIO201) or permission Program Director. 
 
Type: O College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
HIM203 Healthcare Statistics and Data Analytics L+L 3.0 4.0 4.0 
 
Emphasizes the role of Health Information Management professionals in calculating, mining, and reporting 
healthcare statistics for data analytics, research, quality assurance, financial, and other purposes. Topics include 
health statistics, morbidity, mortality, quality resource management, and research design. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in [(HIM140 or HIM160) and MAT112] or permission of Program Director. 
 
Type: O College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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HIM209 Procedural Coding Systems for Non-Coders L+L 3.0 6.0 6.0 
 
Surveys major procedural coding systems used in acute, ambulatory, and alternative care settings. Structure, 
content, and guidelines for the current International Classification of Diseases, Procedure Coding System (ICD-
PCS), Current Procedural Terminology (CPT), and Healthcare Common Procedure Coding System (HCPCS) 
classification systems are explored. Topics include purpose and function of procedural coding; coding guidelines 
and conventions; and coding accuracy, totality, and sequencing. 
A grade of C or better required in all Prerequisites. Prerequisites: HCC164, (HCC204 or HIM200), and BIO202. 
Prerequisites or Corequisites: HIM208 or permission of Program Director 
 
Type: O College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
HIM213 CPT and HCPCS Coding L+L 3.0 6.0 6.0 
 
Provides students with the foundation for using the Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) and the Healthcare 
Common Procedure Coding System (HCPCS) coding systems. Topics include coding guidelines, healthcare 
reimbursement, coding technologies, ethical coding, and compliance issues. 
A grade of C or better required in all Prerequisites. Prerequisites: BIO202, HCC145, [(HCC164 and HCC204) or 
HIM200], and HIM208. Prerequisites or Corequisites: HIM180. 
 
Type: O College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
HIM225 Health Data Analytics L+L 3.0 4.0 4.0 
 
Provides students with integral tools and skills to analyze data commonly used in healthcare provision. Topics 
include data analysis, organization, and preparation tools; statistical techniques and variables; study design; 
benchmarking; and quality and performance improvement. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in [CIS114DE and (HIM201 or HIM203)] or permission of Program Director. 
 
Type: O College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
HIM231 Health Data Management Seminar LEC 1.0 3.0 2.4 
 
Designed for students pursuing skills and knowledge in health data management. Topics include career 
development, team building, health data systems management and preparation for the professional certification 
exam. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in [CIS114DE and (HIM201 or HIM203)] or permission of Program Director. 
Corequisites: HIM232 or permission of Program Director. 
 
Type: O College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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HIM232 Health Data Management Professional Practice LAB 1.0 5.0 0.0 
 
Practical application of health data management knowledge and skills under the supervision of a preceptor in an 
acute, ambulatory, and/or alternative care setting. 
Prerequisites: (A grade of C or better in [CIS114DE and (HIM201 or HIM203)] or permission of Program Director) 
and current CPR at Basic Life Support (BLS) Healthcare Provider Level through the American Heart Association. 
Corequisites: HIM231 or permission of Program Director. 
 
Type: O College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
HIM233 Revenue Cycle Management Seminar LEC 1.0 3.0 2.4 
 
Prepares students for the workforce in the field of revenue cycle management. Topics include strategies for team 
building, project collaboration, career development, and preparation and review for professional exam. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in (HIM208 and HIM210) or permission of Program Director. Corequisites: 
HIM234 or permission of Program Director. 
 
Type: O College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
HIM234 Revenue Cycle Data Management Professional Practice LAB 1.0 5.0 0.0 
 
Practical application of revenue cycle management knowledge and skills under the supervision of a preceptor in an 
acute, ambulatory, and/or alternative care setting. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in (HIM208 and HIM210) or permission of Program Director. Corequisites: 
HIM233 or permission of Program Director. 
Course Notes: Current CPR certification at BLS Healthcare Provider Level through the American Heart 
Association required prior to placement. 
 
Type: O College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
IPP209 Introduction to Educational Interpreting LEC 2.0 2.0 2.0 
 
Principles, vocabulary, and techniques used specifically in educational (K-12) interpreting and transliterating. 
Introduces students to the scope of work and issues in primary, secondary, and vocational educational settings. 
Covers sign systems, technical signs, and appropriate methods of incorporating new signs. 
Prerequisites: A grade of B or better in IPP205 or permission of Department or Division. ASL200 recommended. 
Course Notes: IPP209 may be repeated for a total of eight (8) credit hours. 
 
Type: O College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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IPP210 Research in Interpreting LEC 3.0 3.0 3.0 
 
Overview of theory and methodological practice in Interpretation with particular attention to research methods. 
Emphasis on development of critical thinking skills through active participation in the research process. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in COM225, CRE101, ENG102, and IPP207. 
Course Notes: IPP210 may be repeated for a total of nine (9) credit hours. 
 
Type: O College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MPT213 Coordinate Measuring Machines II L+L 3.0 4.0 4.0 
 
Advanced techniques and operation of Coordinate Measuring Machine (CMM). Includes alignments, Computer 
Aided Design (CAD) use, program control, scanning, and dimensioning. Offline programming for operation of CMM. 
Conformance to geometric dimensioning and tolerancing and manufacturing documentation. Implementation of 
measurement strategies and time-saving techniques for creating measurement routines. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MPT113. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MPT214 3D Scanning and Reverse Engineering: Geomagic L+L 3.0 5.0 5.0 
 
Principles of digital 3D Scanning and reverse engineering. Data acquisition of organic and mechanical components. 
Transformation of data into solid model geometry to create parts of equal or superior quality for machining or 3D 
printing. 
A grade of C or better required in all Prerequisites. Prerequisites: MPT113. Prerequisites or Corequisites: 
MPT151. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MPT218 Advanced Quality Process Methods L+L 3.0 4.0 4.0 
 
High-level quality improvement process applied to manufacturing. Specific emphasis on experimental methods 
focused on waste reduction and general quality and process improvement. Understanding key process variables 
and decision-making methods based on established procedures. Applying statistical methods to process 
improvement. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MPT101, MPT110, MPT111, MPT113. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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MPT251 Solid Design: Documentation/GD&T: SolidWorks L+L 3.0 5.0 5.0 
 
Creation of engineering drawings. Parts and assemblies using associative mechanical design software. Principles 
and applications presented in accordance with the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Y14. series 
of standards. Drawing sheets and templates, views, projections, dimensions and annotations, Geometric 
Dimensioning and Tolerancing (GD&T), assembly drawings, Bill of Materials (BOM), and assembly configurations. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MPT151. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MPT252 Solid Design: Simulation: SolidWorks L+L 3.0 5.0 5.0 
 
Principles of Finite Element Analysis (FEA), stress and gap analysis, and the Finite Element Method (FEM). 
Application of fixtures, loads, and connections to assemblies and models. Conducting static and dynamic simulation 
studies. Evaluation of simulation results and determination of Factor of Safety (FOS). 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MPT250. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MPT253 Solid Design: Surface Modeling: SolidWorks L+L 3.0 4.0 4.0 
 
Creation and manipulation of freeform shapes and surfaces using SolidWorks mechanical design software. Surface 
body design using 3D sketch geometry and solid features. Verification of surface integrity and quality. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MPT250. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MPT254 Solid Design: Sheet Metal: SolidWorks L+L 3.0 4.0 4.0 
 
Design of sheet metal parts and assemblies. Creation of sheet metal production drawings. Conversion of solid 
models to sheet metal. Creation of welded structures with standard structural members using SolidWorks 
Weldments feature. Design of weld beads and weld joints. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MPT250. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MPT298AA Special Projects LAB 1.0 1.0 0.0 
 
Organized and tailored around the interests and needs of the individual student. Structured to provide an 
atmosphere of individualized research and study paralleled by professional expertise and guidance. Professional-
type facilities and equipment available for student use. Allows the best aspects of independent study and 
individualized learning to be combined to maximize student development. 
Prerequisites: Permission of Program Director or Instructor. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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NEW COURSES: MARICOPA COMMUNITY COLLEGES 

MCCCD GOVERNING BOARD DATE: 2/25/2020 
 

 ACT CREDITS PERIODS LOAD 

 50 

 
MPT298AB Special Projects LAB 2.0 2.0 0.0 
 
Organized and tailored around the interests and needs of the individual student. Structured to provide an 
atmosphere of individualized research and study paralleled by professional expertise and guidance. Professional-
type facilities and equipment available for student use. Allows the best aspects of independent study and 
individualized learning to be combined to maximize student development. 
Prerequisites: Permission of Program Director or Instructor. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MPT298AC Special Projects LAB 3.0 3.0 0.0 
 
Organized and tailored around the interests and needs of the individual student. Structured to provide an 
atmosphere of individualized research and study paralleled by professional expertise and guidance. Professional-
type facilities and equipment available for student use. Allows the best aspects of independent study and 
individualized learning to be combined to maximize student development. 
Prerequisites: Permission of Program Director or Instructor. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MUP101CK Private Instruction: Popular Music Voice L+L 1.0 0.6 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: None. 
Course Notes: MUP101CK may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MUP101CL Private Instruction: Popular Music Piano L+L 1.0 0.6 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: None. 
Course Notes: MUP101CL may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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MUP101CM Private Instruction: Popular Music Guitar L+L 1.0 0.6 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: None. 
Course Notes: MUP101CM may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MUP101CN Private Instruction: Popular Music Drum L+L 1.0 0.6 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: None. 
Course Notes: MUP101CN may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MUP101CO Private Instruction: Popular Music Production L+L 1.0 0.6 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: None. 
Course Notes: MUP101CO may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MUP101CP Private Instruction: Popular Electronic Music Performance L+L 1.0 0.6 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: None. 
Course Notes: MUP101CP may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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MUP101CQ Private Instruction: Popular Music Turntablism L+L 1.0 0.6 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: None. 
Course Notes: MUP101CQ may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MUP102CK Private Instruction: Popular Music Voice L+L 2.0 1.2 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: None. 
Course Notes: MUP102CK may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MUP102CL Private Instruction: Popular Music Piano L+L 2.0 1.2 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: None. 
Course Notes: MUP102CL may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MUP102CM Private Instruction: Popular Music Guitar L+L 2.0 1.2 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: None. 
Course Notes: MUP102CM may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
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MUP102CN Private Instruction: Popular Music Drum L+L 2.0 1.2 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: None. 
Course Notes: MUP102CN may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MUP102CO Private Instruction: Popular Music Production L+L 2.0 1.2 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: None. 
Course Notes: MUP102CO may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MUP102CP Private Instruction: Popular Electronic Music Performance L+L 2.0 1.2 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: None. 
Course Notes: MUP102CP may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MUP102CQ Private Instruction: Popular Music Turntablism L+L 2.0 1.2 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: None. 
Course Notes: MUP102CQ may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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MUP151CK Private Instruction: Popular Music Voice L+L 1.0 0.6 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MUP101CK. 
Course Notes: MUP151CK may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MUP151CL Private Instruction: Popular Music Piano L+L 1.0 0.6 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MUP101CL. 
Course Notes: MUP151CL may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MUP151CM Private Instruction: Popular Music Guitar L+L 1.0 0.6 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MUP101CM. 
Course Notes: MUP151CM may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MUP151CN Private Instruction: Popular Music Drum L+L 1.0 0.6 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MUP101CN. 
Course Notes: MUP151CN may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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MUP151CO Private Instruction: Popular Music Production L+L 1.0 0.6 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MUP101CO. 
Course Notes: MUP151CO may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MUP151CP Private Instruction: Popular Electronic Music Performance L+L 1.0 0.6 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MUP101CP. 
Course Notes: MUP151CP may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MUP151CQ Private Instruction: Popular Music Turntablism L+L 1.0 0.6 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MUP101CQ. 
Course Notes: MUP151CQ may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MUP152CK Private Instruction: Popular Music Voice L+L 2.0 1.2 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MUP102CK. 
Course Notes: MUP152CK may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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MUP152CL Private Instruction: Popular Music Piano L+L 2.0 1.2 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MUP102CL. 
Course Notes: MUP152CL may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MUP152CM Private Instruction: Popular Music Guitar L+L 2.0 1.2 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MUP102CM. 
Course Notes: MUP152CM may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MUP152CN Private Instruction: Popular Music Drum L+L 2.0 1.2 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MUP102CN. 
Course Notes: MUP152CN may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MUP152CO Private Instruction: Popular Music Production L+L 2.0 1.2 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MUP102CO. 
Course Notes: MUP152CO may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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MUP152CP Private Instruction: Popular Electronic Music Performance L+L 2.0 1.2 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MUP102CP. 
Course Notes: MUP152CP may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MUP152CQ Private Instruction: Popular Music Turntablism L+L 2.0 1.2 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MUP102CQ. 
Course Notes: MUP152CQ may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MUP201CK Private Instruction: Popular Music Voice L+L 1.0 0.6 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MUP151CK. 
Course Notes: MUP201CK may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MUP201CL Private Instruction: Popular Music Piano L+L 1.0 0.6 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MUP151CL. 
Course Notes: MUP201CL may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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MUP201CM Private Instruction: Popular Music Guitar L+L 1.0 0.6 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MUP151CM. 
Course Notes: MUP201CM may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MUP201CN Private Instruction: Popular Music Drum L+L 1.0 0.6 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MUP151CN. 
Course Notes: MUP201CN may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MUP201CO Private Instruction: Popular Music Production L+L 1.0 0.6 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MUP151CO. 
Course Notes: MUP201CO may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MUP201CP Private Instruction: Popular Electronic Music Performance L+L 1.0 0.6 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MUP151CP. 
Course Notes: MUP201CP may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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MUP201CQ Private Instruction: Popular Music Turntablism L+L 1.0 0.6 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MUP151CQ. 
Course Notes: MUP201CQ may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MUP202CK Private Instruction: Popular Music Voice L+L 2.0 1.2 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MUP152CK. 
Course Notes: MUP202CK may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MUP202CL Private Instruction: Popular Music Piano L+L 2.0 1.2 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MUP152CL. 
Course Notes: MUP202CL may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MUP202CM Private Instruction: Popular Music Guitar L+L 2.0 1.2 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MUP152CM. 
Course Notes: MUP202CM may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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MUP202CN Private Instruction: Popular Music Drum L+L 2.0 1.2 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MUP152CN. 
Course Notes: MUP202CN may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MUP202CO Private Instruction: Popular Music Production L+L 2.0 1.2 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MUP152CO. 
Course Notes: MUP202CO may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MUP202CP Private Instruction: Popular Electronic Music Performance L+L 2.0 1.2 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MUP152CP. 
Course Notes: MUP202CP may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MUP202CQ Private Instruction: Popular Music Turntablism L+L 2.0 1.2 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MUP152CQ. 
Course Notes: MUP202CQ may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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MUP251CK Private Instruction: Popular Music Voice L+L 1.0 0.6 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MUP201CK. 
Course Notes: MUP251CK may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MUP251CL Private Instruction: Popular Music Piano L+L 1.0 0.6 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MUP201CL. 
Course Notes: MUP251CL may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MUP251CM Private Instruction: Popular Music Guitar L+L 1.0 0.6 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MUP201CM. 
Course Notes: MUP251CM may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MUP251CN Private Instruction: Popular Music Drum L+L 1.0 0.6 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MUP201CN. 
Course Notes: MUP251CN may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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MUP251CO Private Instruction: Popular Music Production L+L 1.0 0.6 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MUP201CO. 
Course Notes: MUP251CO may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MUP251CP Private Instruction: Popular Electronic Music Performance L+L 1.0 0.6 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MUP201CP. 
Course Notes: MUP251CP may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MUP251CQ Private Instruction: Popular Music Turntablism L+L 1.0 0.6 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MUP201CQ. 
Course Notes: MUP251CQ may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MUP252CK Private Instruction: Popular Music Voice L+L 2.0 1.2 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MUP202CK. 
Course Notes: MUP252CK may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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MUP252CL Private Instruction: Popular Music Piano L+L 2.0 1.2 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MUP202CL. 
Course Notes: MUP252CL may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MUP252CM Private Instruction: Popular Music Guitar L+L 2.0 1.2 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MUP202CM. 
Course Notes: MUP252CM may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MUP252CN Private Instruction: Popular Music Drum L+L 2.0 1.2 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MUP202CN. 
Course Notes: MUP252CN may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MUP252CO Private Instruction: Popular Music Production L+L 2.0 1.2 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MUP202CO. 
Course Notes: MUP252CO may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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MUP252CP Private Instruction: Popular Electronic Music Performance L+L 2.0 1.2 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MUP202CP. 
Course Notes: MUP252CP may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MUP252CQ Private Instruction: Popular Music Turntablism L+L 2.0 1.2 0.0 
 
Private Instruction emphasizing developmental improvement of musicianship and technique from an entering skill 
level. Four-course sequence required of all music majors meeting departmental requirements. Instruction provided 
on voice, piano, harpsichord, organ, guitar, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone horn, tuba, flute, oboe, 
clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, violin, viola, violoncello, contrabass, bass guitar, percussion, harp, turntablism and 
electronic music. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in MUP202CQ. 
Course Notes: MUP252CQ may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: MC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
STO279 Creating and Telling Fact-Based Historical Stories LEC 3.0 3.0 3.0 
X HIS279 
 
Creating and telling fact-based stories and stories from history. 
Prerequisites: A grade of C or better in EDU/HUM/STO292. 
Course Notes: HIS/STO279 may be repeated for a total of six (6) credit hours. 
 
Type: A College: SM Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
WED126 Cupping Therapy L+L 1.0 1.0 1.0 
 
Introduction to cupping therapy for individuals in the field of massage therapy. In addition but not limited to the 
history, techniques and application in various therapeutic settings. 
Prerequisites: None. 
Course Notes: WED126 may be repeated for credit. 
 
Type: O College: PC Effective: 2020 Fall 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5985 Program Title: Biomedical Equipment Technology 
Initiating College: CG Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: Shared by: GC, MC 
 
Total Program Credits: 26-36 CIP Code: 15.0401 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Joe Neglia 
IC: Applied Technology (57) 
Field of Interest: Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics 
 
Description: This Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Biomedical Equipment Technology program introduces 
students to the technical knowledge and skills needed for entry level positions troubleshooting, repairing, and 
maintaining biomedical equipment used by hospitals, clinics, home healthcare providers, and medical device 
manufacturers and repair companies. Coursework includes the study of electronics, networking, information 
security, human anatomy and physiology, regulatory, and healthcare delivery systems. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5040N Program Title: Computer System Configuration and Support, Security 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: Shared by: CG, EM, GC, GW, MC, PC, PV, RS, SC, SM 
 
Total Program Credits: 9-18 CIP Code: 11.1006 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
Field of Interest: Computer and Information Technology 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Computer System Configuration and Support, Security 
program is designed to prepare students for entry-level computer maintenance, help desk, and network technician 
jobs with an emphasis on security. The courses focus on the development of knowledge and skills in computer and 
security technologies including system components, installation, system configuration, peripheral devices, and 
notebooks. Emphasis is placed on preventing, identifying, and mitigating threats to the security of information 
systems and utilizing the basic tools for information security. This program helps prepare participants for the 
CompTIA A+, Security+, and certification exams. Students who complete this program may seek employment in a 
variety of environments. Students can also pursue additional Certificates of Completion (CCLs) in a variety of 
specializations within the information technology field to deepen their knowledge and skills and help prepare them 
for multiple industry certification examinations. An Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Network and Systems 
Administration is also available. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5035N Program Title: VMware Foundations 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: Shared by: CG, EM, GC, GW, MC, PC, PV, SC 
 
Total Program Credits: 3 CIP Code: 11.1001 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
Field of Interest: Computer and Information Technology 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in VMware Foundations program is designed to help students 
prepare for VMware industry certifications and work in a variety of information technology environments including 
software defined data centers. The program introduces vSphere and VMware ESXi server in the enterprise and 
covers many aspects of virtualization for VMware ESXi server administration. It is designed to prepare students for 
the VMware Foundations (VCA) certification exam. Students can also pursue additional Certificates of Completion 
(CCLs) in a variety of specializations within the information technology field to deepen their knowledge and skills 
and to help prepare them for multiple industry certification examinations. An Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in 
Network and Systems Administration is also available. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5033N Program Title: VMware Systems Administrator 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: Shared by: CG, EM, GC, GW, MC, PC, PV, SC 
 
Total Program Credits: 6 CIP Code: 11.1001 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
Field of Interest: Computer and Information Technology 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in VMware Systems Administrator program is designed to help 
students prepare for VMware industry certifications and work in a variety of information technology environments 
including software defined data centers. The program introduces vSphere and VMware ESXi server in the 
enterprise and covers many aspects of virtualization for VMware ESXi server administration. It includes advanced 
skills for configuring and maintaining a highly available and scalable virtual infrastructure and is designed to 
prepare students for the VMware VCA and VCP certification exams. Students can also pursue additional 
Certificates of Completion (CCLs) in a variety of specializations within the information technology field to deepen 
their knowledge and skills and to help prepare them for multiple industry certification examinations. An Associate in 
Applied Science (AAS) in Network and Systems Administration is also available. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5167N Program Title: Adobe Foundations: Animation and Graphics Production 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: Shared by: CG, GC, MC, PV, SM 
 
Total Program Credits: 9 CIP Code: 11.0801 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
Field of Interest: Computer and Information Technology 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Adobe Foundations: Animation and Graphics Production 
program helps prepare students to create, edit, and enhance digital images, graphics, and animation for use in 
web, print, and video. A Certificate of Completion in Adobe Foundations: Video and Audio Production and an 
Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Web Design and Development are also available. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm11?id=143626
http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm11?id=143624
http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm11?id=148497
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5166N Program Title: Adobe Foundations: Audio and Video Production 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: Shared by: MC, SM 
 
Total Program Credits: 9 CIP Code: 11.0801 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
Field of Interest: Computer and Information Technology 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Adobe Foundations: Audio and Video Production program 
helps prepare students to edit and enhance video, sound, and special effects for online and broadcast delivery. A 
Certificate of Completion in Adobe Foundations: Animation and Graphics Production and an Associate in Applied 
Science (AAS) in Web Design and Development are also available. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AAS/3209 Program Title: Beauty and Wellness 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: Shared by: GW, MC 
 
Total Program Credits: 60-68 CIP Code: 12.0412 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Occupational Administrators (53) 
Field of Interest: Business, Entrepreneurialism and Management 
 
Description: The Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Beauty and Wellness promotes progressive thinking, 
skills, and experiences to enhance personal growth and professional success. This interdisciplinary AAS is 
designed to provide students with business and financial acumen, effective and collaborative communication skills, 
critical thinking techniques, and leadership qualities to be empowered professionals. Students who complete this 
AAS have fundamental strategies to effectively and successfully implement innovative principles in the beauty 
industry to serve consumers. The Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Beauty and Wellness may transfer to a 
Bachelor of Applied Science (BAS) program for students who want to pursue a bachelor's degree. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5141N Program Title: Cloud Computing 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Spring 
Program Availability: Shared by: CG, EM, GC, GW, MC, PC, PV, SC, SM 
 
Total Program Credits: 2 CIP Code: 11.0902 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Occupational Administrators (53) 
Field of Interest: Computer and Information Technology 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Cloud Computing builds the practical knowledge and skills of 
cloud computing. Cloud computing provides reliable, scalable, secure, and flexible technology solutions for 
personal and business use. This CCL will introduce students new to or interested in cloud computing to the 
fundamental concepts of cloud services as well as hands-on opportunities to apply these concepts to real-world 
applications. Students with the requisite experience in the field who complete this CCL can pursue employment in a 
variety of information technology jobs. This CCL also helps to prepare students for the AWS Cloud Practitioner 
certification, which is the first level of the AWS certifications. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm11?id=148498
http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm13?id=149708
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5182N Program Title: Construction Building Codes 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: College-Specific: MC 
 
Total Program Credits: 3.0 CIP Code: 46.0412 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Chevelle Frantz 
IC: Applied Technology (57) 
Field of Interest: Applied Technology 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Construction Building Codes is designed specifically to 
acquaint students with safety principles of building construction under the Uniform Building Code, including 
structural requirements for wood, masonry and concrete, fire resistance of building construction, fire resistant 
materials, and ratings and occupancy requirements. After completion of the certificate, students may take the 
International Code Council Residential Building Code exam for international certification. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5179N Program Title: Construction Safety OSHA 30 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: College-Specific: MC 
 
Total Program Credits: 3.0 CIP Code: 46.0412 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Chevelle Frantz 
IC: Applied Technology (57) 
Field of Interest: Applied Technology 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Construction Safety OSHA 30 provides training in a 
comprehensive overview of standards that Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) has set in place 
for job site safety. Specifically structured for hazard identification, avoidance, control and prevention. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AAS/3205 Program Title: Fire Science 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: Shared by: GC, MC, PC, PV 
 
Total Program Credits: 60-88 CIP Code: 43.0203 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Emergency Medical Technology/Fire Science Technology (54) 
Field of Interest: Behavioral Sciences and Human Services 
 
Description: The Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Fire Science provides the opportunity for individuals 
seeking careers in the fire service to acquire standard firefighting skills and prepare for state and/or national 
certifications, including the Firefighter I and II Certification. Students will gain broad knowledge and skills necessary 
to work effectively in the fire service as firefighters. A Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Firefighter Operations is 
also available.  
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm11?id=149317
http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm11?id=149314
http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm13?id=149471
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Award/Major Code: AAS/3207 Program Title: Fire Service Management 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: Shared by: GC, MC, PC, PV 
 
Total Program Credits: 60 CIP Code: 43.0202 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Emergency Medical Technology/Fire Science Technology (54) 
Field of Interest: Behavioral Sciences and Human Services 
 
Description: The Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Fire Service Management can be used by professional 
firefighters for promotional opportunities within the Fire Services. The program provides courses for experienced 
professional firefighters who desire to learn advanced fireground tactics and strategy, building construction, 
practical incident command, supervisory training of personnel, public administration, basic finance, and human 
resource management. Students can select from a variety of fire science electives to meet their professional goals. 
A Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Fire Service Management is also available. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AAS/3204 Program Title: Industrial Design Technology 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: College-Specific: GW 
 
Total Program Credits: 60-65 CIP Code: 50.0404 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Applied Technology (57) 
Field of Interest: Applied Technology 
 
Description: The Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Industrial Design Technology program prepares students 
for careers in the field of Industrial Design. This expertise will allow employment in a variety of hi-tech product 
development and medical device, consumer product, aerospace, and automotive manufacturing companies. The 
program includes courses designed to provide students with a working knowledge in the field of product design, 
product development and rapid part production. Competency and technical expertise will be learned on industry 
specific three-dimensional (3D) Solid Design software and 3D printers. The core specialty of the program is hands-
on experience with Computer Aided Design (CAD), and 3D printing. A Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Industrial 
Design Technology: Design Specialist is also available. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5184 Program Title: Industrial Design Technology: Design Specialist 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: College-Specific: GW 
 
Total Program Credits: 25 CIP Code: 50.0404 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Applied Technology (57) 
Field of Interest: Applied Technology 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Industrial Design Technology: Design Specialist provides 
foundational industrial design skills. The foundational skills gained will allow employment in a variety of hi-tech 
product development and medical device, consumer product, aerospace, and automotive manufacturing 
companies. The program includes courses designed to provide students with a working knowledge in the field of 
product design, product development and rapid part manufacturing. The core specialty of the program is hands-on 
experience with solid design. There is also an Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Industrial Design available. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm13?id=149472
http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm13?id=149455
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Award/Major Code: AAS/3196 Program Title: Information Technology 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: Shared by: CG, EM, GC, GW, MC, PC, PV, RS, SC, SM 
 
Total Program Credits: 60-65 CIP Code: 11.0103 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
Field of Interest: Computer and Information Technology 
 
Description: The Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Information Technology (IT) program is designed to 
provide students with skills to meet information technology needs across industries. This program includes 
instruction in the principles of computer hardware components and business software, programming, databases, 
networking, customer service, web development, and information systems and project management. Coursework 
helps prepare students for a variety of industry-recognized examinations and certifications. Students will earn one 
or more of the following Certificates of Completion (CCLs): CCL/5154 Cybersecurity Fundamentals CCL/5083 
Database Development CCL/5043 Desktop Support CCL/5793 Foundations of Mobile App Development CCL/5132 
Microsoft Office Professional CCL/5031 Microsoft System Administration CCL/5048 Programming and Systems 
Analysis Level I CCL/5183N Oracle Database Operations CCL/5050N Red Hat Linux Engineer CCL/5984 Web 
Foundations  
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5181N Program Title: International Residential Code 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: College-Specific: MC 
 
Total Program Credits: 3.0 CIP Code: 46.0412 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Chevelle Frantz 
IC: Applied Technology (57) 
Field of Interest: Applied Technology 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in International Residential Code covers International Residential 
Code for construction trades, including building, mechanical, plumbing and electrical, for one and two family 
residential construction. After completion of the certificate, students may take the International Code Council 
International Building Code exam for international certification. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5169 Program Title: Animation 
Initiating College: PC Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: Shared by: GC, MC, PC 
 
Total Program Credits: 40 CIP Code: 10.0304 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Art (17) 
Field of Interest: Visual and Performing Arts 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Animation develops knowledge and skills in the area of digital 
animation, including but not limited to the production of still and time-based media, animation techniques, narrative 
development, character design, compositing, motion graphics, and interactive design. The curriculum is designed to 
provide the student with an understanding of animation techniques, use of production equipment, animation 
terminology, media and interactivity applications, and industry practices. This certificate prepares students for 
employment and upgrades the skills of persons employed in occupations such as digital animators, media 
producers, storyboard artists, media artist/designers, and interaction designers. Certificates of Completion (CCL) in 
Video Game Production, and Associate in Applied Science (AAS) degrees in Animation and Time-Based Media 
and Video Game Production, are also available. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm13?id=147311
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Award/Major Code: AAS/3199 Program Title: Animation and Time-Based Media 
Initiating College: PC Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: Shared by: GC, MC, PC 
 
Total Program Credits: 65-74 CIP Code: 10.0304 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Art (17) 
Field of Interest: Visual and Performing Arts 
 
Description: The Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Animation and Time-Based Media is designed for the 
student who wishes to develop marketable skills in the area of digital animation and time-based media 
development. The program provides the student with an understanding of the equipment, operations, and 
knowledge of the terminology related to still image, video, and animation production. It allows for the exploration of 
personal interest in this area, prepares students for employment, and upgrades skills of those already employed in 
this field. Employment opportunities are included in video and multimedia fields, such as digital animator, media 
production, marketing, publishing, motion graphics, photography, storyboard artist, freelance artist designer, web 
and interactivity design, and multimedia artist/designer. A Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Animation and in Time-
Based Media are also available. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AAS/3201 Program Title: Graphic Design 
Initiating College: PC Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: Shared by: MC, PC 
 
Total Program Credits: 60-65 CIP Code: 50.0409 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Art (17) 
Field of Interest: Visual and Performing Arts 
 
Description: The Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Graphic Design develops the knowledge and skills 
required in the areas of photography, digital imaging, and graphic design. The coursework includes creating graphic 
designs, including images, layouts, typography, packaging, motion and interactive graphics, and branding in 
various print and digital media. This degree prepares students for employment and upgrades the skills of persons 
employed in occupations such as production artists, graphic designers, freelance artist-designers, and art directors. 
A Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Graphic Design is also available. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5173 Program Title: Graphic Design 
Initiating College: PC Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: Shared by: MC, PC 
 
Total Program Credits: 34 CIP Code: 50.0409 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Art (17) 
Field of Interest: Visual and Performing Arts 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Graphic Design develops the knowledge and skills required to 
create graphic designs, including images, layouts, typography, packaging, motion and interactive graphics, and 
branding in various print and digital media. This certificate prepares students for employment and upgrades the 
skills of persons employed in occupations such as production artists, graphic designers, and art directors. An 
Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Graphic Design is also available. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm13?id=151140
http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm13?id=148557
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5174 Program Title: Illustration 
Initiating College: PC Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: Shared by: CG, MC, PC 
 
Total Program Credits: 31 CIP Code: 50.0410 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Art (17) 
Field of Interest: Visual and Performing Arts 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Illustration develops knowledge and skills in creating visual 
narratives through traditional and digital media. The program emphasizes art principles, knowledge, and skills 
needed to solve design and compositional problems. Areas of emphasis include graphic arts, publications, and 
storyboarding for animation, video, and media. This certificate prepares students for employment and upgrades the 
skills of persons employed in occupations such as freelance artist-designer, concept artist, visual development 
artist for gaming/film, and storyboarder. Students may also pursue an Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in 
Illustration and Sequential Art. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AAS/3203 Program Title: Illustration and Sequential Art 
Initiating College: PC Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: Shared by: CG, MC, PC 
 
Total Program Credits: 60-71 CIP Code: 50.0410 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Art (17) 
Field of Interest: Visual and Performing Arts 
 
Description: The Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Illustration and Sequential Art is designed for the student 
who wishes to develop an area of specialization in illustration and comics and sequential art. Students will develop 
narratives through traditional and digital media. The program emphasizes art principles, knowledge, and skills 
needed to solve design and compositional problems. Areas of emphasis include comic book and sequential art, 
illustration for publications, and storyboarding. It allows for the development of an individual's personal interest in 
this area, prepares students for employment, and upgrades skills of those already employed in this field. 
Employment opportunities are available in a variety of fields including, but not limited to, freelance artist-designer, 
concept artist, comics/sequential art, visual development artist for gaming/film, and storyboarder. A Certificate of 
Completion (CCL) in Illustration and in Sequential Art is also available. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5177 Program Title: Sequential Art 
Initiating College: PC Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: Shared by: CG, MC, PC 
 
Total Program Credits: 40 CIP Code: 50.0410 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Art (17) 
Field of Interest: Visual and Performing Arts 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Sequential Art develops knowledge and skills in the area of 
sequential art, including but not limited to comics, graphic novels, anime, children's books, self-publishing, digital 
illustration, and storyboarding for digital media. Students will develop diverse narratives that reflect cultural, 
historical, and social diversity. The program provides the student with an understanding of writing for sequential art, 
illustration techniques, and digital media tools for illustration, layout and publication. This certificate prepares 
students for employment and upgrades the skills of persons employed in occupations such as illustrator, comic 
book artist, storyboarder, cartoonist, penciler, inker, colorist, letterer, production artist, game designer, and comic 
book writer. An Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Illustration and Sequential Art is also available. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm11?id=148903
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5170 Program Title: Time-Based Media 
Initiating College: PC Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: Shared by: MC, PC 
 
Total Program Credits: 37 CIP Code: 10.0304 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Art (17) 
Field of Interest: Visual and Performing Arts 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Time-Based Media develops knowledge and skills in the area 
of time-based media, including but not limited to the production of still and time-based media, media production 
techniques, compositing, motion graphics, and interactive design. The curriculum is designed to provide the student 
with an understanding of media and photographic techniques, use of production equipment, media production 
terminology, media and interactivity applications, and industry practices. This certificate prepares students for 
employment and upgrades the skills of persons employed in occupational areas such as media production, 
marketing, publishing, motion graphics, photography, freelance artist designer, and web and interactivity design. An 
Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Animation and Time-Based Media is also available. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AAS/3193 Program Title: Construction Technology 
Initiating College: SM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: Shared by: MC, SM 
 
Total Program Credits: 60 CIP Code: 46.0415 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Applied Technology (57) 
Field of Interest: Applied Technology 
 
Description: The Associate of Applied Science (AAS) in Construction Technology prepares individuals to apply 
technical knowledge and skills in carpentry or plumbing or electrical systems in residential and commercial settings. 
Instruction is in both the theoretical and practical aspects of the construction trade, and includes course work in 
safety, tools and equipment, construction calculations, blueprint reading, and trade-specific codes, material 
characteristics, and installation techniques. Certificates of Completion (CCL) and Certificates of Competency (CCT) 
in Carpentry, Electrical, and Plumbing are also available and are embedded in this AAS. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5108 Program Title: Construction Trades: Carpentry 
Initiating College: SM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: Shared by: MC, RS, SM 
 
Total Program Credits: 16 CIP Code: 46.0201 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Applied Technology (57) 
Field of Interest: Applied Technology 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Construction Trades: Carpentry is designed to provide 
knowledge, safety and skills in the carpentry construction trade. This program is an introduction to common 
construction skills to include safety, codes, construction drawings, tools, wall systems, flooring systems, and roof 
systems. Students can seek employment as carpentry technicians on residential and commercial job sites. A 
Certificate of Competency (CCT) in Construction Trades: Carpentry is available. A second Carpentry CCL and 
Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Construction Technology are also available. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm11?id=148560
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5118 Program Title: Construction Trades: Carpentry, Commercial and Residential 
Initiating College: SM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: Shared by: MC, RS, SM 
 
Total Program Credits: 27 CIP Code: 46.0201 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Applied Technology (57) 
Field of Interest: Applied Technology 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Construction Trades: Carpentry, Commercial and Residential 
is designed to provide knowledge, safety and skills in the carpentry construction trade. This program reinforces 
common construction skills to include use of tools, adherence to safety and codes, and reading construction 
drawings. It offers further theory and practice in commercial and specialty carpentry, to include steel framing, 
conventional roofing, interior finishing, and concrete forms. Students can seek employment as carpentry 
technicians on residential and commercial job sites. A Certificate of Competency (CCT) in Carpentry: Commercial 
and Residential is also available. The CCL/CCT can be applied to an available Associate in Applied Science (AAS) 
in Construction Trades. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5112 Program Title: Construction Trades: Electrical 
Initiating College: SM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: Shared by: MC, RS, SM 
 
Total Program Credits: 16 CIP Code: 46.0302 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Applied Technology (57) 
Field of Interest: Applied Technology 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Construction Trades: Electrical is designed to provide 
beginning knowledge, safety, and skills in the electrical construction trade. This program is an introduction to 
common construction to include use of tools, safety, codes, installation of circuitry, equipment, construction 
drawings, and a basic understanding of electricity. Students can seek employment as electrical technicians on 
residential and commercial job sites. A Certificate of Competency (CCT) and an Associate in Applied Science 
(AAS) in Construction Trades are also available. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5120 Program Title: Construction Trades: Electrical, Commercial and Residential 
Initiating College: SM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: Shared by: MC, RS, SM 
 
Total Program Credits: 26 CIP Code: 46.0302 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Applied Technology (57) 
Field of Interest: Applied Technology 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Construction Trades: Electrical, Commercial and Residential is 
designed to provide knowledge, safety, and skills in the electrical construction trade. This program reinforces 
common construction skills to include use of tools, adherence to safety and codes, and reading construction 
drawings. This award offers further theory and practice in commercial and specialty electrical, to include work with 
electric power distribution, motors and motor controls, specialty electrical lighting and services, and electrical 
currents. Students can seek employment as electrical technicians on residential and commercial job sites. A 
Certificate of Competency (CCT) and an Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Construction Trades are also 
available. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5116 Program Title: Construction Trades: Plumbing 
Initiating College: SM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: Shared by: MC, RS, SM 
 
Total Program Credits: 16 CIP Code: 46.0503 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Applied Technology (57) 
Field of Interest: Applied Technology 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Construction Trades: Plumbing is designed to provide 
knowledge safety and skills in the plumbing construction trade. This program is an introduction to common 
construction skills to include safety; codes; construction drawings; tools; fixtures; pipes and fittings; drain, waste, 
and vent systems; and water distribution systems. Students can seek employment as plumbing technicians on 
residential and commercial job sites. A Certificate of Competency (CCT) and an Associate in Applied Science 
(AAS) in Construction Trades are also available.  
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5122 Program Title: Construction Trades: Plumbing, Commercial and Residential 
Initiating College: SM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: Shared by: MC, RS, SM 
 
Total Program Credits: 28 CIP Code: 46.0503 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Applied Technology (57) 
Field of Interest: Applied Technology 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Construction Trades: Plumbing, Commercial and Residential 
is designed to provide knowledge safety and skills in the plumbing construction trade. This program reinforces 
common construction skills to include use of tools, adherence to safety and codes, and reading construction 
drawings. It offers further instruction and practice in commercial and specialty plumbing, to include work in piping 
systems; water resource solutions; water disposal systems; and plumbing fixtures and appliances. Students can 
seek employment as plumbing technicians on residential and commercial job sites. A Certificate of Competency 
(CCT) and an Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Construction Trades are also available. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm11?id=146256
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Award/Major Code: AAS/3670 Program Title: Aircraft Maintenance Technology 
Initiating College: CG Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: College-Specific 
 
Total Program Credits: 87-112 CIP Code: 47.9999 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Bill Jullian 
IC: Applied Technology (57) 
Field of Interest: Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics 
 
Proposed Changes: Program Description, Program Total Credits, Program Prerequisite Credits,  
Program Prerequisites, Required Courses, General Education Program Total Credits,  
First Year Composition Courses, Oral Communication Courses, Mathematics Detail Courses,  
General Education Distribution Credits, Humanities, Arts and Design Credits,  
Program Competencies / Learning Outcomes 
 
Description: The Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Aircraft Maintenance Technology degree is designed to 
provide students with strong General Education skills in support of their aviation maintenance knowledge. This 
degree prepares students to enter careers in aircraft (fixed-wing and rotorcraft) and structural manufacturing and 
maintenance. Graduates can potentially work in general, corporate, commercial, or military sectors. Students who 
complete this program are eligible to apply for relevant Federal Aviation Administration written, oral, and practical 
exams. A Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Aircraft Maintenance Technology is fully embedded in this AAS. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5670 Program Title: Aircraft Maintenance Technology (Part 147) 
Initiating College: CG Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: College-Specific 
 
Total Program Credits: 65-84 CIP Code: 47.9999 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Bill Julian 
IC: Applied Technology (57) 
Field of Interest: Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics 
 
Proposed Changes: Program Title to: Aircraft Maintenance Technology, Program Description, 
Total Program Credits, Admission Criteria, Program Prerequisite Credits, Program Prerequisites,  
Required Course Credits, Required Courses, Program Competencies / Learning Outcomes 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Aircraft Maintenance Technology prepares students to enter 
careers in aircraft, fixed-wing and rotorcraft, and structural manufacturing and maintenance. Graduates can 
potentially work in general, corporate, commercial, manufacturing, and military sectors. Students who complete the 
certificate are eligible to apply for relevant Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) written, oral, and practical exams. 
This certificate is fully embedded in the Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Aircraft Maintenance Technology. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm13?id=146948
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5668 Program Title: Airframe Maintenance (Part 147) 
Initiating College: CG Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: College-Specific 
 
Total Program Credits: 32-51 CIP Code: 47.0607 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Bill Julian 
IC: Applied Technology (57) 
Field of Interest: Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics 
 
Proposed Changes: Program Title to: Aircraft Maintenance Technology-Airframe, Program Description, 
Total Program Credits, Admission Criteria, Program Prerequisite Credits, Program Prerequisites,  
Required Course Credits, Required Courses, Program Competencies / Learning Outcomes 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Aircraft Maintenance Technology-Airframe program is 
designed to prepare students to enter careers in aircraft (fixed-wing and rotorcraft) structural manufacturing and 
maintenance. Graduates can potentially work in general, corporate, commercial, manufacturing, and military 
sectors. Graduates are eligible to apply for the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), Aviation Maintenance 
Technician--Airframe exam. An Associates in Applied Science (AAS) in Aircraft Maintenance Technology-Airframe 
is also available.  
 

Proposal Addition to: CCL/5688 Aircraft Maintenance Technology-Airframe 
 
Award/Major Code: AAS/3668 Program Title: Aircraft Maintenance Technology-Airframe 
Initiating College: CG Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: College-Specific: CG 
 
Total Program Credits: 73-79 CIP Code: 47.0607 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Bill Jullian 
IC: Applied Technology (57) 
Field of Interest: Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics 
 
Description: The Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Aircraft Maintenance Technology-
Airframe degree is designed to provide students with strong General Education skills in support of 
their aviation maintenance knowledge. This degree prepares students to enter careers in aircraft 
and helicopter structural manufacturing and maintenance, where graduates can potentially work 
in general, corporate, commercial, or military sectors. Graduates are eligible to apply for relevant 
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) written, oral, and practical exams. A Certificate of 
Completion (CCL) in Aircraft Maintenance Technology-Airframe is also available. 
 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm11?id=148601
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Award/Major Code: AAS/3707 Program Title: Airway Science Technology, Flight Emphasis 
Initiating College: CG Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: College-Specific 
 
Total Program Credits: 67-73 CIP Code: 49.0102 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Bill Jullian 
IC: Applied Technology (57) 
Field of Interest: Applied Technology 
 
Proposed Changes: Program Description, Program Total Credits, SOC Code, Program Notes, Admission Criteria, 
Program Prerequisite Credits, Program Prerequisites, Required Course Credits, Required Courses,  
General Education Program Total Credits, General Education Core Credits, First Year Composition Courses,  
Oral Communication Courses, Critical Reading Credits, Critical Reading Detail Mathematics Credits,  
Mathematics Detail Courses, General Education Distribution Credits, Humanities, Arts and Design Credits, 
Humanities, Arts and Design Courses, Social-Behavioral Sciences Courses, Natural Sciences Courses,  
Program Competencies / Learning Outcomes 
 
Description: The Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Airway Science Technology, Flight Emphasis program is 
designed to prepare students to apply technical knowledge and skills to the flying of commercial, corporate, or 
private aircraft. Program content includes private, instrument, commercial single-engine, commercial multi-engine, 
and flight instructor certifications. The program develops students' willingness to learn, critical thinking, 
organizational skills, initiative, reliability, accountability, communication, and resource management skills. During 
the program, students will be provided the resources and training required for Federal Aviation Administration 
(FAA) written and practical examinations.  
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AAS/3855 Program Title: Electric Utility Technology 
Initiating College: CG Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: College-Specific 
 
Total Program Credits: 64-70 CIP Code: 46.0303 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Mark Weaver 
IC: Occupational Deans (53) 
Field of Interest: Applied Technology 
 
Proposed Changes: Program Description, Program Total Credits, Program Notes, Admission Criteria,  
Program Prerequisite Credits, Program Prerequisites, Required Course Credits, Required Courses,  
Restricted Electives, General Education Program Total Credits, General Education Core Credits,  
First Year Composition Credits, First Year Composition Courses, Oral Communication Courses,  
Mathematics Credits, Mathematics Detail Courses, Program Competencies / Learning Outcomes 
 
Description: The Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Electric Utility Technology program is designed to prepare 
the student for the position of an apprentice-level line worker who is familiar with the use of tools, materials, and the 
equipment of the electric utility industry. Students will be trained in power line installation and maintenance, pole 
climbing and use of tools, truck and equipment operation, and overhead and underground distribution, construction, 
and maintenance of electrical lines. A Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Electric Utility Technology is fully 
embedded in this AAS.  
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm13?id=149395
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5055 Program Title: Electric Utility Technology 
Initiating College: CG Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: College-Specific 
 
Total Program Credits: 30-33 CIP Code: 46.0303 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Mark Weaver 
IC: Occupational Administrators (53) 
Field of Interest: Applied Technology 
 
Proposed Changes: Program Description, Total Program Credits, Admission Criteria, Required Course Credits, 
Required Courses, Program Competencies / Learning Outcomes 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Electric Utility Technology program is designed to prepare the 
student for the position of an apprentice-level line worker who is familiar with the use of tools, materials, and the 
equipment of the electric utility industry. Students will be trained in power line installation and maintenance, pole 
climbing and use of tools, truck and equipment operation and overhead and underground distribution, construction 
and maintenance of electrical lines. This certificate is fully embedded in the Associate of Applied Science (AAS) in 
Electric Utility Technology.  
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5669 Program Title: Powerplant Maintenance (Part 147) 
Initiating College: CG Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: College-Specific 
 
Total Program Credits: 33-52 CIP Code: 47.0608 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Bill Julian 
IC: Applied Technology (57) 
Field of Interest: Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics 
 
Proposed Changes: Program Title to: Aircraft Maintenance Technology-Powerplant, Program Description,  
Total Program Credits, Admission Criteria, Program Prerequisite Credits, Program Prerequisites,  
Required Course Credits, Required Courses, Program Competencies / Learning Outcomes 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Aircraft Maintenance Technology - Powerplant is designed to 
prepare students to enter careers in aircraft (fixed-wing and rotorcraft) powerplant manufacturing and maintenance. 
Graduates can potentially work in general, corporate, commercial, manufacturing, and military sectors. Students 
who complete the certificate are eligible to apply for relevant Federal Aviation Administration written, oral, and 
practical exams. An Associates in Applied Science (AAS) in Aircraft Maintenance Technology-Powerplant is also 
available. 
 

Program Addition to: CCL/5669 Aircraft Maintenance Technology-Powerplant 
 
Award/Major Code: AAS/3665 Program Title: Aircraft Maintenance Technology-
Powerplant 
Initiating College: CG Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: College-Specific: CG 
 
Total Program Credits: 74-80 CIP Code: 47.0607 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Bill Jullian 
IC: Applied Technology (57) 
Field of Interest: Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics 
 
Description: The Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Aircraft Maintenance Technology-
Powerplant degree is designed to provide students with strong General Education skills in 
support of their aviation maintenance knowledge. This degree prepares students to enter careers 
in aircraft (fixed-wing and rotorcraft), powerplant manufacturing and maintenance. Students who 
complete this degree can potentially work in general, corporate, commercial, manufacturing, and 
military sectors. Graduates are eligible to apply for relevant Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
written, oral, and practical exams. A Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Aircraft Maintenance 
Technology-Powerplant is also available.  
 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5039N Program Title: Computer System Configuration and  
                        Support, Linux 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: Shared by: CG, EM, GC, GW, MC, PC, PV, SC 
 
Total Program Credits: 9-12 CIP Code: 11.1006 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
Field of Interest: Computer and Information Technology 
 
Proposed Changes: Program Availability to Shared by: CG, EM, GC, GW, MC, PC, PV, SC, SM (adding GW, SM) 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Computer System Configuration and Support, Linux program 
is designed to prepare students for entry-level computer maintenance, help desk, and network technician jobs with 
an emphasis on Linux. The classes focus on the development of knowledge and skills in computer and network 
technologies including system components, installation, system configuration, peripheral devices, and notebooks. 
Emphasis is placed on the Linux Operating system including knowledge and skills required to install, configure and 
troubleshoot a Linux-based workstation. This program helps prepare students for the CompTIA A+ and Linux+ 
certification exams. Students who complete this program may seek employment in a variety of environments. 
Students can also pursue additional Certificates of Completion (CCLs) in a variety of specializations within the 
information technology field to deepen their knowledge and skills and help prepare them for multiple industry 
certification examinations. An Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Network and Systems Administration is also 
available. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AAS/3070 Program Title: Management 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: Shared by: CG, EM, GC, MC, PC, PV, RS, SC, SM 
 
Total Program Credits: 61-66 CIP Code: 52.0201 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Pathways 
IC: Business/Management (03) 
Field of Interest: Business, Entrepreneurialism and Management 
 
Proposed Changes: Program Availability to Shared by: CG, EM, GC, GW, MC, PC, PV, RS, SC, SM (adding GW) 
 
Description: The Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Management program is designed to provide skills for 
management careers. Students completing this program are better equipped to apply competencies needed for 
successful performance in management occupations such as manufacturing, wholesaling, retailing, and service 
industries. The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Management is fully embedded in this AAS. The following 
Certificates of Completion (CCL) are also available based on chosen restricted electives: Human Resources 
Management, Project Management, Business Administration, Supervision and Management, and Organizational 
Leadership.  
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: AAS/3034 Program Title: Biotechnology and Molecular Biosciences 
Initiating College: GC Effective Term: 2020 Spring 
Program Availability: College-Specific 
 
Total Program Credits: 62-69 CIP Code: 41.0101 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: James Tuohy 
IC: Biology (19) 
Field of Interest: Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics 
 
Proposed Changes: Program Total Credits, Required Course Credits, Required Courses,  
Restricted Elective Credits, Restricted Electives, General Education Program Total Credits,  
General Education Core Credits, First Year Composition Courses, Oral Communication Courses,  
Mathematics Credits, Mathematics Detail Courses, Humanities, Arts and Design Courses,  
Natural Sciences Courses, Program Competencies / Learning Outcomes 
 
Description: The Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Biotechnology and Molecular Biosciences program is 
designed to give entry-level laboratory technicians skills for application in academic, industrial and commercial 
research institutions. The exposure to an academic environment that simulates the contemporary biotechnological 
workplace, inclusive of analytical, critical thinking and problem-solving skills, provides the opportunity to form a 
strong technical foundation typically sought by employers. The successful completion of the program may also 
provide the educational background for those wishing to pursue a career in the pharmaceutical industry, clinical 
laboratory medicine, forensics or environmental testing laboratories and/or a foundation for a student wishing to 
continue their education at a university. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: AAS/3120 Program Title: Journalism and New Media Studies 
Initiating College: GC Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: Shared by: GC, MC, SC 
 
Total Program Credits: 62-68 CIP Code: 09.0401 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Jenna Duncan 
IC: Journalism and New Media Studies (44) 
Field of Interest: Culture and Society 
 
Proposed Changes: Program Total Credits, Program Notes, Required Courses,  
General Education Program Total Credits, General Education Core Credits,  
Critical Reading Detail Mathematics Credits, Mathematics Detail Courses, Humanities, Arts and Design Courses, 
Social-Behavioral Sciences Courses, Program Competencies / Learning Outcomes 
 
Description: The Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Journalism and New Media Studies program is designed 
to provide students with general, practical and marketable skills that will enable them to seek entry-level 
employment in various media outlets, including: newspapers, magazines, community journals, online websites, 
radio and television. The program includes development of a portfolio that will exhibit students' abilities to write both 
news and feature stories. News judgment is also integrated as a critical component of the program. An awareness 
of global and cultural differences also forms a key element of this degree for the successful graduate. The 
curriculum combines coursework in journalism with a General Education component. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5466 Program Title: Journalism and New Media Studies 
Initiating College: GC Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: College-Specific 
 
Total Program Credits: 21-25 CIP Code: 09.0401 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Jenna Duncan 
IC: Journalism and New Media Studies (44) 
Field of Interest: Culture and Society 
 
Proposed Changes: Restricted Electives 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Journalism and New Media Studies program is designed both 
for students that are just starting their career path in journalism as well as those that have a bachelor's degree in 
another discipline and are shifting professional goals or areas of emphasis. The CCL includes courses that are 
often required in journalism program at universities throughout the state and country. An internship in journalism as 
well as submission of a portfolio of published articles are also required to complete the certificate. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: AAS/3136 Program Title: Electroneurodiagnostic (END) Technology 
Initiating College: GW Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: College-Specific: GW 
 
Total Program Credits: 61.5-80.5 CIP Code: 51.0903 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Allied Health (51) 
Field of Interest: Health Sciences 
 
Proposed Changes: Program Description, Program Total Credits, SOC Code, Program Notes,  
Program Prerequisite Credits, Program Prerequisites, General Education Program Total Credits,  
General Education Distribution Credits, Humanities, Arts and Design Credits,  
Program Competencies / Learning Outcomes 
 
Description: The Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Electroneurodiagnostic (END) Technology is designed to 
prepare students to use electroneurodiagnostic techniques to evaluate activity of the brain, spinal cord and nervous 
system to perform electroencephalograms (EEGs), evoked potentials (EPs), and nerve conduction velocity studies 
(NCVs) in hospitals and other healthcare facilities. The program focuses on the general area of biomedical 
electronics with specific instruction in the theory and use of END instruments and factors influencing testing 
outcomes and reporting. Upon successful completion of the program, the student will be prepared to sit for the 
American Board of Registered Electroneurodiagnostic Technologists (ABRET) examination to become a 
Registered Electroneurodiagnostic Technologist (R. EEG T.). 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AAS/3336 Program Title: Health Services Management 
Initiating College: GW Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: College-Specific: GW 
 
Total Program Credits: 61-90 CIP Code: 51.0701 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Allied Health (51) 
Field of Interest: Health Sciences 
 
Proposed Changes: Program Description, Program Total Credits, SOC Code, Program Notes, Required Courses, 
General Education Program Total Credits, General Education Core Credits, Mathematics Credits,  
Mathematics Detail Courses, Program Competencies / Learning Outcomes 
 
Description: The Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Health Services Management program prepares students 
to become supervisors and managers in all types of varied health care settings. Classroom experiences focus on 
the development of skills to be an effective leader and planner, capable of directing, coaching and developing 
motivated employees and employee teams. This is a program for current supervisors and managers who would like 
to enhance their skills as well as other employees currently working in a health care discipline who would like to 
take on more responsibilities. It is also appropriate for individuals planning to enter healthcare fields who may wish 
to be candidates for promotional opportunities. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5336N Program Title: Health Services Management 
Initiating College: GW Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: College-Specific: GW 
 
Total Program Credits: 16-22 CIP Code: 51.0701 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Allied Health (51) 
Field of Interest: Health Sciences 
 
Proposed Changes: SOC Code, Program Notes, Total Program Credits, Required Course Credits,  
Required Courses, Program Competencies / Learning Outcomes 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Health Services Management program prepares students to 
become candidates for leadership, supervisory and management positions in health services settings. The health 
services supervisor must develop skills to be an effective leader and planner, capable of coaching and developing 
motivated and committed employees and employee teams. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5773 Program Title: Healthcare Regulatory Compliance 
Initiating College: GW Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: College-Specific: GW 
 
Total Program Credits: 16-19 CIP Code: 51.0701 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Allied Health (51) 
Field of Interest: Health Sciences 
 
Proposed Changes: Program Description, SOC Code, Program Notes, Required Courses,  
Program Competencies / Learning Outcomes 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Healthcare Regulatory Compliance is designed to provide 
academic preparation for health care professionals wishing to pursue a career in Healthcare Regulatory 
Compliance. This specialized field of healthcare administration is focused on the application and enforcement of 
federal and state laws. These regulations safeguard patient privacy, patient rights, and emergency access to care, 
appropriate healthcare billing and coding practices as well as appropriate contracting of related services, referrals, 
and payments for services provided by medical professionals. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5963N Program Title: Nurse Assisting 
Initiating College: GW Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: Shared 
 
Total Program Credits: 2-6 CIP Code: 51.3902 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Margi Schultz 
IC: Nursing Program (42) 
Field of Interest: Health Sciences 
 
Proposed Changes: Required Courses, Program Competencies / Learning Outcomes 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Nurse Assisting prepares students for employment as a nurse 
assistant. The program combines classroom instruction with clinical laboratory practice and long-term care and/or 
acute care experiences. Students who complete the program are eligible to take a written and practical certification 
examination if desired to meet employment requirements to be a nurse assistant. Certification/licensing 
requirements are the exclusive responsibility of the Arizona State Board of Nursing. The MCCCD Nurse Assisting 
program is approved by the Arizona State Board of Nursing. Waiver of Licensure/Certification Guarantee: 
Admission or completion from the MCCCD Nurse Assisting program does not guarantee obtaining a license or 
certificate to practice as a nurse assistant. Licensure and certification requirements and the subsequent procedures 
are the exclusive right and responsibility of the Arizona State Board of Nursing. Students must satisfy the 
requirements of the Nurse Practice Act: Statutes, Rules and Regulations, independently of any college of school 
requirements for graduation. Pursuant to A.R.S. § 32-1606(B)(17), an applicant for professional or practical nurse 
license by examination is not eligible for licensure if the applicant has any felony convictions and has not received 
an absolute discharge from the sentences for all felony convictions. The absolute discharge must be received five 
or more years before submitting this application. If you cannot prove that the absolute discharge date is five or 
more years, the Board cannot process your application. All nurse assistant applicants for certification will be 
fingerprinted to permit the Department of Public Safety to obtain state and federal criminal history information. All 
applicants with a positive history are investigated. If there is any question about eligibility for licensure or 
certification, contact the nursing education consultant at the Arizona State Board of Nursing (602-899-5150). Health 
Declaration: It is essential that students be able to perform a number of physical activities in the clinical portion of 
the program. At a minimum, students will be required to lift patients, stand for several hours at a time and perform 
bending activities. The clinical nursing experience also places students under considerable mental and emotional 
stress as they undertake responsibilities and duties impacting patients' lives. Students must be able to demonstrate 
rational and appropriate behavior under stressful conditions. Individuals should give careful consideration to the 
mental and physical demands of the program prior to making application. Health and Safety Requirements for 
MCCCD Nurse Assisting Program: 1. Students must meet and maintain health and safety requirements throughout 
the program. 2. Admission to a Maricopa County Community College District health program requires that students 
be in compliance with the MCCCD Supplemental Background Check Policy. Evidence of a current Arizona 
Department of Public Safety Level One Fingerprint Clearance Card is required for program application. 3. Negative 
urine drug screen. Grade Requirements: Student must obtain a C grade or better in all courses. University Transfer 
Students: For students planning a university program: Students who are planning to earn the Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing may obtain their prerequisite courses at Maricopa Community Colleges. For information on courses that 
meet requirements for admission into a baccalaureate program, please contact a program advisor. THE NURSE 
ASSISTING PATHWAY The nurse assisting pathway is designed to prepare students to complete the Nurse 
Assistant certification/licensure through the Arizona State Board of Nursing to practice in a health care agency as a 
nurse assistant. Completion of the Nurse Assistant program of study provides job ready skills as a nurse assistant. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: AAS/3135 Program Title: Polysomnographic Technology 
Initiating College: GW Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: College-Specific: GW 
 
Total Program Credits: 64-84 CIP Code: 51.0917 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Allied Health (51) 
Field of Interest: Health Sciences 
 
Proposed Changes: Program Description, Program Total Credits, SOC Code, Program Notes, Admission Criteria, 
Program Prerequisite Credits, Program Prerequisites, Program Competencies / Learning Outcomes 
 
Description: The Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Polysomnographic Technology includes parallel clinical 
training in various Valley hospitals and free-standing sleep centers. The Polysomnographic Technology program 
prepares polysomnographic technologists (sleep technologists) to assist physicians specializing in sleep medicine 
in the clinical assessment, physiological monitoring and testing, diagnosis, management, and treatment of sleep 
related disorders with the use of various diagnostic and therapeutic tools providing care to patients of all ages. 
Upon successful completion of the program, the student will be prepared to sit for the Board of Registered 
Polysomnographic Technologists examination to become a Registered Polysomnographic Technologist (RPSGT). 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AAS/3284 Program Title: Respiratory Care 
Initiating College: GW Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: College-Specific 
 
Total Program Credits: 80.5-98 CIP Code: 51.0908 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Dr. Sandra Hinski 
IC: Allied Health (51) 
Field of Interest: Health Sciences 
 
Proposed Changes: Program Total Credits, Required Course Credits, Required Courses 
 
Description: The Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Respiratory Care degree provides education in patient 
services to assess, provide treatment, perform diagnostic procedures, and teach patients that have cardiovascular 
and pulmonary problems. Curriculum includes experiences in the hospital critical care, trauma, emergency 
departments, and operating rooms, patient's home, physicians' offices, and out-patient clinics in preparation for 
employment. The program focuses on principles for respiratory therapists to utilize advanced technology in life 
support systems, administer medications, and perform many techniques to assist patients in the healing process. 
Successful completion of the AAS degree in Respiratory Care enables the program graduates to take the National 
Board of Respiratory Care (NBRC) Therapist Multiple-Choice (TMC) Examination and Clinical Simulation 
Examination (CSE). Passing both of these exams is required to earn the RRT credential and make the graduate 
eligible to obtain their license to practice professionally. The AAS degree may be transferred to a university or 
college applied science program or other degree program in health science or a related field. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm13?id=148539
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Award/Major Code: AAS/3673 Program Title: Surgical Technology 
Initiating College: GW Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: College-Specific: GW 
 
Total Program Credits: 63.5-99 CIP Code: 51.0909 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Allied Health (51) 
Field of Interest: Health Sciences 
 
Proposed Changes: Program Description, Program Total Credits, SOC Code, Program Notes,  
Program Prerequisite Credits, Program Prerequisites, Required Course Credits, Required Courses,  
Restricted Electives, General Education Program Total Credits, General Education Core Credits,  
First Year Composition Credits, First Year Composition Courses, Oral Communication Courses,  
Critical Reading Detail General Education Distribution Credits, Humanities, Arts and Design Credits,  
Humanities, Arts and Design Courses, Program Competencies / Learning Outcomes 
 
Description: The Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Surgical Technology is designed for students with an 
interest in working in the surgical setting and caring for patients that are undergoing a surgical procedure. Students 
will apply manual dexterity and knowledge of surgical technology under the direction of a surgeon and in 
conjunction with the surgical team. At the completion of the program, graduates may seek employment in a 
hospital, surgical center, other outpatient settings, or surgical equipment industry and veterinary services. In 
addition, the AAS degree includes common core classes with the Hospital Central Services certificate program. 
Upon completion of the Surgical Technology program, students take the national Certified Surgical Technologist 
exam (CST). Students also have the option within the program to complete the 480-hour Hospital Central Service 
Technology practicum to be eligible to sit for the Certified Registered Central Service Technician (CRCST) 
certification examination from International Association of Healthcare Central Service Material Management 
(IAHCSMM). 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5673 Program Title: Surgical Technology 
Initiating College: GW Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: College-Specific: GW 
 
Total Program Credits: 48.5-76 CIP Code: 51.0909 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Allied Health (51) 
Field of Interest: Health Sciences 
 
Proposed Changes: Program Description, SOC Code, Program Notes, Program Prerequisite Credits,  
Program Prerequisites, Required Course Credits, Required Courses,  
Restricted Electives Program Competencies / Learning Outcomes 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Surgical Technology program is designed for students with an 
interest in working in the surgical setting and caring for patients that are undergoing a surgical procedure. Students 
will apply manual dexterity and knowledge of surgical technology under the direction of a surgeon and in 
conjunction with the surgical team. At the completion of the program, graduates may seek employment in a 
hospital, surgical center, other outpatient settings, or surgical equipment industry and veterinary services. In 
addition, the CCL includes common core classes with the Hospital Central Services certificate program. Upon 
completion of the Surgical Technology program, students take the National Surgical Technology Certification Exam 
(CST). Students also have the option within the program to complete the 480-hour Hospital Central Service 
Technology practicum to be eligible to sit for the Certified Registered Central Service Technician (CRCST) 
certification examination from International Association of Healthcare Central Service Material Management 
(IAHCSMM). 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm13?id=137191
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Award/Major Code: AAS/3005 Program Title: Caterpillar Technician Training 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: College-Specific 
 
Total Program Credits: 73-83 CIP Code: 47.0302 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Applied Technology (57) 
Field of Interest: Applied Technology 
 
Proposed Changes: Program Description, Program Total Credits, SOC Code, Program Notes,  
Required Course Credits, Required Courses, General Education Program Total Credits,  
General Education Core Credits, First Year Composition Courses, Oral Communication Courses,  
Mathematics Credits, Mathematics Detail Courses, Humanities, Arts and Design Courses,  
Social-Behavioral Sciences Courses, Program Competencies / Learning Outcomes 
 
Description: The Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Caterpillar Technician Training degree prepares students 
with the skills required to service and repair Caterpillar machines. The program combines general education 
curriculum, specialized Caterpillar machine coursework, and practical experience through internships to prepare 
students to work in authorized Caterpillar service facilities. Students receive training in diesel engines, electrical 
principles and electronic controls, sophisticated computer-based diagnosis, state-of-the-art hydraulics and 
powertrains, HVAC certification, as well as other high demand skills. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5884 Program Title: Data Analytics 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: College-Specific: SC 
 
Total Program Credits: 18-24 CIP Code: 52.1301 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
Field of Interest: Computer and Information Technology 
 
Proposed Changes: Program Availability to Shared by: EM, MC, SC, PV (adding EM, MC, PV),  
Total Program Credits, SOC Code, Program Notes, Admission Criteria, Required Course Credits,  
Required Course Requirements 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Data Analytics program is designed to prepare students to 
model, synthesize, analyze, and present large data sets for business decision making. Courses will focus on the 
techniques and computer software used in industry to extract data from various data sources, model and integrate 
that data, and then visualize this data for business decision making and intelligence gathering. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm13?id=149658
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5083 Program Title: Database Development 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: College-Specific: SC 
 
Total Program Credits: 24 CIP Code: 11.0802 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
Field of Interest: Computer and Information Technology 
 
Proposed Changes: Program Availability to Shared by: EM, MC, SC (adding EM, MC), Program Description,  
SOC Code, Total Program Credits, Program Notes, Required Course Credits, Required Courses,  
Program Competencies / Learning Outcomes 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Database Development prepares students to design and 
implement the infrastructure for business solutions using database and programming tools. The program focuses 
on administrative tasks and building database applications using programming skills such as data collection, query 
techniques, and database creation. This certificate can embed into the Associate of Applied Science (AAS) degree 
in Information Technology. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5304 Program Title: Emergency Management 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: Shared by: MC, PV 
 
Total Program Credits: 18 CIP Code: 43.0302 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Emergency Medical Technology/Fire Science Technology (54) 
Field of Interest: Behavioral Sciences and Human Services 
 
Proposed Changes: Program Availability to Shared by: GC, MC, PC, PV (adding GC, PC), Program Description, 
SOC Code, Program Competencies / Learning Outcomes 
 
Description: The Certification of Completion (CCL) in Emergency Management provides the student with 
knowledge and skills required to conduct a comprehensive emergency management program. The program 
prepares students to manage emergency operations, hazardous materials incidents, tactics, strategy, and safety of 
firefighting activities, and customer service in the public sector. The student will be prepared for positions such as 
Emergency Manager, Emergency Management Planner, Emergency Operations Coordinator, Environmental 
Compliance Planner, and Emergency Management Specialist, working in state, local, federal, and international 
governments, business and industry, military installations, and health care facilities. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm11?id=148174
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5941 Program Title: Fashion Illustration 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: College-Specific: PC 
 
Total Program Credits: 26 CIP Code: 50.0407 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Family and Consumer Sciences (34) 
Field of Interest: Visual and Performing Arts 
 
Proposed Changes: Program Description, Total Program Credits, SOC Code, Required Course Credits, Required 
Courses, Program Competencies / Learning Outcomes 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Fashion Illustration includes an advanced study of proportion 
and techniques used in drawing fashion figures and flats. Various art supplies are used to illustrate fabrics, 
textures, and patterns. An Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Fashion Design is also available. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AAS/3266 Program Title: Fashion Merchandising 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: College-Spedific: PC 
 
Total Program Credits: 61-69 CIP Code: 52.1902 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Business/Management (03), Family and Consumer Sciences (34) 
Field of Interest: Business, Entrepreneurialism and Management 
 
Proposed Changes: Program Availability to Shared by: MC, PC (adding MC), Program Description,  
Program Total Credits, SOC Code,  Required Course Credits, Required Courses, Restricted Elective Credits, 
Restricted Electives, General Education Program Total Credits, General Education Core Credits,  
Oral Communication Courses, Mathematics Credits, Mathematics Detail Courses,  
General Education Distribution Credits, Humanities, Arts and Design Courses,  
Program Competencies / Learning Outcomes 
 
Description: The Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Fashion Merchandising program places students at the 
intersection of fashion, business and marketing. Our curriculum stresses the importance of leadership, teamwork, 
creativity, and effective communication throughout the product life cycle process. Students will leave this program 
equipped with knowledge of fashion theory; the societal and technological aspects of the textile and apparel 
industry; and the creation, promotion, distribution, and retailing of consumer goods in a global environment. This 
program provides a foundation for students to pursue a wide range of careers in the fashion industry. A Certificate 
of Completion (CCL) in Fashion Merchandising program is also available. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm11?id=148298
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5266 Program Title: Fashion Merchandising 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: College-Specific 
 
Total Program Credits: 24 CIP Code: 52.1902 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Business/Management (03), Family and Consumer Sciences (34) 
Field of Interest: Business, Entrepreneurialism and Management 
 
Proposed Changes: Total Program Credits, SOC Code, Required Course Credits, Required Courses,  
Restricted Electives Program Competencies / Learning Outcomes 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Fashion Merchandising program is designed for students 
whose personal interests and needs can be met by concentration on a core program of Fashion Merchandising 
courses. This program is designed to develop competencies essential for success in a variety of occupations 
including retail buying, management, store planning, visual display, and wholesale merchandising. An Associate in 
Applied Science (AAS) degree is also available. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5420 Program Title: Fire Officer Leadership 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: Shared by: GC, MC, PC, PV 
 
Total Program Credits: 21 CIP Code: 43.0202 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Emergency Medical Tech/Fire Science Technology (54) 
Field of Interest: Behavioral Sciences and Human Services 
 
Proposed Changes: Program Title to: Fire Service Management, Total Program Credits, Program Description,  
CIP Code, SOC Code, Program Notes, Admission Criteria, Required Course Credits, Required Courses,  
Program Competencies / Learning Outcomes 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Fire Service Management can be used by professional 
firefighters for promotional opportunities within the Fire Services. The program provides courses for experienced 
professional firefighters who desire to learn advanced fireground tactics and strategy, building construction, 
practical incident command, supervisory training of personnel, public administration, basic finance, and human 
resource management. An Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Fire Service Management is also available.  
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm11?id=146492
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5486 Program Title: Fire Science 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: Shared by: GC, MC, PC, PV 
 
Total Program Credits: 18 CIP Code: 43.0203 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Emergency Medical Technology/Fire Science Technology (54) 
Field of Interest: Behavioral Sciences and Human Services 
 
Proposed Changes: Program Title to: Non-Sworn Fire Service Professional, Total Program Credits,  
Program Description, SOC Code, Required Course Credits, Required Courses,  
Program Competencies / Learning Outcomes 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Non-Sworn Fire Service Professional program is designed for 
students who need basic preparation courses to pursue a non-sworn career as a fire service professional and/or 
more comprehensive information about life safety, fire hazards, and prevention. A unique feature of the program is 
that the instructors are professional fire service personnel including firefighters.  
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5557 Program Title: Firefighter Operations 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: Shared by: GC MC PC PV 
 
Total Program Credits: 16-32 CIP Code: 43.0203 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Emergency Medical Technology/Fire Science Technology (54) 
Field of Interest: Behavioral Sciences and Human Services 
 
Proposed Changes: Program Description, Program Notes, Total Program Credits, Admission Criteria,  
Program Prerequisite Credits, Program Prerequisites, Required Course Credits, Required Courses,  
Program Competencies / Learning Outcomes 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Firefighter Operations provides the opportunity for individuals 
seeking careers in the fire service to acquire minimum standard firefighting skills and prepare for state and/or 
national certifications, including the Firefighter I and II Certification. An Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Fire 
Science is also available. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm11?id=149988
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5183N Program Title: Oracle Database Operations 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: College-Specific: CG 
 
Total Program Credits: 12 CIP Code: 11.0802 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
Field of Interest: Computer and Information Technology 
 
Proposed Changes: Program Availability to Shared by: CG, SC (adding SC), Program Description,  
SOC Code, Program Notes, Program Prerequisite Credits, Program Prerequisites,  
Program Competencies / Learning Outcomes 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Oracle Database Operations program provides training for 
students seeking professional positions in designing, creating, and maintaining databases. This program allows 
students to create PL/SQL application code that can be shared by multiple forms, reports, and data management 
tools. As an Oracle Academic Initiative institution, this program is designed to prepare students for industry-
recognized certifications. Courses in the program also help prepare students wanting to pursue Oracle Application 
Developer Certified Associate and Oracle Database Administrator Certified Associate industry-certified 
examinations (Oracle Corporation OCA certifications). This certificate can embed into the Associate of Applied 
Science (AAS) degree in Information Technology. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5947 Program Title: Pattern Design, Level I 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: College-Specific: PC 
 
Total Program Credits: 17-23 CIP Code: 50.0407 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Family and Consumer Sciences (34) 
Field of Interest: Visual and Performing Arts 
 
Proposed Changes: Program Description, Total Program Credits, SOC Code, Program Prerequisite Credits, 
Program Prerequisites, Required Course Credits, Required Courses, Program Competencies / Learning Outcomes 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Pattern Design, Level I trains students to create patterns using 
flat patterns, draping methods, and grading. A Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Pattern Design: Level II is also 
available.  
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5949 Program Title: Pattern Design, Level II 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: College-Specific: PC 
 
Total Program Credits: 35-41 CIP Code: 50.0407 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Family and Consumer Sciences (34) 
Field of Interest: Visual and Performing Arts 
 
Proposed Changes: Program Description, Total Program Credits, CIP Code, SOC Code,  
Program Prerequisite Credits, Program Prerequisites, Required Course Credits, Required Courses,  
Program Competencies / Learning Outcomes 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Pattern Design, Level II enhances skills for advanced flat 
pattern design, draping pattern drafting, computer-assisted pattern making, and pattern making for industry. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5788 Program Title: Commercial Baking and Pastry 
Initiating College: PC Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: Shared by: EM SC 
 
Total Program Credits: 18-20 CIP Code: 12.0501 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Stephanie Green 
IC: Hospitality (58) 
Field of Interest: Business, Entrepreneurialism and Management 
 
Proposed Changes: Program Availability to Shared by: EM, PC, SC (adding PC) 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Commercial Baking and Pastry is designed to train students 
for entry-level positions in diverse food service operations. The program focuses on the preparation of classic and 
modern desserts, artisan and specialty breads, breakfast pastries, decorative showpieces and special occasion 
cakes. Students are exposed to all areas of a professional baking environment that includes baking techniques, 
safety and sanitation, food service management, professionalism and ethics, teamwork and communication. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5333 Program Title: Deaf Studies 
Initiating College: PC Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: College-Specific: PC 
 
Total Program Credits: 33-44 CIP Code: 05.0211 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Michelle Monahan 
IC: Languages (29) 
Field of Interest: Behavioral Sciences and Human Services 
 
Proposed Changes: Program Description, Total Program Credits, CIP Code, SOC Code, Program Notes, 
Required Course Credits, Required Courses, Restricted Elective Credits, Restricted Electives,  
Program Competencies / Learning Outcomes 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Deaf Studies is designed to provide students with intermediate 
sign language skills and an overview of cultures and communities within the Deaf, the Hard of Hearing, and the 
DeafBlind populations. This program will not prepare students as interpreters; it will enhance their ability to provide 
services to these populations. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: AAS/3055 Program Title: Dental Assisting 
Initiating College: PC Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: Shared by: MC, PC 
 
Total Program Credits: 60-60.5 CIP Code: 51.0601 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Rita Perry 
IC: Allied Health (51) 
Field of Interest: Health Sciences 
 
Proposed Changes: Program Description, Program Total Credits, SOC Code, Program Notes, Admission Criteria, 
Program Prerequisite Credits, Program Prerequisites, Required Course Credits, Required Courses,  
Restricted Elective Credits, Restricted Electives, Free Elective Credits, Free Elective Detail,  
General Education Program Total Credits, General Education Core Credits, Oral Communication Credits,  
Oral Communication Courses, Mathematics Credits, Mathematics Detail Courses,  
General Education Distribution Credits, Humanities, Arts and Design Credits, Humanities,  
Arts and Design Courses, Natural Sciences Courses, Program Competencies / Learning Outcomes 
 
Description: The Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Dental Assisting prepares students to work collaboratively 
in a dental setting or transfer to a healthcare related four-year program. Students will be able to assist the dental 
team in a broad scope of dental procedures, perform office management functions, and provide patient support. A 
Certificate of Completion (CCL) is also available. Graduates are eligible to take the Dental Assisting National Board 
Certification Exams to earn the Certified Dental Assistant (CDA®) credential. Additionally, students are prepared for 
the required Arizona Radiologic Proficiency Certificate (AZRC) and the Arizona Coronal Polishing Certificate 
(AZCP). Once graduates earn their AZRC and AZCP, they are eligible to apply for admission to an Expanded 
Functions Dental Assisting (EFDA) program in Arizona. This full-time Dental Assisting program is accredited by the 
Commission on Dental Accreditation of the American Dental Association (211 E. Chicago Ave., Suite 1900, 
Chicago, IL 60611-2637; (312) 440-4653). 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5483 Program Title: Dental Assisting 
Initiating College: PC Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: Shared by: MC, PC 
 
Total Program Credits: 28-45.5 CIP Code: 51.0601 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Rita Perry 
IC: Allied Health (51) 
Field of Interest: Health Sciences 
 
Proposed Changes: Program Description, Program Total Credits, SOC Code, Program Notes, Admission Criteria, 
Program Prerequisite Credits, Program Prerequisites, Required Course Credits, Required Courses,  
Program Competencies / Learning Outcomes 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Dental Assisting prepares students to work collaboratively in a 
dental setting or transfer to a healthcare related four-year program. Students will be able to assist the dental team 
in a broad scope of dental procedures, perform office management functions, and provide patient support. An 
Associate in Applied Science (AAS) is also available. Students that meet the CCL requirements in the program may 
proceed to earn their AAS degree. Graduates are eligible to take the Dental Assisting National Board Certification 
Exams to earn the Certified Dental Assistant (CDA®) credential. Additionally, students are prepared for the required 
Arizona Radiologic Proficiency Certificate (AZRC) and the Arizona Coronal Polishing Certificate (AZCP). Once 
graduates earn their AZRC and AZCP, they are eligible to apply for admission to an Expanded Functions Dental 
Assisting (EFDA) program in Arizona. This full-time Dental Assisting program is accredited by the Commission on 
Dental Accreditation of the American Dental Association (211 E. Chicago Ave., Suite 1900, Chicago, IL 60611-
2637; (312) 440-4653). 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: AAS/3567 Program Title: Digital Media Arts 
Initiating College: PC Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: College-Specific: GC 
 
Total Program Credits: 65-71 CIP Code: 50.0409 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Art (17) 
Field of Interest: Visual and Performing Arts 
 
Proposed Changes: Program Availability to Shared by: GC, PC (adding PC), Program Description,  
Program Total Credits, SOC Code,  Program Prerequisite Credits, Program Prerequisites, Required Courses, 
General Education Program Total Credits, General Education Core Credits, First Year Composition Courses,  
Oral Communication Courses, Mathematics Credits, Mathematics Detail Courses,  
Humanities, Arts and Design Courses, Program Competencies / Learning Outcomes 
 
Description: The Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Digital Media Arts is designed for the student who wishes 
to develop skills in the area of graphic design, imaging, photography, animation, time-based, interactivity, and 
media production. The program emphasizes critical thinking, written communication, and teamwork by challenging 
students to develop their own design method, production workflow, and conceptual aesthetic. The program 
provides students with a broad understanding of media design and its place in society as a means to communicate. 
It allows for the development of an individual's personal interest in this area, prepares students for employment, 
and upgrades skills of those already employed in this field. Upon completion of the program, students will have 
compiled a professional portfolio. Employment opportunities include, but are not limited to, graphic design, 
animation, web design, and video production. Based on course selections, students may also pursue transfer 
opportunities. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AAS/3324 Program Title: Health Information Technology 
Initiating College: PC Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: College-Specific: PC 
 
Total Program Credits: 72-75 CIP Code: 51.0707 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Dr. Terinicka Thomas-Brogan 
IC: Allied Health (51) 
Field of Interest: Health Sciences 
 
Proposed Changes: Program Description, Program Total Credits, SOC Code, Program Notes, Admission Criteria, 
Program Prerequisite Credits, Program Prerequisites, Required Course Credits, Required Courses,  
First Year Composition Credits, First Year Composition Courses, Oral Communication Credits,  
Oral Communication Courses, Program Competencies / Learning Outcomes 
 
Description: The Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Health Information Technology prepares students to meet 
the increasing demands for formally trained health information management professionals in healthcare agencies 
such as clinics, hospitals, long-term care facilities, home health agencies, state health departments, and other 
organizations. Health information technicians are trained in the domains of health informatics, revenue cycle 
management, data analytics, and information governance. Certificates of Completion (CCL) in Medical Billing and 
Coding: Physician-Based, Medical Coding: Hospital-Based, or Health Information: Long Term Care Settings are 
also available. Graduates are eligible to apply to take the examination of the American Health Information 
Management Association for the Registered Health Information Technician (RHIT) designation. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm13?id=148506
http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm13?id=149380
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5324 Program Title: Health Information: Long Term Care Settings 
Initiating College: PC Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: College-Specific: PC 
 
Total Program Credits: 26 CIP Code: 51.0707 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Dr. Terinicka Thomas-Brogan 
IC: Allied Health (51) 
Field of Interest: Health Sciences 
 
Proposed Changes: Total Program Credits, SOC Code, Program Notes, Admission Criteria,  
Program Prerequisite Credits, Program Prerequisites, Required Course Credits, Required Courses,  
Program Competencies / Learning Outcomes 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Health Information: Long Term Care Settings program 
prepares individuals for entry-level health information processing positions in long term, home health, and hospice 
facilities. Students will perform such duties as collecting, analyzing, assembling, releasing, coding, and reporting 
patient information in both paper and electronic record systems. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AAS/3332 Program Title: Interpreter Preparation 
Initiating College: PC Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: College-Specific: PC 
 
Total Program Credits: 60-62 CIP Code: 16.1603 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Michelle Monahan 
IC: Languages (29) 
Field of Interest: Behavioral Sciences and Human Services 
 
Proposed Changes: Program Description, Program Total Credits, SOC Code, Admission Criteria,  
Program Prerequisite Credits, Program Prerequisites, Required Course Credits, Required Courses,  
Restricted Elective Credits, Restricted Electives, Free Elective Credits, Free Elective Detail,  
General Education Program Total Credits, General Education Core Credits, First Year Composition Credits,  
First Year Composition Courses, Oral Communication Courses, Critical Reading Credits,  
Critical Reading Detail Mathematics Credits, Mathematics Detail Courses, Humanities, Arts and Design Courses, 
Social-Behavioral Sciences Courses, Program Competencies / Learning Outcomes 
 
Description: The Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Interpreter Preparation is designed to emphasize skills in 
American Sign Language (ASL), spoken English, Deaf culture, intercultural communication, and professional 
behavior for interpreters. In addition, it combines the Deaf Studies and Interpreter Preparation Certificates and 
prepares students for transfer to a bachelor program. Additionally, theoretical and practical training in interpreting 
prepares students to meet Arizona* licensure requirements and sit for the following exams: the Educational 
Interpreter Performance Assessment (EIPA), the Board for Evaluation of Interpreters (BEI), and the written portion 
of the National Interpreter Certification (NIC) of the Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf (RID), the other two 
portions of which can be completed upon attainment of a bachelor's degree. Students intending to transfer are 
strongly encouraged to meet with an academic and faculty advisor once they have selected their transfer institution 
to ensure all requirements for achieving junior standing are satisfied. A Certificate of Completion (CCL) is also 
available. *May apply to other states' requirements. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm11?id=140617
http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm13?id=133733
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5332 Program Title: Interpreter Preparation 
Initiating College: PC Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: College-Specific: PC 
 
Total Program Credits: 27-28 CIP Code: 16.1603 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Michelle Monahan 
IC: Languages (29) 
Field of Interest: Behavioral Sciences and Human Services 
 
Proposed Changes: Total Program Credits, Program Description, SOC Code, Program Notes, Admission Criteria, 
Program Prerequisite Credits, Program Prerequisites, Required Course Credits, Required Courses,  
Restricted Elective Credits, Restricted Electives Program Competencies / Learning Outcomes 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Interpreter Preparation is designed to emphasize skills in 
American Sign Language (ASL), spoken English, Deaf culture, intercultural communication, and professional 
behavior for interpreters. Additionally, theoretical and practical training in interpreting prepares students to meet 
Arizona* licensure requirements and/or sit for the following exams: the Educational Interpreter Performance 
Assessment (EIPA), the Board for Evaluation of Interpreters (BEI), and the written portion of the National Interpreter 
Certification (NIC) of the Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf (RID), the other two portions of which can be 
completed upon attainment of a bachelor degree. Students intending to transfer are strongly encouraged to meet 
with an academic and faculty advisor once they have selected their transfer institution to ensure all requirements for 
achieving junior standing are satisfied. An Associate in Applied Science (AAS) degree is also available. *May apply 
to other states' requirements. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5014 Program Title: Medical Billing and Coding: Physician-Based 
Initiating College: PC Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: College-Specific: PC 
 
Total Program Credits: 38 CIP Code: 51.0713 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Terinicka Thomas-Brogan 
IC: Allied Health (51) 
Field of Interest: Health Sciences 
 
Proposed Changes: Total Program Credits, Program Description, SOC Code, Program Notes, Admission Criteria, 
Program Prerequisite Credits, Program Prerequisites, Required Course Credits, Required Courses,  
Program Competencies / Learning Outcomes 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Medical Billing and Coding: Physician-Based is designed to 
prepare individuals for entry-level medical billing and coding positions in ambulatory care treatment centers such as 
clinics, physician practices, managed care organizations, private billing services, and insurance companies. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm11?id=133881
http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm11?id=140622
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5092 Program Title: Medical Coding: Hospital-Based 
Initiating College: PC Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: College-Specific: PC 
 
Total Program Credits: 44 CIP Code: 51.0713 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Dr. Terinicka Thomas-Brogan 
IC: Allied Health (51) 
Field of Interest: Health Sciences 
 
Proposed Changes: Program Description, Program Notes, Total Program Credits, Admission Criteria,  
Program Prerequisite Credits, Program Prerequisites, Required Course Credits, Required Courses,  
Program Competencies / Learning Outcomes 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Medical Coding: Hospital-Based is designed to prepare 
individuals for diagnostic and procedural coding positions in hospitals and hospital-based settings such as 
outpatient clinics, emergency departments, and surgery centers. The program is approved by the American Health 
Information Management Association (233 N. Michigan Avenue, Suite 2150, Chicago, IL 60601-5800) and is 
designed to provide the foundation needed for comprehensive entry-level coding certification examinations. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm11?id=140620
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Award/Major Code: AAS/3570 Program Title: Digital Cinema Arts 
Initiating College: SC Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: College-Specific: GC 
 
Total Program Credits: 60-68 CIP Code: 50.0699 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Art (17) 
Field of Interest: Visual and Performing Arts 
 
Proposed Changes: Program Title to: Film and Media Production, Program Description, Program Total Credits, 
CIP Code, SOC Code, Program Notes, Required Course Credits, Required Courses, Restricted Elective Credits, 
Restricted Electives, Free Elective Credits, Free Elective Detail, General Education Program Total Credits,  
General Education Core Credits, First Year Composition Courses, Mathematics Credits,  
Mathematics Detail Courses, General Education Distribution Credits, Humanities, Arts and Design Credits, 
Humanities, Arts and Design Courses, Program Competencies / Learning Outcomes 
 
Description: The Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Film and Media Production is designed to help students 
develop the creative and technical skills needed to work in the competitive film and video industry. Students receive 
comprehensive training in the craft, process, and theory behind visual storytelling. The program uses the latest 
technologies and provides opportunities for students to develop their skills and professionalism with real world 
projects, both in the laboratory and on location. This program is focused on independent filmmaking with the spirit 
of entrepreneurship in the field. A Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Documentary Film Production is also available. 
 

Program Addition to: AAS/3570 Film and Media Production 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5059 Program Title: Documentary Film Production 
Initiating College: SC Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: College-Specific: GC 
 
Total Program Credits: 31 CIP Code: 50.0607 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Art (17) 
Field of Interest: Visual and Performing Arts 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Documentary Film Production introduces the 
fundamentals of nonfiction filmmaking in a small, supportive setting with industry professionals as 
mentors. Includes technical aspects of documentary filmmaking (producing, camera, and audio) 
and exposure to the history and theory behind the art. Students will develop, shoot, and edit an 
original short documentary film, as well as collaborate on various non-fiction productions, which 
can include work for clients, non-profits, and new media. An Associate in Applied Science (AAS) 
in Film and Media Production is also available. 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm13?id=149213
http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm11?id=149887
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5981 Program Title: Editing 
Initiating College: SC Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: College-Specific: SC 
 
Total Program Credits: 41 CIP Code: 50.0602 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Theatre Arts (50) 
Field of Interest: Visual and Performing Arts 
 
Proposed Changes: Total Program Credits, Program Description, SOC Code, Program Notes,  
Required Course Credits, Required Courses, Program Competencies / Learning Outcomes 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Editing is designed for students who plan to enter the field of 
Motion Picture, Television, and New Media Post-Production. Students learn theory in motion picture, television and 
media production and editing. They apply that knowledge by producing a variety of projects using both linear and 
non-linear post-production systems as well as computer-based video compositing and title animation technology. 
An Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Motion Picture, Television, and New Media Production degree is also 
available. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AAS/3572 Program Title: Motion Picture/Television Production 
Initiating College: SC Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: College-Specific: SC 
 
Total Program Credits: 60-72 CIP Code: 50.0602 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Theatre Arts (50) 
Field of Interest: Visual and Performing Arts 
 
Proposed Changes: Title to: Motion Picture, Television, and New Media Production, Program Description, 
Program Total Credits, SOC Code, Program Notes, Required Course Credits, Required Courses,  
Restricted Elective Credits, Restricted Electives, General Education Program Total Credits,  
General Education Core Credits, Mathematics Credits, Mathematics Detail Courses,  
Humanities, Arts and Design Courses, Program Competencies / Learning Outcomes 
 
Description: The Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Motion Picture, Television, and New Media Production 
program is designed for students who plan to pursue a career in the motion picture, television, and new media 
industry. Students receive hands-on production training and industry exposure in a fine arts learning environment in 
one or more areas of specialization, which include screenwriting, motion picture production, and editing. Certificates 
of Completion (CCL) in Screenwriting, Motion Picture Production, and Editing are also available. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm11?id=149212
http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm13?id=149195
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5989 Program Title: Production: Film 
Initiating College: SC Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: College-Specific: SC 
 
Total Program Credits: 45-47 CIP Code: 50.0602 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Theatre Arts (50)  
Field of Interest: Visual and Performing Arts 
 
Proposed Changes: Program Title to: Motion Picture Production, Total Program Credits, Program Description, 
SOC Code, Program Notes, Required Course Credits, Required Courses, Restricted Elective Credits,  
Restricted Electives Program Competencies / Learning Outcomes 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Motion Picture Production is designed for students who plan to 
enter production careers in film, television, and new media. Students apply cinematography and production 
principles as they participate in a variety of film, television, and new media projects using industry equipment, 
standards, and protocols. Students receive hands-on training to produce short films and videos designed for a 
variety of media outlets. An Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Motion Picture, Television, and New Media 
Production degree is also available. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5993 Program Title: Screenwriting 
Initiating College: SC Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: College-Specific: SC 
 
Total Program Credits: 41-43 CIP Code: 50.0504 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Theatre Arts (50) 
Field of Interest: Visual and Performing Arts 
 
Proposed Changes: Program Description, Total Program Credits, SOC Code, Program Notes,  
Program Prerequisite Credits, Program Prerequisites, Required Course Credits, Required Courses,  
Restricted Elective Credits, Restricted Electives Program Competencies / Learning Outcomes 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Screenwriting is designed for students who plan to enter the 
field of Motion Picture/Television Production as screenwriters. Students receive hands-on training in development 
and writing for Motion Picture/TV Production, with an emphasis on story theory and format for features, TV and 
other media. An Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Motion Picture, Television, and New Media Production 
degree is also available. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm11?id=149211
http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm11?id=149206
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5521 Program Title: Advanced Behavioral Health Sciences 
Initiating College: SM Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: Shared by: GC, SM 
 
Total Program Credits: 38-41 CIP Code: 30.1701 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Counseling (23) 
Field of Interest: Behavioral Sciences and Human Services 
 
Proposed Changes: Program Description, SOC Code, Restricted Electives,  
Program Competencies / Learning Outcomes 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Advanced Behavioral Health Sciences is designed to provide 
students with a comprehensive study of human behavior and prepare them to assist, as part of a clinical team, in 
the care of individuals and families dealing with mental illness, addictions and substance use, trauma, 
developmental disabilities, co-morbid medical conditions, and challenging behaviors. The program includes courses 
designed to provide students with the skills necessary to deliver specialized and comprehensive behavioral health 
and social services. This program also provides university transfer options in addition to preparation for industry 
certifications and supervised field experience. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5522 Program Title: Basic Behavioral Health Sciences 
Initiating College: SM Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: Shared by: GC, SM 
 
Total Program Credits: 16 CIP Code: 30.1701 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Counseling (23) 
Field of Interest: Behavioral Sciences and Human Services 
 
Proposed Changes: Program Description, SOC Code, Program Competencies / Learning Outcomes 
 
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Basic Behavioral Health Sciences is designed to provide 
students with a foundational study of human behavior and prepare them to assist, as part of a clinical team, in the 
care of individuals and families dealing with mental illness, comorbid medical conditions, and challenging 
behaviors. The program includes courses designed to provide students with the skills necessary to deliver essential 
behavioral health and social services. The core focus of the program is practical training and service learning 
experiences. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm11?id=140026
http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm11?id=140024
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Award/Major Code: AAS/3067 Program Title: Behavioral Sciences 
Initiating College: SM Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: Shared by: GC, SM 
 
Total Program Credits: 60-66 CIP Code: 30.1701 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Counseling (23) 
Field of Interest: Behavioral Sciences and Human Services 
 
Proposed Changes: Program Description, Program Total Credits, SOC Code, Required Courses,  
Restricted Electives, General Education Program Total Credits, General Education Core Credits,  
First Year Composition Courses, Oral Communication Courses, Mathematics Credits, Mathematics Detail Courses, 
Natural Sciences Courses, Program Competencies / Learning Outcomes 
 
Description: The Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Behavioral Sciences is designed to provide students with 
a comprehensive study of human behavior and prepare them to assist, as part of a clinical team, in the care of 
individuals and families dealing with mental illness, addictions and substance use, trauma, developmental 
disabilities, comorbid medical conditions, and challenging behaviors. The program includes courses designed to 
provide students with the skills necessary to deliver specialized and comprehensive behavioral health and social 
services. This program is university-transferable and provides preparation for industry certifications and supervised 
field experience. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 

http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm13?id=140029
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5707 Program Title: Flight Technology 
Initiating College: CG Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: College-Specific: CG 
 
CIP Code: 49.0102 Facutly Initiator: Bill Julian 
IC: Applied Technology (57) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: Aviation faculty participated in the pathway mapping process and identified low completion 
rates for this (CG-specific) program and made the determination to delete the program. The AAS program (3707) 
has been updated and brought up to standard as an alternative option for students. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5636 Program Title: Meter Technology 
Initiating College: CG Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: College-Specific: CG 
 
CIP Code: 46.0301 Facutly Initiator: Mark Weaver 
IC: Occupational Administrators (53) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: One of the major goals of the Guided Pathways redesign is to provide all Maricopa 
students with a clear, coherent route to their desired goal (degree, certificate, transfer, etc.). This program (5636) is 
college specific for CG and as part of the Guided Pathways redesign, CGCC Faculty engaged in a cross functional 
team for the pathway mapping process, revising program competencies to learning outcomes that maintain current 
partnership/industry needs. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5397 Program Title: Adolescent Development 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: Shared by: GC (Mor), MC (Mor), RS (Mor) 
 
CIP Code: 19.0799 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Family and Consumer Sciences (34) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: The CCL/5397 Adolescent Development (GC (Mor), MC (Mor), RS (Mor)) is being deleted 
as a result of Guided Pathways. This program was on moratorium for all three colleges and will be discontinued. 
This proposal is being submitted on behalf of this/these colleges as part of Guided Pathways. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5398 Program Title: Adult Development and Aging 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: Shared by: GC (Mor), MC (Mor), RS (Mor) 
 
CIP Code: 19.0702 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Family and Consumer Sciences (34) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: The CCL/5398 Adult Development and Aging (Shared: GC (Mor), MC (Mor), RS (Mor)) is 
being deleted as a result of Guided Pathways. This program was on moratorium for all three colleges and will be 
discontinued. This proposal is being submitted on behalf of this/these colleges as part of Guided Pathways. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5892 Program Title: Business Micro Finance 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: SM 
 
CIP Code: 52.0701 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Business/Management (03) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: Deleting CCL 5892 Business Micro Finance on behalf of SM. SM will replace this program 
with the shared Entrepreneurial Studies (CCL 5919N and CCL 5820). 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AAS/3312 Program Title: Computer and Networking Technology 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: GC 
 
CIP Code: 11.0901 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Applied Technology (57) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: The AAS 3312 Computer and Networking Technology (College-Specific: GC) is being 
deleted as a result of Guided Pathways and will be replaced with the shared AAS 3189 Network and Systems 
Administration. This proposal is being submitted on behalf of this/these colleges as part of guided pathways. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5026 Program Title: Computer Hardware and Desktop Support 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: Shared by: CG, EM, GW (Mor), MC (Mor) 
 
CIP Code: 47.0104 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: The CCL 5026 Computer Hardware and Desktop Support (Shared: CG, EM and 
Moratorium: GW, MC) is being deleted as a result of Guided Pathways and will be replaced with the shared CCL 
5043 Desktop Support (& associated microcerts). This proposal is being submitted on behalf of this/these colleges 
as part of guided pathways. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5909 Program Title: Computer Hardware and Network Support 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: SC 
 
CIP Code: 11.0901 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: The CCL/5909 Computer Hardware and Network Support (College Specific: SC) is being 
deleted as a result of Guided Pathways and will be replaced with the shared CCL/5043 Desktop Support (and 
associated microcerts). This proposal is being submitted on behalf of this/these colleges as part of guided 
pathways. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5869 Program Title: Computer Networking Technology 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: PV 
 
CIP Code: 11.0901 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: The CCL 5869 Computer Networking Technology (College Specific: PV) is being deleted 
as a result of Guided Pathways and will be replaced with the shared CCL 5969 Cisco Network Administration: 
CCNA, and CCL 5037 Cisco Network Admin: CCNP. This proposal is being submitted on behalf of this/these 
colleges as part of guided pathways. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5867 Program Title: Computer Systems Maintenance 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: PV 
 
CIP Code: 47.0104 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: The CCL 5867 Computer Systems Maintenance (College Specific: PV) is being deleted as 
a result of Guided Pathways and will be replaced with the shared CCL/5043 Desktop Support (and associated 
microcerts). This proposal is being submitted on behalf of this/these colleges as part of Guided Pathways. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5558N Program Title: Curriculum for Young Children 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: PC 
 
CIP Code: 13.1209 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Family and Consumer Sciences (34) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: The CCL 5558N Curriculum for Young Children (College-Specific: PC) is being deleted as 
a result of Guided Pathways. Please note, CCL 5558N is college-specific and this proposal is being submitted on 
behalf of these colleges as part of guided pathways. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5358 Program Title: Early Care Specialist 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: MC 
 
CIP Code: 19.0708 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Family and Consumer Sciences (34) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: The CCL 5358 Early Care Specialist (College-Specific: MC) is being deleted and replaced 
by Guided Pathways shared CCL 5054 Foundations of Early Childhood Education and CCL 5056 Early Childhood 
Education. Please note, CCL 5358 is College-specific to MC, and this proposal is being submitted on behalf of 
these colleges as part of guided pathways. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AAS/3109 Program Title: Early Childhood Administration and Management 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: Shared by: GC, RS, MC (Mor) 
 
CIP Code: 13.0401 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Family and Consumer Sciences (34) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: The AAS 3109 Early Childhood Administration and Management (Shared: GC, RS and 
Moratorium: MC) is being deleted as a result of Guided Pathways and will be replaced with the shared AAS 3186 
Early Childhood Education. This proposal is being submitted on behalf of this/these colleges as part of guided 
pathways. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5019N Program Title: Early Childhood Classroom Management 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: PC 
 
CIP Code: 13.1210 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Family and Consumer Sciences (34) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: The CCL 5019N Early Childhood Classroom Management (College Specific: PC) is being 
deleted as a result of Guided Pathways and will be replaced with the shared CCL 5054 Foundations in Early 
Childhood Education. This proposal is being submitted on behalf of this/these colleges as part of guided pathways. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AAS/3007 Program Title: Early Childhood Education 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: Shared by: EM, GC 
 
CIP Code: 13.1210 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Family and Consumer Sciences (34) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: The AAS 3007 Early Childhood Education (Shared: EM, GC) is being deleted as a result of 
Guided Pathways and will be replaced with the shared AAS 3186 Early Childhood Education. This proposal is 
being submitted on behalf of this/these colleges as part of guided pathways. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AAS/3836 Program Title: Early Childhood Education 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: PV 
 
CIP Code: 13.121 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Early Childhood Education (62) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: The AAS 3836 Early Childhood Education (College Specific: PV) is being deleted as a 
result of Guided Pathways and will be replaced with the shared AAS 3186 Early Childhood Education. This 
proposal is being submitted on behalf of this/these colleges as part of guided pathways. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5016 Program Title: Early Childhood Education 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: PV 
 
CIP Code: 13.1210 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Early Childhood Education (62) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: The CCL 5016 Early Childhood Education (College-specific: PV) is being deleted and 
replaced by Guided Pathways shared CCL 5054 Foundations of Early Childhood Education and CCL 5056 Early 
Childhood Education. Please note, CCL 5016 is College-specific to PV, and this proposal is being submitted on 
behalf of this/these colleges as part of guided pathways. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5374 Program Title: Early Childhood Education 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: Shared by: EM, GC 
 
CIP Code: 13.1210 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Family and Consumer Sciences (34) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: The CCL 5374 Early Childhood Education (Shared: EM, GC) is being deleted and 
replaced by Guided Pathways shared CCL 5054 Foundations of Early Childhood Education and CCL 5056 Early 
Childhood Education. Please note, CCL 5374 is Shared with EM, and GC, and this proposal is being submitted on 
behalf of these colleges as part of guided pathways. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AAS/3356 Program Title: Early Childhood Education and Administration:  
    Birth through Age Five 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: PC 
 
CIP Code: 19.0708 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Family and Consumer Sciences (34) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: The AAS 3356 Early Childhood Education and Administration: Birth through Age Five 
(College Specific: PC) is being deleted as a result of Guided Pathways. This program is no longer being offered at 
PC. This proposal is being submitted on behalf of this/these colleges as part of guided pathways. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5356 Program Title: Early Childhood Education and Administration:  
    Birth through Age Five 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: PC 
 
CIP Code: 19.0708 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Family and Consumer Sciences (34) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: The CCL 5356 Early Childhood Education and Administration: Birth through Age Five 
(College Specific: PC) is being deleted as a result of Guided Pathways. This program is no longer being offered at 
PC. This proposal is being submitted on behalf of this/these colleges as part of guided pathways. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AAS/3124 Program Title: Early Learning and Development 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: Shared by: CG, MC, RS, SM 
 
CIP Code: 13.1209 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Early Childhood Education (62) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: The AAS 3124 Early Learning and Development (Shared: CG, MC, RS, SM) is being 
deleted as a result of Guided Pathways and will be replaced with the shared AAS 3186 Early Childhood Education. 
This proposal is being submitted on behalf of this/these colleges as part of guided pathways. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AAS/3157 Program Title: Environmental and Natural Resource Sustainability 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: PC 
 
CIP Code: 03.0101 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Sustainability (91) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: The AAS 3157 Environmental & Natural Resource Sustainability (College-Specific: PC) is 
being deleted and replaced by Guided Pathways shared AA 8123 Sustainability and Environmental Studies. Please 
note, AAS 3157 is College-Specific for PC only, and this proposal is being submitted on behalf of PC as part of 
guided pathways. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5714 Program Title: Family Child Care Management 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: Shared by: RS, SM 
 
CIP Code: 13.1209 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Early Childhood Education (62) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: The CCL 5714 Family Child Care Management (Shared: RS, SM) is being deleted and 
replaced by Guided Pathways shared CCL 5054 Foundations of Early Childhood Education and CCL 5056 Early 
Childhood Education. Please note, CCL 5714 is Shared at RS and SM, and this proposal is being submitted on 
behalf of these colleges as part of guided pathways. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AAS/3770 Program Title: Family Development 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: PC 
 
CIP Code: 19.0707 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Family and Consumer Sciences (34) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: The AAS 3770 Family Development (College Specific: PC) is being deleted as a result of 
Guided Pathways and will be replaced with the shared AA 8139 Family Life Education. This proposal is being 
submitted on behalf of this/these colleges as part of guided pathways. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5787 Program Title: Family Development 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: PC 
 
CIP Code: 19.0707 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Early Childhood Education (62) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: The CCL 5787 Family Development (College Specific: PC) is being deleted as a result of 
Guided Pathways and will be replaced with the shared AA 8139 Family Life Education. This proposal is being 
submitted on behalf of this/these colleges as part of guided pathways. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: AAS/3044 Program Title: Family Life Education 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: Shared by: RS, GC (Mor), MC (Mor) 
 
CIP Code: 19.0707 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Family and Consumer Sciences (34) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: The AAS/3044 Family Life Education (RS, GC (Mor), MC (Mor)) is being deleted as a 
result of Guided Pathways and will be replaced with the shared AA/8139 Family Life Education. This proposal is 
being submitted on behalf of this/these colleges as part of Guided Pathways. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5022N Program Title: Family Support 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: PC 
 
CIP Code: 19.0707 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Family and Consumer Sciences (34) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: The CCL 5022N Family Support (College Specific: PC) is being deleted as a result of 
Guided Pathways and will be replaced with the shared AA 8139 Family Life Education. This proposal is being 
submitted on behalf of this/these colleges as part of guided pathways. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5710 Program Title: Foundations of Early Childhood Education 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: Shared by: CG, EM, GC, MC, PV, RS, SM 
 
CIP Code: 13.1210 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Family and Consumer Sciences (34), Early Childhood Education (62) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: The CCL 5710 Foundations of Early Childhood Education (Shared: CG, EM, GC, MC, PV, 
RS, SM) is being deleted and replaced by Guided Pathways shared CCL 5054 Foundations of Early Childhood 
Education and CCL 5056 Early Childhood Education. Please note, CCL 5710 is Shared and this proposal is being 
submitted on behalf of these colleges as part of guided pathways. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: AAS/3051 Program Title: General Business Specialized 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: PV 
 
CIP Code: 52.0101 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Business/Management (03) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: The AAS 3051 General Business Specialized (College Specific: PV) is being deleted and 
replaced by Guided Pathways shared AAS 3148 General Business. Please note, AAS 3051 is College-Specific for 
PV only, and this proposal is being submitted on behalf of PV as part of guided pathways. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5715 Program Title: Infant and Toddler Development 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: Shared by: RS, SM 
 
CIP Code: 13.1209 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Early Childhood Education (62) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: The CCL 5715 Infant and Toddler Development (Shared: RS, SM) is being deleted and 
replaced by Guided Pathways shared CCL 5054 Foundations of Early Childhood Education and CCL 5056 Early 
Childhood Education. Please note, CCL 5715 is Shared with RS, and SM, and this proposal is being submitted on 
behalf of these colleges as part of guided pathways. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AAS/3095 Program Title: Information Technology: Cisco Networking 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: Shared by: MC, SM 
 
CIP Code: 11.1002 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: The AAS 3095 Information Technology: Cisco Networking (Shared: MC, SM) is being 
deleted as a result of Guided Pathways and will be replaced with the shared AAS 3189 Network and Systems 
Administration. This proposal is being submitted on behalf of this/these colleges as part of guided pathways. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5526 Program Title: Information Technology: Cisco Networking 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: Shared by: MC, SM 
 
CIP Code: 11.1002 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: The CCL 5526 Information Technology: Cisco Networking (Shared: MC, SM) is being 
deleted as a result of Guided Pathways and will be replaced with the shared CCL 5969N Cisco Network: CCNA 
and CCL 5037 Cisco Network Administration: CCNP. This proposal is being submitted on behalf of this/these 
colleges as part of guided pathways. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AAS/3096 Program Title: Information Technology: Network Server 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: SM 
 
CIP Code: 11.0901 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: The AAS 3096 Information Technology: Network Server (College Specific: SM) is being 
deleted as a result of Guided Pathways and will be replaced with the shared AAS 3189 Network and Systems 
Administration. This proposal is being submitted on behalf of this/these colleges as part of guided pathways. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5529 Program Title: Information Technology: Network Server 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: SM 
 
CIP Code: 11.0901 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: The CCL 5529 Information Technology: Network Server (College-Specific: SM) is being 
deleted as a result of Guided Pathways and will be replaced with the shared CCL 5969N Cisco Network: CCNA 
and CCL 5043 Desktop Support. This proposal is being submitted on behalf of this/these colleges as part of guided 
pathways. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5219 Program Title: Linux Associate 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: Shared by: EM, MC, GC (Mor) 
 
CIP Code: 11.0901 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: The CCL/5219 Linux Associate (Shared: EM, MC, GC (Mor)) is being deleted as a result of 
Guided Pathways and will be replaced with the shared CCL/5046N Linux Associate. This proposal is being 
submitted on behalf of this/these colleges as part of Guided Pathways. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AAS/3013 Program Title: Linux Networking Administration 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: Shared by: EM, GC, MC 
 
CIP Code: 11.0901 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: The AAS 3013 Linux Networking Administration (Shared: EM, GC, MC) is being deleted as 
a result of Guided Pathways and will be replaced with the shared AAS 3189 Network and Systems Administration. 
This proposal is being submitted on behalf of this/these colleges as part of guided pathways. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5225 Program Title: Linux Networking Administration 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: Shared by: EM, GC, MC 
 
CIP Code: 11.0901 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: The CCL 5225 Linux Networking Administration (Shared: EM, GC, MC) is being deleted as 
a result of Guided Pathways and will be replaced with the shared CCL 5052N Linux Systems Administration. This 
proposal is being submitted on behalf of this/these colleges as part of guided pathways. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5204N Program Title: Linux Professional 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: Shared by: CG, EM, GC, GW, MC, PC, PV, SC, SM 
 
CIP Code: 11.0901 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: The CCL 5204N Linux Professional (Shared: CG, EM, GC, GW, MC, PC, PV, SC, SM) is 
being deleted as a result of Guided Pathways and will be replaced with the shared CCL 5050N Red Hat Linux 
Engineer. This proposal is being submitted on behalf of this/these colleges as part of guided pathways. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5843 Program Title: Microsoft Certified Information Technology  
    Professional (MCITP) Administrator 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: Shared by: GW, GC (Mor), PV (Mor) 
 
CIP Code: 11.1002 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: The CCL/5843 Microsoft Certified Information Technology Professional (MCITP) 
Administrator (GW, GC (Mor), PV (Mor)) is being deleted as a result of Guided Pathways and will be replaced with 
the shared CCL/5031 Microsoft System Administration. This proposal is being submitted on behalf of these 
colleges as part of Guided Pathways. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5473 Program Title: Microsoft Desktop Support Technology 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: Shared by: EM, MC (Mor), GC, PV 
 
CIP Code: 11.1006 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: The CCL 5473 Microsoft Desktop Support Technology (Shared: EM, GC, PV and 
Moratorium: MC) is being deleted as a result of Guided Pathways and will be replaced with the shared CCL 5043 
Desktop Support. This proposal is being submitted on behalf of this/these colleges as part of guided pathways. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AAS/3778 Program Title: Microsoft Networking Technology 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: Shared by: EM, GC, GW, PV (Mor) 
 
CIP Code: 11.0901 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: The AAS 3778 Microsoft Networking Technology (Shared: EM, GC, GW and Moratorium: 
PV) is being deleted as a result of Guided Pathways and will be replaced with the shared AAS 3189 Network and 
Systems Administration. This proposal is being submitted on behalf of this/these colleges as part of guided 
pathways. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5852 Program Title: Microsoft Server Administration 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: Shared by: EM, GC, PV (Mor) 
 
CIP Code: 11.0901 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: The CCL 5852 Microsoft Server Administration (Shared: EM, GC and Moratorium: PV) is 
being deleted as a result of Guided Pathways and will be replaced with the shared CCL 5031 Microsoft System 
Administration. This proposal is being submitted on behalf of this/these colleges as part of guided pathways. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5841 Program Title: Microsoft Technical Specialist 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: Shared by: EM, GW, GC (Mor), PV (Mor) 
 
CIP Code: 11.0203 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: The CCL/5841 Microsoft Technical Specialist (EM, GW, GC (Mor), PV (Mor)) is being 
deleted as a result of Guided Pathways and will be replaced with the shared CCL/5038N Computer System 
Configuration and Support (CompTIA A+), CCL/5040N Computer System Configuration and Support, Security 
(CompTIA Security+), and CCL/5044N Computer System Configuration and Support, Network (CompTIA 
Network+). This proposal is being submitted on behalf of this/these colleges as part of Guided Pathways. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AAS/3794 Program Title: Network Administration 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: SC 
 
CIP Code: 11.0901 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: The AAS 3794 Network Administration (College Specific: SC) is being deleted as a result 
of Guided Pathways and will be replaced with the shared AAS 3189 Network and Systems Administration. This 
proposal is being submitted on behalf of this/these colleges as part of guided pathways. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5200 Program Title: Network Administration 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: SC 
 
CIP Code: 11.0901 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: The CCL 5200 Network Administration (College Specific: SC) is being deleted as a result 
of Guided Pathways and will be replaced with the shared CCL 5036 Cisco Network Administration and Security. 
This proposal is being submitted on behalf of this/these colleges as part of guided pathways. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5328 Program Title: Network Administration: Cisco Network Professional 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: Shared by: MC, SM 
 
CIP Code: 11.0901 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: The CCL 5328 Network Administration: Cisco Network Professional (Shared: MC, SM) is 
being deleted as a result of Guided Pathways and will be replaced with the shared CCL 5037 Cisco Network 
Admin: CCNP. This proposal is being submitted on behalf of this/these colleges as part of guided pathways. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5124 Program Title: Network Administration: Microsoft Windows Server 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: Shared by: CG, GW, MC, SM 
 
CIP Code: 11.0901 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: The CCL 5124 Network Administration: Microsoft Windows Server (Shared: CG, GW, MC, 
SM) is being deleted as a result of Guided Pathways and will be replaced with the shared CCL 5031 Microsoft 
System Administration. This proposal is being submitted on behalf of this/these colleges as part of guided 
pathways. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5312 Program Title: Network Maintenance 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: GC 
 
CIP Code: 11.0901 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Applied Technology (57) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: The CCL 5312 Network Maintenance (College-Specific: GC) is being deleted as a result of 
Guided Pathways and will be replaced with the shared CCL 5969N Cisco Network: CCNA and CCL 5036 Cisco 
Network: CCNA Security. This proposal is being submitted on behalf of this/these colleges as part of guided 
pathways. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5042 Program Title: Network Professional 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: RS (Mor) 
 
CIP Code: 11.0901 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: The CCL/5042 Network Professional (College-Specific: RS) is being deleted from 
moratorium as a result of Guided Pathways. This proposal is being submitted on behalf of this/these colleges as 
part of Guided Pathways. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AAS/3208 Program Title: Networking System Administration 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: MC 
 
CIP Code: 11.0901 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: The AAS 3208 Networking System Administration (College-Specific: MC) is being deleted 
as a result of Guided Pathways and will be replaced with the shared AAS 3189 Network and Systems 
Administration. This proposal is being submitted on behalf of this/these colleges as part of guided pathways. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: AAS/3816 Program Title: Networking Technology: Cisco 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: Shared by: CG, EM, GC, GW 
 
CIP Code: 11.0901 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: The AAS 3816 Networking Technology: Cisco (Shared: CG, EM, GC, GW) is being 
deleted as a result of Guided Pathways and will be replaced with the shared AAS 3189 Network and Systems 
Administration. This proposal is being submitted on behalf of this/these colleges as part of guided pathways. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5967 Program Title: Networking Technology: Cisco 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: Shared by: CG, EM, GC, GW 
 
CIP Code: 11.0901 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: The CCL 5967 Networking Technology: Cisco (Shared: CG, EM, GC, GW) is being 
deleted as a result of Guided Pathways and will be replaced with the shared CCL 5969N Cisco Network: CCNA. 
This proposal is being submitted on behalf of this/these colleges as part of guided pathways. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5215 Program Title: Networking: Design and System Support 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: RS 
 
CIP Code: 11.0901 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: The CCL 5215 Networking: Design and System Support (College-Specific: RS) is being 
deleted as a result of Guided Pathways and will be replaced with the shared CCL 5044N Computer System 
Configuration and Support, Network (CompTIA Network+). This proposal is being submitted on behalf of this/these 
colleges as part of guided pathways. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5396 Program Title: Parent Education 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: Shared by: RS, GC (Mor), MC (Mor) 
 
CIP Code: 19.0799 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Family and Consumer Sciences (34) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: The CCL/5396 Parent Education (RS, GC (Mor), MC (Mor)) is being deleted as a result of 
Guided Pathways and will be replaced with the shared AA/8139 Family Life Education. This proposal is being 
submitted on behalf of these colleges as part of Guided Pathways. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5139N Program Title: Real Estate: Prelicense 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: Shared by: GC, MC, PV, RS, SC, SM 
 
CIP Code: 52.1501 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Business/Management (03) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: Shared by: GC, MC, PV, SC, SM 
 
Rationale for Deletion: Removing PC and RS from this program. PC was on moratorium and will not be sharing 
into the new pathways version of this program, and RS decided to un-share the program as well. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5997 Program Title: Technology Support Analyst 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: MC 
 
CIP Code: 11.1006 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: This proposal is being submitted on behalf of MC as part of guided pathways. The 
CCL/5997 Technology Support Analyst (College-Specific: MC) is being deleted as a result of Guided Pathways and 
will be replaced with: CCL/5038N Computer System Configuration and Support CCL (CompTIA A+) CCL/5040N 
Computer System Configuration and Support CCL, Security (CompTIA Security+) CCL/5044N Computer System 
Configuration and Support CCL, Network (CompTIA Network+) CCL/5043 Desktop Support 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: AAS/3080 Program Title: Digital Photography 
Initiating College: GC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: PC 
 
CIP Code: 50.0406 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Art (17) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: Photography faculty in MCCCD worked to develop a shared pathway for an Associate in 
Applied (AAS) Science in Photography (3195). Phoenix College will share the newly developed Photography AAS 
and thus will delete the current college-specific 3080/AAS in Digital Photography. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5198 Program Title: Digital Photography 
Initiating College: GC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: PC 
 
CIP Code: 50.0406 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Art (17) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: Photography faculty in MCCCD worked to develop a shared pathway for an Associate in 
Applied (AAS) Science in Photography. Phoenix College will share the newly developed Photography AAS and 
thus will delete the current college-specific 5198/CCL in Digital Photography. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5778 Program Title: Adobe Creative Suite in Business:  
    Master Suite Applications Specialist 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: MC 
 
CIP Code: 11.0801 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: Web Design and Development faculty from CG, EM, GC, MC, PC, PV, RS, SC and SM 
engaged in the pathway mapping process, developing assessable and holistic program learning outcomes that 
reflect all that students should be able to know and do upon achieving this certificate, enhancing alignment of this 
degree with current industry needs and creating a streamlined pathway for students interested in Web Design and 
Development. As a result of this Pathway mapping work, the following CCL will be deleted: CCL/5778 - Adobe 
Creative Suite in Business: Master Suite Applications Specialist (MC) and replaced with CCL/5984 Web 
Foundations, CCL/5986 Web Design and CCL/5988 Web Development. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5780 Program Title: Adobe Creative Suite in Business:  
    Print and Web Applications Specialist 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: Shared by: GC (Mor), MC, PV 
 
CIP Code: 11.0801 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: Web Design and Development faculty from CG, EM, GC, MC, PC, PV, RS, SC and SM 
engaged in the pathway mapping process, developing assessable and holistic program learning outcomes that 
reflect all that students should be able to know and do upon achieving this certificate, enhancing alignment of this 
degree with current industry needs and creating a streamlined pathway for students interested in Web Design and 
Development. As a result of this Pathway mapping work, the following CCL will be deleted: CCL/5780 - Adobe 
Creative Suite in Business: Print and Web Applications Specialist (MC, PV, GC (Mor)) and replaced with CCL/5984 
Web Foundations, CCL/5986 Web Design and CCL/5988 Web Development. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5782 Program Title: Adobe Creative Suite in Business:  
    Production Applications Specialist 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: Shared by: GC (Mor), MC, SM 
 
CIP Code: 11.0801 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Computer Information Systems faculty from CG, 
MC, PV and SM) the District worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared pathway to a CCL Adobe 
Foundations: Animation and Graphics Production that enhances alignment with industry standards. The result of 
this work is a change in major code from CCL/5782. CCL/5782 Adobe Creative Suite in Business: Production 
Applications Specialist (MC, SM, GC (Mor)) will be deleted and replaced with CCL/5166N Adobe Foundations: 
Audio and Video Production and CCL/5167N Adobe Foundations: Animation and Graphics Production. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5807N Program Title: Adobe Foundations 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: Shared by: GC, MC, PV, SM 
 
CIP Code: 10.0303 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Computer Information Systems faculty from CG, 
MC, PV and SM) the District worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared pathway to a CCL Adobe 
Foundations: Animation and Graphics Production that enhances alignment with industry standards. The result of 
this work is a change in major code. CCL 5807N Adobe Foundations (GC, MC, PV, SM) will be deleted and 
replaced will be deleted and replaced with CCLs 5166N Adobe Foundations: Audio and Video Production and CCL 
5167N Adobe Foundations: Animation and Graphics Production.. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5218 Program Title: Advanced Computer Usage and Applications 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: RS 
 
CIP Code: 11.1006 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12)  
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Computer Information Systems faculty from CG, 
GC, EM, MC, PV, RS, SC worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared pathway to a Information 
Technology AAS and CCLs that enhances alignment with industry standards. Several AAS degrees and CCLs will 
be deleted as a result of this work. CCL/5218 Advanced Computer Usage and Applications is RS-specific and is 
replaced by AAS/3196 Information Technology. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5345 Program Title: Advanced Web Designer 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: MC 
 
CIP Code: 11.0801 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: Web Design and Development faculty from CG, EM, GC, MC, PC, PV, RS, SC and SM 
engaged in the pathway mapping process, developing assessable and holistic program learning outcomes that 
reflect all that students should be able to know and do upon achieving this certificate, enhancing alignment of this 
degree with current industry needs and creating a streamlined pathway for students interested in Web Design and 
Development. As a result of this Pathway mapping work, the following CCL will be deleted: 5345 Advanced Web 
Designer (MC-Specific) and replaced with CCL/5984 Web Foundations, CCL/5986 Web Design and CCL/5988 
Web Development. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AAS/3548 Program Title: Business Applications 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: CG 
 
CIP Code: 11.0601 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12)  
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Computer Information Systems faculty from CG, 
GC, EM, MC, PV, RS, SC worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared pathway to a Information 
Technology AAS and CCLs that enhances alignment with industry standards. Several AAS degrees and CCLs will 
be deleted as a result of this work. AAS/3548 Business Applications Technology is GC specific and is replaced by 
AAS/3196 Information Technology and CCLs 5137 Microsoft Office Specialist and 5132 Microsoft Office 
Professional. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5644 Program Title: Business Applications Specialist 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: CG 
 
CIP Code: 11.0601 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Computer Information Systems faculty from CG, 
GC, EM, MC, PV, RS, SC worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared pathway to a Information 
Technology AAS and CCLs that enhances alignment with industry standards. Several AAS degrees and CCLs will 
be deleted as a result of this work. CCL 5644 Business Applications Specialist is CG specific and is replaced by 
AAS 3196 Information Technology and CCLs 5137 Microsoft Office Specialist and 5132 Microsoft Office 
Professional. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AAS/3546 Program Title: Business Office Computer Applications 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: GC 
 
CIP Code: 11.0601 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Computer Information Systems faculty from CG, 
GC, EM, MC, PV, RS, SC worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared pathway to a Information 
Technology AAS and CCLs that enhances alignment with industry standards. Several AAS degrees and CCLs will 
be deleted as a result of this work. 3546 Business Office Computer Applications is GC specific and is replaced by 
AAS 3196 Information Technology and CCLs 5137 Microsoft Office Specialist and 5132 Microsoft Office 
Professional. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5212 Program Title: Business Office Computer Applications 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: GC 
 
CIP Code: 52.0407 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Computer Information Systems faculty from CG, 
GC, EM, MC, PV, RS, SC worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared pathway to a Information 
Technology AAS and CCLs that enhances alignment with industry standards. Several AAS degrees and CCLs will 
be deleted as a result of this work. CCL/5212 Business Office Computer Applications is GC-specific and is replaced 
by AAS/3196 Information Technology and CCLs 5137 Microsoft Office Specialist and 5132 Microsoft Office 
Professional. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: AAS/3167 Program Title: Computer and Information Technologies 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: SM 
 
CIP Code: 11.0101 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12)  
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Computer Information Systems faculty from CG, 
GC, EM, MC, PV, RS, SC worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared pathway to a Information 
Technology AAS and CCLs that enhances alignment with industry standards. Several AAS degrees and CCLs will 
be deleted as a result of this work. AAS 3167 Computer and Information Technologies is SM specific and is 
replaced by AAS 3196 Information Technology. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5217 Program Title: Computer Applications 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: PC 
 
CIP Code: 52.0407 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12)  
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Computer Information Systems faculty from CG, 
GC, EM, MC, PV, RS, SC worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared pathway to a Information 
Technology AAS and CCLs that enhances alignment with industry standards. Several AAS degrees and CCLs will 
be deleted as a result of this work. CCL/5217 Computer Applications is PC-specific and is replaced by AAS/3196 
Information Technology and CCLs 5137 Microsoft Office Specialist and 5132 Microsoft Office Professional. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AAS/3547 Program Title: Computer Applications Technology 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: EM 
 
CIP Code: 52.0407 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Computer Information Systems faculty from CG, 
GC, EM, MC, PV, RS, SC worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared pathway to a Information 
Technology AAS and CCLs that enhances alignment with industry standards. Several AAS degrees and CCLs will 
be deleted as a result of this work. 3547 Computer Applications Technology is EM specific and is replaced by AAS 
3196 Information Technology and CCLs 5137 Microsoft Office Specialist and 5132 Microsoft Office Professional. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5214 Program Title: Computer Applications Technology 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: EM 
 
CIP Code: 52.0407 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Computer Information Systems faculty from CG, 
GC, EM, MC, PV, RS, SC worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared pathway to a Information 
Technology AAS and CCLs that enhances alignment with industry standards. Several AAS degrees and CCLs will 
be deleted as a result of this work. 5214 Computer Applications Technology is EM specific and is replaced by AAS 
3196 Information Technology and CCLs 5137 Microsoft Office Specialist and 5132 Microsoft Office Professional. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5147 Program Title: Computer Applications: Microsoft Office  
    Specialist/Advanced 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: MC 
 
CIP Code: 52.0401 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12)  
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Computer Information Systems faculty from CG, 
GC, EM, MC, PV, RS, SC worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared pathway to a Information 
Technology AAS and CCLs that enhances alignment with industry standards. Several AAS degrees and CCLs will 
be deleted as a result of this work. CCL/5147 Computer Applications: Microsoft Office Specialist/Advanced is MC-
specific and is replaced by AAS/3196 Information Technology and CCLs 5137 Microsoft Office Specialist and 5132 
Microsoft Office Professional. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5146 Program Title: Computer Applications: Microsoft Office  
    Specialist/Basic 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: MC 
 
CIP Code: 52.0401 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Computer Information Systems faculty from CG, 
GC, EM, MC, PV, RS, SC worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared pathway to a Information 
Technology AAS and CCLs that enhances alignment with industry standards. Several AAS degrees and CCLs will 
be deleted as a result of this work. CCL/5146 Computer Applications: Microsoft Office Specialist/Basic is MC-
specific and is replaced by AAS/3196 Information Technology and CCLs 5137 Microsoft Office Specialist and 5132 
Microsoft Office Professional. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: AAS/3152 Program Title: Computer Information Systems 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: Shared by: GC, GW, PC, PV (Mor) 
 
CIP Code: 11.0101 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12)  
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Computer Information Systems faculty from CG, 
GC, EM, MC, PV, RS, SC worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared pathway to a Information 
Technology AAS and CCLs that enhances alignment with industry standards. Several AAS degrees and CCLs will 
be deleted as a result of this work. AAS/3152 Computer Information Systems is shared by GC, GW, PC, PV (Mor) 
and is replaced by AAS/3196 Information Technology. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5671 Program Title: Computer Information Systems 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: Shared by: GC, GW, PC, PV (Mor) 
 
CIP Code: 11.0101 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Computer Information Systems faculty from CG, 
GC, EM, MC, PV, RS, SC worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared pathway to a Information 
Technology AAS and CCLs that enhances alignment with industry standards. Several AAS degrees and CCLs will 
be deleted as a result of this work. CCL/5671 Computer Information Systems is shared by GC, GW, PC, PV (Mor) 
and is replaced by AAS/3196 Information Technology. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AAS/3162 Program Title: Computer Information Systems Technologies 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: SC 
 
CIP Code: 11.0101 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12)  
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Computer Information Systems faculty from CG, 
GC, EM, MC, PV, RS, SC worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared pathway to a Information 
Technology AAS and CCLs that enhances alignment with industry standards. Several AAS degrees and CCLs will 
be deleted as a result of this work. AAS 3162 Computer Information Systems Technologies is SC specific and is 
replaced by AAS 3196 Information Technology. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5162 Program Title: Computer Information Systems Technologies 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: SC 
 
CIP Code: 11.0101 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12)  
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Computer Information Systems faculty from CG, 
GC, EM, MC, PV, RS, SC worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared pathway to a Information 
Technology AAS and CCLs that enhances alignment with industry standards. Several AAS degrees and CCLs will 
be deleted as a result of this work. CCL/5162 Computer Information Systems Technologies is SC-specific and is 
replaced by AAS/3196 Information Technology. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AAS/3786 Program Title: Computer Information Technology 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: PV 
 
CIP Code: 11.0101 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Computer Information Systems faculty from CG, 
GC, EM, MC, PV, RS, SC worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared pathway to a Information 
Technology AAS and CCLs that enhances alignment with industry standards. Several AAS degrees and CCLs will 
be deleted as a result of this work. AAS 3786 Computer Information Technology is PV specific and is replaced by 
AAS 3196 Information Technology. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5865 Program Title: Computer Information Technology 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: PV 
 
CIP Code: 11.0101 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Computer Information Systems faculty from CG, 
GC, EM, MC, PV, RS, SC worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared pathway to a Information 
Technology AAS and CCLs that enhances alignment with industry standards. Several AAS degrees and CCLs will 
be deleted as a result of this work. AAS/3786 Computer Information Technology is PV-specific and is replaced by 
AAS/3196 Information Technology. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: AAS/3217 Program Title: Computer Technology 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: RS 
 
CIP Code: 11.1006 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12)  
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Computer Information Systems faculty from CG, 
GC, EM, MC, PV, RS, SC worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared pathway to a Information 
Technology AAS and CCLs that enhances alignment with industry standards. Several AAS degrees and CCLs will 
be deleted as a result of this work. AAS 3217 Computer Technology is RS specific and is replaced by AAS 3196 
Information Technology. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5213 Program Title: Computer Usage and Applications 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: RS 
 
CIP Code: 11.1006 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12)  
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Computer Information Systems faculty from CG, 
GC, EM, MC, PV, RS, SC worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared pathway to a Information 
Technology AAS and CCLs that enhances alignment with industry standards. Several AAS degrees and CCLs will 
be deleted as a result of this work. CCL/5213 Computer Usage and Applications is RS-specific and is replaced by 
AAS/3196 Information Technology. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5066 Program Title: Desktop Publishing 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: EM 
 
CIP Code: 52.0407 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: Web Design and Development faculty from CG, EM, GC, MC, PC, PV, RS, SC and SM 
engaged in the pathway mapping process, developing assessable and holistic program learning outcomes that 
reflect all that students should be able to know and do upon achieving this certificate, enhancing alignment of this 
degree with current industry needs and creating a streamlined pathway for students interested in Web Design and 
Development. As a result of this Pathway mapping work, the following CCL will be deleted: CCL/5066 - Desktop 
Publishing (EM) and replaced with CCL/5984 Web Foundations, CCL/5986 Web Design and CCL/5988 Web 
Development. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5525 Program Title: Digital Design 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: RS 
 
CIP Code: 50.0409 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: Web Design and Development faculty from CG, EM, GC, MC, PC, PV, RS, SC and SM 
engaged in the pathway mapping process, developing assessable and holistic program learning outcomes that 
reflect all that students should be able to know and do upon achieving this certificate, enhancing alignment of this 
degree with current industry needs and creating a streamlined pathway for students interested in Web Design and 
Development. As a result of this Pathway mapping work, the following CCL will be deleted: CCL/5525 - Digital 
Design (RS) and replaced with CCL/5984 Web Foundations, CCL/5986 Web Design and CCL/5988 Web 
Development. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AAS/3147 Program Title: Digital Media/Multimedia Technology 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: MC 
 
CIP Code: 09.0702 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: Web Design and Development faculty from CG, EM, GC, MC, PC, PV, RS, SC and SM 
engaged in the pathway mapping process, developing assessable and holistic program learning outcomes that 
reflect all that students should be able to know and do upon achieving this certificate, enhancing alignment of this 
degree with current industry needs and creating a streamlined pathway for students interested in Web Design and 
Development. As a result of this Pathway mapping work, the following AAS degree will be deleted: 3147 Digital 
Media/Multimedia Technology (MC Specific) and replaced with AAS/3185 Web Design and Development. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5488 Program Title: Forensic Investigation 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: MC 
 
CIP Code: 43.0106 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Administration of Justice (01) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: CCL/5488 Forensic Science (MC-specific) was overlooked when other AJS programs were 
deleted and replaced with the shared AJS pathways. CCL/5964 Crime Scene Investigation and CCL/5010N 
Fingerprint Identification and Photography are replacing CCL/5488. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: AAS/3116 Program Title: Industrial Design Technology 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: GW 
 
CIP Code: 50.0404 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Applied Technology (57) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: Through GPS Pathway mapping, CCL 5642 was redesigned. AAS 3204 Industrial Design 
Technology will replace AAS/3116 (3116 is College Specific to GW). 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5642 Program Title: Industrial Design Technology: Design Specialist: SolidWorks 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: GW 
 
CIP Code: 50.0404 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Applied Technology (57) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: Through GPS Pathway mapping, CCL/5642 (GW-Specific) was redesigned. CCL/5184 
Industrial Design Technology: Design Specialist will replace CCL/5642. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AAS/3023 Program Title: Information Technology 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: CG 
 
CIP Code: 11.0103 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12)  
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Computer Information Systems faculty from CG, 
GC, EM, MC, PV, RS, SC worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared pathway to a Information 
Technology AAS and CCLs that enhances alignment with industry standards. Several AAS degrees and CCLs will 
be deleted as a result of this work. AAS 3023 Information Technology is CG specific and is replaced by AAS 3196 
Information Technology. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5163 Program Title: Information Technology Support 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: SM 
 
CIP Code: 11.0103 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Computer Information Systems faculty from CG, 
GC, EM, MC, PV, RS, SC worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared pathway to a Information 
Technology AAS and CCLs that enhances alignment with industry standards. Several AAS degrees and CCLs will 
be deleted as a result of this work. CCL/5163 Information Technology Support is SM-specific and is replaced by 
AAS/3196 Information Technology. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AAS/3098 Program Title: Information Technology: Computer Applications Specialist 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: SM 
 
CIP Code: 11.0899 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12)  
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Computer Information Systems faculty from CG, 
GC, EM, MC, PV, RS, SC worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared pathway to a Information 
Technology AAS and CCLs that enhances alignment with industry standards. Several AAS degrees and CCLs will 
be deleted as a result of this work. AAS 3098 Information Technology: Computer Applications Specialist is SM 
specific and is replaced by AAS 3196 Information Technology and CCLs 5137 Microsoft Office Specialist and 5132 
Microsoft Office Professional. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5201 Program Title: Information Technology: Computer Applications Specialist 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: SM 
 
CIP Code: 11.0899 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12)  
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Computer Information Systems faculty from CG, 
GC, EM, MC, PV, RS, SC worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared pathway to a Information 
Technology AAS and CCLs that enhances alignment with industry standards. Several AAS degrees and CCLs will 
be deleted as a result of this work. CCL/5201 Information Technology: Computer Applications Specialist is SM-
specific and is replaced by AAS/3196 Information Technology and CCLs 5137 Microsoft Office Specialist and 5132 
Microsoft Office Professional 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: AAS/3093 Program Title: Interior Design 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: Shared by: MC, PC 
 
CIP Code: 50.0408 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Interior Design (37) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Interior Design faculty from MC, PC and SC 
District worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared pathway to an AAS in Interior Design along with 
embedded CCLs to align with industry certifications. As a result of this work, AAS/3093 (Shared: MC, PC) is being 
deleted and replaced with the new shared AAS/3191 Interior Design. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AAS/3122 Program Title: Interior Design 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: SC 
 
CIP Code: 50.0408 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Interior Design (37) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Interior Design faculty from MC, PC and SC 
District worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared pathway to an AAS in Interior Design along with 
embedded CCLs to align with industry certifications. As a result of this work, AAS/3122 (SC specific) is being 
deleted and replaced with the new shared AAS/3191. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AAS/3139 Program Title: Mobile Apps Programming 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: Shared by: PV, RS, SM, GC (Mor) 
 
CIP Code: 11.0201 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Computer Information Systems faculty from 
across the District worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared pathway to the AAS/3099 in Mobile App 
Development. Delete 3139 for all sharing colleges: PV, RS, SM, GC (Mor). 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5576 Program Title: Multimedia Technology 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: MC 
 
CIP Code: 09.0702 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: Web Design and Development faculty from CG, EM, GC, MC, PC, PV, RS, SC and SM 
engaged in the pathway mapping process, developing assessable and holistic program learning outcomes that 
reflect all that students should be able to know and do upon achieving this certificate, enhancing alignment of this 
degree with current industry needs and creating a streamlined pathway for students interested in Web Design and 
Development. As a result of this Pathway mapping work, the following CCL will be deleted: CCL/5576 - Multimedia 
Technology (MC) and replaced with CCL/5984 Web Foundations, CCL/5986 Web Design and CCL/5988 Web 
Development. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5302 Program Title: Nutrition for Personal Trainers and Coaches 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: Shared by: MC, SC 
 
CIP Code: 51.0001 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Nutrition (63) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: College-Specific: SC 
 
Rationale for Deletion: Nutrition and Physical Education faculty worked in a cross-college, cross-functional team 
to create a pathway that aligns with the Guided Pathways framework, as well as industry and transfer requirements. 
Revisions were made to ensure students efficiently build knowledge, skills, and habits of mind across the 
curriculum and easily transfer within program offerings in MCCCD. Changes to this program as a result of mapping 
were processed with Governing Board Date 12/10/2019 for this CCL to be offered at SC only and MC to delete the 
program. MC will not be offering the program. Program deletion for MC was not submitted last curriculum drop and 
therefore is being processed as part of the Feb 25, 2020. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5159 Program Title: Web Design 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: Shared by: CG, EM, GC, PC, PV, SM 
 
CIP Code: 11.0801 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: Web Design and Development faculty from CG, EM, GC, MC, PC, PV, RS, SC and SM 
engaged in the pathway mapping process, developing assessable and holistic program learning outcomes that 
reflect all that students should be able to know and do upon achieving this certificate, enhancing alignment of this 
degree with current industry needs and creating a streamlined pathway for students interested in Web Design and 
Development. As a result of this Pathway mapping work, the following CCL will be deleted: CCL/5159 - Web 
Design (CG, EM, GC, PC, PV, SM) and replaced with CCL/5984 Web Foundations, CCL/5986 Web Design and 
CCL/5988 Web Development. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5172 Program Title: Web Design Technologies 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: SC 
 
CIP Code: 11.0801 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: Web Design and Development faculty from CG, EM, GC, MC, PC, PV, RS, SC and SM 
engaged in the pathway mapping process, developing assessable and holistic program learning outcomes that 
reflect all that students should be able to know and do upon achieving this certificate, enhancing alignment of this 
degree with current industry needs and creating a streamlined pathway for students interested in Web Design and 
Development. As a result of this Pathway mapping work, the following CCL will be deleted: CCL/5172 - Web 
Design Technologies (SC) and replaced with CCL/5984 Web Foundations, CCL/5986 Web Design and CCL/5988 
Web Development. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5216 Program Title: Web Design User Interface 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: RS 
 
CIP Code: 11.0801 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: Web Design and Development faculty from CG, EM, GC, MC, PC, PV, RS, SC and SM 
engaged in the pathway mapping process, developing assessable and holistic program learning outcomes that 
reflect all that students should be able to know and do upon achieving this certificate, enhancing alignment of this 
degree with current industry needs and creating a streamlined pathway for students interested in Web Design and 
Development. As a result of this Pathway mapping work, the following CCL will be deleted: CCL/5216 - Web 
Design: User Interface (RS) and replaced with CCL/5984 Web Foundations, CCL/5986 Web Design and CCL/5988 
Web Development. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AAS/3085 Program Title: Web Designer 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: MC 
 
CIP Code: 11.0801 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: Web Design and Development faculty from CG, EM, GC, MC, PC, PV, RS, SC and SM 
engaged in the pathway mapping process, developing assessable and holistic program learning outcomes that 
reflect all that students should be able to know and do upon achieving this certificate, enhancing alignment of this 
degree with current industry needs and creating a streamlined pathway for students interested in Web Design and 
Development. As a result of this Pathway mapping work, the following AAS degree will be deleted: 3085 Web 
Designer (MC specific) and replaced with AAS/3185 Web Design and Development. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5344 Program Title: Web Designer 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: MC 
 
CIP Code: 11.0801 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: Web Design and Development faculty from CG, EM, GC, MC, PC, PV, RS, SC and SM 
engaged in the pathway mapping process, developing assessable and holistic program learning outcomes that 
reflect all that students should be able to know and do upon achieving this certificate, enhancing alignment of this 
degree with current industry needs and creating a streamlined pathway for students interested in Web Design and 
Development. As a result of this Pathway mapping work, the following CCL will be deleted: CCL/5344 - Web 
Designer (MC) and replaced with CCL/5984 Web Foundations, CCL/5986 Web Design and CCL/5988 Web 
Development. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AAS/3084 Program Title: Web Developer 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: MC 
 
CIP Code: 11.1004 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: Web Design and Development faculty from CG, EM, GC, MC, PC, PV, RS, SC and SM 
engaged in the pathway mapping process, developing assessable and holistic program learning outcomes that 
reflect all that students should be able to know and do upon achieving this certificate, enhancing alignment of this 
degree with current industry needs and creating a streamlined pathway for students interested in Web Design and 
Development. As a result of this Pathway mapping work, the following AAS degree will be deleted: 3084 Web 
Development (MC specific) and replaced with AAS/3185 Web Design and Development. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5051 Program Title: Web Developer 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: Shared by: EM, GC, PC, PV 
 
CIP Code: 11.0801 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: Web Design and Development faculty from CG, EM, GC, MC, PC, PV, RS, SC and SM 
engaged in the pathway mapping process, developing assessable and holistic program learning outcomes that 
reflect all that students should be able to know and do upon achieving this certificate, enhancing alignment of this 
degree with current industry needs and creating a streamlined pathway for students interested in Web Design and 
Development. As a result of this Pathway mapping work, the following CCL will be deleted: CCL/5051 - Web 
Developer (EM, GC, PC, PV) and replaced with CCL/5984 Web Foundations, CCL/5986 Web Design and 
CCL/5988 Web Development. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5060 Program Title: Web Developer 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: MC 
 
CIP Code: 11.1004 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: Web Design and Development faculty from CG, EM, GC, MC, PC, PV, RS, SC and SM 
engaged in the pathway mapping process, developing assessable and holistic program learning outcomes that 
reflect all that students should be able to know and do upon achieving this certificate, enhancing alignment of this 
degree with current industry needs and creating a streamlined pathway for students interested in Web Design and 
Development. As a result of this Pathway mapping work, the following CCL will be deleted: CCL/5060 - Web 
Developer (MC) and replaced with CCL/5984 Web Foundations, CCL/5986 Web Design and CCL/5988 Web 
Development. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AAS/3031 Program Title: Web Development 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: SC 
 
CIP Code: 11.0801 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: Web Design and Development faculty from CG, EM, GC, MC, PC, PV, RS, SC and SM 
engaged in the pathway mapping process, developing assessable and holistic program learning outcomes that 
reflect all that students should be able to know and do upon achieving this certificate, enhancing alignment of this 
degree with current industry needs and creating a streamlined pathway for students interested in Web Design and 
Development. As a result of this Pathway mapping work, the following AAS degree will be deleted: AAS/3031 Web 
Development (SC specific) and replaced with AAS/3185 Web Design and Development. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5346 Program Title: Web Development 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: SC 
 
CIP Code: 11.0801 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: Web Design and Development faculty from CG, EM, GC, MC, PC, PV, RS, SC and SM 
engaged in the pathway mapping process, developing assessable and holistic program learning outcomes that 
reflect all that students should be able to know and do upon achieving this certificate, enhancing alignment of this 
degree with current industry needs and creating a streamlined pathway for students interested in Web Design and 
Development. As a result of this Pathway mapping work, the following CCL will be deleted: CCL/5346 - Web 
Development (SC) and replaced with CCL/5984 Web Foundations, CCL/5986 Web Design and CCL/5988 Web 
Development. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: AAS/3100 Program Title: Web Development and Graphic Design 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: Shared by: EM, SM 
 
CIP Code: 11.0801 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: Web Design and Development faculty from CG, EM, GC, MC, PC, PV, RS, SC and SM 
engaged in the pathway mapping process, developing assessable and holistic program learning outcomes that 
reflect all that students should be able to know and do upon achieving this certificate, enhancing alignment of this 
degree with current industry needs and creating a streamlined pathway for students interested in Web Design and 
Development. As a result of this Pathway mapping work, the following AAS degree will be deleted: 3100 Web 
Development and Graphic Design (EM, SM) and replaced with AAS/3185 Web Design and Development. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5168 Program Title: Web Development and Graphic Design 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: Shared by: EM, SM 
 
CIP Code: 11.0801 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: Web Design and Development faculty from CG, EM, GC, MC, PC, PV, RS, SC and SM 
engaged in the pathway mapping process, developing assessable and holistic program learning outcomes that 
reflect all that students should be able to know and do upon achieving this certificate, enhancing alignment of this 
degree with current industry needs and creating a streamlined pathway for students interested in Web Design and 
Development. As a result of this Pathway mapping work, the following CCL will be deleted: CCL/5168 - Web 
Development and Graphic Design (EM, SM) and replaced with CCL/5984 Web Foundations, CCL/5986 Web 
Design and CCL/5988 Web Development. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AAS/3087 Program Title: Web Server Administrator 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: MC 
 
CIP Code: 11.1004 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: Web Design and Development faculty from CG, EM, GC, MC, PC, PV, RS, SC and SM 
engaged in the pathway mapping process, developing assessable and holistic program learning outcomes that 
reflect all that students should be able to know and do upon achieving this certificate, enhancing alignment of this 
degree with current industry needs and creating a streamlined pathway for students interested in Web Design and 
Development. As a result of this Pathway mapping work, the following AAS degree will be deleted: 3087 Server 
Administrator (MC specific) and replaced with AAS/3185 Web Design and Development. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5342 Program Title: Web Server Administrator 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: MC 
 
CIP Code: 11.1004 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Computer Information Systems (12) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: Web Design and Development faculty from CG, EM, GC, MC, PC, PV, RS, SC and SM 
engaged in the pathway mapping process, developing assessable and holistic program learning outcomes that 
reflect all that students should be able to know and do upon achieving this certificate, enhancing alignment of this 
degree with current industry needs and creating a streamlined pathway for students interested in Web Design and 
Development. As a result of this Pathway mapping work, the following CCL will be deleted: CCL/5342 - Web Server 
Administrator (MC) and replaced with CCL/5984 Web Foundations, CCL/5986 Web Design and CCL/5988 Web 
Development. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AAS/3129 Program Title: Comic and Sequential Art 
Initiating College: PC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: PC 
 
CIP Code: 50.0409 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Art (17) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: This college-specific program is being deleted in favor of the shared AAS/3203 in 
Illustration and Sequential Art. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5687 Program Title: Comic and Sequential Art 
Initiating College: PC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: PC 
 
CIP Code: 50.0409 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Art (17) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: This college-specific program is being deleted in favor of the shared favor of the CCL/5174 
in Sequential Art. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: AAS/3081 Program Title: Digital Arts 
Initiating College: PC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: MC 
 
CIP Code: 50.0401 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Art (17) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: This MCC-specific program is being deleted in favor of the shared AAS/3201 in Graphic 
Design and the AAS/3203 in Illustration and Sequential Art. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5631 Program Title: Digital Arts: Digital Illustration 
Initiating College: PC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: MC 
 
CIP Code: 50.0409 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Art (17) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: This college-specific program at MCC is being deleted in favor of the shared CCL/5174 in 
Illustration. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5633 Program Title: Digital Arts: Graphic Design 
Initiating College: PC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: MC 
 
CIP Code: 50.0409 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Art (17) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: This college-specific program at MCC is being deleted in favor of the shared CCL/5173 in 
Graphic Design. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AAS/3822 Program Title: Media Arts: Computer Art/Illustration 
Initiating College: PC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: PC 
 
CIP Code: 50.0402 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Art (17) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: This college-specific program is being deleted in favor of the shared AAS/3201 in Graphic 
Design and the AAS/3203 in Illustration and Sequential Art. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5881 Program Title: Media Arts: Computer Art/Illustration 
Initiating College: PC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: Shared by: CG, PC, PV 
 
CIP Code: 50.0402 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Art (17) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: This program is being deleted in favor of the CCL/5174 in Illustration and the CCL/5177 in 
Sequential Art. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AAS/3046 Program Title: Media Arts: Digital Animation 
Initiating College: PC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: PC 
 
CIP Code: 11.0803 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Art (17) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: This college-specific program is being deleted in favor of the shared AAS/3201 in Graphic 
Design and the AAS/3203 in Illustration and Sequential Art. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5408 Program Title: Media Arts: Digital Animation 
Initiating College: PC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: PC 
 
CIP Code: 11.0803 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Art (17) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: This college-specific program is being deleted in favor of the shared CCL/5169 in 
Animation. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AAS/3784 Program Title: Media Arts: Digital Imaging 
Initiating College: PC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: PC 
 
CIP Code: 50.0406 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Art (17) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: This college-specific program is being deleted in favor of the shared AAS/3201 in Graphic 
Design and the AAS/3203 in Illustration and Sequential Art. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5879 Program Title: Media Arts: Digital Imaging 
Initiating College: PC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: Shared by: CG, PC 
 
CIP Code: 50.0406 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Art (17) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: This program is being deleted in favor of the shared CCL/5170 in Time-Based Media. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AAS/3684 Program Title: Media Arts: Graphic Design 
Initiating College: PC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: PC 
 
CIP Code: 50.0409 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Art (17) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: This college-specific program is being deleted in favor of the shared AAS/3201 in Graphic 
Design and the AAS/3203 in Illustration and Sequential Art. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5684 Program Title: Media Arts: Graphic Design 
Initiating College: PC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: PC 
 
CIP Code: 50.0409 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Art (17) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: This college-specific program is being deleted in favor of the shared CCL/5173 in Graphic 
Design. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AAS/3824 Program Title: Media Arts: Web Design 
Initiating College: PC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: PC 
 
CIP Code: 11.0801 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Art (17) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: This college-specific program is being deleted in favor of the shared AAS/3201 in Graphic 
Design and the AAS/3203 in Illustration and Sequential Art. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: CCL/5885 Program Title: Media Arts: Web Design 
Initiating College: PC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: PC 
 
CIP Code: 11.0801 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Art (17) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: This college-specific program is being deleted in favor of the shared CCL/5173 in Graphic 
Design. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: CCL/5973 Program Title: Production: Television 
Initiating College: SC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: SC 
 
CIP Code: 10.0202 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Theatre Arts (50) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: Film faculty worked in a cross-college, cross-functional team to create shared paths that 
align with the Guided Pathways framework, as well as industry and transfer requirements. Revisions were made to 
ensure students efficiently build knowledge, skills, and habits of mind across the curriculum and easily identify the 
respective award options within the film program offerings in MCCCD. As a result of this Pathway mapping work, 
the CCL 5973 Production: Television will be deleted. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AAS/3032 Program Title: Recovery Support 
Initiating College: SM Effective Term: 2020 Spring 
Program Availability: College-Specific: SM 
 
CIP Code: 30.1701 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Counseling (23) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: Program has been inactive due to lack of interest and other existing programs within 
Health Science. Decision to delete came from GP mapping conversations with content leads. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: AA/8109 Program Title: Associate in Arts, Emphasis in Anthropology 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: Shared by: CG, EM, GC, GW, MC, PC, PV, RS, SC, SM 
 
Total Program Credits: 60-64 CIP Code: 45.0201 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Anthropology (70) 
Field of Interest: Culture and Society 
 
Description: The Associate in Arts (AA), Emphasis in Anthropology degree provides the first two years of a four-
year curriculum for students who wish to receive an education in the broad field of anthropology - an examination of 
the human experience. Coursework in this program surveys both cultural and biological aspects of what it means to 
be human, and students will develop critical thinking skills through the analysis of real-world anthropological case 
studies. As such, students receive a holistic training in their worldview that is valued highly by employers in many 
fields, including health and human services, media, businesses, Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs), and 
government agencies. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AA/8121 Program Title: Associate in Arts, Emphasis in Exercise Science:  
     Pre-Physical Therapy 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 
Program Availability: Shared by: CG, EM, GC, GW, MC, PC, PV, RS, SC, SM 
 
Total Program Credits: 60 CIP Code: 31.0505 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Exercise Science, Health & Physical Education, Recreation & Wellness (32) 
Field of Interest: Health Sciences 
 
Description: The Associate in Arts (AA), Emphasis in Exercise Science: Pre-Physical Therapy provides the first 
two years of a four-year curriculum for students who wish to specialize in Exercise Science/Kinesiology and are 
preparing for graduate programs in physical therapy and/or other health fields. With a bachelor degree, students 
may pursue a career as a fitness director or an exercise physiologist. With a graduate degree, students may pursue 
careers in a number of fields, including but not limited to physical therapy, occupational therapy, athletic training, 
exercise physiology, sports medicine and physician assistant. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AAFA/8104 Program Title: Associate in Arts, Fine Arts, Emphasis in Music 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 
Program Availability: Shared by: CG, EM, GC, GW, MC, PC, PV, RS, SC, SM 
 
Total Program Credits: 64-80 CIP Code: 50.0903 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Music (41) 
Field of Interest: Visual and Performing Arts 
 
Description: The Associate in Arts, Fine Arts (AAFA), Emphasis in Music degree is designed for students planning 
to transfer to four-year colleges and universities with majors in the Fine/Performing Arts. The degree is designed to 
prepare students to meet selective Admission Criteria, for programs, such as the Bachelor of Music, which may 
require an audition. Embedded areas of emphasis include choral, instrumental, guitar and popular music 
performance. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm10?id=149145
http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm10?id=150331
http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm10?id=149593
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Award/Major Code: AC/6253N Program Title: Applied Storytelling 
Initiating College: SM Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: Shared by: EM, SM 
 
Total Program Credits: 30 CIP Code: 05.0209 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Storytelling (05) 
Field of Interest: Culture and Society 
 
Description: The Academic Certificate (AC) in Applied Storytelling is designed to provide students with an 
understanding of universal themes and basic practices, which are the foundation for storytelling. The program 
provides interactive storytelling training, which will enhance the skills of persons in areas such as education, the 
performing arts, community advocacy, workforce and business entrepreneurship, mental health, the ministry, and 
interpretive settings such as museums and parks. This program will also aid students interested in enhancing 
interpersonal relations skills and in using stories in family and community settings. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AC/6252N Program Title: Foundations of Storytelling 
Initiating College: SM Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: Shared by: EM, SM 
 
Total Program Credits: 6 CIP Code: 05.0209 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Storytelling (05) 
Field of Interest: Culture and Society 
 
Description: The Academic Certificate (AC) in Foundations of Storytelling is designed to provide students with an 
understanding of universal themes and basic practices, which are the foundation for storytelling. The program 
provides interactive storytelling training, which will enhance the skills of persons in areas such as education, the 
performing arts, community advocacy, workforce and business entrepreneurship, mental health, the ministry, and 
interpretive settings such as museums and parks. This program will also aid students interested in enhancing 
interpersonal relations skills and in using stories in family and community settings. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AC/6254N Program Title: Traditional and Fact-Based Storytelling 
Initiating College: SM Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: Shared by: EM, SM 
 
Total Program Credits: 6 CIP Code: 05.0209 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Storytelling (05) 
Field of Interest: Culture and Society 
 
Description: The Academic Certificate (AC) in Traditional and Fact-Based Storytelling is designed to provide 
students with an understanding of universal themes and basic practices, which are the foundation for storytelling. 
The program provides interactive storytelling training, which will enhance the skills of persons in areas such as 
education, the performing arts, community advocacy, workforce and business entrepreneurship, mental health, the 
ministry, and interpretive settings such as museums and parks. This program will also aid students interested in 
enhancing interpersonal relations skills and in using stories in family and community settings.  
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 

http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm11?id=138916
http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm11?id=138913
http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm11?id=138915
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Award/Major Code: AC/6237N Program Title: Language Studies 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: Shared 
 
Total Program Credits: 12-18 CIP Code: 16.0199 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Languages (29) 
Field of Interest: Culture and Society 
 
Proposed Changes: SOC Code, Program Notes, Program Prerequisite Credits,  
Program Competencies / Learning Outcomes 
 
Description: The Academic Certificate (AC) in Language Studies is designed to provide students with a foundation 
in the study of culture, language, and linguistic structures. Students will have the opportunity to develop oral and 
written communication skills in a language other than English. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AC/6243N Program Title: Spanish and Spanish Culture 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: Shared by: MC, RS 
 
Total Program Credits: 25 CIP Code: 16.0905 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Languages (29) 
Field of Interest: Culture and Society 
 
Proposed Changes: Program Title to: Spanish Language and Culture, Program Availability to Shared by: MC, RS, 
SM (adding SM), Program Description, SOC Code, Program Notes, Program Competencies / Learning Outcomes 
 
Description: The Academic Certificate (AC) in Spanish Language and Culture is designed to provide students with 
the essential language skills and vocabulary to communicate with confidence in diverse communicative situations. 
Instruction in the diverse cultural context will help students to understand the complex interdependence of language 
and culture. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AC/6212N Program Title: Global Citizenship 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Fall 
Program Availability: College-Specific 
 
Total Program Credits: 15-16 CIP Code: 30.2001 
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00 Faculty Initiator: Shereen Learner 
IC: Vice Presidents of Academic Affairs (72) 
Field of Interest: Culture and Society 
 
Proposed Changes: Program Description, Total Program Credits, CIP Code, SOC Code, Required Courses, 
Restricted Elective Credits, Restricted Electives Program Competencies / Learning Outcomes 
 
Description: The Academic Certificate (AC) in Global Citizenship is an interdisciplinary program intended to assist 
students in understanding the interconnectedness of peoples and societies, have them develop a general 
knowledge of history and world events, and accept and celebrate the richness of human diversity and different 
cultural values and attitudes. The certificate is designed to enhance students' understanding of the world around 
them and current social and cultural issues such as economic and social justice, human and civil rights, 
endangered indigenous populations, world and regional conflicts, environmental degradation and its impact on 
cultures, political change, and cultural diversity. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm11?id=149096
http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm11?id=149091
http://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MCCCD.woa/wa/freeForm11?id=149318
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Award/Major Code: AC/6238N Program Title: Child and Family Professional Development 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: Shared by: RS, CG (Mor), MC (Mor) 
 
CIP Code: 13.1210 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Early Childhood Education (62) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: The CCL/6238N Child and Family Professional Development (RS, CG (Mor), MC (Mor)) is 
being deleted as a result of Guided Pathways and will be replaced with the shared CCL/5401 Child and Family 
Organizations Management and Administration. This proposal is being submitted on behalf of these colleges as 
part of Guided Gathways. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AC/6225N Program Title: Women’s Studies 
Initiating College: EM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: Shared by: CG, MC, PV 
 
CIP Code: 24.0101 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Women and Gender Studies (81) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: Shared by: CG, MC 
 
Rationale for Deletion: Removing PV as a shared college. PV was on moratorium and will not be sharing into the 
new pathway version of the program. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AC/6221N Program Title: Language and Literary Culture of the USA 
Initiating College: MC Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: Shared by: MC, PV (Mor), RS,  
 
CIP Code: 13.9999 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: English (28) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: Shared by: RS, PV (Mor) 
 
Rationale for Deletion: This Academic Certificate (AC) has only had two completions at MC in the previous seven 
years. Additionally, some of the courses required are not currently offered, so if students discovered the certificate, 
they could not complete it. The certificate is not connected to any degree or program. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Award/Major Code: AC/6218N Program Title: Advanced Interdisciplinary Storytelling 
Initiating College: SM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: EM 
 
CIP Code: 50.0501 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Storytelling (05) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: AC 6218N Advanced Interdisciplinary Storytelling is being replaced with AC 6253N 
Applied Storytelling through the pathway mapping process. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AC/6217N Program Title: Interdisciplinary Storytelling 
Initiating College: SM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: EM 
 
CIP Code: 50.0501 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Storytelling (05) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: AC 6217N Interdisciplinary Storytelling is being replaced with AC 6254N Traditional and 
Fact-Based Storytelling through the pathway mapping process. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Award/Major Code: AC/6200N Program Title: Storytelling 
Initiating College: SM Effective Term: 2020 Summer 
Program Availability: College-Specific: SM 
 
CIP Code: 13.9999 Facutly Initiator: Guided Pathways 
IC: Storytelling (05) 
 
Proposed Program Availability: This program will no longer be available. 
 
Rationale for Deletion: AC 6200N Storytelling is being replaced with AC 6252N Foundations of Storytelling 
through the pathway mapping process. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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12.1 Proposed Course Fee Changes  

Fiscal Year 2020-21 Budget 
  Mr. Gary Yaquinto 

 
 
Recommendation 
Attached are the FY20-21 Proposed Course Fees Changes submitted as an Action Item for 
Governing Board approval.  These changes relate to course fees at colleges across the district 
detailed by college. 
 
Justification 
Justifications are included next to each proposed course fee on the attached detailed forms. A 
summary of fee additions and increases by type is provided on page 2. A summary of the 
proposed course fee change totals by college is on pages 3 and 4. Reduced/eliminated fees are 
no longer being submitted for Board Approval but are noted in the college summary. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 

The colleges also submitted ($163,954) in reduced/eliminated fees. This figure offset the 
$329,486 in new and increased fees for a net increase of $165,532 in projected revenue 
for the 2020-21 Fall Collection Period.  
 
Changes by college are summarized and then detailed in the following pages. 
 

 
Non-District-Wide Course Fee Changes                                            pp. 1-109 
(Attachment I) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

New Course-118
33 South Mountain-Construction, Computer Info Systems, Information Security,Microsoft Windows Server
32 Phoenix College-Acctg, Health Info Mgmt, Mathematics, Paramedicine
25 Mesa-Construction
15-GateWay-Cosmetics, ECG,  Apartment Maintenance, Comp Info Systems, Machining & Radiography
5 Scottsdale-Chemistry , Mathematics
3 Estrella Mountain-Chemistry, Engineering
3 Paradise Valley-Engineering Mechanics
2 Glendale-Biology and  EMT

New Fees-52
18 Phoenix College-Acctg,Astronomy,CIS, Entreprenuership,Financial Planning, Mgmt and Small Business Operations
14 Estrella Mountain-Automated Industrial Technology, Engineering
6 GateWay-CPD Career Exploration, Health Care,Meat cutting Machining and Nail Technology.
4 Glendale-Biology 
4 South Mountain-Computer Info Systems , Computer Science, Computer Aided Engineering
3 Scottsdale-Mathematics
2 Mesa Admin of Justice Studies, Caterpillar Service Industry
1 Chandler-Gilbert-Art

Increased Costs-33
18 GateWay-Cosmetology, Electric Power, Aesthetics, Machining and Medical Interpreting
7 Mesa-Dental Hygiene, Woodworking  and Veterinary Technology
3  South Mountain-Computer Info Systems
2 Estrella Mountain-Interior Design
1 Chandler-Gilbert-Humanities
1 Glendale- EMT 
1 Scottsdale-Hospitality Management

Other-36
26 GateWay- Electronic Health Records Access & Guided Pathways redesign (COS, CSN, ELR, HVC,MCP,MPT, RAD & WTO)
8 Phoenix College-Sign Language- Prefix change from SLG to ASL
2 Chandler-Gilbert -Peace Officer Certification- Prefix change from AJS to LET



 
 
 
 

College Summaries 2020-21 Fall  
 
Chandler-Gilbert CC 
 
Chandler-Gilbert submitted one new fee on an existing course, one increased 
fee on an existing course and two other fees. The projected revenue increase 
is $695. 
 
Estrella Mountain CC 
 
Estrella Mountain submitted three fees on new courses, 14 new fees on 
existing courses, and two increased fees on existing courses. The projected 
revenue increase is $10,480. 
 
GateWay CC 
 
GateWay submitted 15 fees on new courses, six new fees on existing 
courses, 18 increased fees on existing courses and 26 other fees. The other 
fees are primarily due to Guided Pathways redesigns. GateWay also had 26 
reduced fees lowering projected revenue by ($145,120) plus one other fee, 
which reduced projected revenue by ($3,000).  The projected net revenue 
decrease is ($23,915). 
 
Glendale CC 
 
Glendale submitted two fees on new courses, four new fees on existing 
courses, and one increased fee on an existing course. The projected revenue 
increase is $44,055. 
 
Mesa CC 
 
Mesa submitted 25 fees on new courses, two new fees on existing courses 
and seven increased fees on existing courses. The projected revenue increase 
is $64,345. 
 
Paradise Valley CC 
 
Paradise Valley submitted three fees on new courses. The projected revenue 
increase is $1,440 
 
 



 
Phoenix College 
 
Phoenix College submitted 32 fees on new courses, 18 new fees on existing 
courses, and eight other fees. The other fees are just prefix changes on Sign 
Language courses that have no revenue impact. The projected net revenue 
increase is $486.  It reflects the addition of 21 new Paramedicine courses 
which in some cases are replacing existing EMT courses but with lower 
course fees. The fees for these new courses for PME (Paramedicine) Degree 
and Certificates were agreed upon by the Emergency Medical Technology 
Instruction Council Retreat completed in April 2019 via the Guided 
Pathways project. These PME courses have been submitted by Phoenix 
College for District-Wide approval. 
 
 
Rio Salado College 
 
Rio Salado submitted no course fee changes. 
 
Scottsdale CC 
 
Scottsdale submitted five fees on new courses, three new fees on existing 
courses, and one increased fee on an existing course. The projected revenue 
increase is $48,280. 
 
 
South Mountain CC 
 
South Mountain submitted 33 fees on new courses, four new fees on existing 
courses, and three increased fees on existing courses. These were offset by 
41 course fee reductions. The projected revenue change was $35,500 in 
course fee increases offset by ($15,834) in reduced fees, for a net increase of 
$19,666. 
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Maricopa Community Colleges Course Fees

Report ID: MCCD_SR_6010

Print Date: 2/6/2020 8:25:50 AM

Page 2 of 109
Datasource:  - sdsz_RMCP3JCollection Period: 2020-21 Fall

Course Fees Summary

Count Projected Revenues

College New Fees
Increased 

Fees
Reduced 

Fees
Other 
Fees New Fees

Increased 
Fees

Reduced 
Fees Other Fees Total Change

Chandler-Gilbert Comm College 1 1 0 2 $320.00 $375.00 $0.00 $0.00 $695.00

Estrella Mountain Comm College 17 2 0 0 $9,480.00 $1,000.00 $0.00 $0.00 $10,480.00

GateWay Community College 21 18 26 26 $71,445.00 $52,760.00 ($145,120.00) ($3,000.00) ($23,915.00)

Glendale Community College 6 1 0 0 $32,055.00 $12,000.00 $0.00 $0.00 $44,055.00

Mesa Community College 27 7 0 0 $45,480.00 $18,865.00 $0.00 $0.00 $64,345.00

Paradise Valley Comm College 3 0 0 0 $1,440.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1,440.00

Phoenix College 50 0 0 8 $486.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $486.00

Scottsdale Community College 8 1 0 0 $47,280.00 $1,000.00 $0.00 $0.00 $48,280.00

South Mountain Comm College 37 3 41 0 $34,600.00 $900.00 ($15,834.00) $0.00 $19,666.00

Totals 170 33 67 36 $242,586.00 $86,900.00 ($160,954.00) ($3,000.00) $165,532.00

   Legend

New Fees: A fee for a new course or a fee for an existing course that did not have a fee.

Increased Fees: An increase in the fee for an existing course that already charged a course fee.

Reduced Fees: Fees that were reduced or dropped. Fees for dropped courses have no Revenue impact.

Other Fees: This is just a miscellaneous category which can cover things like academic reorganization of classes and all other situations which don't fit the 
other items.
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Report ID: MCCD_SR_6010
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Page 3 of 109
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Chandler-Gilbert Comm College

Course Section Course Title Change Reason Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected 
Enrollment

Projected 
Revenue

ART290JC All Sections Studio Art: Color New Fees $0.00 $40.00 8 $320.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The proposed fee will enable students to receive higher quality and a wider variety of paper stock, which will be retained by the students when the class is over. Fees 
will be used to procure a variety of mediums and paintbrushes to be consumed or retained by students.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The higher quality supplies give students access to professional-grade materials as required in course competencies.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

All revenue generated annually will be spent on consumables and materials retained by students.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Supplies include Prismacolor pencils, markers, Rembrandt and Senneller pastels, and acrylic paint will be consumed by the students. Items such as Bristol paper, 
watercolor paper, and brushes will be retained by the students upon completion of the course. Purchasing these items in bulk represents savings to students who 
would otherwise have to obtain them in small quantities at higher unit prices.

HUM108 All Sections Contemporary Humanities Increased Costs $25.00 $30.00 75 $375.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The proposed fee will be used to offset the increased cost of field trip bus transportation to Taliesin West. Students also attend a play during the semester.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The fee enables students to attain the course competencies including (1) Identify and explain the influence of major nineteenth century innovators on twentieth 
century life and thought; (2) contrast early 20th century artists and art forms; (3) exemplify trends in early and mid 20th century by citing works of major artists.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The plan is to expend this revenue on a field trip to Taliesan West which includes entrance fees and bus fare, and to partially offset the cost of tickets to a play.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

No supplies - field trip entrance fee/admission and transportation only
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Estrella Mountain Comm College

Course Section Course Title Change Reason Current
Fee

Proposed
Fee

Projected 
Enrollment

Projected 
Revenue

AIT105 All Sections Maintenance Operations New Fees $0.00 $25.00 24 $600.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

In Fall of 2020, EMCC will begin a new program within the Energy Institute at the EMCC@West-MEC Campus.  Requested course fees will support faculty and 
student needs for consumable items relevant to completion of competencies as required by District competencies for each lecture / lab course.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Automated Industrial Technology CCLs and AAS Degree require consumable materials and safety equipment. This course fee will ensure that all students have the 
materials necessary to successfully and safely complete required learning objectives.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The proposed course fee will provide students access to the AIT program labs with appropriate safety equipment and consumable supplies as required per OSHA.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Consumable supplies used directly by students include, but are not limited to the following examples: safety glasses, gloves, hearing protection, safety shoe covers, 
lubrication materials, lint free rags, fuses, etc.

AIT110 All Sections Mechanical Systems New Fees $0.00 $25.00 24 $600.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

In Fall of 2020, EMCC will begin a new program within the Energy Institute at the EMCC@West-MEC Campus.  Requested course fees will support faculty and 
student needs for consumable items relevant to completion of competencies as required by District competencies for each lecture / lab course.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Automated Industrial Technology CCLs and AAS Degree require consumable materials and safety equipment. This course fee will ensure that all students have the 
materials necessary to successfully and safely complete required learning objectives.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The proposed course fee will provide students access to the AIT program labs with appropriate safety equipment and consumable supplies as required per OSHA.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Consumable supplies used directly by students include, but are not limited to the following examples: safety glasses, gloves, hearing protection, safety shoe covers, 
lubrication materials, lint free rags, fuses, etc.

AIT115 All Sections Hydraulic Systems New Fees $0.00 $25.00 24 $600.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

In Fall of 2020, EMCC will begin a new program within the Energy Institute at the EMCC@West-MEC Campus.  Requested course fees will support faculty and 
student needs for consumable items relevant to completion of competencies as required by District competencies for each lecture / lab course.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?
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AIT115 All Sections Hydraulic Systems New Fees $0.00 $25.00 24 $600.00

Automated Industrial Technology CCLs and AAS Degree require consumable materials and safety equipment. This course fee will ensure that all students have the 
materials necessary to successfully and safely complete required learning objectives.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The proposed course fee will provide students access to the AIT program labs with appropriate safety equipment and consumable supplies as required per OSHA.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Consumable supplies used directly by students include, but are not limited to the following examples: safety glasses, gloves, hearing protection, safety shoe covers, 
lubrication materials, lint free rags, fuses, etc.

AIT120 All Sections Pneumatic Systems New Fees $0.00 $25.00 24 $600.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

In Fall of 2020, EMCC will begin a new program within the Energy Institute at the EMCC@West-MEC Campus.  Requested course fees will support faculty and 
student needs for consumable items relevant to completion of competencies as required by District competencies for each lecture / lab course.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Automated Industrial Technology CCLs and AAS Degree require consumable materials and safety equipment. This course fee will ensure that all students have the 
materials necessary to successfully and safely complete required learning objectives.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The proposed course fee will provide students access to the AIT program labs with appropriate safety equipment and consumable supplies as required per OSHA.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Consumable supplies used directly by students include, but are not limited to the following examples: safety glasses, gloves, hearing protection, safety shoe covers, 
lubrication materials, lint free rags, fuses, etc.

AIT125 All Sections Electrical Systems 1 New Fees $0.00 $25.00 24 $600.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

In Fall of 2020, EMCC will begin a new program within the Energy Institute at the EMCC@West-MEC Campus.  Requested course fees will support faculty and 
student needs for consumable items relevant to completion of competencies as required by District competencies for each lecture / lab course.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Automated Industrial Technology CCLs and AAS Degree require consumable materials and safety equipment. This course fee will ensure that all students have the 
materials necessary to successfully and safely complete required learning objectives.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The proposed course fee will provide students access to the AIT program labs with appropriate safety equipment and consumable supplies as required per OSHA.
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AIT125 All Sections Electrical Systems 1 New Fees $0.00 $25.00 24 $600.00

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Consumable supplies used directly by students include, but are not limited to the following examples: safety glasses, gloves, hearing protection, safety shoe covers, 
lubrication materials, lint free rags, fuses, etc.

AIT130 All Sections Maintenance Piping New Fees $0.00 $25.00 24 $600.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

In Fall of 2020, EMCC will begin a new program within the Energy Institute at the EMCC@West-MEC Campus.  Requested course fees will support faculty and 
student needs for consumable items relevant to completion of competencies as required by District competencies for each lecture / lab course.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Automated Industrial Technology CCLs and AAS Degree require consumable materials and safety equipment. This course fee will ensure that all students have the 
materials necessary to successfully and safely complete required learning objectives.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The proposed course fee will provide students access to the AIT program labs with appropriate safety equipment and consumable supplies as required per OSHA.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Consumable supplies used directly by students include, but are not limited to the following examples: safety glasses, gloves, hearing protection, safety shoe covers, 
lubrication materials, lint free rags, fuses, etc.

AIT205 All Sections Electronic Control Systems 1 New Fees $0.00 $25.00 24 $600.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

In Fall of 2020, EMCC will begin a new program within the Energy Institute at the EMCC@West-MEC Campus.  Requested course fees will support faculty and 
student needs for consumable items relevant to completion of competencies as required by District competencies for each lecture / lab course.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Automated Industrial Technology CCLs and AAS Degree require consumable materials and safety equipment. This course fee will ensure that all students have the 
materials necessary to successfully and safely complete required learning objectives.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The proposed course fee will provide students access to the AIT program labs with appropriate safety equipment and consumable supplies as required per OSHA.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Consumable supplies used directly by students include, but are not limited to the following examples: safety glasses, gloves, hearing protection, safety shoe covers, 
lubrication materials, lint free rags, fuses, etc.
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AIT210 All Sections Electronic Control Systems 2 New Fees $0.00 $25.00 24 $600.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

In Fall of 2020, EMCC will begin a new program within the Energy Institute at the EMCC@West-MEC Campus.  Requested course fees will support faculty and 
student needs for consumable items relevant to completion of competencies as required by District competencies for each lecture / lab course.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Automated Industrial Technology CCLs and AAS Degree require consumable materials and safety equipment. This course fee will ensure that all students have the 
materials necessary to successfully and safely complete required learning objectives.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The proposed course fee will provide students access to the AIT program labs with appropriate safety equipment and consumable supplies as required per OSHA.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Consumable supplies used directly by students include, but are not limited to the following examples: safety glasses, gloves, hearing protection, safety shoe covers, 
lubrication materials, lint free rags, fuses, etc.

AIT215 All Sections Process Control Systems New Fees $0.00 $25.00 24 $600.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

In Fall of 2020, EMCC will begin a new program within the Energy Institute at the EMCC@West-MEC Campus.  Requested course fees will support faculty and 
student needs for consumable items relevant to completion of competencies as required by District competencies for each lecture / lab course.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Automated Industrial Technology CCLs and AAS Degree require consumable materials and safety equipment. This course fee will ensure that all students have the 
materials necessary to successfully and safely complete required learning objectives.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The proposed course fee will provide students access to the AIT program labs with appropriate safety equipment and consumable supplies as required per OSHA.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Consumable supplies used directly by students include, but are not limited to the following examples: safety glasses, gloves, hearing protection, safety shoe covers, 
lubrication materials, lint free rags, fuses, etc.

AIT225 All Sections Electrical Systems 2 New Fees $0.00 $25.00 24 $600.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

In Fall of 2020, EMCC will begin a new program within the Energy Institute at the EMCC@West-MEC Campus.  Requested course fees will support faculty and 
student needs for consumable items relevant to completion of competencies as required by District competencies for each lecture / lab course.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?
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AIT225 All Sections Electrical Systems 2 New Fees $0.00 $25.00 24 $600.00

Automated Industrial Technology CCLs and AAS Degree require consumable materials and safety equipment. This course fee will ensure that all students have the 
materials necessary to successfully and safely complete required learning objectives.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The proposed course fee will provide students access to the AIT program labs with appropriate safety equipment and consumable supplies as required per OSHA.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Consumable supplies used directly by students include, but are not limited to the following examples: safety glasses, gloves, hearing protection, safety shoe covers, 
lubrication materials, lint free rags, fuses, etc.

AIT250 All Sections Automated Industrial Technology Capstone New Fees $0.00 $25.00 24 $600.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

In Fall of 2020, EMCC will begin a new program within the Energy Institute at the EMCC@West-MEC Campus.  Requested course fees will support faculty and 
student needs for consumable items relevant to completion of competencies as required by District competencies for each lecture / lab course.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Automated Industrial Technology CCLs and AAS Degree require consumable materials and safety equipment. This course fee will ensure that all students have the 
materials necessary to successfully and safely complete required learning objectives.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The proposed course fee will provide students access to the AIT program labs with appropriate safety equipment and consumable supplies as required per OSHA.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Consumable supplies used directly by students include, but are not limited to the following examples: safety glasses, gloves, hearing protection, safety shoe covers, 
lubrication materials, lint free rags, fuses, etc.

CHM235AA All Sections Organic Chemistry I Lab and Lecture New Course $0.00 $30.00 24 $720.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This is the same fee as the stand alone lab

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The same fee already used for the course. Study of chemistry of carbon-containing compounds. Emphasis on concepts and problem solving techniques, principles of 
measurement, chemical bonding, structure and reactions, Structural determination and additional reaction mechanisms and modern methods of synthesis 
emphasized.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Student supplies for Organic Chemisty
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CHM235AA All Sections Organic Chemistry I Lab and Lecture New Course $0.00 $30.00 24 $720.00

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Carbon containing chemicals such carbon oxides , carbonates , oxalates , carbon sulfides and others used in lab activities.

CHM236AA All Sections Organic Chemistry II Lab and Lecture New Course $0.00 $30.00 24 $720.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This is the same fee as the stand alone lab

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The same fee already used for the course. Study of chemistry of carbon-containing compounds. Emphasis on concepts and problem solving techniques, principles of 
measurement, chemical bonding, structure and reactions, Structural determination and additional reaction mechanisms and modern methods of synthesis 
emphasized.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Student supplies for Organic Chemisty

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Carbon containing chemicals such carbon oxides , carbonates , oxalates , carbon sulfides and others used in lab activities.

CUL103 All Sections Breakfast and Cold Foods New Fees $100.00 $100.00 24 $0.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

As a result of Pathways, EMCC Culinary Arts now shares degree and certificates with SCC.  CUL103 replaces CUL107 in the EMCC program, which carried a 
$100.00 course fee.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The fee will support student learning throught the purchase of consumable supplies relevant to the Culinary curriculum and industry needs through lab/lecture format. 
Fees will also purchase non-food supplies required for kitchen lab operation to ensure that sanitation practices meet local regulatory authority.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Purchase of persishable food supplies, cleaning chemicals and equipment (brooms, mops), gloves, smallwares, packaging, etc.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Perishable food supplies, cleaning chemicals, gloves, smallwares, packaging, etc.
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CUL115 All Sections Food Service Sanitation, Safety And 
Stewarding New Fees $0.00 $36.00 40 $1440.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Students take a national certification exam (ServSafe Food Manager) as part of the final course assessment.  Successful completion of the certification will benefit 
credentials and workforce opportunities for Culinary students upon graduation.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students will benefit by receiving a professional, and nationally recognized credential within the food service / hospitality industry.  Industry will benefit in that the 
employee will not require additional training / company resources upon hire, and has the potential to obtain supervisory positions more quickly within industry due to 
the certification.  Certification also satisfies local regulatory authority requirements (Maricopa Environmental Services) for food managers.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Fee will pay for ServSafe exam access code to take the exam in class.  The exam is taken on-line, and results are available immediately to student and instructor 
upon completion.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Students who successfully complete the examination will receive a certificate of completion from ServSafe, which will act as an additional credential on their resume 
when applying for food service / hospitality position.

CUL170 All Sections Dining Room Operations I New Fees $100.00 $100.00 160 $0.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

As a result of Pathways, EMCC Culinary Arts now shares degree and certificates with SCC.  CUL170 replaces CUL123AB in the EMCC program, which carried a 
$100.00 course fee.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The fee will provide the student with a long sleeve shirt, black pants, and apron that are required for the student to participate in a dining room lab course.  Fees will 
also purchase non-food supplies required for proper front of house operations, as well as products that ensure proper sanitation practices in meeting county health 
code.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Long sleeve shirt, black pants, apron.  Hand soap, sanitizer, paper towels, gloves, table linens, china, glassware, silverware, coffee cups, register tape, sternos, cloth 
towels, laundry detergent, carpet sweepers, glass cleaner, brooms

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Long sleeve shirt, black pants, apron.

ECE104 All Sections EPICS Gold I New Course $25.00 $25.00 24 $0.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
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ECE104 All Sections EPICS Gold I New Course $25.00 $25.00 24 $0.00

This is the same fee as the ECE 103 EP course.  The course number changed and epics is now its own course due to ASU transferrability.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

EPICS Gold is the first of a sequence of two two-credit service learning courses in which EPICS teams are formed from students potentially representing all 
engineering, computer science, and construction disciplines, as well as other majors, including sustainability, business, liberal arts, sciences, and others. Sudents 
learn fundamentals of the design process: engineering modeling, communication and problem-solving skills in a team environment.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Supplies for projects chosen by the class

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

All the supplies wil be used by the students

INT100 All Sections Interior Design Drafting Increased Costs $10.00 $25.00 40 $600.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This class uses interior design materials for students to complete their work. The costs have increased slightly as we will work towards making a package that 
students can use materials from.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

This class will provide the hands on practice needed.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The goal will be to create a package that includes materials for drafting in interior design, T-squares, pencils, other types of rulers, etc.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

materials for drafting in interior design, T-squares, pencils, other types of rulers, etc.

INT105 All Sections Introduction to Interior Design Increased Costs $15.00 $25.00 40 $400.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This class uses interior design materials for students to complete their work. The costs have increased slightly as we will work towards making a package that 
students can use materials from.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The interior design students use a collection of different writing utensils,drawing utensils, poster boards, foam boards, paint, markers, etc.  This helps them with the 
hands on practice needed for their learning.
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INT105 All Sections Introduction to Interior Design Increased Costs $15.00 $25.00 40 $400.00

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The goal will be to create a package that the students use in the classroom with materials such as a collection of different writing utensils,drawing utensils, poster 
boards, foam boards, paint, markers, glue, etc.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

a collection of different writing utensils,drawing utensils, poster boards, foam boards, paint, markers, glue, etc.
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BIO156XT All Sections Introductory Biology for Allied Health New Fees $0.00 $50.00 42 $2100.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

As Guided Pathways are implemented, new support services will be necessary to foster student success and course completion.  Some subset of our existing BIO156 
courses will be scheduled as BIO156XT to provide an extra hour of recitation each week for students who need extra help.  Course fee should be the same as the 
regular course since both have identical lab activities and costs.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The lab portion of the course helps students translate the more abstract concepts in this “gatekeeper” course to more concrete experiences and examples.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Consumable lab supplies.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Chemical and biological reagents, lab glassware, lab handouts (spelling out protocols), microscope slides/cover-slips.

BIO181XT All Sections General Biology I (for Majors New Fees $0.00 $50.00 24 $1200.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

As Guided Pathways are implemented, new support services will be necessary to foster student success and course completion.  Some subset of our existing BIO181 
courses will be scheduled as BIO181XT to provide an extra hour of recitation each week for students who need extra help.  Course fee should be the same as the 
regular course since both have identical lab activities and costs.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The lab portion of the course helps students translate the more abstract concepts in this “gatekeeper” course to more concrete experiences and examples.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Consumable lab supplies and safety goggles.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Chemical and biological reagents, lab glassware, lab handouts (spelling out protocols), safety goggles, microscope slides/cover-slips.

BIO182XT All Sections General Biology I (for Majors) New Fees $0.00 $50.00 24 $1200.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

As Guided Pathways are implemented, new support services will be necessary to foster student success and course completion.  Some subset of our existing BIO182 
courses will be scheduled as BIO182XT to provide an extra hour of recitation each week for students who need extra help.  Course fee should be the same as the 
regular course since both have identical lab activities and costs.
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BIO182XT All Sections General Biology I (for Majors) New Fees $0.00 $50.00 24 $1200.00

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The lab portion of the course helps students translate the more abstract concepts in this critical course to more concrete experiences and examples.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Consumable lab supplies.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

What specific supplies paid for with these fees (itemize below) will be used directly by students?
Living biological specimens, chemical reagents, lab handouts (spelling out protocols), microscope slides/coverslips, safety goggles.

BIO195AA All Sections Principles and Practices of Scientific 
Research New Course $0.00 $25.00 15 $375.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

We offered this course for the first time Fall, 2019.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

This course is introduction to hands-on scientific research for students entering the biotechnology degree pathway.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Consumable lab supplies

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Chemical and biological reagents, growth media, disposable pipette tips, microfuge tubes, Petri dishes, lab glassware, gloves.

BIO201XT All Sections Human Anatomy and Physiology I New Fees $0.00 $70.00 24 $1680.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

As Guided Pathways are implemented, new support services will be necessary to foster student success and course completion.  Some subset of our existing BIO201 
courses will be scheduled as BIO201XT to provide an extra hour of recitation each week for students who need extra help.  Course fee should be the same as the 
regular course since both have identical lab activities and costs.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The lab portion of the course helps students translate the more abstract concepts in this critical course to more concrete experiences and examples.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Consumable lab supplies.
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BIO201XT All Sections Human Anatomy and Physiology I New Fees $0.00 $70.00 24 $1680.00

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Preserved specimens and their disposal, lab gloves, lab atlas, microscope slides/cover-slips.

EMT104AB All Sections Applied Practical Studies for Emergency 
Medical Technician Increased Costs $10.00 $50.00 300 $12000.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

FYI...fee was changed 2/28/2017 Last time evaluated is not correct I changed it.

The fees will cover the cost of professional grade makeup and causality simulation kits that are used on mock patients that mimic traumatic scenes the students will 
see in the clinical setting. This course is the clinical component of the EMT curriculum and mandated by the state department of Health Training Division. The cost of 
supplies and moulage has steadily been increasing and the course fees have not been adjusted in many years to keep up with the demand and usage of the supplies. 
This course supplements the EMT and Paramedic programs and provides medical supplies and moulage supplies for scenario-based training. The program has also 
expanded in the number of course offerings and an increase in participation of regional MCI drills.

The raise in this fee will align GCC with the other Maricopa Community College EMT programs.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Our program employs scenario-based training. The EMT and Paramedic programs are short term vocational training programs that upon completion the student will 
be able to apply for National certification and state licensure. This license allows the successful candidate to seek gainful employment in the EMS and Fire service 
fields. Preparing the students to be ready to perform in the workplace is essential to student confidence and performance in emergency situations in our community.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fee’s will be used to cover the cost of professional grade makeup and causality simulation kits that are used on mock patients that mimic traumatic scenes the 
students will see in the clinical setting.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
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EMT104AB All Sections Applied Practical Studies for Emergency 
Medical Technician Increased Costs $10.00 $50.00 300 $12000.00

Artificial blood
Makeup moulage supplies
EMS disposal equipment to treat the mock injuries (Splints, bandages, tape, gloves, O2 supplies, etc)
jaw wound
abdominal wound with protruding intestines
sucking wound of the chest (2) compound fractures of humerus, upper arm
compound fractures of femur, upper leg
laceration of forehead
leg amputation
compound fractures of tibia, lower leg
gunshot wounds of palm
gunshot wounds Chest, back, face and extremities
phosphorous burn of hand
1st, 2nd & 3rd degree burn of face 
1st, 2nd & 3rd degree burn of chest 
1st, 2nd & 3rd degree burn of back
1st, 2nd & 3rd degree burn of hand
1st, 2nd & 3rd degree burn of forearm
assorted stick-on lacerations & open fracture wounds.

EMT104LL All Sections Emergency Medical Technology Practicum New Course $0.00 $85.00 300 $25500.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This is a new course section that has been added and the fee was determined by the average use of supplies per student during the length of the program. The fees 
will cover the cost of disposable equipment used by the student daily.  These fees will be standard with the other EMT programs in the Maricopa Community College 
district. (MCC, Chandler /Gilbert, PHX, PV) and was an average based on negotiated vendor rates and size of orders.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Our program employs scenario-based training. The EMT and Paramedic programs are short term vocational training programs that upon completion the student will 
be able to apply for National certification and state licensure. This license allows the successful candidate to seek gainful employment in the EMS and Fire service 
fields. Preparing the students to be ready to perform in the workplace is essential to student confidence and performance in emergency situations in our community.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fee’s will be used to cover the cost of disposable items used by the student. These first responders’ items are currently being used out in the community.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
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EMT104LL All Sections Emergency Medical Technology Practicum New Course $0.00 $85.00 300 $25500.00

EMS disposal equipment 
Splints (cardboard, ladder, vacuum, formable, pillows, boards, buddy assorted sizes) 
Bandages (1X1, 2X2, 4X4, 5X9, Trauma, occlusive, pads, abdominal, Triangular, wet dressing, dry dressing)
Tape (1in, 2in, 3in, duct tape, cloth tape is assorted sizes, paper tape in assorted sizes, plastic tape in assorted sizes, Coban)
Gloves (Sm, med, lg, xl, xxl sized gloves (min 1-2 boxes per student)
O2 supplies (BVM, NC, Nonrebreather, high pressure NC)
Basic airways (NPA assorted sizes, OPA Assorted sizes) 
OB Kits
Glucometer strips
Tourniquets 
Lancets
Biohazard bag and containers
C-collars
Headblocks
O2 saturation probes
Syringes (1cc, 3cc, 5cc, 10cc, 20cc, 5033, 100cc)
Normal saline IV bags
Drip Tubing (Mics Sizes)
CPR mask
BP cuffs
Stethoscopes
Face shield/mask
Pen light
Shears
Bleeding control misc items
Backboards
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COS106 All Sections Hair Essentials II New Course $0.00 $75.00 40 $3000.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

COS 106 is the second course of the Cosmetology program. We are changing a 400 hundred hour course into two 200 hour courses. The original 400 hour course 
fee did not cover the cost of supplies for students to meet course competencies. Due to the high volume of costly chemical products repeatedly used in this course we 
would like to set a $75.00 lab fee.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The course fees will allow for the proper supplies to be purchased to enhance student learning in order to create an innovative environment to meet competencies.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees will be used to provide students with a high quality kit and supplies to meet industry standard. The course fees will allow for the proper supplies to be 
purchased for hands on learning to meet the course objectives.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Individual salon stations per student, personal lockers, text books, disinfectants (Barbicide, Citrus II, Clippercide, Unit Blue), towels, paper towels, first aid supplies, 
cutting shears, thinning shears, feather razor, electric clippers, electric trimmers, permanent haircolor, demi permanent haircolor, semi-permanent haircolor temporary 
haircolor, lightener, developers, permanent waving solution (various variety acid, alkaline, exothermic), relaxers, curl reformation products, styling products (hair 
spray, gel, pomade, mousse etc.), back bar products (various shampoos, conditioners, rinses), various soap/detergents, foils, gloves, processing caps, frost caps, 
frost hooks, highlighting paper, end papers, perm rods, rollers, cotton, sanek strips, marcel irons, flat irons, crimpers, waving irons, blow dryer, hood dryer, wig dryer, 
manikin clamps, combs (tail, pintail, all-purpose, carbon, fading, flat top, barber, wide tooth etc.), clips (butterfly, duckbill, single prong, double prong), brushes 
(paddle, round, vent, boar, cushion etc.), bobby pins, hair pins, tint bottles, tint bowls, tint brush, saran wrap, hand sanitizer, hair color trays, whisks, product scales

COS114 All Sections Student Salon 1 Increased Costs $50.00 $100.00 40 $2000.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Cosmetology has not had a lab fee increase in six years. Course COS 114 is a 200 hour course. This course focuses the hands on learning in advanced techniques in 
hair color and hair lightening, advanced hair cutting, and advanced blow dry styling. This course provides real life experience and more detailed training on these 
techniques to prepare for the workforce. Students are practicing these techniques daily using live product. The students are continuing to work on the public in a safe 
and sanitary salon setting providing all hair services. The cost of instructional supplies and products used has increased yearly due to inflation. Each of our distributors 
has increased prices in the past six years both in cost of product and shipping. The cost of manikin heads has increased due to high demand in human hair. The 
quality of the supplies and products we provide for students to use on manikins and clients are industry standard, allowing the student to use quality products currently 
used in the industry. Additionally students use linens, detergent, bleach, and washing machines on the facility during the course of the day to maintain compliance 
with Arizona State Board of Cosmetology.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The course fees will allow for the proper supplies to be purchased to enhance student learning in order to create an innovative environment to meet competencies.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees will be used to provide students with a high quality kit and supplies to meet industry standard. The course fees will allow for the proper supplies to be 
purchased for hands on learning to meet the course objectives.
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COS114 All Sections Student Salon 1 Increased Costs $50.00 $100.00 40 $2000.00

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Disinfectants (Barbicide, Citrus II, Clippercide, Unit Blue), paper towels, first aid supplies, permanent haircolor, demi permanent haircolor, semi-permanent haircolor 
temporary haircolor, lightener, developers, permanent waving solution (variety acid, alkaline, exothermic), relaxers, curl reformation products, styling products (hair 
spray, gel, pomade, mousse etc.), back bar products (various shampoos, conditioners, rinses), various soap/detergents, foils, gloves, processing caps, frost caps, 
highlighting paper, end papers, perm rods, cotton, sanek strips, bobby pins, saran wrap, cholesterol

COS116 All Sections Student Salon 2 Increased Costs $50.00 $150.00 40 $4000.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Cosmetology has not had a lab fee increase in six years. Course COS 116 is a 200 hour course. This course focuses the hands on learning in braiding, hair 
extension, and wig making techniques. Hands on learning in advanced permanent waving, relaxing (hair straightening), and hairstyling. This course provides real life 
experience and more detailed training on these techniques to prepare for the workforce. Students are practicing these techniques daily using live product. The 
students are continuing to work on the public in a safe and sanitary salon setting providing all hair services. The cost of instructional supplies and products used has 
increased yearly due to inflation. Each of our distributors has increased prices in the past six years both in cost of product and shipping. The cost of manikin heads 
has increased due to high demand in human hair. COS 116 uses a large quantity of extension hair to teach the hair enhancement portion of the course. The extension 
hair material is costly and each student uses multiple bundles of various types, colors, and textures of hair fiber. The quality of the supplies and products we provide 
for students to use on manikins and clients are industry standard, allowing the student to use quality products currently used in the industry. Additionally students use 
linens, detergent, bleach, and washing machines on the facility during the course of the day to maintain compliance with Arizona State Board of Cosmetology.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The course fees will allow for the proper supplies to be purchased to enhance student learning in order to create an innovative environment to meet competencies.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees will be used to provide students with a high quality kit and supplies to meet industry standard. The course fees will allow for the proper supplies to be 
purchased for hands on learning to meet the course objectives.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Disinfectants Barbicide, Citrus II, Clippercide, Unit Blue, paper towels, first aid supplies, permanent haircolor, demi permanent haircolor, semi-permanent haircolor 
temporary haircolor, lightener, developers, human hair extension materials, synthetic hair extension materials, wig caps, hair addition adhesive, hair adhesive 
remover, braid hair, rubber bands, sewing needles, thread, permanent waving solution (variety acid, alkaline, exothermic), relaxers, curl reformation products, styling 
products hair spray, gel, pomade, mousse, back bar products various shampoos, conditioners, rinses, various soap/detergents,  foils, gloves, processing caps, frost 
caps, highlighting paper, end papers, cotton, sanek strips, bobby pins, saran wrap, cholesterol

COS119 All Sections Nail EssentialsNail Essentials Increased Costs $50.00 $150.00 40 $4000.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
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COS119 All Sections Nail EssentialsNail Essentials Increased Costs $50.00 $150.00 40 $4000.00

Cosmetology has not had a lab fee increase in six years. Course COS 119 is a 200 hour course. This specialty course focuses the hands on learning of manicuring, 
pedicuring, French manicuring, nail art, gel manicuring, nail wraps/repair, sculpting gel, nail tip application, nail tips with acrylic overlay, and sculpted acrylic 
applications. This course provides real life experience and detailed training on these techniques to prepare for the workforce. Students are practicing these techniques 
daily using live product. The students are continuing to work on the public in a safe and sanitary salon setting providing all nail and hair services. The cost of 
instructional supplies and products used has increased yearly due to inflation. Each of our distributors has increased prices in the past six years both in cost of 
product and shipping, some materials for this course are considered hazardous materials which an additional shipping charge is enforced. The cost of nail products 
have increased significantly and are not always available in back bar or bulk quantities. COS 119 uses a large quantity of costly nail enhancement material in which 
each student completes these techniques multiple times to perfect the skill. The quality of the supplies and products we provide for students to use on manikin 
hands/feet and clients are industry standard, allowing the student to use quality products currently used in the industry. Additionally students use linens, detergent, 
bleach, and washing machines on the facility during the course of the day to maintain compliance with Arizona State Board of Cosmetology.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The course fees will allow for the proper supplies to be purchased to enhance student learning in order to create an innovative environment to meet competencies.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees will be used to provide students with a high quality kit and supplies to meet industry standard. The course fees will allow for the proper supplies to be 
purchased for hands on learning to meet the course objectives.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Disinfectants Barbicide, Citrus II, Clippercide, Unit Blue, paper towels, first aid supplies, astringent liquid soap, cooling serum, masque, salt crystals, warming lotion, 
cuticle softener, cuticle oil, callus remover, cleanser, alcohol, non-acetone remover,hand soap paraffin, nail primer, gel polishes, sculpting gel, polymer, monomer, 
chrome powder, essential oils, brush cleaner adhesives, nail wraps, manicure warmers, paraffin bags, pedicure tub liners, nail tips, forms, wooden dowels, nail 
files/buffers,nail, foot files foot rasp, orange wood sticks, permanent haircolor demi permanent haircolor, haircolor, semi-permanent haircolor temporary lightener, 
developers, permanent relaxers, curl reformation products, styling products, back bar products various shampoos, conditioners, rinses, various soap/detergents, foils, 
gloves, processing caps, frost caps, highlighting paper, end papers, cotton, sanek strips, bobby pins, saran wrap, cholesterol

COS212 All Sections Skin Essentials Increased Costs $50.00 $150.00 40 $4000.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Cosmetology has not had a lab fee increase in six years. Course COS 212 is a 200 hour course. This specialty course focuses the hands on learning of skin care 
including skin analysis, facial services, hair removal (face and body), special event makeup applications, eyelash applications, eyebrow/eyelash tinting, and special 
effect makeup application. This course provides real life experience and detailed training on these techniques to prepare for the workforce. Students are practicing 
these techniques daily using live product. The students are continuing to work on the public in a safe and sanitary salon setting providing all skin, nail, and hair 
services. The cost of instructional supplies and products used has increased yearly due to inflation. Each of our distributors has increased prices in the past six years 
both in cost of product and shipping. The cost of quality skin care products have increased significantly and are not always available in back bar or bulk quantities. 
The quality of the supplies and products we provide for students to use on manikins and clients are industry standard, allowing the student to use quality products 
currently used in the industry. Additionally students use linens, detergent, bleach, and washing machines on the facility during the course of the day to maintain 
compliance with Arizona State Board of Cosmetology.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?
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COS212 All Sections Skin Essentials Increased Costs $50.00 $150.00 40 $4000.00

The course fees will allow for the proper supplies to be purchased to enhance student learning in order to create an innovative environment to meet competencies.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees will be used to provide students with a high quality kit and supplies to meet industry standard. The course fees will allow for the proper supplies to be 
purchased for hands on learning to meet the course objectives.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Disinfectants, Barbicide, Citrus II, Unit Blue, paper towels, first aid supplies,  facial masks, exfoliator, makeup remover, sponges, q-tips, esthetic wipes, depilatory hair 
removal products, hair removal wax, wax paper, strips, applicators, post epilation creams, aloe gel, talc powder, foundation, concealer, tinted moisturizer, primer, 
setting spray, makeup wipes, eyeliner, mascara, eye shadow, eye shadow applicators, lip stick, pencil sharpeners, sponges, pressed powder, makeup brushes, 
special effect makeup, face paints, face gems, glitter, latex skin, spirit gum, fake blood, massage cream, artifical eye lashes, adhesive, adhesive remover, permanent 
haircolor, demi permanent haircolor, semi-permanent haircolor temporary haircolor, lightener, developers, permanent waving solution, relaxers, curl reformation 
products, styling product, back bar products, soap/detergents, foils, gloves, processing caps, highlighting paper, end papers, cotton, sanek strips, bobby pins, saran 
wrap, cholesterol

COS214 All Sections Student Salon IIIStudent Salon 4 Increased Costs $50.00 $150.00 40 $4000.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Cosmetology has not had a lab fee increase in six years. Course COS 214 is a 200 hour course. This is a mastery course which students practice all hands on hair 
(hair color, hair cutting, styling, perming, relaxing etc.), nail (manicuring, pedicuring, gel and acrylic enhancements etc.), and skincare (facials, hair removal, makeup 
etc.) services they have learned throughout their entire 1600 hour program. This course provides real life experience and detailed training on all prior techniques to 
prepare for the workforce. Students are practicing these techniques daily using live product. The students are continuing to work on the public in a safe and sanitary 
salon setting providing all skin, nail, and hair services. The cost of instructional supplies and products used has increased yearly due to inflation. Each of our 
distributors has increased prices in the past six years both in cost of product and shipping. The quality of the supplies and products we provide for students to use on 
manikins and clients are industry standard, allowing the student to use quality products currently used in the industry. Additionally students use linens, detergent, 
bleach, and washing machines on the facility during the course of the day to maintain compliance with Arizona State Board of Cosmetology.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The course fees will allow for the proper supplies to be purchased to enhance student learning in order to create an innovative environment to meet competencies.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees will be used to provide students with a high quality kit and supplies to meet industry standard. The course fees will allow for the proper supplies to be 
purchased for hands on learning to meet the course objectives.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
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COS214 All Sections Student Salon IIIStudent Salon 4 Increased Costs $50.00 $150.00 40 $4000.00

Disinfectants, Barbicide, Cirtus II, Unit Blue, permanent haircolor, demi semi-permanent, temporary lightener, permanent waving solution, relaxers, curl reformation 
products, styling products back bar products various soap/detergents, foils, gloves, highlighting paper,sanek strips, human hair extension materials, synthetic hair 
extension materials, wig caps, hair addition adhesive, hair adhesive remover, braid hair, massage cream, astringent, liquid soap, cooling serum, masque, salt crystals, 
warming lotion, cuticle softener, cuticle oil,  callus remover, cleanser, alcohol, non-acetone remover,hand soap paraffin, nail primer, gel polishes, sculpting gel, 
polymer, monomer, chrome powder, essential oils, brush cleaner adhesives, nail wraps, manicure warmers, paraffin bags, pedicure tub liners, nail tips, forms, wooden 
dowels, nail files/buffers,nail, foot files, foot rasp, orange wood sticks, facial masks, exfoliator, makeup remover, sponges, q-tips, esthetic wipes, depilatory hair 
removal products, hair removal wax, wax paper, strips, applicators, foundation, concealer, tinted moisturizer, primer, setting spray, makeup wipes, eyeliner, mascara, 
eye shadow, eye shadow applicators, lip stick, pencil sharpeners, sponges, pressed powder, makeup brushes, face gems, glitter, latex skin, spirit gum, massage 
cream, artifical eye lashes, adhesive, adhesive remover, cholesterol

CPD102AB All Sections Career Exploration New Fees $0.00 $15.00 95 $1425.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

We are entering a collaboration with our GateWay Early College High School - GWECHS, we have not taught or used this course.  This is a request from the 
GWECHS to use a career course.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

This class will used for the GWECHS program completion for high school graduation requirements.  The class also supports a Guided Pathway/FOI from a career 
perspective of either occupational or academic programs.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Fees are used for CPD102AB class supplies for each student.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

We will provide each student with:  3-ring binder, loose leaf college ruled 8X11 paper, 3-hole punch, mini magnet stapler, 8 GB flash drive, hi-liter marker, pencil, note 
cards and dividers.

ECG102 All Sections Introduction to ECG New Course $0.00 $25.00 20 $500.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Gateway Community College currently offers EMT, EMS and Fire Preparatory Academy, 
Medical Assisting, Phlebotomy and Certified Nursing Assistant programs. Each one of these existing programs are offered at several college campuses within 
MCCCD and we could market to current and past students the benefit of adding EKG Technician as a stackable credential, or EKG Technician could be offered as its 
own career program. This same strategy could be used to help expand course offerings in the East, Central and West regions of MCCCD.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students will learn to recognize arrhythmias that originate within the atria, the ventricle, the AV junction, AV node as well as heart blocks. Students will identify the 
specific features of each arrhythmia, where it originates from and diseases associated with each.

Usage - How will the fees be used?
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ECG102 All Sections Introduction to ECG New Course $0.00 $25.00 20 $500.00

Students will utilize ECG machines for practical application of skills taught, ECG acquisition and interpretation and troubleshooting. The materials are disposable 
supplies needed to conduct the medical exam and diagnostic testing of patients.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

ECG pads, ECG paper and exam gloves

ECG103 All Sections Applied ECG New Course $0.00 $25.00 20 $500.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This course is part of a new program: ECG Technician. Gateway Community College currently offers EMT, EMS and Fire Preparatory Academy, Medical Assisting, 
Phlebotomy and Certified Nursing Assistant programs. Each one of these existing programs are offered at several college campuses within MCCCD and we could 
market to current and past students the benefit of adding EKG Technician as a stackable credential, or EKG Technician could be offered as its own career program. 
This same strategy could be used to help expand course offerings in the East, Central and West regions of MCCCD.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students will learn the basic fundamentals of electrocardiography. They will be able to describe the electro physiologic basis of cardiac arrhythmias, illustrate the 
electrical conduction system through the heart, and the process of recording an electrocardiogram. Students will learn how to acquire 12-lead ECG and interpret 
rhythm strips.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Students will utilize supplies such as ECG pads, leads, ECG paper and exam gloves to conduct physical exams of patients and run diagnostic testing.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

ECG paper, ECG Pads, exam gloves

ECG104 All Sections Advanced Cardiac Life Support New Course $0.00 $115.00 20 $2300.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This course is part of a new program: ECG Technician. Gateway Community College currently offers EMT, EMS and Fire Preparatory Academy, Medical Assisting, 
Phlebotomy and Certified Nursing Assistant programs. Each one of these existing programs are offered at several college campuses within MCCCD and we could 
market to current and past students the benefit of adding EKG Technician as a stackable credential, or EKG Technician could be offered as its own career program. 
This same strategy could be used to help expand course offerings in the East, Central and West regions of MCCCD.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Provides the allied healthcare provider with the knowledge and skills to recognize and manage cardiopulmonary arrest, acute arrhythmia, stroke, and Acute Coronary 
Syndromes {ACS) according to current advanced Emergency Cardiovascular Care {ECC) guidelines. Requires prior knowledge of basic electrocardiograph rhythm 
interpretation, pharmacologic agents, and other interventions used in Advanced Cardiac Life Support {ACLS). Upon completion of this course students will be eligible 
to take the AHA BLS and ACLS certification examinations.
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ECG104 All Sections Advanced Cardiac Life Support New Course $0.00 $115.00 20 $2300.00

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Certification cards for ACLS and BLS provider certification, exam fees for students to take the exam in program, and supplies for psychomotor skills examinations on 
resuscitation.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

BLS provider card, ACLS provider card, ACLS  Digital reference card, ECG pads, ECG paper, airway supplies, oxygen, one way valves, masks, gloves.

ECG105 All Sections Advanced ECG: Diagnostic Procedures, 
Certification Prep and Exam New Course $0.00 $287.00 20 $5740.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This course is part of a new program: ECG Technician. Gateway Community College currently offers EMT, EMS and Fire Preparatory Academy, Medical Assisting, 
Phlebotomy and Certified Nursing Assistant programs. Each one of these existing programs are offered at several college campuses within MCCCD and we could 
market to current and past students the benefit of adding EKG Technician as a stackable credential, or EKG Technician could be offered as its own career program. 
This same strategy could be used to help expand course offerings in the East, Central and West regions of MCCCD.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

In this course, students will learn the skills and knowledge to perform patient assessments, obtain vital signs, start IV's and conduct blood draws. Students will learn 
how to attach a holter monitor to produce a diagnostic trace and analyze the trace following the monitoring process. Students will also learn how to conduct clinical 
exercise stress tests utilizing exercise electrocardiography for patients with known or suspected coronary artery disease. In this course, students will also learn how to 
conduct telemetry monitoring while in a hospital setting and assess and evaluate pacemakers. Diagnostic testing procedures will be performed within a prescribed 
range of functions involving routine and non-routine methods as well as diagnostic procedures which require the exercise of some discretion and judgement.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

IV blood draws, conducting detailed patient assessments, obtaining vital signs, starting IV fluids, attaching, interpreting and analyzing data from a Holter monitor or 
Telemetry monitor, conducting physical stress tests. Additionally national certification test prep study guides and materials as well as the cost of the exam fee are 
included in this course. Students can become nationally certified prior to going to clinical externship and bridge the gap to employment.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

ECG, telemetry and holter monitor pads, ECG paper, airway supplies, oxygen, one way valves, masks, gloves, IV start kits, IV catheter needles, tape, coban dressing, 
4x4 and 2x2 dressing, IV NS bags, IV drip sets, IV saline lock kit, blood tubes, vacutainer, sharps containers, tourniquet, blood pressure monitor, stethoscope, pen  
light, cavicide  and germicide, hand sanitizer, exam prep materials through NHA, exam fee through NHA

ELR236 All Sections Industrial Wiring Applications Increased Costs $280.00 $300.00 400 $8000.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
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ELR236 All Sections Industrial Wiring Applications Increased Costs $280.00 $300.00 400 $8000.00

These new courses are a result of the mapping process. The  cost of lab fees have been adjusted to crosswalk with current course to new course subject/number and 
names. Instructors, faculty/program directors and subject matter experts worked in a cross-college, cross-functional team to create a single path for the CCL 
(credit)/CCT (clock). Revisions were made to ensure students efficiently build knowledge, skills, and habits of mind across the curriculum and easily transfer within the 
program offerings in MCCCD

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The course fee will help students advance their learning objectives by covering costs for student supplies and consumables.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fee will be used to pay for student supplies and consumables.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Misc. electrical materials, Switches, Outlets, Receptacals, Plugs & Connectors, Wire & Cable, Boxes & Brackets, Covers

EST101 All Sections Cosmetology Orientation (Aestheticians) Increased Costs $479.00 $850.00 60 $22260.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Aesthetic department has not had a lab fee increase in six years. GateWay's Aesthetic program is the only program offered at a public college with a program cost of 
$ 3,812. Comparable programs in Arizona offering aesthetics average of over 13,000 in fees and tuition. Course EST101 is a 6 hour orientation course. This course 
includes all required books, uniform tops, and an industry standard kit to allow the student to stay competitive and current in Aesthetic field. The $850.00 course fee 
includes: the kit including books cost $850.00. The cost of kit supplies and products used has increased yearly. Due to product inflation. In an effort to provide a 
higher standard of education and skincare supplies for our Aesthetic students an upgrade in product and supplies is necessary and has been added to the student kit. 
Each of our distributors has increased prices in the past six years both in cost of product and shipping. The Aesthetic state license examination has become more 
comprehensive with the additional techniques included in the exam. The items that are needed for the Arizona State Board of Cosmetology (AZBOC) are included in 
the student kit.  The quality of the tools we provide in the kit is industry standard, allowing the student to use their kit after program completion while working in the 
industry.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

In order to create an innovative learning environment, course fees will allow for the proper supplies to be purchased for hands on learning to meet the course 
objectives

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees will allow the students to practice techniques with adequate supplies and products in a classroom and live clinic setting.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
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EST101 All Sections Cosmetology Orientation (Aestheticians) Increased Costs $479.00 $850.00 60 $22260.00

GWCC logo Scrub Tops, Book bundle, BT Micro hand held, Master White Nail Tech Jacket, facial manikins, gloves, towels, Marvicide, Barbicide Plus, Citrus II, Master 
Terry Cloth Spa Wrap Elastic/Vel White, City Lights Ultra Chic Cosmetology Bag, Satin Edge Schamberg Extractor, Satin Edge 33/4 Slant Edge Tweezers, Satin Edge 
4" Eyebrow Scissor, DL Pro Large Storage Case, Fantasea Stainless Steel Mixing Bowl, Soft 'N Style 8.5 oz. Wash Bottle, 6 Well Plastic Square Makeup Palette, 
Fantasea Facial Brush, Fantasea 2" Long Handle Body Brush , Fantasea Natural Bristle Body Brush, Fantasea Small 2" Cotton Rounds -80/Bag, Fantasea 4x4 
Esthetic Wipes -200/Bag, Fantasea Disposable Headbands - 4 Pack, Fantasea 3 Piece Silicone Mask Applicator Set, BT-Sonic Facial Brush Silicone, Flexible Supper 
Sunnies UV Eye Protection, Barefoot Clean Antiseptic Spray 8oz, Citrus Gel Cleanser Professional Size, Pumpkin Cleanser Professional Size, Cucumber Spritz 
W/Pump Pro Size, Foaming Peptide CleanserMandelic Denfense Lotion, Growth Factor Serum, Mandelic Au Lait, Ingredient Booklet, eZinc, Green Tea Milk Wash 
6oz, Mango-Poppy Facial Buffing Powder Mix 5oz, Strawberry Lavender Facial Buffing Powder, Agave Nectar Body Oil 4oz

EST103 All Sections Facial Basics Increased Costs $32.00 $50.00 60 $1080.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Aesthetic department has not had a lab increase in six years. GateWay's Aesthetic program is the only program offered at a public college with a program cost of $ 
3,812. Comparable programs in Arizona offering aesthetics average of over 13,000 in fees and tuition. Course EST103 is a 96 hours of beginning facial basics and 
modalities that introduce upgraded products and supplies necessary for student to meet course competencies and successfully transfer to the next course. This 
course teaches all facial techniques and requires student exchanges for

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

In order to create an innovative learning environment, course fees will allow for the proper supplies to be purchased for hands on learning to meet the course 
objectives.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees will allow the students to practice techniques with adequate supplies and products in a classroom and live clinic setting.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Gloves, all sanitation items, Barbicide, Marvicde Plus, Cotton rounds, 4x4 wipes, towels, linens, gallons of distilled water, moisturizers, sunscreen, toners, facial 
masks, exfoliators, cleansers, toners, masks, sponges, q-tips, aesthetic wipes, facial palettes, facial brushes, aloe gel, talc powder, massage cream,  spatulas, trash 
bags, oil, all disposable products

EST104 All Sections Advanced Facials Increased Costs $42.00 $50.00 60 $480.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Aesthetic Department has not increased lab fees in six years.  GateWay's Aesthetic program is the only program offered at a public college with a program cost of $ 
3,812. Comparable programs in Arizona offering aesthetics average of over 13,000 in fees and tuition. Course EST104 is a 100 hour course this course teaches 
advanced microderm abrasion, advanced chemical peels, dermaplaning, advanced specialty masks, advanced exfoliation, and facial massages, model exchange for 
chemical peels and proper applications.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?
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EST104 All Sections Advanced Facials Increased Costs $42.00 $50.00 60 $480.00

In order to create an innovative learning environment, course fees will allow for the proper supplies to be purchased for hands on learning to meet the course 
objectives.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees will allow the students to practice techniques with adequate supplies and products in a classroom and live clinic setting.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Advanced exfoliation product, microderm diamond tips, microderm crystals, chemical peel products, scalpel blades, Gloves, all sanitation items, Barbicide, Marvicde 
Plus, Cotton rounds, 4x4 wipes, towels, linens, gallons of distilled water, moisturizers, sunscreen, toners, facial masks, exfoliators, cleansers, toners, masks, sponges, 
q-tips, esthetic wipes, facial palettes, facial brushes, aloe gel, talc powder, foundation, concealer, tinted moisturizer, primer, setting spray, massage cream, hand 
warming mitts, spatulas, trash bags

EST105 All Sections Facial Modalities Increased Costs $53.00 $75.00 60 $1320.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Aesthetic Department has not increased lab fees in six years.  GateWay's Aesthetic program is the only program offered at a public college with a program cost of $ 
3,812. Comparable programs in Arizona offering aesthetics average of over 13,000 in fees and tuition. Course EST105 is a 100 hour course that teaches how to use 
the proper machines while doing advanced facial services. Ultrasound, galvanic, tesla high frequency, micro current, steamers

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

In order to create an innovative learning environment, course fees will allow for the proper supplies to be purchased for hands on learning to meet the course 
objectives.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees will allow the students to practice techniques with adequate supplies and products in a classroom and live clinic setting.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Gloves, all sanitation items, Barbicide, Marvicde Plus, Cotton rounds, 4x4 wipes, towels, linens, gallons of distilled water, spatulas, moisturizers, sunscreen, toners, 
facial masks, exfoliator, makeup remover, sponges, q-tips, aesthetic wipes, facial palettes

EST106 All Sections Facial Clinic Increased Costs $53.00 $75.00 60 $1320.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Aesthetic Department has not increased lab fees in six years. Course EST106 is a 50 hour course is a public clinic for the community clinic setting. Students must use 
school supplies for this course and do not use their own supplies.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

In order to create an innovative learning environment, course fees will allow for the proper supplies to be purchased for hands on learning to meet the course 
objectives.
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EST106 All Sections Facial Clinic Increased Costs $53.00 $75.00 60 $1320.00

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees will allow the students to practice techniques with adequate supplies and products in a classroom and live clinic setting.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Gloves, all sanitation items, Barbicide, Marvicde Plus, Cotton rounds, 4x4 wipes, towels, linens, gallons of distilled water, spatulas, moisturizers, sunscreen, toners, 
facial masks, exfoliator, makeup remover, sponges, q-tips, aesthetic wipes, facial palettes,

EST150 All Sections Hair Removal Methods/Makeup Application Increased Costs $53.00 $75.00 60 $1320.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Aesthetic Department has not increased lab fees in six years. Course EST150 is a 100 hour course where students learn full body hair removal techniques and 
makeup

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

In order to create an innovative learning environment, course fees will allow for the proper supplies to be purchased for hands on learning to meet the course 
objectives.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees will allow the students to practice techniques with adequate supplies and products in a classroom and live clinic setting.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Gloves, all sanitation items, Barbicide, Marvicde Plus, Cotton rounds, 4x4 wipes, towels, linens, gallons of distilled water, spatulas, moisturizers, sunscreen, toners, 
facial masks, exfoliator, makeup remover, sponges, q-tips, aesthetic wipes, facial palettes,facial brushes, depilatory hair removal products,paper, strips, applicators, 
post epilation creams, aloe gel, talc powder, foundation, concealer, tinted moisturizer, primer, setting spray, makeup wipes, eyeliner, mascara, eye shadow bronzer, 
blush, contour palettes, highlighters, eyebrow powder, eyebrow pencils, lip liners, lip sticks, mascara wands, eye shadow applicators, lip stick applicators, pencil 
sharpeners, makeup sponges, pressed powder applicators, makeup brushes various special effect makeup, face paints, gems, glitter, latex skin, spirit gum, fake 
blood, massage cream, hand warming mitts,  strip lashes, individual lashes, adhesive, brow tint, tint, oxidizer for tints, eye guards, lash perming products, adhesive 
remover

EST151 All Sections Spa Treatments Increased Costs $32.00 $50.00 60 $1080.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Aesthetic Department has not increased lab fees in six years. Course EST151 is a 100 hour course  that teaches body wraps, facials with aromatherapy. This course 
is also the practical stateboard testing course. This teaches the students to perform practical examinations for course completion.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

In order to create an innovative learning environment, course fees will allow for the proper supplies to be purchased for hands on learning to meet the course 
objectives.
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EST151 All Sections Spa Treatments Increased Costs $32.00 $50.00 60 $1080.00

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees will allow the students to practice techniques with adequate supplies and products in a classroom and live clinic setting.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Gloves, all sanitation items, Barbicide, Marvicde Plus, Cotton rounds, 4x4 wipes, towels, linens, gallons of distilled water, spatulas, moisturizers, sunscreen, toners, 
facial masks, exfoliator, makeup remover, sponges, q-tips, aesthetic wipes, facial palettes, facial brushes, massage tables, body wraps, plastic wrap for body 
treatments, body scrubs exfoliant, essential oils, aromatherapy facials, Advanced exfoliation product, microderm diamond tips, microderm crystals, chemical peel 
products, scalpel blades, trash bags, plastic totes for simulated product

EST152 All Sections Spa Treatment Clinic Increased Costs $53.00 $75.00 60 $1320.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Aesthetic Department has not increased lab fees in six years. Course EST152 is a 50 hour hands on course with clients and clinic setting to practice learned 
techniques and services on the public.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

In order to create an innovative learning environment, course fees will allow for the proper supplies to be purchased for hands on learning to meet the course 
objectives.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees will allow the students to practice techniques with adequate supplies and products in a classroom and live clinic setting.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Gloves, all sanitation items, Barbicide, Marvicde Plus, Cotton rounds, 4x4 wipes, towels, linens, gallons of distilled water, spatulas, moisturizers, sunscreen, toners, 
facial masks, exfoliator, makeup remover, sponges, q-tips, aesthetic wipes, facial palettes, facial brushes, depilatory hair removal products, hair removal wax, wax 
collars, paper, strips, applicators, post epilation creams, aloe gel, talc powder, foundation, concealer, tinted moisturizer, primer, setting spray, makeup wipes, eyeliner, 
mascara, eye shadowbronzer, blush, contour palettes, highlighters, eyebrow powder, eyebrow pencils, lip liners, sticks, mascara wands, eye shadow applicators, 
makeup sponges, pressed powder applicators, makeup brushes special effect makeup, face paints, gems, glitter, latex skin, spirit gum, fake blood, massage cream, 
strip lashes, individual lashes, lash adhesive, brow tint, lash tint, oxidizer for tints, eye guards,body wraps, plastic wrap for body treatments, body scrubs exfoliant, 
essential oils, aromatherapy facials

FMO101 All Sections
Certificate for Apartment Maintenance 
Technicians (CAMT) Training: Maintenance 
and Repair

New Course $0.00 $125.00 30 $3750.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

New course created for clock hour

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?
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FMO101 All Sections
Certificate for Apartment Maintenance 
Technicians (CAMT) Training: Maintenance 
and Repair

New Course $0.00 $125.00 30 $3750.00

This course gives students the skills they need to repair and apply preventive maintenance in keeping the property in excellent condition in the interior and exterior of 
the buildings. This course provides the solid foundation in electrical work, heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC), plumbing, appliance and drywall repair, 
and maintenance that students must have to be successful on the job.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

This fee's are to cover all consumables.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Drywall, drywall mud, drywall paper/mesh tape, sandpaper, caulking, electrical wire, contactors, copper tubing, propane gas, PVC glue and fittings, thermostat wire, ,

HLC145 All Sections Medical Terminology for Health Care 
Professions New Fees $0.00 $155.00 20 $3100.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Use Electronic Health Records in all classes during the Medical Billing and Coding Program.   Reinforce skill needed in industry.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Medical Billing and Coding Program works to make students job ready. Goal for students to be more marketable in industry by obtaining experience with an Electronic 
Health Record System.  The EHR Go access will be for 40 weeks and used throughout the program and can be added to their resume skills section.    
The goal of the medical terminology class is to prepare the student to read, understand, and decipher provider documentation.  Since, EHRgo includes multiple 
samples of provider documentation, it is utilized in this class to allow students to see various types of documentation in various medical specialties in alignment with 
their learning objectives of medical terminology

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Fee to purchase 40 week access for Electronic Health Record

EHR Go is an educational EHR designed for concept and clinical-based learning, with customizable, realistic, diverse patients and activities.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

ERH Go (40 week access code) to Electronic Medical Record System.

ISP105 All Sections Survey of Computer Information Systems New Course $0.00 $60.00 30 $1800.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

These new courses are a result of the mapping process. The  cost of lab fees have been adjusted to crosswalk with current course to new course subject/number and 
names. Instructors, faculty/program directors and subject matter experts worked in a cross-college, cross-functional team to create a single path for the CCL 
(credit)/CCT (clock). Revisions were made to ensure students efficiently build knowledge, skills, and habits of mind across the curriculum and easily transfer within the 
program offerings in MCCCD. USB will be utilized to aid students in their learning processes.
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ISP105 All Sections Survey of Computer Information Systems New Course $0.00 $60.00 30 $1800.00

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The USB will be used by the course to help students advance in their program and be utilized by the course to aid in student learning.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Fee will be used to cover the cost of uniforms and a USB to better aid the students in their classroom learning.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

USB and Uniform Shirts

MCP100 All Sections Basics of Meat Cutting Increased Costs $285.00 $315.00 30 $900.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

These new courses are a result of the mapping process. The  cost of lab fees have been adjusted to crosswalk with current course to new course subject/number and 
names. Instructors, faculty/program directors and subject matter experts worked in a cross-college, cross-functional team to create a single path for the CCL 
(credit)/CCT (clock). Revisions were made to ensure students efficiently build knowledge, skills, and habits of mind across the curriculum and easily transfer within the 
program offerings in MCCCD.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The course fee will help students advance their learning objectives by providing supplies and consumables needed to be successful in this course.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees will be used to pay for materials supplies and consumables in this course

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Knife set w/ Chain and Clasp, Knife Holder, Butcher Coats, Aprons, Towels; Consumables supplies, FirstAid, Meat Packaging supplies, Meat Lab Cleaning Supplies, 
Meat Byproduct services, Equipment Maintenance, Uniform Shirts

MCP104 All Sections Merchandising New Fees $0.00 $136.00 30 $4080.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

These new courses are a result of the mapping process. The  cost of lab fees have been adjusted to crosswalk with current course to new course subject/number and 
names. Instructors, faculty/program directors and subject matter experts worked in a cross-college, cross-functional team to create a single path for the CCL 
(credit)/CCT (clock). Revisions were made to ensure students efficiently build knowledge, skills, and habits of mind across the curriculum and easily transfer within the 
program offerings in MCCCD.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The course fee will help students advance in their learning objectives by covering the cost of supplies and consumables.
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MCP104 All Sections Merchandising New Fees $0.00 $136.00 30 $4080.00

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees will be used to cover the cost of supplies and consumables.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Butcher Coats, Aprons, Towels; Consumables supplies, FirstAid, Meat Packaging supplies, Meat Lab Cleaning Supplies, Meat Byproduct services, Equipment 
Maintenance

MFC101 All Sections Technical Documentation Increased Costs $495.00 $583.00 40 $3520.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Change in fees is due to students receiving shirts for their program as well as tool box in this class.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

These new courses are a result of the mapping process. The  cost of lab fees have been adjusted to crosswalk with current course to new course subject/number and 
names. Instructors, faculty/program directors and subject matter experts worked in a cross-college, cross-functional team to create a single path for the CCL 
(credit)/CCT (clock). Revisions were made to ensure students efficiently build knowledge, skills, and habits of mind across the curriculum and easily transfer within the 
program offerings in MCCCD.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees will be used to purchase shirts for the program as well as a toolbox.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Uniform shirts, 1 tool box with personal machinist tools

MFC131 All Sections CNC Machining Level 1 Increased Costs $680.00 $454.00 40 ($9040.00)

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The course fee change is due to the cost of consumables and supplies front loaded to this course instead of being distributed in other courses. 

These new courses are a result of the mapping process. The  cost of lab fees have been adjusted to crosswalk with current course to new course subject/number and 
names. Instructors, faculty/program directors and subject matter experts worked in a cross-college, cross-functional team to create a single path for the CCL 
(credit)/CCT (clock). Revisions were made to ensure students efficiently build knowledge, skills, and habits of mind across the curriculum and easily transfer within the 
program offerings in MCCCD.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

This course fee will help students advance in their learning objectives by covering the cost of supplies and consumables.

Usage - How will the fees be used?
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MFC131 All Sections CNC Machining Level 1 Increased Costs $680.00 $454.00 40 ($9040.00)

The fees will be used to cover the cost of supplies and consumables for this course.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Consumable Raw metals - Steel and Aluminum, Cutting tools, Rag Service, Waste Oil Disposal, Oil and Lubricants, RO Filter Service, Machines and Tools 
Maintenance/Repair, Layout Fluid, Cleaners and Degreasers

MIC104 All Sections Medical Spanish/English Interpreting Increased Costs $0.00 $60.00 20 $1200.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Students will need headsets and recorders for this class to assist them with interpreting.   Students will need gloves, gowns and masks for personal protective 
equipment used during labs to simulate various settings in which they will be required to don the appropriate attire for a medical/trauma patient.  The fee will also 
cover the cost of printed lab materials (manual) that is done at the POA copy center.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The Spanish Interpreting for Healthcare Professionals course prepares bilingual healthcare workers with the knowledge and skills necessary to gain certification as a 
Spanish Medical Interpreter by practicing interpretation in the consecutive, simultaneous, and sight translation modes as well as apply interpretive theory of translation 
to solve linguistic dilemmas during a simulated interpreter encounter.  Students will also demonstrate an understanding of safety through utilization of personal 
protective equipment during the interpreter encounter.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Students will conduct simultaneous recording training, scenarios, homework recordings as well as take audio/recorded quizzes.    The PPE equipment is used during 
labs to simulate various settings in which they will be required to don the appropriate attire for a medical/trauma patient.     The lab manual provides lab exercises 
which are used during class.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

headsets, recorders, gloves, gown, masks, lab manual

MPT152 All Sections Solidworks Certification Course New Course $100.00 $100.00 20 $0.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Manufacturing faculty from across the District worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared Associate in Applied 
Science in Manufacturing Production Technology, shared embedded Certificates of Completion in Machining, and an AAS and CCL in Industrial Design.  The 
development of shared awards benefits students directly, as it allows students to take courses from multiple colleges within the District without losing credits, money, 
and time.  Move over, it improves the efficiency of the District curriculum system. The development of the shared pathways necessitated the development of a new set 
of courses (both prefix and numbers) for all manufacturing and industrial design courses.  The former set of prefixes and numbers for GateWay had course fees paid

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?
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MPT152 All Sections Solidworks Certification Course New Course $100.00 $100.00 20 $0.00

1. Demonstrate use of sketcher and sketch entities. (I)
2. Demonstrate sketch tools, sketch relations and sketch constraints. (II)
3. Demonstrate Boss and Cut features. (III)
4. Demonstrate advanced Boss and Cut features. (IV)
5. Demonstrate advanced solid design fundamentals. (V)
6. Demonstrate assembly fundamentals. (VI)
7. Demonstrate assembly mates and mechanism motion. (VII)
8. Produce two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) annotated drawings. (VIII)
9. Produce multi-view and multi-page drawings. (IX)
10. Demonstrate fundamentals of COSMOSXpress. (X)

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Two-year student software license for practicing solid modeling techniques at a value of $499.  Access to industry recognized certification exam at a value of $100.00.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

SOLIDWORKS 3D CAD product design engineering software license, CSWP-Mechanical Certification

MPT213 All Sections Coordinate Measuring Machines II New Course $0.00 $100.00 20 $2000.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Manufacturing faculty from across the District worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared Associate in Applied 
Science in Manufacturing Production Technology, shared embedded Certificates of Completion in Machining, and an AAS and CCL in Industrial Design.  The 
development of shared awards benefits students directly, as it allows students to take courses from multiple colleges within the District without losing credits, money, 
and time.  Move over, it improves the efficiency of the District curriculum system.  Additionally, to improve alignment with industry standards and with the newly 
developed shared pathway in the related area of Manufacturing Production Technology, Industrial Design faculty  developed this course which requires annual 
software licensing as well as consumables (e.g. square aluminum and steel blocks for manipulation) to accomplish the learning goals of these courses.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?
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MPT213 All Sections Coordinate Measuring Machines II New Course $0.00 $100.00 20 $2000.00

1. Calibrate Coordinate Measuring Machine (CMM) probes to rectify errors associated with CMM measurement. (I)
2. Use Computer Aided Design (CAD) models to write offline program code for CMM equipment. (II)
3. Diagnose program code errors. (II)
4. Revise program code. (II)
5. Perform iterative and best fit alignments for complex parts and assemblies. (III)
6. Identify best measuring strategies through measurement on CMM. (IV)
7. Perform measurement of advanced surface types and constructions using quick and auto features for CMM equipment. (IV)
8. Manipulate scanning head software to collect accurate measurements of advanced surface types and constructions. (IV)
9. Evaluate measurement deviations of geometric dimensioning and tolerancing characteristics based on the type of equipment used and measurements obtained. 
(IV)
10. Perform scans with and without CAD models to obtain measurements. (V)
11. Generate first article report. (VI)
12. Effectively communicate orally, visually, and in writing in the manufacturing environment. (I-VI)
13. Demonstrate personal and professional accountability. (I-VI)

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Software licensure for practicing programming of coordinate measuring machines, and consumables for practicing inspection with coordinate measuring machines.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

PC-DMIS software license, safety glasses, disposable shop supplies, work holding hardware, 3D printed parts for inspection, and hand inspection tools.

MPT214 All Sections 3D Scanning & Reverse Engineering: 
Geomagic New Course $0.00 $100.00 20 $2000.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Manufacturing faculty from across the District worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared Associate in Applied 
Science in Manufacturing Production Technology, shared embedded Certificates of Completion in Machining, and an AAS and CCL in Industrial Design.  The 
development of shared awards benefits students directly, as it allows students to take courses from multiple colleges within the District without losing credits, money, 
and time.  Move over, it improves the efficiency of the District curriculum system.  Additionally, to improve alignment with industry standards and with the newly 
developed shared pathway in the related area of Manufacturing Production Technology, Industrial Design faculty  developed this course which requires annual 
software licensing as well as consumables (e.g. square aluminum and steel blocks for manipulation) to accomplish the learning goals of these courses.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?
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MPT214 All Sections 3D Scanning & Reverse Engineering: 
Geomagic New Course $0.00 $100.00 20 $2000.00

1. Apply industry standards to the maintenance and calibration of digital 3D Scanning equipment. (I)
2. Operate digital 3D scanners to acquire geometric data. (I, II)
3. Convert geometric data into solid model geometry using point cloud data. (II)
4. Determine appropriate target dot placement for optimal multi-surface scanning. (II)
5. Align multiple scans using the appropriate software and best practices. (II)
6. Operate Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMM) and Vision systems to collect point cloud data. (III)
7. Verify dimensional integrity of a mechanical or organic model. (III)
8. Use solid modeling software to refine digital 3D scanner geometric data. (II, III, IV)
9. Use digital 3D Scanning to reverse engineer mechanical and organic components. (II, III, IV)
10. Develop a digital design to produce digital 3D printed models. (IV)
11. Effectively work within a team structure. (II-IV)
12. Effectively communicate orally, visually, and in writing in the manufacturing environment. (II-IV)
13. Demonstrate personal and professional accountability. (I-IV)

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Software license for practicing reverse engineering with Geomagic DesignX and ControlX and consumables for 3D printing.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Geomagic DesignX and ControlX software, 3D scanning supplies including specialized spray paint, targeting dots, calibration sheets, and plastic.

MPT252 All Sections Solid Design: Simulation: SolidWorks New Course $0.00 $100.00 20 $2000.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Manufacturing faculty from across the District worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared Associate in Applied 
Science in Manufacturing Production Technology, shared embedded Certificates of Completion in Machining, and an AAS and CCL in Industrial Design.  The 
development of shared awards benefits students directly, as it allows students to take courses from multiple colleges within the District without losing credits, money, 
and time.  Move over, it improves the efficiency of the District curriculum system.  The development of the shared pathways necessitated the development of a new 
set of courses (both prefix and numbers) for all manufacturing and industrial design courses.  The former set of prefixes and numbers for GateWay had course fees 
paid by the student.  The new set of courses will need these same fees to ensure the learning experience is maintained and the learning goals are achieved.  There is 
no change in the course fees.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?
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MPT252 All Sections Solid Design: Simulation: SolidWorks New Course $0.00 $100.00 20 $2000.00

1. Develop a digital design, applying FEA and FEM principles. (I)
2. Set-up various simulation studies in SOLIDWORKS Simulation. (II)
3. Run various simulation studies in SOLIDWORKS Simulation. (II)
4. Calculate factor of safety (FOS) according to specifications and design needs. (III)
5. Predict failure using cycle loading and fatigue testing. (III)
6. Evaluate results of simulation studies in SOLIDWORKS Simulation, applying FEA and FEM principles and factor of safety. (IV)
7. Use an iterative design approach to create and validate digital designs. (V-VI)
8. Evaluate design ideas, considering aesthetics, safety, function, usability, serviceability, cost, production methods, and market demand. (V-VI)
9. Effectively communicate orally, visually, and in writing in the manufacturing environment. (I-VI)
10. Demonstrate personal and professional accountability. (I-VI)

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Two-year student software license for practicing simulation at a value of $499.  Access to industry recognized certification exam at a value of $100.00.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

SOLIDWORKS 3D CAD product design engineering software license, CSWA-Simulation Certification Test

MPT253 All Sections Solid Design Surface Modeling: SolidWorks New Course $0.00 $100.00 20 $2000.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Manufacturing faculty from across the District worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared Associate in Applied 
Science in Manufacturing Production Technology, shared embedded Certificates of Completion in Machining, and an AAS and CCL in Industrial Design.  The 
development of shared awards benefits students directly, as it allows students to take courses from multiple colleges within the District without losing credits, money, 
and time.  Move over, it improves the efficiency of the District curriculum system.  The development of the shared pathways necessitated the development of a new 
set of courses (both prefix and numbers) for all manufacturing and industrial design courses.  The former set of prefixes and numbers for GateWay had course fees 
paid by the student.  The new set of courses will need these same fees to ensure the learning experience is maintained and the learning goals are achieved.  There is 
no change in the course fees.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

1. Create freeform shapes and surfaces. (I)
2. Design surface bodies using 3D sketch geometry and solid features. (I)
3. Manipulate freeform shapes and surfaces using feature tools. (I)
4. Verify surface integrity according to dimensional requirements. (I, II)
5. Extract surface bodies from solid models. (II)
6. Apply hybrid modeling techniques. (III)
7. Create solid models from surfaces. (IV)
8. Apply surface editing techniques to repair surface bodies. (V)
9. Effectively communicate orally, visually, and in writing in the manufacturing environment. (I-V)
10. Demonstrate personal and professional accountability. (I-V)
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MPT253 All Sections Solid Design Surface Modeling: SolidWorks New Course $0.00 $100.00 20 $2000.00

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Two-year student software license for practicing surface modeling at a value of $499.  Access to industry recognized certification exam at a value of $100.00.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

SOLIDWORKS 3D CAD product design engineering software license, CSWP-Surfacing Certification Test

MPT254 All Sections Solid Design: Sheet Metal & Weldments: 
SolidWorks New Course $0.00 $100.00 20 $2000.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Manufacturing faculty from across the District worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared Associate in Applied 
Science in Manufacturing Production Technology, shared embedded Certificates of Completion in Machining, and an AAS and CCL in Industrial Design.  The 
development of shared awards benefits students directly, as it allows students to take courses from multiple colleges within the District without losing credits, money, 
and time.  Move over, it improves the efficiency of the District curriculum system.  The development of the shared pathways necessitated the development of a new 
set of courses (both prefix and numbers) for all manufacturing and industrial design courses.  The former set of prefixes and numbers for GateWay had course fees 
paid by the student.  The new set of courses will need these same fees to ensure the learning experience is maintained and the learning goals are achieved.  There is 
no change in the course fees.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

1. Create solid models of sheet metal parts and assemblies according to industry standards. (I)
2. Construct a sheet metal part from a conventional part model. (I)
3. Create sheet metal flat patterns. (I)
4. Create sheet metal production drawings. (I)
5. Create solid models of welded structures with standard structural members. (II)
6. Design weldment models according to a specific configuration and detail. (II)
7. Design nonlinear structural members. (II)
8. Develop a build list, cut list, and Bill of Materials (BOMs) properties for fabrication. (III)
9. Effectively communicate orally, visually, and in writing in the manufacturing environment. (I-III)
10. Demonstrate personal and professional accountability. (I-III)

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Two-year student software license for practicing sheet metal and weldments at a value of $499.  Access to two industry recognized certification exams at a value of 
$200.00.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

SOLIDWORKS 3D CAD product design engineering software license, CSWP-Sheet Metal Certification Test, CSWP-Weldments
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NLT100 All Sections Nail Technology I New Fees $0.00 $1400.00 20 $28000.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This is a new program and this cost includes industry standard nail technician kit supplies.  If we include the books in the student kit, it will be financial aid eligible and 
will save each student approximately $50.00 due to our school cost being more effective.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

This is a 200 hour course. We will be offering a Financial aid approved program that meets Arizona Stateboard of Cosmetology requirements and objectives. These 
tools are necessary for students to meet the required course competencies.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

To provide an industry standard and Arizona Stateboard Required kit and standard tools needed to complete course competencies

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Book bundle CND Nail kit, CND GEL light, Simulated hand, simulated foot, disinfection tools, nail files, cotton, polish remover, tweezers, finger bowls, manicure 
warmers, paraffin warmers, paraffin bags, pedicure tubs, pedicure tub liners, gel lamps, LED table lamps, , towel warmers, water pitchers, fans, table towels, dapper 
dishes, nail tips nail forms, wooden dowels, labeled product bottles for dispensing, nail files/buffers foot files, orange wood sticks, metal cuticle pusher, nail scissors, 
tweezers, dotters, manikin hands, manikin feet, manikin fingers, diamond file, nippers, nail clippers, brushes, acrylic nail brushes, gel nail brushes, tip cutter, glass 
dishes to hold product for service, portion cups, disinfectant bins for solution, table top disinfectant bins, hand foot warming mitts, nail art supplies fume respirator face 
masks, debris respirator face masks, first aid pedicure slippers hand sanitizer, massage cream, astringent, liquid soap, cooling serum, masque, salt crystals, warming 
lotion, cuticle softener, cuticle oil, callus remover, nail cleanser, 99% isopropyl alcohol, non acetone polish, hand soap, paraffin, nail primer nail polishes sculpting gel, 
polymer, monomer chrome powder, essential oils, brush cleaner, adhesives, nail wraps, industry products

NLT105 All Sections Nail Technology II New Fees $0.00 $150.00 20 $3000.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This new course advances the nail technician to apply artificial nail enhancement and advanced nail preparation required by the Arizona Stateboard of Cosmetology.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

We will be offering a 200 hour course Financial aid approved program that meets Arizona Stateboard of Cosmetology requirements and objectives. These tools are 
necessary for students to meet the required course competencies.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

To provide an industry standard and Arizona Stateboard Required kit and standard tools needed to complete course competencies

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
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NLT105 All Sections Nail Technology II New Fees $0.00 $150.00 20 $3000.00

disinfection tools, nail files, cotton, remover, tweezers, finger bowls, manicure warmers, paraffin warmers, paraffin bags, pedicure tubs, pedicure tub liners, gel lamps 
LED table lamps, towel warmers, water pitchers, small table fans, table towels, dapper dishes, nail tips nail forms wooden dowels, labeled product bottles for 
dispensing, nail files/buffers electric nail file foot files, foot rasp, orange wood sticks, metal cuticle pusher, nail scissors, tweezers, dotters, manikin hands, manikin 
feet, manikin fingers, diamond file, nippers, nail clippers, nail brushes, acrylic nail brushes, gel nail brushes, tip cutter, glass dishes to hold product for service, portion 
cups disinfectant bins for solution, table top disinfectant bins, hand and foot warming mitts, nail art supplies fume respirator face masks, debris respirator face masks, 
first aid pedicure slippers  hand sanitizer massage cream astringent, liquid soap, cooling serum, masque, salt crystals, warming lotion, cuticle softener, cuticle oil, 
callus remover, nail cleanser, 99% isopropyl alcohol, non acetone polish remover, acetone polish remover, hand soap, paraffin, nail primer, nail dehydrator, gel 
polishesnail polishes sculpting gel, polymer, chrome powder, essential oils, brush cleaner

NLT110 All Sections Nail Technology III New Fees $0.00 $100.00 20 $2000.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This new course prepares the nail technician with business skills, on the job requirements, resume writing, salon ownership, and preparation and completion  
requirements for testing with the Arizona Stateboard of Cosmetology.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

We will be offering a 200 hour course Financial aid approved program that meets Arizona Stateboard of Cosmetology requirements and objectives. These tools are 
necessary for students to meet the required course competencies.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

To provide an industry standard and Arizona Stateboard Required kit and standard tools needed to complete course competencies

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

AZ Stateboard packing requirements, disinfection tools, nail files, cotton, polish remover, tweezers, finger bowls, manicure warmers, paraffin warmers, paraffin bags, 
pedicure tubs, pedicure tub liners, gel lamps LED table lamps, towel warmers, water pitchers, small table fans, table towels, dapper dishes, nail tips nail forms, 
wooden dowels, labeled product bottles for dispensing, nail files/buffers electric nail file foot files, rasp, orange wood sticks, metal cuticle pusher, nail scissors, 
tweezers, dotters, manikin hands, manikin feet, manikin fingers, diamond file, nippers, nail clippers, nail brushes, acrylic nail brushes, gel nail brushes, tip cutter, glass 
dishes to hold product for service, portion cups, disinfectant bins for solution, table top disinfectant bins, hand and foot warming mitts, nail art fume respirator face 
masks, debris respirator face masks, first aid pedicure hand sanitizer, massage cream, astringent, liquid soap, cooling serum, masque, salt crystals, warming lotion, 
cuticle softener, cuticle oil, callus remover, nail cleanser, 99% isopropyl alcohol, non acetone polish remover, acetone polish remover, hand soap, paraffin, nail primer, 
nail dehydrator, gel polishes sculpting gel, polymer, monomer, chrome powder, essential oils, brush cleaner, adhesives, nail wraps, industry products

RAD106 All Sections Patient Care in Radiologic Sciences I New Course $0.00 $10.00 50 $500.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

RAD106 is new course and has lab hours associated with it.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?
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RAD106 All Sections Patient Care in Radiologic Sciences I New Course $0.00 $10.00 50 $500.00

The course fee will help the students advance their learning objectives by using equipment to evaluate patient physical status, practice standard precautions and 
isolation procedures, including sources and modes of transmission of infection and disease. It will also assist the students in identifying specific types of tubes, lines, 
catheters and collection devices.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fee will be used to cover lab costs.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The fee will be used to pay for lab supplies to include Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), aseptic cleaning products, hand sanitizer, batteries, tape, tubes, lines, 
catheters and collection devices.

RAD203 All Sections Radiation Biology New Course $0.00 $35.00 50 $1750.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

RAD 203 will be a course offered in the new curriculum.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The course fee will help the students advance their learning objectives by providing access to online material developed by the American Society of Radiologic 
Technologists.  The online content will the further students’ understanding of the principles of radiation interacting with living systems.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fee will be used to course supplement costs.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The course fee will be used to pay for access to online content developed by the American Society of Radiologic Technologists.  Students will have access to this 
content for one year.
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AJS214 All Sections Evidence Technology/Photography New Fees $0.00 $10.00 30 $300.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Fee was being charged with AJS 241 and  now those fees will go to AJS 214. Course name was changed from AJS 241 to AJS 214.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students will be able to do hands on photography using different media therefore enhancing their learning experience.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Used to purchase supplies related to evidence technology, lab supplies.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Students will use film and supplies.

CON103 All Sections Foundation of Construction Safety New Course $0.00 $25.00 4 $100.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Construction faculty from across the District worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared Associate in Applied 
Science in Construction Technology as well as shared embedded Certificates of Completion in Carpentry, in Electrical, and in Plumbing. The development of these 
shared pathways necessitated the development of a new set of courses (both prefix and numbers). Construction requires consumables and perishables (e.g. lumber, 
fasteners, hardware, cold rolled steel, hot rolled steel, perishable tooling) to accomplish the learning goals of these courses. The new set of courses will require the 
following fees to ensure the learning experience is maintained and the learning goals are achieved.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students will have the necessary materials to implement the knowledge, skills, and habits of mind required for success in the construction trades.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Consumables for practicing creation of safety within the construction trades.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Lumber, hardware, and tools for construction of Construction safety.

CON104 All Sections Hand & Power Tools, Equipment, and 
Workspace New Course $0.00 $25.00 4 $100.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
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CON104 All Sections Hand & Power Tools, Equipment, and 
Workspace New Course $0.00 $25.00 4 $100.00

As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Construction faculty from across the District worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared Associate in Applied 
Science in Construction Technology as well as shared embedded Certificates of Completion in Carpentry, in Electrical, and in Plumbing. The development of these 
shared pathways necessitated the development of a new set of courses (both prefix and numbers). Construction requires consumables and perishables (e.g. lumber, 
fasteners, hardware, cold rolled steel, hot rolled steel, perishable tooling) to accomplish the learning goals of these courses. The new set of courses will require the 
following fees to ensure the learning experience is maintained and the learning goals are achieved.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students will have the necessary materials to implement the knowledge, skills, and habits of mind required for success in the construction trades.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Consumables for practicing creation of hand and power tools within the construction trades.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Lumber, hardware, and tools for construction of power tool systems.

CON105 All Sections Construction Calculations New Course $0.00 $25.00 4 $100.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Construction faculty from across the District worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared Associate in Applied 
Science in Construction Technology as well as shared embedded Certificates of Completion in Carpentry, in Electrical, and in Plumbing. The development of these 
shared pathways necessitated the development of a new set of courses (both prefix and numbers). Construction requires consumables and perishables (e.g. lumber, 
fasteners, hardware, cold rolled steel, hot rolled steel, perishable tooling) to accomplish the learning goals of these courses. The new set of courses will require the 
following fees to ensure the learning experience is maintained and the learning goals are achieved.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students will have the necessary materials to implement the knowledge, skills, and habits of mind required for success in the construction trades.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Consumables for practicing creation of calculations within the construction trades.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Lumber, hardware, and tools for construction of calculation systems.

CON107 All Sections Construction Drawings Introduction New Course $0.00 $25.00 24 $600.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
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CON107 All Sections Construction Drawings Introduction New Course $0.00 $25.00 24 $600.00

As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Construction faculty from across the District worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared Associate in Applied 
Science in Construction Technology as well as shared embedded Certificates of Completion in Carpentry, in Electrical, and in Plumbing. The development of these 
shared pathways necessitated the development of a new set of courses (both prefix and numbers). Construction requires consumables and perishables (e.g. lumber, 
fasteners, hardware, cold rolled steel, hot rolled steel, perishable tooling) to accomplish the learning goals of these courses. The new set of courses will require the 
following fees to ensure the learning experience is maintained and the learning goals are achieved.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students will have the necessary materials to implement the knowledge, skills, and habits of mind required for success in the construction trades.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Consumables for practicing creation of blueprint within the construction trades.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Lumber, hardware, and tools for construction of blueprint systems.

CON110 All Sections Carpentry Floor Systems New Course $0.00 $85.00 24 $2040.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Construction faculty from across the District worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared Associate in Applied 
Science in Construction Technology as well as shared embedded Certificates of Completion in Carpentry, in Electrical, and in Plumbing. The development of these 
shared pathways necessitated the development of a new set of courses (both prefix and numbers). Construction requires consumables and perishables (e.g. lumber, 
fasteners, hardware, cold rolled steel, hot rolled steel, perishable tooling) to accomplish the learning goals of these courses. The new set of courses will require the 
following fees to ensure the learning experience is maintained and the learning goals are achieved.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students will have the necessary materials to implement the knowledge, skills, and habits of mind required for success in the construction trades.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Consumables for practicing creation of floor systems.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Lumber, hardware, and tools for construction of floor systems.

CON111 All Sections Carpentry Wall System New Course $0.00 $85.00 24 $2040.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
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CON111 All Sections Carpentry Wall System New Course $0.00 $85.00 24 $2040.00

As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Construction faculty from across the District worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared Associate in Applied 
Science in Construction Technology as well as shared embedded Certificates of Completion in Carpentry, in Electrical, and in Plumbing. The development of these 
shared pathways necessitated the development of a new set of courses (both prefix and numbers). Construction requires consumables and perishables (e.g. lumber, 
fasteners, hardware, cold rolled steel, hot rolled steel, perishable tooling) to accomplish the learning goals of these courses. The new set of courses will require the 
following fees to ensure the learning experience is maintained and the learning goals are achieved.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students will have the necessary materials to implement the knowledge, skills, and habits of mind required for success in the construction trades.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Consumables for practicing creation of wall systems.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Lumber, hardware, and tools for construction of wall systems.

CON112 All Sections Carpentry Ceiling Joist and Roof Framing New Course $0.00 $85.00 24 $2040.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Construction faculty from across the District worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared Associate in Applied 
Science in Construction Technology as well as shared embedded Certificates of Completion in Carpentry, in Electrical, and in Plumbing. The development of these 
shared pathways necessitated the development of a new set of courses (both prefix and numbers). Construction requires consumables and perishables (e.g. lumber, 
fasteners, hardware, cold rolled steel, hot rolled steel, perishable tooling) to accomplish the learning goals of these courses. The new set of courses will require the 
following fees to ensure the learning experience is maintained and the learning goals are achieved.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students will have the necessary materials to implement the knowledge, skills, and habits of mind required for success in the construction trades.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Consumables for practicing creation of Ceiling and Roof  systems.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Lumber, hardware, and tools for construction of ceiling and roof systems.

CON124 All Sections Plumbing Pipes and Fittings New Course $0.00 $85.00 24 $2040.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
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CON124 All Sections Plumbing Pipes and Fittings New Course $0.00 $85.00 24 $2040.00

As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Construction faculty from across the District worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared Associate in Applied 
Science in Construction Technology as well as shared embedded Certificates of Completion in Carpentry, in Electrical, and in Plumbing. The development of these 
shared pathways necessitated the development of a new set of courses (both prefix and numbers). Construction requires consumables and perishables (e.g. lumber, 
fasteners, hardware, cold rolled steel, hot rolled steel, perishable tooling) to accomplish the learning goals of these courses. The new set of courses will require the 
following fees to ensure the learning experience is maintained and the learning goals are achieved.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students will have the necessary materials to implement the knowledge, skills, and habits of mind required for success in the construction trades.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Consumables for practicing creation of Plumbing systems.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Lumber, hardware, and tools for construction of piping systems.

CON125 All Sections Plumbing Fixtures New Course $0.00 $85.00 24 $2040.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Construction faculty from across the District worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared Associate in Applied 
Science in Construction Technology as well as shared embedded Certificates of Completion in Carpentry, in Electrical, and in Plumbing. The development of these 
shared pathways necessitated the development of a new set of courses (both prefix and numbers). Construction requires consumables and perishables (e.g. lumber, 
fasteners, hardware, cold rolled steel, hot rolled steel, perishable tooling) to accomplish the learning goals of these courses. The new set of courses will require the 
following fees to ensure the learning experience is maintained and the learning goals are achieved.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students will have the necessary materials to implement the knowledge, skills, and habits of mind required for success in the construction trades.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Consumables for practicing creation of Plumbing systems.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Lumber, hardware, and tools for construction of plumbing systems.

CON126 All Sections Plumbing Drain, Waste, and Vent New Course $0.00 $85.00 24 $2040.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
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CON126 All Sections Plumbing Drain, Waste, and Vent New Course $0.00 $85.00 24 $2040.00

As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Construction faculty from across the District worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared Associate in Applied 
Science in Construction Technology as well as shared embedded Certificates of Completion in Carpentry, in Electrical, and in Plumbing. The development of these 
shared pathways necessitated the development of a new set of courses (both prefix and numbers). Construction requires consumables and perishables (e.g. lumber, 
fasteners, hardware, cold rolled steel, hot rolled steel, perishable tooling) to accomplish the learning goals of these courses. The new set of courses will require the 
following fees to ensure the learning experience is maintained and the learning goals are achieved.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students will have the necessary materials to implement the knowledge, skills, and habits of mind required for success in the construction trades.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Consumables for practicing creation of Plumbing systems.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Lumber, hardware, and tools for construction of plumbing systems.

CON127 All Sections Plumbing Water Distribution System New Course $0.00 $85.00 24 $2040.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Construction faculty from across the District worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared Associate in Applied 
Science in Construction Technology as well as shared embedded Certificates of Completion in Carpentry, in Electrical, and in Plumbing. The development of these 
shared pathways necessitated the development of a new set of courses (both prefix and numbers). Construction requires consumables and perishables (e.g. lumber, 
fasteners, hardware, cold rolled steel, hot rolled steel, perishable tooling) to accomplish the learning goals of these courses. The new set of courses will require the 
following fees to ensure the learning experience is maintained and the learning goals are achieved.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students will have the necessary materials to implement the knowledge, skills, and habits of mind required for success in the construction trades.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Consumables for practicing creation of Plumbing systems.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Lumber, hardware, and tools for construction of plumbing systems.

CON131 All Sections Electrical Systems New Course $0.00 $85.00 24 $2040.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
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CON131 All Sections Electrical Systems New Course $0.00 $85.00 24 $2040.00

As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Construction faculty from across the District worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared Associate in Applied 
Science in Construction Technology as well as shared embedded Certificates of Completion in Carpentry, in Electrical, and in Plumbing. The development of these 
shared pathways necessitated the development of a new set of courses (both prefix and numbers). Construction requires consumables and perishables (e.g. lumber, 
fasteners, hardware, cold rolled steel, hot rolled steel, perishable tooling) to accomplish the learning goals of these courses. The new set of courses will require the 
following fees to ensure the learning experience is maintained and the learning goals are achieved.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students will have the necessary materials to implement the knowledge, skills, and habits of mind required for success in the construction trades.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Consumables for practicing creation of Electrical systems.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Lumber, hardware, and tools for construction of Electrical systems.

CON132 All Sections Distribution Panels Wiring and Circuit New Course $0.00 $85.00 24 $2040.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Construction faculty from across the District worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared Associate in Applied 
Science in Construction Technology as well as shared embedded Certificates of Completion in Carpentry, in Electrical, and in Plumbing. The development of these 
shared pathways necessitated the development of a new set of courses (both prefix and numbers). Construction requires consumables and perishables (e.g. lumber, 
fasteners, hardware, cold rolled steel, hot rolled steel, perishable tooling) to accomplish the learning goals of these courses. The new set of courses will require the 
following fees to ensure the learning experience is maintained and the learning goals are achieved.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students will have the necessary materials to implement the knowledge, skills, and habits of mind required for success in the construction trades.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Consumables for practicing creation of electrical within the construction trades.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Lumber, hardware, and tools for construction of Construction Electrical.

CON133 All Sections Conduit Raceways and Terminations New Course $0.00 $85.00 24 $2040.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
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CON133 All Sections Conduit Raceways and Terminations New Course $0.00 $85.00 24 $2040.00

As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Construction faculty from across the District worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared Associate in Applied 
Science in Construction Technology as well as shared embedded Certificates of Completion in Carpentry, in Electrical, and in Plumbing. The development of these 
shared pathways necessitated the development of a new set of courses (both prefix and numbers). Construction requires consumables and perishables (e.g. lumber, 
fasteners, hardware, cold rolled steel, hot rolled steel, perishable tooling) to accomplish the learning goals of these courses. The new set of courses will require the 
following fees to ensure the learning experience is maintained and the learning goals are achieved.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students will have the necessary materials to implement the knowledge, skills, and habits of mind required for success in the construction trades.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Consumables for practicing creation of electrical within the construction trades.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Lumber, hardware, and tools for construction of Construction Electrical.

CON213 All Sections Steel Framing New Course $0.00 $85.00 24 $2040.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Construction faculty from across the District worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared Associate in Applied 
Science in Construction Technology as well as shared embedded Certificates of Completion in Carpentry, in Electrical, and in Plumbing. The development of these 
shared pathways necessitated the development of a new set of courses (both prefix and numbers). Construction requires consumables and perishables (e.g. lumber, 
fasteners, hardware, cold rolled steel, hot rolled steel, perishable tooling) to accomplish the learning goals of these courses. The new set of courses will require the 
following fees to ensure the learning experience is maintained and the learning goals are achieved.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students will have the necessary materials to implement the knowledge, skills, and habits of mind required for success in the construction trades.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Consumables for practicing creation of framing within the construction trades.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Lumber, hardware, and tools for construction of framing systems.

CON214 All Sections Roof Systems and Building Envelopes New Course $0.00 $85.00 24 $2040.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
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CON214 All Sections Roof Systems and Building Envelopes New Course $0.00 $85.00 24 $2040.00

As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Construction faculty from across the District worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared Associate in Applied 
Science in Construction Technology as well as shared embedded Certificates of Completion in Carpentry, in Electrical, and in Plumbing. The development of these 
shared pathways necessitated the development of a new set of courses (both prefix and numbers). Construction requires consumables and perishables (e.g. lumber, 
fasteners, hardware, cold rolled steel, hot rolled steel, perishable tooling) to accomplish the learning goals of these courses. The new set of courses will require the 
following fees to ensure the learning experience is maintained and the learning goals are achieved.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students will have the necessary materials to implement the knowledge, skills, and habits of mind required for success in the construction trades.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Consumables for practicing creation of Roofing systems within the construction trades.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Lumber, hardware, and tools for construction of Roofing systems.

CON215 All Sections Carpentry Interior Finishes New Course $0.00 $85.00 24 $2040.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Construction faculty from across the District worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared Associate in Applied 
Science in Construction Technology as well as shared embedded Certificates of Completion in Carpentry, in Electrical, and in Plumbing. The development of these 
shared pathways necessitated the development of a new set of courses (both prefix and numbers). Construction requires consumables and perishables (e.g. lumber, 
fasteners, hardware, cold rolled steel, hot rolled steel, perishable tooling) to accomplish the learning goals of these courses. The new set of courses will require the 
following fees to ensure the learning experience is maintained and the learning goals are achieved.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students will have the necessary materials to implement the knowledge, skills, and habits of mind required for success in the construction trades.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Consumables for practicing creation of Carpentry Interior systems.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Lumber, hardware, and tools for construction of Interior systems.

CON216 All Sections Carpentry Concrete Forms New Course $0.00 $85.00 24 $2040.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
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CON216 All Sections Carpentry Concrete Forms New Course $0.00 $85.00 24 $2040.00

As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Construction faculty from across the District worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared Associate in Applied 
Science in Construction Technology as well as shared embedded Certificates of Completion in Carpentry, in Electrical, and in Plumbing. The development of these 
shared pathways necessitated the development of a new set of courses (both prefix and numbers). Construction requires consumables and perishables (e.g. lumber, 
fasteners, hardware, cold rolled steel, hot rolled steel, perishable tooling) to accomplish the learning goals of these courses. The new set of courses will require the 
following fees to ensure the learning experience is maintained and the learning goals are achieved.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students will have the necessary materials to implement the knowledge, skills, and habits of mind required for success in the construction trades.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Consumables for practicing creation of Concrete systems.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Lumber, hardware, and tools for construction of Concrete systems.

CON224 All Sections Plumbing Pipe System and Controls New Course $0.00 $85.00 24 $2040.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Construction faculty from across the District worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared Associate in Applied 
Science in Construction Technology as well as shared embedded Certificates of Completion in Carpentry, in Electrical, and in Plumbing. The development of these 
shared pathways necessitated the development of a new set of courses (both prefix and numbers). Construction requires consumables and perishables (e.g. lumber, 
fasteners, hardware, cold rolled steel, hot rolled steel, perishable tooling) to accomplish the learning goals of these courses. The new set of courses will require the 
following fees to ensure the learning experience is maintained and the learning goals are achieved.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students will have the necessary materials to implement the knowledge, skills, and habits of mind required for success in the construction trades.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Consumables for practicing creation of Plumbing within the construction trades.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Lumber, hardware, and tools for construction of Construction Plumbing.

CON225 All Sections Plumbing Water Disposal Systems New Course $0.00 $85.00 24 $2040.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
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CON225 All Sections Plumbing Water Disposal Systems New Course $0.00 $85.00 24 $2040.00

As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Construction faculty from across the District worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared Associate in Applied 
Science in Construction Technology as well as shared embedded Certificates of Completion in Carpentry, in Electrical, and in Plumbing. The development of these 
shared pathways necessitated the development of a new set of courses (both prefix and numbers). Construction requires consumables and perishables (e.g. lumber, 
fasteners, hardware, cold rolled steel, hot rolled steel, perishable tooling) to accomplish the learning goals of these courses. The new set of courses will require the 
following fees to ensure the learning experience is maintained and the learning goals are achieved.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students will have the necessary materials to implement the knowledge, skills, and habits of mind required for success in the construction trades.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Consumables for practicing creation of Plumbing water within the construction trades.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Lumber, hardware, and tools for construction of Construction Plumbing water disposal.

CON226 All Sections Plumbing Fixtures and Appliances New Course $0.00 $85.00 24 $2040.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Construction faculty from across the District worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared Associate in Applied 
Science in Construction Technology as well as shared embedded Certificates of Completion in Carpentry, in Electrical, and in Plumbing. The development of these 
shared pathways necessitated the development of a new set of courses (both prefix and numbers). Construction requires consumables and perishables (e.g. lumber, 
fasteners, hardware, cold rolled steel, hot rolled steel, perishable tooling) to accomplish the learning goals of these courses. The new set of courses will require the 
following fees to ensure the learning experience is maintained and the learning goals are achieved.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students will have the necessary materials to implement the knowledge, skills, and habits of mind required for success in the construction trades.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Consumables for practicing creation of Plumbing fixtures within the construction trades.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Lumber, hardware, and tools for construction of plumbing fixtures systems.

CON227 All Sections Plumbing Water Resource Solutions New Course $0.00 $85.00 24 $2040.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
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CON227 All Sections Plumbing Water Resource Solutions New Course $0.00 $85.00 24 $2040.00

As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Construction faculty from across the District worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared Associate in Applied 
Science in Construction Technology as well as shared embedded Certificates of Completion in Carpentry, in Electrical, and in Plumbing. The development of these 
shared pathways necessitated the development of a new set of courses (both prefix and numbers). Construction requires consumables and perishables (e.g. lumber, 
fasteners, hardware, cold rolled steel, hot rolled steel, perishable tooling) to accomplish the learning goals of these courses. The new set of courses will require the 
following fees to ensure the learning experience is maintained and the learning goals are achieved.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students will have the necessary materials to implement the knowledge, skills, and habits of mind required for success in the construction trades.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Consumables for practicing creation of Plumbing water resource systems within the construction trades.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Lumber, hardware, and tools for construction of plumbing water resource systems.

CON234 All Sections Electric Power Distribution New Course $0.00 $85.00 24 $2040.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Construction faculty from across the District worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared Associate in Applied 
Science in Construction Technology as well as shared embedded Certificates of Completion in Carpentry, in Electrical, and in Plumbing. The development of these 
shared pathways necessitated the development of a new set of courses (both prefix and numbers). Construction requires consumables and perishables (e.g. lumber, 
fasteners, hardware, cold rolled steel, hot rolled steel, perishable tooling) to accomplish the learning goals of these courses. The new set of courses will require the 
following fees to ensure the learning experience is maintained and the learning goals are achieved.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students will have the necessary materials to implement the knowledge, skills, and habits of mind required for success in the construction trades.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Consumables for practicing creation of Electric Distribution systems.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Lumber, hardware, and tools for construction of Electrical Distribution systems.

CON235 All Sections Motors Theory and Application New Course $0.00 $85.00 24 $2040.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
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CON235 All Sections Motors Theory and Application New Course $0.00 $85.00 24 $2040.00

As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Construction faculty from across the District worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared Associate in Applied 
Science in Construction Technology as well as shared embedded Certificates of Completion in Carpentry, in Electrical, and in Plumbing. The development of these 
shared pathways necessitated the development of a new set of courses (both prefix and numbers). Construction requires consumables and perishables (e.g. lumber, 
fasteners, hardware, cold rolled steel, hot rolled steel, perishable tooling) to accomplish the learning goals of these courses. The new set of courses will require the 
following fees to ensure the learning experience is maintained and the learning goals are achieved.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students will have the necessary materials to implement the knowledge, skills, and habits of mind required for success in the construction trades.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Consumables for practicing creation of Electrical Motor systems.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Lumber, hardware, and tools for construction of Electrical Motor systems.

CON236 All Sections Industrial Wiring Applications New Course $0.00 $85.00 24 $2040.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

As part of the Guided Pathways redesign, Construction faculty from across the District worked in a cross-functional team to develop a shared Associate in Applied 
Science in Construction Technology as well as shared embedded Certificates of Completion in Carpentry, in Electrical, and in Plumbing. The development of these 
shared pathways necessitated the development of a new set of courses (both prefix and numbers). Construction requires consumables and perishables (e.g. lumber, 
fasteners, hardware, cold rolled steel, hot rolled steel, perishable tooling) to accomplish the learning goals of these courses. The new set of courses will require the 
following fees to ensure the learning experience is maintained and the learning goals are achieved.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students will have the necessary materials to implement the knowledge, skills, and habits of mind required for success in the construction trades.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Consumables for practicing creation of Wiring systems.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Lumber, hardware, and tools for construction of Wiring systems.

CTT110 All Sections Introduction to Caterpillar Service Industry New Fees $0.00 $60.00 24 $1440.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
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CTT110 All Sections Introduction to Caterpillar Service Industry New Fees $0.00 $60.00 24 $1440.00

This is a new fee to cover the cost of Pre-Assessment testing for Caterpillar ThinkBIG students. Caterpillar corporation covers the cost for post testing. As a program it 
is important to know the incoming level of knowledge of the ThinkBIG students. This is a National pre/post certification test administered by the Associated Equipment 
Distributors Association (AED). Mesa Community College ThinkBIG program is a Certified AED program meeting all necessary standards.  The Caterpillar program
(CTT) and specifically this class has been in offered since 2003 and this is the first time additional fees are necessary. Which were prompted by Caterpillar requiring 
programs to do end of program testing.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Exposure to course material at the start of the program reduces fear and opens to the students what topics will be specifically covered during their time spent with 
ThinkBIG.  As a student cycles through the pre-assessment testing he or she has earlier exposure to the content they required learn. Early exposure reinforces the 
content as relevant to student. Once students have completed their course of study, an end of program assessment is given to confirm learning. Those students who 
pass testing at 75% or better receive industry certification for Heavy Equipment.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Fee is used specifically to cover the student cost of pre-assessment testing the AED. The Fee would be attached to CTT110 and currently this will be the only course 
fee for the program.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Used to pay for AED pre-assessment testing.

DHE120 All Sections Pre-Clinical Dental Hygiene Increased Costs $2100.00 $2205.00 20 $2100.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This is an existing course; first dental hygiene course of the curriculum so students need a lot of equipment.  The equipment will remain the same as Fall 2019,  but 
after speaking with the vendor who provided supplies last year, I propose increasing fees 5% to cover this.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

This is an existing course; first dental hygiene course of the curriculum so students need a lot of equipment.  The equipment will remain the same as Fall 2019,  but 
after speaking with the vendor who provided supplies last year, I propose increasing fees.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Fees pay for supplies which students continue to use for all 4 semesters of the program. Raising course fees by 5% to cover increased cost of equipment.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Equipment to take x-rays, instruments to clean teeth, fake mouths to practice on, safety equipment such as instrument cassettes and gloves.  Students will use for all 
4 semesters and can take into practice.

DHE213 All Sections Dental Hygiene Clinic II Increased Costs $2150.00 $2205.00 19 $1045.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
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DHE213 All Sections Dental Hygiene Clinic II Increased Costs $2150.00 $2205.00 19 $1045.00

This is an existing course; students are building skills and need additional equipment.  The equipment will remain the same, but after speaking with our vendor, we 
are requesting an additional 5% to cover equipment cost increases.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

This is an existing course; students are building skills and need additional equipment.  The equipment will remain the same, but after speaking with our vendor, we 
are requesting an additional 5% to cover equipment cost increases.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Fees pay for supplies which students continue to use for the next 2 semesters.  In DHE120 (above) student fees pay for novice equipment.  In this class they 
purchase dental instruments to us on harder patients because they have more experience.  Additionally, student fees purchase magnification loupes which student 
will use in private practice.  They are considered an industry standard.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Advance instrument kits, magnification loupes.

GTC127 All Sections Beginning Woodworking Increased Costs $0.00 $150.00 24 $3600.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Wood working courses requires consumables and perishables (e.g. lumber, fasteners, hardware, cold rolled steel, hot rolled steel, perishable tooling) to accomplish 
the learning goals of these courses. The new set of courses will require the following fees to ensure the learning experience is maintained and the learning goals are 
achieved.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Introduction to woodworking fundamentals and applications. Familiarization with the basic woodworking tools emphasizing the safe and proper use of woodworking 
hand tools and stationary and portable power tools. Class projects develop a working project plan, identify material needs, cost analysis, basic construction of the 
project, and basic finishing techniques.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Fee is used specifically to cover the student cost of Supplies within the construction wood working classes. Students will have the necessary materials to implement 
the knowledge, skills, and habits of mind required for success in the woodworking courses.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Consumables for practicing woodworking systems.

GTC128 All Sections Intermediate Woodworking Increased Costs $0.00 $150.00 24 $3600.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
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GTC128 All Sections Intermediate Woodworking Increased Costs $0.00 $150.00 24 $3600.00

Woodworking courses requires consumables and perishables (e.g. lumber, fasteners, hardware, cold rolled steel, hot rolled steel, perishable tooling) to accomplish 
the learning goals of these courses. The new set of courses will require the following fees to ensure the learning experience is maintained and the learning goals are 
achieved.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Intermediate woodworking fundamentals and applications. Familiarization with the basic woodworking tools emphasizing the safe and proper use of woodworking 
hand tools and stationary and portable power tools. Class projects develop a working project plan, identify material needs, cost analysis, basic construction of the 
project, and basic finishing techniques.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Fee is used specifically to cover the student cost of Supplies within the construction wood working classes.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Consumables for practicing woodworking systems.

GTC130 All Sections Furniture Construction I Increased Costs $0.00 $150.00 24 $3600.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Wood working courses requires consumables and perishables (e.g. lumber, fasteners, hardware, cold rolled steel, hot rolled steel, perishable tooling) to accomplish 
the learning goals of these courses. The new set of courses will require the following fees to ensure the learning experience is maintained and the learning goals are 
achieved.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Furniture Construction fundamentals and applications. Familiarization with the basic woodworking tools emphasizing the safe and proper use of woodworking hand 
tools and stationary and portable power tools. Class projects develop a working project plan, identify material needs, cost analysis, basic construction of the project, 
and basic finishing techniques.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Fee is used specifically to cover the student cost of Supplies within the construction wood working classes. Students will have the necessary materials to implement 
the knowledge, skills, and habits of mind required for success in the woodworking courses.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Consumables for practicing furniture construction woodworking systems.

GTC144 All Sections Introduction to Cabinetmaking Increased Costs $0.00 $150.00 24 $3600.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
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GTC144 All Sections Introduction to Cabinetmaking Increased Costs $0.00 $150.00 24 $3600.00

Wood working courses requires consumables and perishables (e.g. lumber, fasteners, hardware, cold rolled steel, hot rolled steel, perishable tooling) to accomplish 
the learning goals of these courses. The new set of courses will require the following fees to ensure the learning experience is maintained and the learning goals are 
achieved.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Intro to Cabinetmaking fundamentals and applications. Familiarization with the basic woodworking tools emphasizing the safe and proper use of woodworking hand 
tools and stationary and portable power tools. Class projects develop a working project plan, identify material needs, cost analysis, basic construction of the project, 
and basic finishing techniques.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Fee is used specifically to cover the student cost of Supplies within the construction wood working classes. Students will have the necessary materials to implement 
the knowledge, skills, and habits of mind required for success in the woodworking courses.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Consumables for practicing cabinetmaking construction woodworking systems.

VET200 All Sections Veterinary Clinical Pathology Methods Increased Costs $45.00 $100.00 24 $1320.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The Veterinary Technology Program is accredited through the AVMA (American Veterinary Medical Association). Part of accreditation the program must show 
teaching methods that emulate modern contemporary practices including current medications and tools used in industry. The cost of medical supplies and drugs has 
increased above what our current lab fees can cover.  Currently, Fall 19, we have 16 students and have exceeded the course fees due to cost of lab supplies. The 
Fall 19 VET220 spent twice the lab fee for each student to meet our requirements and needs.  Fall19 fee $45/student, cost of consumables was $155.00/student.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Increasing the Veterinary Technology course fees will allow the program to purchase medical supplies necessary for students to learn essential skills as mandated by 
the AVMA Standards of accreditation. All Veterinary Technology students are required to complete a list of Essential Skills to be qualified to graduate and sit the 
National Veterinary Technician Exam to become credentialed.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Fees will be used to purchase necessary equipment and lab supplies for students to learn how a modern veterinary clinic would run clinical labs in-house, such as 
complete blood cell counts, blood chemistries, infectious disease test, blood type/cross-matching, urinalysis, and fecal exams on animals of several different species.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

HM5 Reagent Pack, microscope slides, cover slips, cytology slides, exam gloves, cytology stains, blood collection tubes, syringes and needles, fecal cups, solutions 
for performing clinical pathology tests, commercial Elisa and RAST test.  All items are used up in lab and not sent home with students.
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ACC215 All Sections Governmental and Not-For-Profit Accounting New Fees $0.00 $5.00 24 $120.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

New Course Offering for the department.  All of the Business Students have access to the Business Computer Open Lab and are able to use the lab, have access to 
assistance from lab personnel and print without charge as our courses all have a fee on them.  The fee covers the cost of employee lab staff, printing and other 
student supplies such as staples, pens, pencils, markers, poster boards and paper clips.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

It will pay for lab staff and accounting tutor to assist the students, class materials and lab materials that will allow the student to be more successful and have the tools 
to advance in their studies at Phoenix College and enter the workforce well prepared.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Tutor and staff - $3.00  Printing and supplies - $2.00 - See Below

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Printing and supplies (staples, pens, pencils, markers, poster boards, paper clips and other student resources) $2.00

ACC222 All Sections Payroll Accounting New Fees $0.00 $5.00 24 $120.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

New Course Offering for the department.  All of the Business Students have access to the Business Computer Open Lab and are able to use the lab, have access to 
assistance from lab personnel and print without charge as our courses all have a fee on them.  The fee covers the cost of employee lab staff, printing and other 
student supplies such as staples, pens, pencils, markers, poster boards and paper clips.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

It will pay for lab staff and accounting tutor to assist the students, class materials and lab materials that will allow the student to be more successful and have the tools 
to advance in their studies at Phoenix College and enter the workforce well prepared.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Tutor and staff - $3.00  Printing and supplies - $2.00 - See Below

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Printing and supplies (staples, pens, pencils, markers, poster boards, paper clips and other student resources) $2.00

ACC224 All Sections Tax Practice Administration and Business 
Entity Analysis New Course $0.00 $5.00 24 $120.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
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ACC224 All Sections Tax Practice Administration and Business 
Entity Analysis New Course $0.00 $5.00 24 $120.00

This New Course designed to prepare students for the Enrolled Agent exam not covered in the ACC221 Tax Accounting course.  New Course Offering for the 
department.  All of the Business Students have access to the Business Computer Open Lab and are able to use the lab, have access to assistance from lab 
personnel and print without charge as our courses all have a fee on them.  The fee covers the cost of employee lab staff, printing and other student supplies such as 
staples, pens, pencils, markers, poster boards and paper clips.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

It will pay for lab staff and accounting tutor to assist the students, class materials and lab materials that will allow the student to be more successful and have the tools 
to advance in their studies at Phoenix College and enter the workforce well prepared.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Tutor and staff - $3.00
Printing and supplies - $2.00 - See Below

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Printing and supplies (staples, pens, pencils, markers, poster boards, paper clips and other student resources) $2.00

AST112 All Sections Introduction to Stars, Galaxies, and 
Cosmology New Fees $0.00 $4.00 24 $96.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The proposed fee is to cover the cost of various materials handed out during the semester. These paper materials are used by students in various in-class activities 
and the students retain these material for their benefit throughout the semester.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The printed materials are pedagogical activities derived from research on active learning techniques.  The printed materials help guide students in developing critical 
thinking skills, time management, and achieving deeper understanding of course objectives.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees will pay for the printing of open source materials and other writing activities designed by the instructors in astronomy courses.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The fees will pay for the printing of open source materials and other writing activities designed by the instructors in astronomy courses.

CIS103 All Sections Introduction to Social Media New Fees $0.00 $25.00 24 $600.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The fee of $5.00 was inadvertently applied in Spring and Fall 2019.    All of the Business Students have access to the Business Computer Open Lab and are able to 
use the lab, have access to assistance from lab personnel and print without charge as our courses all have a fee on them.  The fee covers the cost of employee lab 
staff, printing and other student supplies such as staples, pens, pencils, markers, poster boards and paper clips.
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CIS103 All Sections Introduction to Social Media New Fees $0.00 $25.00 24 $600.00

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

It will pay for lab staff and tutor to assist the students, class materials and lab materials that will allow the student to be more successful and have the tools to advance 
in their studies at Phoenix College and enter the workforce well prepared.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Tutor and staff - $15.00
Printing and supplies - $10.00 - See Below

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Printing and supplies (storage medium, computer supplies, staples, pens, pencils, markers, poster boards, paper clips and other student resources) $10.00

CIS111 All Sections Ethics in Information Technology New Fees $0.00 $15.00 24 $360.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The fee of $5.00 was inadvertently applied in Fall 2019. This course is now a requirement in multiple business programs as a requirement offered at PC and new for 
the department.   All of the Business Students have access to the Business Computer Open Lab and are able to use the lab, have access to assistance from lab 
personnel and print without charge as our courses all have a fee on them.  The fee covers the cost of employee lab staff, printing and other student supplies such as 
staples, pens, pencils, markers, poster boards and paper clips.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

It will pay for lab staff and tutor to assist the students, class materials and lab materials that will allow the student to be more successful and have the tools to advance 
in their studies at Phoenix College and enter the workforce well prepared.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Tutor and staff - $5.00
Printing and supplies - $10.00 - See Below

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Printing and supplies (storage medium, computer supplies, staples, pens, pencils, markers, poster boards, paper clips and other student resources) $10.00

CIS120DA All Sections Introduction to Digital Video Editing: Adobe 
Premiere New Fees $0.00 $25.00 24 $600.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This course is now a requirement in multiple business programs as a requirement offered at PC and new for the department.   All of the Business Students have 
access to the Business Computer Open Lab and are able to use the lab, have access to assistance from lab personnel and print without charge as our courses all 
have a fee on them.  The fee covers the cost of employee lab staff, printing and other student supplies such as staples, pens, pencils, markers, poster boards and 
paper clips.
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CIS120DA All Sections Introduction to Digital Video Editing: Adobe 
Premiere New Fees $0.00 $25.00 24 $600.00

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

It will pay for lab staff and tutor to assist the students, class materials and lab materials that will allow the student to be more successful and have the tools to advance 
in their studies at Phoenix College and enter the workforce well prepared.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Tutor and staff - $15.00
Printing and supplies - $10.00 - See Below

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Printing and supplies (storage medium, computer supplies, staples, pens, pencils, markers, poster boards, paper clips and other student resources) $10.00

CIS121AI All Sections Mac Operating System New Fees $0.00 $5.00 24 $120.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This course is now a requirement in multiple business programs as a requirement offered at PC and new for the department.   All of the Business Students have 
access to the Business Computer Open Lab and are able to use the lab, have access to assistance from lab personnel and print without charge as our courses all 
have a fee on them.  The fee covers the cost of employee lab staff, printing and other student supplies such as staples, pens, pencils, markers, poster boards and 
paper clips.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

It will pay for lab staff and tutor to assist the students, class materials and lab materials that will allow the student to be more successful and have the tools to advance 
in their studies at Phoenix College and enter the workforce well prepared.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Tutor and staff - $3.00
Printing and supplies - $2.00 - See Below

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Printing and supplies (storage medium, computer supplies, staples, pens, pencils, markers, poster boards, paper clips and other student resources) $2.00

CIS156 All Sections Python Programming: Level I New Fees $0.00 $25.00 24 $600.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This course is now a requirement in multiple business programs as a requirement offered at PC and new for the department.   All of the Business Students have 
access to the Business Computer Open Lab and are able to use the lab, have access to assistance from lab personnel and print without charge as our courses all 
have a fee on them.  The fee covers the cost of employee lab staff, printing and other student supplies such as staples, pens, pencils, markers, poster boards and 
paper clips.
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CIS156 All Sections Python Programming: Level I New Fees $0.00 $25.00 24 $600.00

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

It will pay for lab staff and tutor to assist the students, class materials and lab materials that will allow the student to be more successful and have the tools to advance 
in their studies at Phoenix College and enter the workforce well prepared.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Tutor and staff - $15.00
Printing and supplies - $10.00 - See Below

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Printing and supplies (storage medium, computer supplies, staples, pens, pencils, markers, poster boards, paper clips and other student resources) $10.00

CIS165 All Sections Introduction to IOS Application Development New Fees $0.00 $25.00 24 $600.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Fee of $25 was inadvertently applied in fall 2019. This course is now a requirement in multiple business programs as a requirement offered at PC and new for the 
department.   All of the Business Students have access to the Business Computer Open Lab and are able to use the lab, have access to assistance from lab 
personnel and print without charge as our courses all have a fee on them.  The fee covers the cost of employee lab staff, printing and other student supplies such as 
staples, pens, pencils, markers, poster boards and paper clips.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

It will pay for lab staff and tutor to assist the students, class materials and lab materials that will allow the student to be more successful and have the tools to advance 
in their studies at Phoenix College and enter the workforce well prepared.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Tutor and staff - $15.00
Printing and supplies - $10.00 - See Below

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Printing and supplies (storage medium, computer supplies, staples, pens, pencils, markers, poster boards, paper clips and other student resources) $10.00

CIS165DA All Sections Android Mobile Device Programming New Fees $0.00 $25.00 24 $600.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This course is now a requirement in multiple business programs as a requirement offered at PC and new for the department.   All of the Business Students have 
access to the Business Computer Open Lab and are able to use the lab, have access to assistance from lab personnel and print without charge as our courses all 
have a fee on them.  The fee covers the cost of employee lab staff, printing and other student supplies such as staples, pens, pencils, markers, poster boards and 
paper clips.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?
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CIS165DA All Sections Android Mobile Device Programming New Fees $0.00 $25.00 24 $600.00

It will pay for lab staff and tutor to assist the students, class materials and lab materials that will allow the student to be more successful and have the tools to advance 
in their studies at Phoenix College and enter the workforce well prepared.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Tutor and staff - $15.00
Printing and supplies - $10.00 - See Below

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Printing and supplies (storage medium, computer supplies, staples, pens, pencils, markers, poster boards, paper clips and other student resources) $10.00

CIS165DB All Sections C#/VB.NET: Windows 8 App Development New Fees $0.00 $25.00 24 $600.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This course is now a requirement in multiple business programs as a requirement offered at PC and new for the department.   All of the Business Students have 
access to the Business Computer Open Lab and are able to use the lab, have access to assistance from lab personnel and print without charge as our courses all 
have a fee on them.  The fee covers the cost of employee lab staff, printing and other student supplies such as staples, pens, pencils, markers, poster boards and 
paper clips.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

It will pay for lab staff and tutor to assist the students, class materials and lab materials that will allow the student to be more successful and have the tools to advance 
in their studies at Phoenix College and enter the workforce well prepared.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Tutor and staff - $15.00
Printing and supplies - $10.00 - See Below

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Printing and supplies (storage medium, computer supplies, staples, pens, pencils, markers, poster boards, paper clips and other student resources) $10.00

CIS165DC All Sections Xamarin/C# Cross-Platform Development New Fees $0.00 $25.00 24 $600.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This course is now a requirement in multiple business programs as a requirement offered at PC and new for the department.   All of the Business Students have 
access to the Business Computer Open Lab and are able to use the lab, have access to assistance from lab personnel and print without charge as our courses all 
have a fee on them.  The fee covers the cost of employee lab staff, printing and other student supplies such as staples, pens, pencils, markers, poster boards and 
paper clips.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?
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CIS165DC All Sections Xamarin/C# Cross-Platform Development New Fees $0.00 $25.00 24 $600.00

It will pay for lab staff and tutor to assist the students, class materials and lab materials that will allow the student to be more successful and have the tools to advance 
in their studies at Phoenix College and enter the workforce well prepared.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Tutor and staff - $15.00
Printing and supplies - $10.00 - See Below

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Printing and supplies (storage medium, computer supplies, staples, pens, pencils, markers, poster boards, paper clips and other student resources) $10.00

CIS265 All Sections Advanced iOS Application Development New Fees $0.00 $25.00 24 $600.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This course is now a requirement in multiple business programs as a requirement offered at PC and new for the department.   All of the Business Students have 
access to the Business Computer Open Lab and are able to use the lab, have access to assistance from lab personnel and print without charge as our courses all 
have a fee on them.  The fee covers the cost of employee lab staff, printing and other student supplies such as staples, pens, pencils, markers, poster boards and 
paper clips.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

It will pay for lab staff and tutor to assist the students, class materials and lab materials that will allow the student to be more successful and have the tools to advance 
in their studies at Phoenix College and enter the workforce well prepared.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Tutor and staff - $15.00
Printing and supplies - $10.00 - See Below

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Printing and supplies (storage medium, computer supplies, staples, pens, pencils, markers, poster boards, paper clips and other student resources) $10.00

CIS265DA All Sections Advanced Android Application Development New Fees $0.00 $25.00 24 $600.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This course is now a requirement in multiple business programs as a requirement offered at PC and new for the department.   All of the Business Students have 
access to the Business Computer Open Lab and are able to use the lab, have access to assistance from lab personnel and print without charge as our courses all 
have a fee on them.  The fee covers the cost of employee lab staff, printing and other student supplies such as staples, pens, pencils, markers, poster boards and 
paper clips.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?
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CIS265DA All Sections Advanced Android Application Development New Fees $0.00 $25.00 24 $600.00

It will pay for lab staff and tutor to assist the students, class materials and lab materials that will allow the student to be more successful and have the tools to advance 
in their studies at Phoenix College and enter the workforce well prepared.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Tutor and staff - $15.00
Printing and supplies - $10.00 - See Below

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Printing and supplies (storage medium, computer supplies, staples, pens, pencils, markers, poster boards, paper clips and other student resources) $10.00

EMT104LL All Sections Emergency Medical Technology Practicum New Course $0.00 $50.00 30 $1500.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

NEW Course for EMT Program Fall 2020
Designed as the simulated Emergency Medical Technician (EMT) practicum in which the student synthesizes standard of care and scope of practice with 
comprehensive assessment and diagnostic technology, patient advocacy, ethical and professional behaviors, critical thinking, decision-making, and patient 
management of medical and trauma emergencies. Provides scenario-based learning applied to the techniques of emergency medical care in accordance with national 
and state curriculum.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The fee will continue to help students learning by providing the supplies and materials to perform the patient assessments and psychomotor skills required by the 
Arizona Department of Health Services rule in scenario based-learning environment applied to the techniques of emergency medical care in accordance with national 
and state curriculum.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees will be used to off-set the costs for skilled evaluators and to purchase consumables used by students such as gloves, masks, oxygen devices and adjuncts, 
bandages, splints, gloves, tapes and other supplies used by emergency responders in an emergency simulation.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Fees used directly by students are consumables such as first aid supplies, bandages, splints, oxygen masks, mouth-to-mouth guards, gloves and other supplies used 
by emergency responders in an emergency simulation.

EPS150 All Sections Introduction to Entrepreneurship New Fees $0.00 $5.00 24 $120.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This course is a requirement in the Entrepreneurship program now offered at PC.  New Course Offering for the department.  All of the Business Students have access 
to the Business Computer Open Lab and are able to use the lab, have access to assistance from lab personnel and print without charge as our courses all have a fee 
on them.  The fee covers the cost of employee lab staff, printing and other student supplies such as staples, pens, pencils, markers, poster boards and paper clips.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?
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EPS150 All Sections Introduction to Entrepreneurship New Fees $0.00 $5.00 24 $120.00

It will pay for lab staff and tutor to assist the students, class materials and lab materials that will allow the student to be more successful and have the tools to advance 
in their studies at Phoenix College and enter the workforce well prepared.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Tutor and staff - $3.00
Printing and supplies - $2.00 - See Below

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Printing and supplies (staples, pens, pencils, markers, poster boards, paper clips and other student resources) $2.00

GBS132 All Sections Personal and Family Financial Security New Fees $0.00 $5.00 24 $120.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This course is a requirement in the Banking and Finance program as a requirement and a new offering for PC.   All of the Business Students have access to the 
Business Computer Open Lab and are able to use the lab, have access to assistance from lab personnel and print without charge as our courses all have a fee on 
them.  The fee covers the cost of employee lab staff, printing and other student supplies such as staples, pens, pencils, markers, poster boards and paper clips.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

It will pay for lab staff and tutor to assist the students, class materials and lab materials that will allow the student to be more successful and have the tools to advance 
in their studies at Phoenix College and enter the workforce well prepared.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Tutor and staff - $3.00
Printing and supplies - $2.00 - See Below

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Printing and supplies (staples, pens, pencils, markers, poster boards, paper clips and other student resources) $2.00

HIM103 All Sections Long Term Care Delivery New Course $0.00 $50.00 12 $600.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The field of Health Information Management (HIM) has evolved to meet the newly established National electronic health record standards.  The proposed course fee 
is to support the students with the required technology now used in the field of health information technology (HIT).  This new course is a Required Course in the Long 
Term Care Settings program.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The course fee will advance student learning by providing the most current software applications used in business and industry in a virtual lab to support health 
information technology and management.  Students use the applications to gain real-world experience with the simulations within the applications. This learned skill 
and knowledge are requirements for accreditation and provide students with a more practical application when they enter the workforce.
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HIM103 All Sections Long Term Care Delivery New Course $0.00 $50.00 12 $600.00

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees is be used to maintain the virtual lab software/applications used in the curriculum throughout the program. In addition, fees will support student learning by 
providing specialized tutoring since the curriculum focuses specifically on healthcare data.  The tutoring will support some students challenged by the content and 
help others in coding-related and statistic content that is difficult to comprehend.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The specific supplies paid for by fees are the software applications used in the various courses within the programs applied and the tutoring services provided.

HIM160 All Sections Health Data and Content New Course $0.00 $50.00 12 $600.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The field of Health Information Management (HIM) has evolved to meet the newly established National electronic health record standards.  The proposed course fee 
is to support the students with the required technology now used in the field of health information technology (HIT).  This new course is replacing HIM140 and 
HIM150.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The fees is be used to maintain the virtual lab software/applications used in the curriculum throughout the program. In addition, fees will support student learning by 
providing specialized tutoring since the curriculum focuses specifically on healthcare data.  The tutoring will support some students challenged by the content and 
help others in coding-related and statistic content that is difficult to comprehend.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees is be used to maintain the virtual lab software/applications used in the curriculum throughout the program. In addition, fees will support student learning by 
providing specialized tutoring since the curriculum focuses specifically on healthcare data.  The tutoring will support some students challenged by the content and 
help others in coding-related and statistic content that is difficult to comprehend.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The specific supplies paid for by fees are the software applications used in the various courses within the programs applied and the tutoring services provided.

HIM203 All Sections Healthcare Statistics and Data Analytics New Course $0.00 $50.00 12 $600.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The field of Health Information Management (HIM) has evolved to meet the newly established National electronic health record standards.  The proposed course fee 
is to support the students with the required technology now used in the field of health information technology (HIT).

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The course fee will advance student learning by providing the most current software applications used in business and industry in a virtual lab to support health 
information technology and management.  Students use the applications to gain real-world experience with the simulations within the applications. This learned skill 
and knowledge are requirements for accreditation and provide students with a more practical application when they enter the workforce.
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HIM203 All Sections Healthcare Statistics and Data Analytics New Course $0.00 $50.00 12 $600.00

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees is be used to maintain the virtual lab software/applications used in the curriculum throughout the program. In addition, fees will support student learning by 
providing specialized tutoring since the curriculum focuses specifically on healthcare data.  The tutoring will support some students challenged by the content and 
help others in coding-related and statistic content that is difficult to comprehend.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The specific supplies paid for by fees are the software applications used in the various courses within the programs applied and the tutoring services provided.

HIM209 All Sections Procedural Coding Systems for Non-Coders New Course $0.00 $50.00 12 $600.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The field of Health Information Management (HIM) has evolved to meet the newly established National electronic health record standards.  The proposed course fee 
is to support the students with the required technology now used in the field of health information technology (HIT).

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The course fee will advance student learning by providing the most current software applications used in business and industry in a virtual lab to support health 
information technology and management.  Students use the applications to gain real-world experience with the simulations within the applications. This learned skill 
and knowledge are requirements for accreditation and provide students with a more practical application when they enter the workforce.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees is be used to maintain the virtual lab software/applications used in the curriculum throughout the program. In addition, fees will support student learning by 
providing specialized tutoring since the curriculum focuses specifically on healthcare data.  The tutoring will support some students challenged by the content and 
help others in coding-related and statistic content that is difficult to comprehend.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The specific supplies paid for by fees are the software applications used in the various courses within the programs applied and the tutoring services provided.

HIM213 All Sections CPT and HCPCS CODING New Course $0.00 $50.00 12 $600.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The field of Health Information Management (HIM) has evolved to meet the newly established National electronic health record standards.  The proposed course fee 
is to support the students with the required technology now used in the field of health information technology (HIT).

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The course fee will advance student learning by providing the most current software applications used in business and industry in a virtual lab to support health 
information technology and management.  Students use the applications to gain real-world experience with the simulations within the applications. This learned skill 
and knowledge are requirements for accreditation and provide students with a more practical application when they enter the workforce.

Usage - How will the fees be used?
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HIM213 All Sections CPT and HCPCS CODING New Course $0.00 $50.00 12 $600.00

The fees is be used to maintain the virtual lab software/applications used in the curriculum throughout the program. In addition, fees will support student learning by 
providing specialized tutoring since the curriculum focuses specifically on healthcare data.  The tutoring will support some students challenged by the content and 
help others in coding-related and statistic content that is difficult to comprehend.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The specific supplies paid for by fees are the software applications used in the various courses within the programs applied and the tutoring services provided.

HIM232 All Sections Health Data Management Professional 
Practice New Course $0.00 $50.00 12 $600.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The field of Health Information Management (HIM) has evolved to meet the newly established National electronic health record standards.  The proposed course fee 
is to support the students with the required technology now used in the field of health information technology (HIT).

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The course fee will advance student learning by providing the most current software applications used in business and industry in a virtual lab to support health 
information technology and management.  Students use the applications to gain real-world experience with the simulations within the applications. This learned skill 
and knowledge are requirements for accreditation and provide students with a more practical application when they enter the workforce.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees is be used to maintain the virtual lab software/applications used in the curriculum throughout the program. In addition, fees will support student learning by 
providing specialized tutoring since the curriculum focuses specifically on healthcare data.  The tutoring will support some students challenged by the content and 
help others in coding-related and statistic content that is difficult to comprehend.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The specific supplies paid for by fees are the software applications used in the various courses within the programs applied and the tutoring services provided.

HIM235 All Sections revenue Cycle Management Professional 
Practice New Course $0.00 $50.00 12 $600.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The field of Health Information Management (HIM) has evolved to meet the newly established National electronic health record standards.  The proposed course fee 
is to support the students with the required technology now used in the field of health information technology (HIT).

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The course fee will advance student learning by providing the most current software applications used in business and industry in a virtual lab to support health 
information technology and management.  Students use the applications to gain real-world experience with the simulations within the applications. This learned skill 
and knowledge are requirements for accreditation and provide students with a more practical application when they enter the workforce.

Usage - How will the fees be used?
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HIM235 All Sections revenue Cycle Management Professional 
Practice New Course $0.00 $50.00 12 $600.00

The fees is be used to maintain the virtual lab software/applications used in the curriculum throughout the program. In addition, fees will support student learning by 
providing specialized tutoring since the curriculum focuses specifically on healthcare data.  The tutoring will support some students challenged by the content and 
help others in coding-related and statistic content that is difficult to comprehend.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The specific supplies paid for by fees are the software applications used in the various courses within the programs applied and the tutoring services provided.

MAT103 All Sections College Mathematics Prep New Course $0.00 $10.00 75 $750.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This new course is to meet the District-wide Developmental Education changes for students to complete their first college-level math courses within two semesters; 
replaces the existing MAT08x, Basic Arithmetic courses.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The course fee helps students advance their learning objectives by providing access to Success Specialists (aka tutoring) as well as access to the software with math-
related content, Open Educational Resource like the MOER (Maricopa Open Educational Resource) Learning System, and instructional videos.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fee will be used to support Success Specialists and to support the cost to repair and or update technologies purchased for student learning.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The supplies (software) and equipment (computers, tablets) purchased are used directly by students during the scheduled class times.

MAT114 All Sections College Algebra Prep New Course $0.00 $10.00 252 $2520.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This new course is to meet the District-wide Developmental Education changes for students to complete their first college-level math courses within two semesters; 
replaces the existing MAT09x, Introductory Algebra, and MAT12x, Intermediate Algebra, courses.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The course fee helps students advance their learning objectives by providing access to Success Specialists (aka tutoring) as well as access to the software with math-
related content, Open Educational Resource like the MOER (Maricopa Open Educational Resource) Learning System, and instructional videos.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fee will be used to support Success Specialists and to support the cost to repair and or update technologies purchased for student learning.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The supplies (software) and equipment (computers, tablets) purchased are used directly by students during the scheduled class times.
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MGT126 All Sections Customer Service Skills and Strategies New Fees $0.00 $5.00 24 $120.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This course is now a requirement in multiple business programs as a requirement offered at PC and new for the department.   All of the Business Students have 
access to the Business Computer Open Lab and are able to use the lab, have access to assistance from lab personnel and print without charge as our courses all 
have a fee on them.  The fee covers the cost of employee lab staff, printing and other student supplies such as staples, pens, pencils, markers, poster boards and 
paper clips.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

It will pay for lab staff and tutor to assist the students, class materials and lab materials that will allow the student to be more successful and have the tools to advance 
in their studies at Phoenix College and enter the workforce well prepared.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Tutor and staff - $3.00
Printing and supplies - $2.00 - See Below

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Printing and supplies (staples, pens, pencils, markers, poster boards, paper clips and other student resources) $2.00

PME190 All Sections Introduction to ECG Rhythm Analysis and 
Interpretation for EMS Professionals New Course $25.00 $50.00 30 $750.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The PME Subject is a new subject for the MCCCD Paramedicine programs delivered across the district. Designed to provide the allied healthcare provider with basic 
skills in drug administration, drug profiles and drug calculation in the emergency setting.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students advance their learning objectives by being provided with the most current standards and techniques in the field of emergency response using state of the art 
supplies and tools for seriously injured and acutely ill patients.
The benefit to business and industry is the ability to transition from academic learning from a foremost training institution to real life occupational application without 
causing or inducing any learning curves because of outdated or substandard equipment. The students success in Paramedicine can be directly impacted by that 
students available practice and mastery of skill and tool usage.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Thee fees will be used to provide students with the consumables to complete the learning objections for simulation practice for the treatment of patients requiring 
emergency medical treatment.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The supplies used directly by students are gloves, biohazard sharps box, manikins, tape, syringes, needles, IV kits, IV tubings, IV fluids and other consumables used 
to threat patients in an emergency situation.
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PME191 All Sections Introduction to Pharmacology for EMS 
Professionals New Course $25.00 $50.00 30 $750.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The PME Subject is a new subject for the MCCCD Paramedicine programs delivered across the district. Designed to provide the allied healthcare provider with basic 
skills in analysis and interpretation of sinus, atrial, junctional and ventricular rhythms from electrocardiographs (ECG) in the emergency setting. Also addresses heart 
block and electronically paced rhythm

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students advance their learning objectives by being provided with the most current standards and techniques in the field of emergency response using state of the art 
supplies and tools for seriously injured and acutely ill patients. The benefit to business and industry is the ability to transition from academic learning from a foremost 
training institution to real life occupational application without causing or inducing any learning curves because of outdated or substandard equipment. The students 
success in Paramedicine can be directly impacted by that students available practice and mastery of skill and tool usage.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees will be used to purchase the consumables used in simulations of a cardiovascular emergency to apply to patients needing emergency treatment.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The supplies used directly by students are gloves, manikins, tape, ECG paper and other consumables used to threat patients in an emergency situation.

PME201 All Sections
Advanced Cardiac Life Support (ACLS) 
Initial Provider in Paramedicine, 30: ACLS 
Initial Provider

New Course $25.00 $50.00 30 $750.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The PME Subject is a new subject for the MCCCD Paramedicine programs delivered across the district.Designed to provide the knowledge and skills needed to 
recognize and manage cardiopulmonary arrest, acute dysrhythmia, stroke, and acute coronary syndromes according to current emergency cardiovascular care (ECC) 
guidelines. Integrates knowledge of basic electrocardiographic rhythm interpretation, pharmacologic agents, and other interventions used in advanced cardiac life 
support.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students advance their learning objectives by being provided with the most current AHA ACLS standards and techniques in the field of emergency response using the 
scenario based lab simulation supplies and tools for seriously ill patients. The benefit to business and industry is the ability to transition from academic learning from a 
foremost training institution to real life occupational application without causing or inducing any learning curves because of outdated or substandard equipment. The 
students success in Paramedicine can be directly impacted by that students available practice and mastery of skill and tool usage.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees will be used to purchase the consumables used in simulations for adult cardiovascular emergency to apply to patients needing heart problems including 
cardiac arrest management.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
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PME201 All Sections
Advanced Cardiac Life Support (ACLS) 
Initial Provider in Paramedicine, 30: ACLS 
Initial Provider

New Course $25.00 $50.00 30 $750.00

The supplies used directly by students are gloves, mask, manikins, supplemental oxygen and devices, airway soft and hard supplies and equipment,  cardiac 
monitoring supplies and eauipment, biohazard box,  sanitizing agent and other consumables used to threat patients in an acute coronary dieases and cardiac arrest 
situation.

PME202 All Sections Pediatric Advanced Life Support (PALS) 
Initial Provider in Paramedicine New Course $25.00 $50.00 30 $750.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The PME Subject is a new subject for the MCCCD Paramedicine programs delivered across the district. Designed to provide the knowledge and skills needed to 
recognize and manage an infant, child or adolescent in respiratory compromise, circulatory compromise, or cardiopulmonary arrest according to current Pediatric 
Advanced Life Support (PALS) and emergency cardiovascular care (ECC) guidelines. Integrates knowledge of basic electrocardiographic rhythm interpretation, 
pharmacologic agents, and other interventions used in pediatric emergencies.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students advance their learning objectives by being provided with the most current AHA PALS standards and techniques in the field of emergency response using the 
state of the scenario based lab simulation supplies and tools for seriously injured and acutely ill patients. The benefit to business and industry is the ability to transition 
from academic learning from a foremost training institution to real life occupational application without causing or inducing any learning curves because of outdated or 
substandard equipment. The students success in Paramedicine can be directly impacted by that students available practice and mastery of skill and tool usage.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees will be used to purchase the consumables used in simulations for pediatric cardiovascular emergency to apply to patients needing heart problems including 
cardiac arrest management.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The supplies used directly by students are gloves, mask, manikins, supplemental oxygen and devices, airway soft and hard supplies and equipment,  cardiac 
monitoring, monitoring devices, biohazard box,  sanitizing agent and other consumables used to threat pediatric patients with heart problems and cardiac arrest 
situation.

PME203 All Sections
Pediatric Emergencies for Prehospital 
Professionals (PEPP) Initial Provider in 
Paramedicine

New Course $0.00 $50.00 30 $1500.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The PME Subject is a new subject for the MCCCD Paramedicine programs delivered across the district. Designed to provide the knowledge and skills needed to 
recognize and manage an infant, child or adolescent in respiratory compromise, circulatory compromise, or cardiopulmonary arrest according to current Pediatric 
Emergencies for Prehospital Professionals (PEPP) and emergency cardiovascular care (ECC) guidelines. Integrates knowledge of basic electrocardiographic rhythm 
interpretation, pharmacologic agents, and other interventions used in pediatric emergencies.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?
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PME203 All Sections
Pediatric Emergencies for Prehospital 
Professionals (PEPP) Initial Provider in 
Paramedicine

New Course $0.00 $50.00 30 $1500.00

Students advance their learning objectives by being provided with the most current AAOS PEPP standards and techniques in the field of emergency response using 
the state of the scenario based lab simulation supplies and tools for seriously injured and acutely ill patients. The benefit to business and industry is the ability to 
transition from academic learning from a foremost training institution to real life occupational application without causing or inducing any learning curves because of 
outdated or substandard equipment. The students success in Paramedicine can be directly impacted by that students available practice and mastery of skill and tool 
usage.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees will be used to purchase the consumables used in simulations of a pediatric medical and trauma emergency to apply to patients needing emergency 
treatment.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The supplies used directly by students are gloves, mask, manikins, supplemental oxygen and devices, airway soft and hard supplies and equipment,  cardiac 
monitoring, monitoring devices, biohazard box,  sanitizing agent and other consumables used to threat pediatric patients with medical and trauma emergency 
situation.

PME205 All Sections Neonatal Resuscitation Provider (NRP) in 
Paramedicine New Course $0.00 $50.00 30 $1500.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The PME Subject is a new subject for the MCCCD Paramedicine programs delivered across the district. Designed to provide the knowledge and skills needed to 
recognize and manage various medical conditions according to the National Association of EMTs (NAEMT) Advanced Medical Life Support (AMLS) guidelines. Skills 
are sequenced and synthesized into simulations.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students advance their learning objectives by being provided with the most current NAEMT AMLS standards and techniques in the field of emergency response using 
the state of the scenario based lab simulation supplies and tools for seriously injured and acutely ill patients. The benefit to business and industry is the ability to 
transition from academic learning from a foremost training institution to real life occupational application without causing or inducing any learning curves because of 
outdated or substandard equipment. The students success in Paramedicine can be directly impacted by that students available practice and mastery of skill and tool 
usage.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees will be used to purchase the consumables used in simulations of a various medical conditions to apply to patients needing emergency treatment.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The supplies used directly by students are gloves, mask, manikins, supplemental oxygen and devices, airway soft and hard supplies and equipment,  cardiac 
monitoring, monitoring devices, biohazard box,  sanitizing agent and other consumables used to threat neonate patients with medical and trauma emergency 
situation.
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PME206 All Sections
International Trauma Life Support (ITLS) 
Provider/Pre-Hospital Trauma Life Support 
(PHTLS)

New Course $0.00 $50.00 30 $1500.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The PME Subject is a new subject for the MCCCD Paramedicine programs delivered across the district. Designed to provide the knowledge and skills needed to 
recognize and manage various trauma conditions and environmental injuries according to the International Trauma Life Support (ITLS) or Provider/ Pre-Hospital 
Trauma Life Support (PHTLS) guidelines. Skills are sequenced and synthesized into simulations.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students advance their learning objectives by being provided with the most current ACEP ITLS standards and techniques in the field of emergency response using 
the state of the scenario based lab simulation supplies and tools for seriously injured and acutely ill patients. The benefit to business and industry is the ability to 
transition from academic learning from a foremost training institution to real life occupational application without causing or inducing any learning curves because of 
outdated or substandard equipment. The students success in Paramedicine can be directly impacted by that students available practice and mastery of skill and tool 
usage.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees will be used to purchase the consumables used in simulations of various trauma and environmental emergency, interactive out-of-hospital scenarios to apply 
to patients needing emergency treatment.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The supplies used directly by students are gloves, mask, manikins, supplemental oxygen and devices, airway soft and hard supplies and equipment,  cardiac 
monitoring, monitoring devices, potable radios, ipads, biohazard box,  immobilization equipment, ambulance simulation, incident command process, moulage supplies 
and equipment, sanitizing agent and other consumables used to threat various age-related group of patients with medical and trauma emergency situation.

PME240 All Sections Pharmacology in Paramedicine New Course $500.00 $460.00 30 ($1200.00)

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The PME Subject is a new subject for the MCCCD Paramedicine programs delivered across the district. Designed to provide an overview of the pathophysiologic 
principles of pharmacology, pharmacologic agents in the Paramedic scope of practice, and the practice of medication administration. Develops psychomotor skills in 
the paramedic scope of practice through sequenced lab simulations. Prepares students to integrate comprehensive knowledge of the pathophysiologic principles of 
pharmacology and pharmacologic agents to formulate a differential diagnosis and to implement a management plan for medical emergencies and trauma.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students advance their learning objectives by being provided with the most current standards and techniques in the field of emergency response using state of the art 
supplies and tools for seriously injured and acutely ill patients.
The benefit to business and industry is the ability to transition from academic learning from a foremost training institution to real life occupational application without 
causing or inducing any learning curves because of outdated or substandard equipment. The students success in Paramedicine can be directly impacted by that 
students available practice and mastery of skill and tool usage.

Usage - How will the fees be used?
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PME240 All Sections Pharmacology in Paramedicine New Course $500.00 $460.00 30 ($1200.00)

The fees will be used to purchase the consumables used in simulations of pharmacologic agents, medication administration and practice to sequence of IV theraphy 
in lab simulations to apply to patients needing emergency treatment.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The supplies used directly by students are gloves, manikins, tape, injection supplies, IV theraphy supplies that includes IV kits, tubings fluids and other consumables 
used to threat patients in an emergency situation.

PME245 All Sections Airway and Ventilatory Management in 
Paramedicine New Course $500.00 $460.00 30 ($1200.00)

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The PME Subject is a new subject for the MCCCD Paramedicine programs delivered across the district. Designed to prepare students to integrate knowledge of the 
respiratory system, comprehensive assessment practices, and pharmacologic agents to formulate a differential diagnosis and implement airway and ventilatory 
management plans for medical emergencies and trauma. Develops psychomotor skills in the paramedic scope of practice through sequenced lab simulations. 
Prepares students to perform comprehensive assessment and techniques in the paramedic scope of practice for assuring airway patency, adequate mechanical 
ventilation, and respiration for all age groups. 
The

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students advance their learning objectives by being provided with the most current standards and techniques in the field of emergency response using the state of the 
art airway managment supplies and tools for seriously injured and acutely ill patients. The benefit to business and industry is the ability to transition from academic 
learning from a foremost training institution to real life occupational application without causing or inducing any learning curves because of outdated or substandard 
equipment. The students success in Paramedicine can be directly impacted by that students available practice and mastery of skill and tool usage.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees will be used to purchase the consumables used in simulations of a medical and trauma emergency to apply to patients needing emergency airway 
management.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The supplies used directly by students are gloves, mask, manikins, BLS and ALS airway soft and hard supplies and equipment, tape, chest seals, biohazard box,  
sanitizing agent and other consumables used to threat patients in an emergency situation.

PME250 All Sections Comprehensive Patient Assessment in 
Paramedicine New Course $0.00 $460.00 30 $13800.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The PME Subject is a new subject for the MCCCD Paramedicine programs delivered across the district. Designed to provide an overview of comprehensive patient 
assessment. Develops psychomotor skills in the paramedic scope of practice. Integrates the pathophysiological significance of comprehensive assessment findings to 
formulate a differential diagnosis and implement a management plan for medical emergencies and trauma.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?
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PME250 All Sections Comprehensive Patient Assessment in 
Paramedicine New Course $0.00 $460.00 30 $13800.00

Students advance their learning objectives by being provided with the most current standards and techniques in the field of emergency response using the 
appropriate patient assessment techniques for seriously injured and acutely ill patients. The benefit to business and industry is the ability to transition from academic 
learning from a foremost training institution to real life occupational application without causing or inducing any learning curves because of outdated or substandard 
equipment. The students success in Paramedicine can be directly impacted by that students available practice and mastery of skill and tool usage.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees will be used to purchase the consumables used in simulations of a medical and trauma emergency to apply to patients needing emergency treatment.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The supplies used directly by students are gloves, mask, manikins, tape, life saving stop bleed kits, chest seals, soft and hard tissue supplies, sanitizing agent and 
other consumables used to threat patients in an emergency situation.

PME251 All Sections Medical Emergencies in Paramedicine I New Course $500.00 $460.00 30 ($1200.00)

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The PME Subject is a new subject for the MCCCD Paramedicine programs delivered across the district. Designed to provide an overview of pathophysiologic 
principles, epidemiology, comprehensive assessment, differential diagnosis, and pharmacology for respiratory and cardiovascular emergencies. Develops 
psychomotor skills in the paramedic scope of practice through sequenced lab simulations. Prepares students to implement a management plan in the Paramedic 
scope of practice for respiratory and cardiovascular emergencies

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students advance their learning objectives by being provided with the most current standards and techniques in the field of emergency response using the state of the 
scenario based lab simulation supplies and tools for seriously injured and acutely ill patients. The benefit to business and industry is the ability to transition from 
academic learning from a foremost training institution to real life occupational application without causing or inducing any learning curves because of outdated or 
substandard equipment. The students success in Paramedicine can be directly impacted by that students available practice and mastery of skill and tool usage.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees will be used to purchase the consumables used in simulations of a medical emergency to apply to patients needing emergency treatment.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The supplies used directly by students are gloves, mask, manikins, supplemental oxygen and devices, airway soft and hard supplies and equipment,  cardiac 
monitoring, monitoring devices, biohazard box,  sanitizing agent and other consumables used to threat patients in an emergency situation.

PME252 All Sections Medical Emergencies in Paramedicine II New Course $500.00 $50.00 30 ($13500.00)

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
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PME252 All Sections Medical Emergencies in Paramedicine II New Course $500.00 $50.00 30 ($13500.00)

The PME Subject is a new subject for the MCCCD Paramedicine programs delivered across the district. Designed to provide an overview of pathophysiologic 
principles, epidemiology, comprehensive assessment, differential diagnosis, and pharmacology for various medical emergencies. Develops psychomotor skills in the 
paramedic scope of practice through sequenced lab simulations. Prepares students to implement a management plan in the Paramedic scope of practice for various 
medical emergencies.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students advance their learning objectives by being provided with the most current standards and techniques in the field of emergency response using the state of the 
scenario based lab simulation supplies and tools for seriously injured and acutely ill patients. The benefit to business and industry is the ability to transition from 
academic learning from a foremost training institution to real life occupational application without causing or inducing any learning curves because of outdated or 
substandard equipment. The students success in Paramedicine can be directly impacted by that students available practice and mastery of skill and tool usage.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees will be used to purchase the consumables used in simulations of a medical emergency to apply to patients needing emergency treatment.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The supplies used directly by students are gloves, mask, manikins, supplemental oxygen and devices, airway soft and hard supplies and equipment,  cardiac 
monitoring, monitoring devices, biohazard box,  sanitizing agent and other consumables used to threat patients in an emergency situation.

PME253 All Sections Medical Emergencies in Paramedicine III New Course $500.00 $50.00 30 ($13500.00)

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The PME Subject is a new subject for the MCCCD Paramedicine programs delivered across the district. Designed to provide an overview of pathophysiologic 
principles, epidemiology, comprehensive assessment, differential diagnosis, and pharmacology for various medical conditions. Develops psychomotor skills in the 
paramedic scope of practice through sequenced lab simulations. Prepares students to implement a management plan in the Paramedic scope of practice for 
gynecologic, obstetric, pediatric, and geriatric emergencies, neonatal care, and patients with special challenges.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students advance their learning objectives by being provided with the most current standards and techniques in the field of emergency response using the state of the 
scenario based lab simulation supplies and tools for seriously injured and acutely ill patients. The benefit to business and industry is the ability to transition from 
academic learning from a foremost training institution to real life occupational application without causing or inducing any learning curves because of outdated or 
substandard equipment. The students success in Paramedicine can be directly impacted by that students available practice and mastery of skill and tool usage.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees will be used to purchase the consumables used in simulations of a special patient population medical and trauma emergency to apply to patients needing 
emergency treatment.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The supplies used directly by students are gloves, mask, manikins, supplemental oxygen and devices, airway soft and hard supplies and equipment,  cardiac 
monitoring, monitoring devices, biohazard box,  sanitizing agent and other consumables used to threat patients in a age-related and special population emergency 
situation.
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PME254 All Sections Technical Operations in Paramedicine New Course $500.00 $50.00 30 ($13500.00)

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The PME Subject is a new subject for the MCCCD Paramedicine programs delivered across the district. Designed to provide an overview of transport operations, 
incident management, multicasualty incidents, extrication, special rescue, hazardous materials incidents, terrorism incidents, and disaster response. Examines the 
Paramedic`s operational roles and responsibilities.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students advance their learning objectives by being provided with the most current national ICS field operational standards and techniques in the field of emergency 
response using the state of the scenario based lab simulation supplies and tools for seriously injured and acutely ill patients. The benefit to business and industry is 
the ability to transition from academic learning from a foremost training institution to real life occupational application without causing or inducing any learning curves 
because of outdated or substandard equipment. The students success in Paramedicine can be directly impacted by that students available practice and mastery of 
skill and tool usage.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees will be used to purchase the consumables used in simulations of various incident management and mass casualty, interactive out-of-hospital scenarios to 
apply to patients needing emergency treatment.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The supplies used directly by students are gloves, mask, manikins, supplemental oxygen and devices, airway soft and hard supplies and equipment,  cardiac 
monitoring, monitoring devices, portable radio, ipads, biohazard box,  immobilization equipment, ambulance simulation, incident command process, moulage supplies 
and equipment, sanitizing agent and other consumables used to threat various age-related group of patients with natural and domestic mass casualty emergency 
situation.

PME260 All Sections Trauma Patient Management in 
Paramedicine New Course $0.00 $50.00 30 $1500.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The PME Subject is a new subject for the MCCCD Paramedicine programs delivered across the district.Designed to provide an overview of pathophysiologic 
principles, epidemiology, comprehensive assessment, differential diagnosis, and pharmacology for various trauma conditions. Develops psychomotor skills in the 
paramedic scope of practice through sequenced lab simulations. Prepares students to implement a management plan in the Paramedic scope of practice for 
hemorrhage, soft tissue trauma, burns, face and neck trauma, head and spine trauma, chest trauma, abdominal and genitourinary trauma, orthopedic trauma, and 
environmental emergencies.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students advance their learning objectives by being provided with the most current standards and techniques in the field of emergency response using the state of the 
scenario based lab simulation supplies and tools for seriously injured and acutely ill patients. The benefit to business and industry is the ability to transition from 
academic learning from a foremost training institution to real life occupational application without causing or inducing any learning curves because of outdated or 
substandard equipment. The students success in Paramedicine can be directly impacted by that students available practice and mastery of skill and tool usage.

Usage - How will the fees be used?
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PME260 All Sections Trauma Patient Management in 
Paramedicine New Course $0.00 $50.00 30 $1500.00

The fees will be used to purchase the consumables used in simulations of various trauma emergency, stressful environment and interactive out-ofhospital scenarios 
to apply to patients needing emergency treatment.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The supplies used directly by students are gloves, mask, manikins, supplemental oxygen and devices, airway soft and hard supplies and equipment,  cardiac 
monitoring, monitoring devices, portable radios, ipads, biohazard box,  immobilization equipment, ambulance simulation, incident command process, moulage 
supplies and equipment, sanitizing agent and other consumables used to threat various age-related group of patients with medical and trauma emergency situation.

PME270 All Sections Immersive Total Patient Management 
Experience (ITPME) New Course $0.00 $450.00 30 $13500.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The PME Subject is a new subject for the MCCCD Paramedicine programs delivered across the district.Designed to provide immersive-simulated live patient 
interactive out-of-hospital scenarios. This course creates an environment which facilitates incident stress inoculation and interdisciplinary collaboration.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students advance their learning objectives by being provided with the most current standards and techniques in the field of emergency response using the state of the 
scenario based lab simulation supplies and tools for seriously injured and acutely ill patients. The benefit to business and industry is the ability to transition from 
academic learning from a foremost training institution to real life occupational application without causing or inducing any learning curves because of outdated or 
substandard equipment. The students success in Paramedicine can be directly impacted by that students available practice and mastery of skill and tool usage.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees will be used to purchase the consumables used in simulations of various medical and trauma, stressful environment and interactive out-ofhospital scenarios 
to apply to patients needing emergency treatment.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The supplies used directly by students are gloves, mask, manikins, supplemental oxygen and devices, airway soft and hard supplies and equipment,  portable radios, 
ipads, cardiac monitoring, monitoring devices, biohazard box,  immobilization equipment, ambulance simulation, incident command process, moulage supplies and 
equipment, sanitizing agent and other consumables used to threat various age-related group of patients with medical and trauma emergency situation.

PME280 All Sections  Preparation for Paramedicine Practicum New Course $0.00 $50.00 30 $1500.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The PME Subject is a new subject for the MCCCD Paramedicine programs delivered across the district.Designed to provide an overview of Emergency Medical 
Service (EMS) systems, safety and wellness, resiliency, health, medical/legal and ethical issues, EMS communications, documentation, and crime scene awareness. 
Examines the Paramedic`s roles and responsibilities to assure personal, patient, and public health and safety in the provision of professional emergency care.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?
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PME280 All Sections  Preparation for Paramedicine Practicum New Course $0.00 $50.00 30 $1500.00

Students advance their learning objectives by being provided with the most current standards and techniques in the field of emergency response using the state of the 
scenario based lab simulation supplies and tools for seriously injured and acutely ill patients. The benefit to business and industry is the ability to transition from 
academic learning from a foremost training institution to real life occupational application without causing or inducing any learning curves because of outdated or 
substandard equipment. The students success in Paramedicine can be directly impacted by that students available practice and mastery of skill and tool usage.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees will be used to purchase the consumables used in simulations of a crime scene and personal safety  to apply to patients needing emergency treatment.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The supplies used directly by students are gloves, mask, manikins, safety equipment and supplies in a emergency situation.

PME281 All Sections Paramedicine Clinical Practicum: 
Comprehensive New Course $500.00 $200.00 30 ($9000.00)

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The PME Subject is a new subject for the MCCCD Paramedicine programs delivered across the district. Designed as the precepted Paramedicine clinical practicum in 
which the student synthesizes standard of care and scope of practice with comprehensive assessment and diagnostic technology, patient advocacy, ethical and 
professional behaviors, critical thinking, decision-making, and patient management of medical emergencies and trauma in a clinical setting.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students advance their learning objectives by being provided with the most current standards and techniques in the a hospital clinical setting for seriously injured and 
acutely ill patients. The benefit to business and industry is the ability to transition from academic learning from a foremost training institution to real life occupational 
application without causing or inducing any learning curves because of outdated or substandard equipment. The students success in Paramedicine can be directly 
impacted by that students available practice and mastery of skill and tool usage.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees will be used for field preceptor personnel directly supporting the students in a hospital clinical setting.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The supplies used directly by students are gloves, mask, stethoscope, pen light, ipads and trauma sheers.

PME281AA All Sections Paramedicine Clinical Practicum: Phase New Course $0.00 $100.00 30 $3000.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The PME Subject is a new subject for the MCCCD Paramedicine programs delivered across the district. Designed as the precepted Paramedicine clinical practicum in 
which the student synthesizes standard of care and scope of practice with comprehensive assessment and diagnostic technology, patient advocacy, ethical and 
professional behaviors, critical thinking, decision-making, and patient management of medical emergencies and trauma in a clinical setting.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?
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PME281AA All Sections Paramedicine Clinical Practicum: Phase New Course $0.00 $100.00 30 $3000.00

Students advance their learning objectives by being provided with the most current standards and techniques in the a hospital clinical setting for seriously injured and 
acutely ill patients. The benefit to business and industry is the ability to transition from academic learning from a foremost training institution to real life occupational 
application without causing or inducing any learning curves because of outdated or substandard equipment. The students success in Paramedicine can be directly 
impacted by that students available practice and mastery of skill and tool usage.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees will be used for field preceptor personnel directly supporting the students in a hospital clinical setting.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The supplies used directly by students are gloves, mask, stethoscope, pen light, ipads and trauma sheers.

PME281AB All Sections Paramedicine Clinical Practicum: Phase II New Course $500.00 $100.00 30 ($12000.00)

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The PME Subject is a new subject for the MCCCD Paramedicine programs delivered across the district. Designed as the precepted Paramedicine clinical practicum in 
which the student synthesizes standard of care and scope of practice with comprehensive assessment and diagnostic technology, patient advocacy, ethical and 
professional behaviors, critical thinking, decision-making, and patient management of medical emergencies and trauma in a clinical setting.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students advance their learning objectives by being provided with the most current standards and techniques in the a hospital clinical setting for seriously injured and 
acutely ill patients. The benefit to business and industry is the ability to transition from academic learning from a foremost training institution to real life occupational 
application without causing or inducing any learning curves because of outdated or substandard equipment. The students success in Paramedicine can be directly 
impacted by that students available practice and mastery of skill and tool usage.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees will be used for field preceptor personnel directly supporting the students in a hospital clinical setting.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The supplies used directly by students are gloves, mask, stethoscope, pen light, ipads, and trauma sheers.

PME289 All Sections Preparation for Paramedic National 
Credentialing New Course $0.00 $300.00 30 $9000.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

The PME Subject is a new subject for the MCCCD Paramedicine programs delivered across the district. Designed to provide preparation for the national cognitive and 
psychomotor examinations, and other credentials required for national and state Paramedic certification/licensure.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?
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PME289 All Sections Preparation for Paramedic National 
Credentialing New Course $0.00 $300.00 30 $9000.00

The benefit to business and industry is the ability to transition from academic learning to national and state national certification process.  The students success in 
Paramedicine can be directly impacted by that students available practice and mastery of skill and knowledge to become a paramedic.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees will be used for the national psychomotor skills evaluators and examiners to prepare and for NREMT testing process.  And to purchase the consumables 
used in 5 Psychomotor skills lab simulations of various required NREMT Final Psychomotor Skills examination.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The supplies used directly by students are gloves, mask, manikins, supplemental oxygen and devices, airway soft and hard supplies and equipment,  cardiac 
monitoring, monitoring devices, ipads, biohazard box,  IV Therapy supplies, BLS and ALS airway management and ventilation eauipment and supplies, immobilization 
equipment, ambulance simulation, incident command process, moulage supplies and equipment, sanitizing agent and other consumables used for psychomotor skills 
examination process.

SBS200 All Sections Small Business Operations New Fees $0.00 $5.00 24 $120.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This course is now a requirement in multiple business programs as a requirement offered at PC and new for the department.   All of the Business Students have 
access to the Business Computer Open Lab and are able to use the lab, have access to assistance from lab personnel and print without charge as our courses all 
have a fee on them.  The fee covers the cost of employee lab staff, printing and other student supplies such as staples, pens, pencils, markers, poster boards and 
paper clips.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

It will pay for lab staff and tutor to assist the students, class materials and lab materials that will allow the student to be more successful and have the tools to advance 
in their studies at Phoenix College and enter the workforce well prepared.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Tutor and staff - $3.00
Printing and supplies - $2.00 - See Below

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Printing and supplies (staples, pens, pencils, markers, poster boards, paper clips and other student resources) $2.00
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ECE104 All Sections EPICS Gold I New Course $0.00 $20.00 24 $480.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This is a new course that is part of both the new AS-Engineering and AAS-Engineering Technology programs that PVCC will be implementing in 2020.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

All Engineering courses at PVCC are project-based, with students creating real-world solutions to proposed problems. As a service-learning based course, it is critical 
that students do actual problem solving.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

For electronics supplies, 3D printing filament and other supplies, and other consumables as dictated by the specific service-learning project they select.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Each section of this course will have different needs. The course begins with students working with community partners to identify a community need that they can 
help address. Previous projects have included creating prosthetic for children and helping a college Nursing program automate their patient intake training. It is 
impossible to state exactly what will be needed each semester, but there will always be materials required.

ECE211 All Sections Engineering Mechanics-Statics New Course $0.00 $20.00 24 $480.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This is a course that is part of both the new AS-Engineering and AAS-Engineering Technology programs that PVCC will be implementing in 2020.  It has never been 
taught at PVCC before.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

All Engineering courses at PVCC are project-based, with students creating real-world solutions to proposed problems. Students have to create various static models 
to understand real-work stresses and strains acting on signs, bridges, etc.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Students will design, build and/or print various 3D models. Fees will be used for 3D printing filament and supplies, and other materials as dictated by the specific 
student projects.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

As the first time to offer the course, we have yet to develop a concrete materials list. However, 3D printing materials will be used along with wood, metal, strings, 
chains, popsicle sticks, glue, and other consumables.

ECE212 All Sections Engineering Mechanics - Dynamics New Course $0.00 $20.00 24 $480.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This is a course that is part of both the new AS-Engineering and AAS-Engineering Technology programs that PVCC will be implementing in 2020.  It has never been 
taught at PVCC before.
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ECE212 All Sections Engineering Mechanics - Dynamics New Course $0.00 $20.00 24 $480.00

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

All Engineering courses at PVCC are project-based, with students creating real-world solutions to proposed problems. Students have to create various dynamic 
models to understand real-work kinematics, energy and momentum as applied to systems of particles, rigid bodies, etc. Hands-on work is essential to this sort of 
learning.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Students will design, build and/or print various 3D models. Fees will be used for 3D printing filament and supplies, and other consumables as dictated by the specific 
student projects.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

As the first time to offer the course, we have yet to develop a concrete materials list. However, 3D printing materials will be used along with wood, metal, strings, 
chains, popsicle sticks, glue, and other consumables.
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CHM 235AA All Sections General Organic Chemistry I with Lab New Course $0.00 $20.00 40 $800.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

CHM 235AA (Lecture-Lab Combo) will be a new offering at SCC starting Fall 2020. It is part of the Chemistry Department's implementation of combined lecture/lab 
(AA) format of courses. Prior to Fall 2018, all of our lecture/lab courses were separate courses that traditionally were composed of lecture sessions, followed by lab 
sessions to reinforce what was learned in lecture. The problem with the physical and intellectual divide between lecture and lab is that many students have difficulty 
making connections and/or transferring knowledge between lecture material and lab activities. The AA lecture-lab combo blurs the distinction between lab and lecture 
to provide students with immersive experiences that promote discovery and understanding. It benefits both the students and business/industry because it promotes a 
way of learning science that is in line with the Scientific Method. All traditional sections in our introductory chemistry and general chemistry courses were phased out 
this fall. All students are currently engaged in the integrated lab and lecture approach. We hope to move in that same direction with organic chemistry, now that the 
AA designation for CHM 235 and 236 have been approved at the instructional council and the district levels.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Students study chemistry as it relates to current events and local industry. These fees support the chemistry science laboratory experience required by the course 
competencies and provide the necessary skills in laboratory experience to further higher education and research experience.

The lab fee for CHM 235LL is $20. We are requesting the same amount for CHM 235AA.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees will be used to fund scientific lab activities. Costs include consumable supplies (e.g., chemicals/reagents, disposable pipets, filter paper, syringes, gloves). 

Average cost per student per semester:
Chemical reagents - $15.00
Filter paper - $1.02
Disposable pipets, syringes and gloves - $3.98
Total - $20.00

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

All the supplies listed above will be used directly by students. None of them will be retained by students after the course is complete because they are either 
completely consumed or disposed of as waste at the end of each student lab experiment.

HRM220 All Sections Hospitality Managerial Accounting Increased Costs $5.00 $30.00 40 $1000.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

HRM students have a prerequisite of ACC 211 (Financial Accounting) prior to enrolling in HRM 220 (Hospitality Managerial Accounting), both are core required 
courses for the Hotel Management AAS degree. Students often need a review of basic terms and concepts as they get started in HRM 220 and they look to the 
Business Division's Accounting and Statistics Lab for assistance. This fee increase will go directly to the Business Division's Accounting and Statistics Tutoring Lab, 
so that our HRM students can receive accounting tutoring assistance. The HRM Division does not provide accounting tutoring.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?
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HRM220 All Sections Hospitality Managerial Accounting Increased Costs $5.00 $30.00 40 $1000.00

HRM students seek tutoring assistance from the Business Division's Accounting and Statistics Lab due to the requirement to take ACC 211 (Financial Accounting) 
prior to enrolling in HRM 220. This tutoring lab is in place to guide students through times of academic difficulty and assists our HRM students to meet their learning 
objectives.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The $25.00 increase will go directly to the Business Division's Accounting and Statistics Lab to ensure HRM students get the tutoring assistance they need for HRM 
220.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The students will receive one-on-one tutoring to ensure their success in HRM 220.

MAT103 All Sections College Mathematics Prep New Course $0.00 $25.00 280 $7000.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

MAT103 is a new course that is designed to prepare students to take MAT14x: College Mathematics. Embedded tutoring is a support strategy that we plan to begin 
utilizing for some of our classes in which students struggle the most. All of the fees will be utilized each semester to pay for an embedded/support tutor for this class.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

This is a new course. The fee is being requested only for the purpose of paying the cost of an embedded/support tutor for the course.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

All of the fees will be utilized each semester to pay for an embedded/support tutor for this class.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The fee is not for supplies it is for embedded tutoring.

MAT115 All Sections College Algebra Prep New Course $0.00 $25.00 560 $14000.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

MAT115 is a new course that is designed to prepare students to take MAT15x: College Algebra. Embedded tutoring is a support strategy that we plan to begin 
utilizing for some of our classes in which students struggle the most. All of the fees will be utilized each semester to pay for an embedded/support tutor for this class.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

This is a new course. The fee is being requested only for the purpose of paying the cost of an embedded/support tutor for the course.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

All of the fees will be utilized each semester to pay for an embedded/support tutor for this class.
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MAT115 All Sections College Algebra Prep New Course $0.00 $25.00 560 $14000.00

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The fee is not for supplies it is for embedded tutoring.

MAT140 All Sections College Mathematics New Fees $0.00 $25.00 280 $7000.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Embedded tutoring is a support strategy that we plan to begin utilizing for some of our classes in which students struggle the most including this course, the 5-credit 
version of College Mathematics. All of the fees will be utilized each semester to pay for an embedded/support tutor for this class.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

This is a new fee. The fee is being requested only for the purpose of paying the cost of an embedded/support tutor for the course.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

All of the fees will be utilized each semester to pay for an embedded/support tutor for this class.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The fee is not for supplies it is for embedded tutoring.

MAT145 All Sections College Mathematics with Review New Course $0.00 $25.00 280 $7000.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

MAT145 is a new course that is designed to allow students with no math prerequisite to complete College Mathematics in one semester. Embedded tutoring is a 
support strategy that we plan to begin utilizing for some of our classes in which students struggle the most. All of the fees will be utilized each semester to pay for an 
embedded/support tutor for this class.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

This is a new course. The fee is being requested only for the purpose of paying the cost of an embedded/support tutor for the course.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

All of the fees will be utilized each semester to pay for an embedded/support tutor for this class.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The fee is not for supplies it is for embedded tutoring.

MAT146 All Sections College Mathematics with Review New Course $0.00 $25.00 168 $4200.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?
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MAT146 All Sections College Mathematics with Review New Course $0.00 $25.00 168 $4200.00

MAT146 is a new course that is designed to allow students with no math prerequisite to complete College Mathematics in one semester. Embedded tutoring is a 
support strategy that we plan to begin utilizing for some of our classes in which students struggle the most. All of the fees will be utilized each semester to pay for an 
embedded/support tutor for this class.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

This is a new course. The fee is being requested only for the purpose of paying the cost of an embedded/support tutor for the course.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

All of the fees will be utilized each semester to pay for an embedded/support tutor for this class.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The fee is not for supplies it is for embedded tutoring.

MAT155 All Sections College Algebra/Functions with Review New Fees $0.00 $25.00 280 $7000.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Embedded tutoring is a support strategy that we plan to begin utilizing for some of our classes in which students struggle the most including this course, the 5-credit 
version of College Algebra. All of the fees will be utilized each semester to pay for an embedded/support tutor for this class.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

This is a new fee. The fee is being requested only for the purpose of paying the cost of an embedded/support tutor for the course.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

All of the fees will be utilized each semester to pay for an embedded/support tutor for this class.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The fee is not for supplies it is for embedded tutoring.

MAT276 All Sections Modern Differential Equations New Fees $0.00 $5.00 56 $280.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

We currently do not have a course fee for MAT276. If approved, the $5 fee will be used to support the purchase of licensing for MATLAB, which is a required software 
package for course transfer to ASU. The software is a required part of instruction in this course and purchasing the licenses allows each student access to use the 
software.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

This new fee will be used to fund licenses for MATLAB software, which is an industry standard programming and analysis software used by engineers and computer 
scientists. If we were not able to purchase access to MATLAB, we will not be able to offer this course.
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MAT276 All Sections Modern Differential Equations New Fees $0.00 $5.00 56 $280.00

Usage - How will the fees be used?

If approved, the $5 fee will be used to support the purchase of licensing for MATLAB, which is a required software package for course transfer to ASU. If we were not 
able to purchase access to MATLAB, we will not be able to offer this course.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The fee is for software licenses not for supplies. All students in the class will have access to use the software.
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CIS126RH Hybrid Red Hat System Administration I New Course $0.00 $10.00 15 $150.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This class will replace CIS126DL over the next year or so. To be consistent with our other Networking courses it should have a $10 fee (after CIS126DL is decreased 
from $12).

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Being able to use course fees to hire tutor(s) will help students to better understanding subject matter.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fee will be used to update licensing agreements for our VMware servers and NetLabs. Our VMware servers and NetLabs allow our students to access the 
devices in our data center from any Internet connection, which in turn gives them more and better hands-on experience (e.g. they can complete labs from home, work 
and/or school at any time of the day/night.) The fee will be used to hire a specialized tutor who will help students in our Linux classes.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

 

CIS150AB All Sections Object-Oriented Programming 
Fundamentals New Fees $0.00 $12.00 30 $360.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Students often request tutoring services for programming assistance. Currently, funding for these tutors is not available.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

This will allow for funding of a programming tutor to assist with student learning.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Tutors can help with student success and better preparation of internship or entry level employee for industry partners.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

N/A

CIS156 All Sections Python Programming: Level I Increased Costs $0.00 $12.00 30 $360.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Students often request tutoring services for programming assistance. Currently, funding for these tutors is not available.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

This will allow for funding of a programming tutor to assist with student learning. Tutors can help with student success and better preparation of internship or entry 
level employee for industry partners.
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CIS156 All Sections Python Programming: Level I Increased Costs $0.00 $12.00 30 $360.00

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fee will be used to hire a specialized tutor who will help students with classes in Web Development, Web Design, Graphic Design and Mobile Apps Programming.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

 

CIS165 All Sections Introduction to IOS Application Development Increased Costs $0.00 $12.00 15 $180.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Students often request tutoring services for programming assistance. Currently, funding for these tutors is not available.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

This will allow for funding of a programming tutor to assist with student learning. Tutors can help with student success and better preparation of internship or entry 
level employee for industry partners.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fee will be used to hire a specialized tutor who will help students with classes in Web Development, Web Design, Graphic Design and Mobile Apps Programming.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

 

CIS165DC Internet Xamarin/C# Cross-Platform Development Increased Costs $0.00 $12.00 30 $360.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Students often request tutoring services for programming assistance. Currently, funding for these tutors is not available.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

This will allow for funding of a programming tutor to assist with student learning.Tutors can help with student success and better preparation of internship or entry level 
employee for industry partners.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fee will be used to hire a specialized tutor who will help students with classes in Web Development, Web Design, Graphic Design and Mobile Apps Programming.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
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CIS238RH Hybrid Red Hat System Administration II New Course $0.00 $10.00 12 $120.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This class will replace CIS238DL over the next year or so. To be consistent with our other Networking courses it should have a $10 fee (after CIS238DL is decreased 
from $12).

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Being able to use course fees to hire tutor(s) will help students to better understanding subject matter.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fee will be used to update licensing agreements for our VMware servers and NetLabs. Our VMware servers and NetLabs allow our students to access the 
devices in our data center from any Internet connection, which in turn gives them more and better hands-on experience (e.g. they can complete labs from home, work 
and/or school at any time of the day/night.) The fee will be used to hire a specialized tutor who will help students in our Linux classes.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

 

CIS265 Hybrid Advanced iOS Application Development New Course $0.00 $12.00 15 $180.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

New course - Students often request tutoring services for programming assistance. Currently, funding for these tutors is not available.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

This will allow for funding of a programming tutor to assist with student learning.Tutors can help with student success and better preparation of internship or entry level 
employee for industry partners.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fee will be used to hire a specialized tutor who will help students with classes in Web Development, Web Design, Graphic Design and Mobile Apps Programming.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The course was created to provide more robust training in Android platform mobile app development. Programming and mobile app students would benefit from (and 
often request) tutoring help in developing their apps. CIS265DC was added to the curriculum to provide training in advanced mobile app topics related to the Android 
platform and to parallel the existing iOS platform curriculum.

CON103 All Sections Construction Safety New Course $0.00 $20.00 48 $960.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This course is one of several in our new CTE Trades Programs (Carpentry/Framing, Electrical and Plumbing).

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?
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CON103 All Sections Construction Safety New Course $0.00 $20.00 48 $960.00

The CTE Trades Program is designed specifically to teach the skills that business & industry are looking for in their employees. This is a Core class for all students in 
our new CTE Trades Programs and was created to cover the cost of students becoming Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) certified.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Students will become OSHA certified and this fee will pay the cost of that test.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Students will become OSHA certified and this fee will pay the cost of that test.

CON104 All Sections Hand and Power Tools, Equipment and 
Workspaces New Course $0.00 $20.00 48 $960.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This course is one of several in our new CTE Trades Programs (Carpentry/Framing, Electrical and Plumbing). Fee change is a NEW fee for a new course.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The CTE Trades Program is designed specifically to teach the skills that business & industry are looking for in their employees. This is a Core class for all students in 
our new CTE Trades Programs (Carpentry/Framing, Electrical and Plumbing) and will cover the cost of consumables (detailed below)

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Fees will be used to cover the cost of consumables for this carpentry course, including nails, screws, drill bits, saw blades, and other construction materials.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Fees will be used to cover the cost of consumables for this carpentry course, including nails, screws, drill bits, saw blades, and other construction materials.

CON105 All Sections Construction Calculations New Course $0.00 $20.00 48 $960.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This course is one of several in our new CTE Trades Programs (Carpentry/Framing, Electrical and Plumbing). Fee change is a NEW fee for a new course.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The CTE Trades Program is designed specifically to teach the skills that business & industry are looking for in their employees. This is a Core class for all students in 
our new CTE Trades Programs (Carpentry/Framing, Electrical and Plumbing) and will cover the cost of consumables (detailed below)

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Course fees will cover the cost of calculators and tape measures (Flooring Calculator and Price Estimator; Carpet, Flooring and Tile Calculator and Cost Estimator; 
Steps Calculator, Plumbing Calculator, Pipe Volume Calculator, Roofing Calculator, Roof Pitch and Roofing Material Calculator, Siding Material Calculator, Walls and 
Ceilings Calculator, Drywall Material Calculator, etc...)
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CON105 All Sections Construction Calculations New Course $0.00 $20.00 48 $960.00

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Course fees will cover the cost of calculators and tape measures (Flooring Calculator and Price Estimator; Carpet, Flooring and Tile Calculator and Cost Estimator; 
Steps Calculator, Plumbing Calculator, Pipe Volume Calculator, Roofing Calculator, Roof Pitch and Roofing Material Calculator, Siding Material Calculator, Walls and 
Ceilings Calculator, Drywall Material Calculator, etc...)

CON107 All Sections Introduction to Construction Drawings New Course $0.00 $20.00 48 $960.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This course is one of several in our new CTE Trades Programs (Carpentry/Framing, Electrical and Plumbing). Fee change is a NEW fee for a new course.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The CTE Trades Program is designed specifically to teach the skills that business & industry are looking for in their employees. This is a Core class for all students in 
our new CTE Trades Programs (Carpentry/Framing, Electrical and Plumbing) and will cover the cost of consumables (detailed below)

Usage - How will the fees be used?

This small fee will cover the cost of consumables (blueprint and drafting paper, cutting mats, drafting templates, drafting tools, drafting pencils and lead, tape, etc...)

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

This small fee will cover the cost of consumables (blueprint and drafting paper, cutting mats, drafting templates, drafting tools, drafting pencils and lead, tape, etc...)

CON110 All Sections Carpentry: Flooring Systems New Course $0.00 $85.00 16 $1360.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This course is one of several in our new CTE Trades Programs (Carpentry/Framing, Electrical and Plumbing). Fee change is a NEW fee for a new course.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The CTE Trades Program is designed specifically to teach the skills that business & industry are looking for in their employees This is a required class for all students 
in our new CTE Trades Programs for Carpentry/Framing and will cover the cost of consumables, detailed below

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Fees for this course will cover the cost of consumable building materials (lumber, nails, screws, drill bits, saw blades, utility knife blades, adhesives and floor prep 
materials, etc…)
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Fees for this course will cover the cost of consumable building materials (lumber, nails, screws, drill bits, saw blades, utility knife blades, adhesives and floor prep 
materials, etc…)
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CON111 All Sections Carpentry: Wall Systems New Course $0.00 $85.00 16 $1360.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This course is one of several in our new CTE Trades Programs (Carpentry/Framing, Electrical and Plumbing). Fee change is a NEW fee for a new course.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The CTE Trades Program is designed specifically to teach the skills that business & industry are looking for in their employees This is a required class for all students 
in our new CTE Trades Programs for Carpentry/Framing and will cover the cost of consumables, detailed below

Usage - How will the fees be used?

These fees will cover the cost of consumable building materials (2x4s, drywall, nails, screws, saw blades, chalk reel, blumb bobs, carpenter square, etc…)

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

These fees will cover the cost of consumable building materials (2x4s, drywall, nails, screws, saw blades, chalk reel, blumb bobs, carpenter square, etc…)

CON112 All Sections Ceiling Joist and Roof Framing New Course $0.00 $85.00 16 $1360.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This course is one of several in our new CTE Trades Programs (Carpentry/Framing, Electrical and Plumbing). Fee change is a NEW fee for a new course.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The CTE Trades Program is designed specifically to teach the skills that business & industry are looking for in their employees This is a required class for all students 
in our new CTE Trades Programs for Carpentry/Framing and will cover the cost of consumables.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

Fees for this course will be used to cover the cost of consumable building materials (trusses, rafters, tar and roof paper, ceiling joists, fascia, eave and gable edge, 
etc…)
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Fees for this course will be used to cover the cost of consumable building materials (trusses, rafters, tar and roof paper, ceiling joists, fascia, eave and gable edge, 
etc…)

CON124 All Sections Plumbing: Pipes and Fittings New Course $0.00 $85.00 16 $1360.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This course is one of several in our new CTE Trades Programs (Carpentry/Framing, Electrical and Plumbing). Fee change is a NEW fee for a new course.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?
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CON124 All Sections Plumbing: Pipes and Fittings New Course $0.00 $85.00 16 $1360.00

The CTE Trades Program is designed specifically to teach the skills that business & industry are looking for in their employees This is a required class for all students 
in our new CTE Trades Programs for Plumbing and will cover the cost of consumables.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees for this course will cover the cost of consumable plumbing materials (fittings, plastic pipe shear blades, floor mount pipe support fittings, grease, outlets, 
telescoping suction pipes, pipe thread plugs, countersunk plugs, coupling, etc…)
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The fees for this course will cover the cost of consumable plumbing materials (fittings, plastic pipe shear blades, floor mount pipe support fittings, grease, outlets, 
telescoping suction pipes, pipe thread plugs, countersunk plugs, coupling, etc…)

CON125 All Sections Plumbing: Fixtures New Course $0.00 $85.00 16 $1360.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This course is one of several in our new CTE Trades Programs (Carpentry/Framing, Electrical and Plumbing). Fee change is a NEW fee for a new course.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The CTE Trades Program is designed specifically to teach the skills that business & industry are looking for in their employees This is a required class for all students 
in our new CTE Trades Programs for Plumbing and will cover the cost of consumables.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees for this course will cover the cost of consumable plumbing materials (flushometer rebuilding kits, diaphragm toilet kits, closed couple tank kits, cartridge kits, 
urinals, utility sinks, nipple kits, diaphragm kits, gaskets, leveling screws, hinges w/nuts, toilet flanges, tank trims, flush valves, flapper, ect…)
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The fees for this course will cover the cost of consumable plumbing materials (flushometer rebuilding kits, diaphragm toilet kits, closed couple tank kits, cartridge kits, 
urinals, utility sinks, nipple kits, diaphragm kits, gaskets, leveling screws, hinges w/nuts, toilet flanges, tank trims, flush valves, flapper, ect…)

CON126 All Sections Plumbing: Drain, Waste, and Vent New Course $0.00 $85.00 16 $1360.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This course is one of several in our new CTE Trades Programs (Carpentry/Framing, Electrical and Plumbing). Fee change is a NEW fee for a new course.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The CTE Trades Program is designed specifically to teach the skills that business & industry are looking for in their employees This is a required class for all students 
in our new CTE Trades Programs for Plumbing and will cover the cost of consumables.

Usage - How will the fees be used?
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CON126 All Sections Plumbing: Drain, Waste, and Vent New Course $0.00 $85.00 16 $1360.00

The fees for this course will cover the cost of consumable plumbing materials (ABS piping, PVC plumbing, copper lines, p-traps, clean out plugs, soil pipe and stack, 
roof vents, flashing, waste lines, etc…)
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The fees for this course will cover the cost of consumable plumbing materials (ABS piping, PVC plumbing, copper lines, p-traps, clean out plugs, soil pipe and stack, 
roof vents, flashing, waste lines, etc…)

CON127 All Sections Plumbing: Water Distribution Systems New Course $0.00 $85.00 16 $1360.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This course is one of several in our new CTE Trades Programs (Carpentry/Framing, Electrical and Plumbing). Fee change is a NEW fee for a new course.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The CTE Trades Program is designed specifically to teach the skills that business & industry are looking for in their employees This is a required class for all students 
in our new CTE Trades Programs for Plumbing and will cover the cost of consumables.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees for this course will cover the cost of consumable plumbing materials (power distribution blocks, circuit breakers and switches, transformers, busbars, bus 
ducts, circuit breakers, load centers, etc…)
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The fees for this course will cover the cost of consumable plumbing materials (power distribution blocks, circuit breakers and switches, transformers, busbars, bus 
ducts, circuit breakers, load centers, etc…)

CON131 All Sections Electrical Systems New Course $0.00 $85.00 16 $1360.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This course is one of several in our new CTE Trades Programs (Carpentry/Framing, Electrical and Plumbing). Fee change is a NEW fee for a new course.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The CTE Trades Program is designed specifically to teach the skills that business & industry are looking for in their employees This is a required class for all students 
in our new CTE Trades Programs for Electrical and will cover the cost of consumables.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees for this course will cover the cost of consumable electrical materials (conduit/fittings, wire and cables, circuit breakers, connectors, electrical boxes, lugs, 
etc…)
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
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CON131 All Sections Electrical Systems New Course $0.00 $85.00 16 $1360.00

The fees for this course will cover the cost of consumable electrical materials (conduit/fittings, wire and cables, circuit breakers, connectors, electrical boxes, lugs, 
etc…)

CON132 All Sections Distribution Panels, Wiring, and Circuit 
Protection in Electrical Systems New Course $0.00 $85.00 16 $1360.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This course is one of several in our new CTE Trades Programs (Carpentry/Framing, Electrical and Plumbing). Fee change is a NEW fee for a new course.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The CTE Trades Program is designed specifically to teach the skills that business & industry are looking for in their employees This is a required class for all students 
in our new CTE Trades Programs for Electrical and will cover the cost of consumables.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees for this course will cover the cost of consumable electrical materials (distribution covers, rack and panel-mount power distribution, fiber optic wallmounts, 
circuit breakers, breaker boxes, meter sockets, safety switches, transfer switches, power inlets, fuses, whole house surge protectors, etc…)
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The fees for this course will cover the cost of consumable electrical materials (distribution covers, rack and panel-mount power distribution, fiber optic wallmounts, 
circuit breakers, breaker boxes, meter sockets, safety switches, transfer switches, power inlets, fuses, whole house surge protectors, etc…)

CON133 All Sections Conduit, Raceways and Termination in 
Electrical Systems New Course $0.00 $85.00 16 $1360.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This course is one of several in our new CTE Trades Programs (Carpentry/Framing, Electrical and Plumbing). Fee change is a NEW fee for a new course.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The CTE Trades Program is designed specifically to teach the skills that business & industry are looking for in their employees This is a required class for all students 
in our new CTE Trades Programs for Electrical and will cover the cost of consumables.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees for this course will cover the cost of consumable electrical materials (conduit bender, duplex receptacle covers, conduit connectors, raceway, switch and 
receptacle boxes, mounting straps, bushings, etc…)
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The fees for this course will cover the cost of consumable electrical materials (conduit bender, duplex receptacle covers, conduit connectors, raceway, switch and 
receptacle boxes, mounting straps, bushings, etc…)
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CON213 All Sections Carpentry: Steel Framing New Course $0.00 $85.00 16 $1360.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This course is one of several in our new CTE Trades Programs (Carpentry/Framing, Electrical and Plumbing). Fee change is a NEW fee for a new course.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The CTE Trades Program is designed specifically to teach the skills that business & industry are looking for in their employees This is a required class for all students 
in our new CTE Trades Programs for Carpentry/Framing and will cover the cost of consumables.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees for this course will cover the cost of consumable building materials (steel tracks, track flange screws, bolts, drill rods, nails, etc…)

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The fees for this course will cover the cost of consumable building materials (steel tracks, track flange screws, bolts, drill rods, nails, etc…)

CON214 All Sections Carpentry: Roof Systems and Building 
Envelopes New Course $0.00 $85.00 16 $1360.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This course is one of several in our new CTE Trades Programs (Carpentry/Framing, Electrical and Plumbing). Fee change is a NEW fee for a new course.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The CTE Trades Program is designed specifically to teach the skills that business & industry are looking for in their employees This is a required class for all students 
in our new CTE Trades Programs for Carpentry/Framing and will cover the cost of consumables.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees for this course will cover the cost of consumable building materials (asphalt and wood shingles, sheathing, clay/concrete tiles, metal sheeting, insulation, 
nails, screws, fasteners, etc…)
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The fees for this course will cover the cost of consumable building materials (asphalt and wood shingles, sheathing, clay/concrete tiles, metal sheeting, insulation, 
nails, screws, fasteners, etc…)

CON215 All Sections Carpentry: Interior Finishes New Course $0.00 $85.00 16 $1360.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This course is one of several in our new CTE Trades Programs (Carpentry/Framing, Electrical and Plumbing). Fee change is a NEW fee for a new course.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?
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CON215 All Sections Carpentry: Interior Finishes New Course $0.00 $85.00 16 $1360.00

The CTE Trades Program is designed specifically to teach the skills that business & industry are looking for in their employees This is a required class for all students 
in our new CTE Trades Programs for Carpentry/Framing and will cover the cost of consumables.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees for this course will cover the cost of consumable building materials (plywood, tile, marble, plastic laminate, wood paneling, paint, ceramics, glass, varnish, 
mortars/concrete, etc…)
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The fees for this course will cover the cost of consumable building materials (plywood, tile, marble, plastic laminate, wood paneling, paint, ceramics, glass, varnish, 
mortars/concrete, etc…)

CON216 All Sections Carpentry: Concrete Forms New Course $0.00 $85.00 16 $1360.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This course is one of several in our new CTE Trades Programs (Carpentry/Framing, Electrical and Plumbing). Fee change is a NEW fee for a new course.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The CTE Trades Program is designed specifically to teach the skills that business & industry are looking for in their employees This is a required class for all students 
in our new CTE Trades Programs for Carpentry/Framing and will cover the cost of consumables.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees for this course will cover the cost of consumable building materials (concrete beam forms, trowels (cement/drywall), concrete pour-in disposable anchors, 
concrete forming pins, concrete form pipe inserts, etc…)
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The fees for this course will cover the cost of consumable building materials (concrete beam forms, trowels (cement/drywall), concrete pour-in disposable anchors, 
concrete forming pins, concrete form pipe inserts, etc…)

CON224 All Sections Plumbing: Pipe Systems New Course $0.00 $85.00 16 $1360.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This course is one of several in our new CTE Trades Programs (Carpentry/Framing, Electrical and Plumbing). Fee change is a NEW fee for a new course.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The CTE Trades Program is designed specifically to teach the skills that business & industry are looking for in their employees This is a required class for all students 
in our new CTE Trades Programs for Plumbing and will cover the cost of consumables.

Usage - How will the fees be used?
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CON224 All Sections Plumbing: Pipe Systems New Course $0.00 $85.00 16 $1360.00

The fees for this course will cover the cost of consumable plumbing materials (ABS piping, PVC piping, CPVC piping, PE piping, teflon tape, copper tubing, 
polybutylene piping, etc…)
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The fees for this course will cover the cost of consumable plumbing materials (ABS piping, PVC piping, CPVC piping, PE piping, teflon tape, copper tubing, 
polybutylene piping, etc…)

CON225 All Sections Plumbing: Water Disposal Systems New Course $0.00 $85.00 16 $1360.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This course is one of several in our new CTE Trades Programs (Carpentry/Framing, Electrical and Plumbing). Fee change is a NEW fee for a new course.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The CTE Trades Program is designed specifically to teach the skills that business & industry are looking for in their employees This is a required class for all students 
in our new CTE Trades Programs for Plumbing and will cover the cost of consumables.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees for this course will cover the cost of consumable plumbing materials (flushometer rebuilding kits, diaphragm toilet kits, closed couple tank kits, cartridge kits, 
urinals, utility sinks, nipple kits, diaphragm kits, gaskets, leveling screws, hinges w/nuts, toilet flanges, tank trims, flush valves, flapper, ect…)
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The fees for this course will cover the cost of consumable plumbing materials (flushometer rebuilding kits, diaphragm toilet kits, closed couple tank kits, cartridge kits, 
urinals, utility sinks, nipple kits, diaphragm kits, gaskets, leveling screws, hinges w/nuts, toilet flanges, tank trims, flush valves, flapper, ect…)

CON226 All Sections Plumbing: Fixtures and Appliances New Course $0.00 $85.00 16 $1360.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This course is one of several in our new CTE Trades Programs (Carpentry/Framing, Electrical and Plumbing). Fee change is a NEW fee for a new course.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The CTE Trades Program is designed specifically to teach the skills that business & industry are looking for in their employees This is a required class for all students 
in our new CTE Trades Programs for Plumbing and will cover the cost of consumables.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees for this course will cover the cost of consumable plumbing materials (stoppers, hot water dispensers, retainer bar support replacements, vacuum breaker 
kits, flush cartridge kits, o-rings, trip levers, spud coupling assemblies, flapper assemblies, handle repair kits, valve kits, torches and flint torch lighters, gaskets, etc…)
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
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CON226 All Sections Plumbing: Fixtures and Appliances New Course $0.00 $85.00 16 $1360.00

The fees for this course will cover the cost of consumable plumbing materials (stoppers, hot water dispensers, retainer bar support replacements, vacuum breaker 
kits, flush cartridge kits, o-rings, trip levers, spud coupling assemblies, flapper assemblies, handle repair kits, valve kits, torches and flint torch lighters, gaskets, etc…)

CON227 All Sections Plumbing: Water Resource Solutions New Course $0.00 $85.00 16 $1360.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This course is one of several in our new CTE Trades Programs (Carpentry/Framing, Electrical and Plumbing). Fee change is a NEW fee for a new course.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The CTE Trades Program is designed specifically to teach the skills that business & industry are looking for in their employees This is a required class for all students 
in our new CTE Trades Programs for Plumbing and will cover the cost of consumables.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees for this course will cover the cost of consumable plumbing materials (polishing pads, stone core bits, cup wheels, grinding shoes, concrete core bits, 
diamond blades, work and safety gloves, safety glasses, head and face protection, rain suits/gear, cones and barrels, caution signs, HDPE drainage pipes, erosion 
controls, barriers, concrete pipes, etc…)
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The fees for this course will cover the cost of consumable plumbing materials (polishing pads, stone core bits, cup wheels, grinding shoes, concrete core bits, 
diamond blades, work and safety gloves, safety glasses, head and face protection, rain suits/gear, cones and barrels, caution signs, HDPE drainage pipes, erosion 
controls, barriers, concrete pipes, etc…)

CON234 All Sections Electric Power Distribution New Course $0.00 $85.00 16 $1360.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This course is one of several in our new CTE Trades Programs (Carpentry/Framing, Electrical and Plumbing). Fee change is a NEW fee for a new course.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The CTE Trades Program is designed specifically to teach the skills that business & industry are looking for in their employees This is a required class for all students 
in our new CTE Trades Programs for Electrical and will cover the cost of consumables.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees for this course will cover the cost of consumable electrical materials (power distribution blocks, circuit breakers and switches, transformers, busbars, bus 
ducts, circuit breakers, load centers, etc…)
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The fees for this course will cover the cost of consumable electrical materials (power distribution blocks, circuit breakers and switches, transformers, busbars, bus 
ducts, circuit breakers, load centers, etc…)
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CON235 All Sections Motors and Motor Controls New Course $0.00 $85.00 16 $1360.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This course is one of several in our new CTE Trades Programs (Carpentry/Framing, Electrical and Plumbing). Fee change is a NEW fee for a new course.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The CTE Trades Program is designed specifically to teach the skills that business & industry are looking for in their employees This is a required class for all students 
in our new CTE Trades Programs for Electrical and will cover the cost of consumables.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees for this course will cover the cost of consumable electrical materials (manual motor starters and switches, motor starter enclosures, magnetic motor starter, 
dp motor starters, manual motor protectors, ect…)
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The fees for this course will cover the cost of consumable electrical materials (manual motor starters and switches, motor starter enclosures, magnetic motor starter, 
dp motor starters, manual motor protectors, ect…)

CON236 All Sections Industrial Wiring Applications New Course $0.00 $85.00 16 $1360.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This course is one of several in our new CTE Trades Programs (Carpentry/Framing, Electrical and Plumbing). Fee change is a NEW fee for a new course.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The CTE Trades Program is designed specifically to teach the skills that business & industry are looking for in their employees This is a required class for all students 
in our new CTE Trades Programs for Electrical and will cover the cost of consumables.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees for this course will cover the cost of consumable electrical materials (industrial straight blade plugs, industrial angle straight blade plugs, watertight straight 
blade plug, wire wrapping, flip seal straight plug, conductor pendant cable, conductor portable cord, etc…)
Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

The fees for this course will cover the cost of consumable electrical materials (industrial straight blade plugs, industrial angle straight blade plugs, watertight straight 
blade plug, wire wrapping, flip seal straight plug, conductor pendant cable, conductor portable cord, etc…)

CSC100AB All Sections Introduction to Computer Science (C++) New Fees $0.00 $12.00 25 $300.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

Students often request tutoring services for programming assistance. Currently, funding for these tutors is not available.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?
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CSC100AB All Sections Introduction to Computer Science (C++) New Fees $0.00 $12.00 25 $300.00

This will allow for funding of a programming tutor to assist with student learning.Tutors can help with student success and better preparation of internship or entry level 
employee for industry partners.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fee will be used to hire a specialized tutor who will help students with classes in Web Development, Web Design, Graphic Design and Mobile Apps Programming.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

 

ECE104 All Sections EPICS Gold I New Fees $0.00 $10.00 24 $240.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This is a new course being offered in the engineering program and the fee is to purchase supplies for the lab portion of the course. The full justification along with data 
is found on the next page.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

The ability to effectively use Solid Works is highly desired in the engineering industry, particularly with many companies here in Phoenix, related to manufacturing, 
aerospace, mechanical, civil and architectural engineering. Students who complete the class and pass the CSWA exam will have a professional certification that is 
highly desired in local industry, opening the door for opportunities to be hired by many companies. Students who are proficient in Solid Works, as shown by passing 
the CSWA certification exam, will benefit local business within the engineering industry, as they will meet a highly desired level of expertise. This ability is highly 
desired within engineering, in general, however, proficiency in Solid Work is highly desired specifically within manufacturing, aerospace, mechanical, civil and 
architectural engineering.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees are used to offset some of the licensing costs associated with Solid Works, primarily the fees we have to pay via the license for the student license version 
and the CSWA certification exam. In addition to these, the fee also pays for the plastic filament used to test the students designs.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Students keep their temporary license, as well as whatever they design using Solid Works and test via 3D printing. If they pass the CSWA exam, they keep that, since 
it is a professional certification.

ECE216LL All Sections Computer-Aided Engineering Laboratory New Fees $0.00 $25.00 24 $600.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This is a new course being offered in the engineering program and the fee is to purchase supplies for the lab portion of the course. The full justification along with data 
is found on the next page.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?
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ECE216LL All Sections Computer-Aided Engineering Laboratory New Fees $0.00 $25.00 24 $600.00

The ability to effectively use Solid Works is highly desired in the engineering industry, particularly with many companies here in Phoenix, related to manufacturing, 
aerospace, mechanical, civil and architectural engineering. Students who complete the class and pass the CSWA exam will have a professional certification that is 
highly desired in local industry, opening the door for opportunities to be hired by many companies. Students who are proficient in Solid Works, as shown by passing 
the CSWA certification exam, will benefit local business within the engineering industry, as they will meet a highly desired level of expertise. This ability is highly 
desired within engineering, in general, however, proficiency in Solid Work is highly desired specifically within manufacturing, aerospace, mechanical, civil and 
architectural engineering.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fees are used to offset some of the licensing costs associated with Solid Works, primarily the fees we have to pay via the license for the student license version 
and the CSWA certification exam. In addition to these, the fee also pays for the plastic filament used to test the students designs.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

Students keep their temporary license, as well as whatever they design using Solid Works and test via 3D printing. If they pass the CSWA exam, they keep that, since 
it is a professional certification.

ITS120 All Sections Legal, Ethical and Regulatory Issues New Course $0.00 $5.00 10 $50.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This is a new class being added to our schedule based on the newly created Guided Pathways degrees/certificates. To be consistent with our other ITS courses it 
should have a $5 fee.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Being able to use course fees to hire tutor(s) will help students to better understanding subject matter.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fee will be used to hire a specialized tutor who will help students in our Information Technology Security (ITS) classes.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

 

ITS240 All Sections Ethical Hacking and Network Defense New Course $0.00 $5.00 10 $50.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This is a new class being added to our schedule based on the newly created Guided Pathways degrees/certificates. To be consistent with our other ITS courses it 
should have a $5 fee.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Being able to use course fees to hire tutor(s) will help students to better understanding subject matter.
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ITS240 All Sections Ethical Hacking and Network Defense New Course $0.00 $5.00 10 $50.00

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fee will be used to hire a specialized tutor who will help students in our Information Technology Security (ITS) classes.

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

 

MST155DC Internet Installation, Storage, and Compute with 
Windows Server New Course $0.00 $5.00 10 $50.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This is a new class being added to our schedule based on the newly created Guided Pathways degrees/certificates. To be consistent with our other MST courses it 
should have a $5 fee.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Being able to use course fees to hire tutor(s) will help students to better understanding subject matter.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fee will be used to hire a specialized tutor who will help students in our Microsoft Client/Server classes (MST).

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?

 

MST157DC Internet Networking with Windows Server New Course $0.00 $5.00 10 $50.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This is a new class being added to our schedule based on the newly created Guided Pathways degrees/certificates. To be consistent with our other MST courses it 
should have a $5 fee.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Being able to use course fees to hire tutor(s) will help students to better understanding subject matter.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fee will be used to hire a specialized tutor who will help students in our Microsoft Client/Server classes (MST).

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
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Fee

Projected 
Enrollment

Projected 
Revenue

MST158DC Internet Identity Management with Windows Server 
2016 New Course $0.00 $5.00 10 $50.00

Background - What is the proposed course fee change?

This is a new class being added to our schedule based on the newly created Guided Pathways degrees/certificates. To be consistent with our other MST courses it 
should have a $5 fee.

Learning Objective - How will the course fee help students advance their learning objective?

Being able to use course fees to hire tutor(s) will help students to better understanding subject matter.

Usage - How will the fees be used?

The fee will be used to hire a specialized tutor who will help students in our Microsoft Client/Server classes (MST).

Supplies List - Which supplies will be used directly by students?
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12.2 Proposed Tuition & Fees 

Fiscal Year 2020-21    
Mr. Gary Yaquinto 

 
 
 

Recommendation 
Attached is the Proposed FY2020-21 Tuition and Fee schedule, submitted as an action to the Governing 
Board. Action on the proposal is requested in order to ensure that any approved changes are implemented 
in the Student Information System prior to the start of registration for the fall 2020 semester. The county 
resident tuition rate of $85.00 per credit hour would remain the same and full time students taking 30 
credit hours will continue to pay $2,550 annually under this tuition schedule.  
 
The following new fees and existing fee increases are also requested for consideration and approval by the 
Governing Board: 

1. New Technology Fee ($4 per credit hour) 

It is proposed that the Board consider a new Technology Fee of $4 per credit hour to be 
established effective fall 2020.  The proposed fee will generate new revenue of $8.0 million, 
which would be dedicated to technology refresh, maintenance and enhancements at the colleges 
and District offices.  

Technology plays a prominent and expanding role in the Maricopa County Community College 
District (MCCCD).  It is challenging to obtain enough operational funding to replace no longer 
supported equipment and software, to maintain existing capabilities and deliver new functionality 
while also keeping up with teaching and learning demands, including funding operational 
commitments from critical initiatives like Transformation. While strategies have focused on 
providing low cost enhancements, not necessarily the best option, and various cost-saving 
strategies have alleviated some short term pressures, none represent a long-term, sustainable 
strategy that achieves the level of technology our students expect in this day and age.  We need a 
funding model for Maricopa that allows for high quality technology solutions to serve both the 
academic and administrative aspects of our mission.  This will be essential to enable Maricopa to 
keep up with competing higher education institutions in the 21st century and to develop students 
with the capabilities to find quality jobs.  Roughly three quarters of community colleges across 
the country have turned to collecting technology fees as a viable way to address these sorts of 
budget challenges. To address these issues, we ask that the MCCCD Governing Board consider 
the implementation of a student Technology Fee to support college and district technology needs.     

 Current Arizona Community Colleges and Universities with Technology Fee: 

• Coconino CC $7.00 per credit hour 
• Mohave CC $6.00 per credit hour  
• Pima CC $2.00 per credit hour 
• Northland-Pioneer CC $3.00 per credit hour 
• NAU $336 yearly 
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• University of Arizona $535 yearly 
• ASU $100.00 yearly  

2. Credit by Examination & Credit by Evaluation (page 1 of Tuition and Fee Schedule) 

No fees are assessed by the colleges for the following types of Prior Learning Assessment:  
transfer credits from nationally recognized institutions listed in the U.S.D.E. or CHEA databases, 
international coursework that has been officially evaluated by a  foreign evaluator service (such 
as educational credential evaluators), standardized college-level exams (such as CLEP, AP, IB, 
DSST,CIE), GED Exams, Military Transcripts, ACE (American Council on Education) 
transcripts, credit received through companies and organizations that offer nationally recognized 
credit evaluated by ACE, NCCRS, etc. (Straighterline, NOCTI, Study.Com, etc.), industry 
recognized credentials, skill center and clock hour transcripts. 
It is recommended that the following changes be approved for FY2020-21: 

• Reduce the cost of Prior Learning Assessment (PLA) options from $85 per credit hour to 
a flat fee of $40 per request if transcripted. 

• Waive the evaluation fee for industry recognized credentials. 

Proposed FY2020-21 Prior Learning Assessment Fee 
 

Credit by Examination & Credit by Evaluation  
(per credit hour)--excludes HCIES Courses 

Adopted  
FY2019-20 

Proposed  
FY2020-21 

Regular Rate $85.00 $0 

Contract Testing Rate (1/2 the regular rate) $42.50 $0 

Department Challenge Exam and Credit by Evaluation - 
Administrative Flat Fee if awarded transfer credit  $40.00 

 

3. GateWay Community College’s Children Learning Center (page 4 of Tuition and Fee 
Schedule) 

GateWay Community College is proposing adjustments to the fee structure at its Children's 
Learning Center.  The fee structure has not changed in more than 10 years and is far below the 
market rate for high-quality childcare in the Valley.  The rates proposed below align with those at 
Mesa Community College, establishing consistent tuition for students, faculty, and staff across the 
District.  GateWay Children's Learning Center is one of only four, high-quality preschools within 
a six-mile radius of GateWay Community College, with 80% of its enrollment the children of 
GateWay students.  The center is critical to student retention due to GateWay's adult population 
and high-number of occupational programs, and will continue to be an affordable option for 
students.      
 

GateWay CC – Children Learning Center Fees Schedule 

Description 
Adopted 

FY2019-20 
Proposed 

FY2020-21 Note 
GWC – Students $2.00 $4.00 Per hour 

Staff, Faculty, Other/ Drop-In $3.00 $5.00 Per hour 

Registration - students $10.00 $10.00 
Per semester (Fall, 
Spring, Summer) 
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GateWay CC – Children Learning Center Fees Schedule 

Description 
Adopted 

FY2019-20 
Proposed 

FY2020-21 Note 

Registration - Staff & Faculty  $40.00 
Per semester (Fall, 
Spring, Summer) 

Late pick-up fee for the first 15 minutes $10.00 $10.00  
For each minute of late pick-up after the 
first 15 $1.00 $1.00  
For every week payment is late  $5.00  
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FY2019-20 
Adopted

 FY2020-21 
Proposed 

I TUITION & FEES (Per Credit Hour) Total/Cr Hour Total/Cr Hr
 Amount 
Change  Note 

County Resident 85.00$                   85.00$                     -$                

Technology Fee 4.00$                       4.00$              New

Audit Rate 110.00$                 110.00$                   -$                
Regular Tuition 85.00$                  85.00$                    -$                
Audit Surcharge 25.00$                  25.00$                    -$                

County Resident - Senior Rate 42.50$                   42.50$                     -$                

General Tuition 85.00$                   85.00$                     -$                
Out-of-County Surcharge/Reimbursement 
(Apache, Greenlee) 350.00$                 TBD

Out-of-State 326.00$                 326.00$                   -$                
Regular Tuition 85.00$                   85.00$                     -$                
Out-of-State Surcharge 241.00$                 241.00$                   -$                

Courses offered out of Arizona including distance learning, 
to non resident out-of-state students 215.00$                 215.00$                   -$                

Out-of-State Students in Study Abroad Programs 205.00$                 205.00$                   -$                
Regular Tuition 85.00$                   85.00$                     -$                
Study Abroad Programs Surcharge 120.00$                 120.00$                   -$                

Regular Rate
85.00$                   -$                         (85.00)$           

Contract Testing Rate (1/2 the regular Rate)
42.50$                   -$                         (42.50)$           

Western Undergraduate Exchange Program (WUE) 127.50$                 127.50$                   -$                
Regular Tuition 85.00$                   85.00$                     -$                
WUE Surcharge 42.50$                   42.50$                     -$                

MARICOPA COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
TUITION AND FEES SCHEDULE

PROPOSED FY2020-21

This rate applies to County Residents age 65 or over taking courses for credit or audit. This rate allows 
eligible seniors to enroll in any open seats in credit classes.  

Out-of-County 

Out-of-County Reimbursement are calculated pursuant to A.R.S. 15-1469 
Students who provide proof of residency from Apache and Greenlee counties will only pay general 
tuition rate. 

This rate applies to  out-of-state students who are taking distance learning courses or students who are taking 
classroom-based credit courses through a contract agreement between MCCCD and the company they work for. 
This rate does not apply to Study Abroad Programs as there is  a separately calculated rate for these students. The 
nonresident tuition rate of $215 per credit hour for distance learning courses applies to students who both reside in 
the state and as well as out-of-state.  Students not qualifying for resident tuition would pay the nonresident rate 
whether taking the course in Arizona or in their state of residence. If the distance learning non-resident out of 
state student is an eligible resident of a WICHE state,  the lower Western Undergraduate Exchange Program Rate 
may be charged.

Credit by Examination & Credit by Evaluation (per credit hour)

The educational consortium sponsored by Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education (WICHE) 
allows out-of-state students to take courses offered by MCCCD and pay tuition of 150% of in-state tuition 
in accordance with state statute.  Likewise, Maricopa County residents may attend institutions in other 
states and pay 150% of the resident tuition rate. This rate also applies to distance learning classes taken by 
eligible non-resident out of state students.

 This fee is replaced with a flat 
fee of $40, see Section II, 

Special Fees, Prior Learning 
Assessment 
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MARICOPA COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
TUITION AND FEES SCHEDULE

PROPOSED FY2020-21

FY2019-20 
Adopted

 FY2020-21 
Proposed 

I TUITION & FEES (Per Credit Hour) - Continue Total/Cr Hour Total/Cr Hr
 Amount 
Change  Note 

Educational Service Partnership (ESP) Tuition Rate 71.00$                   71.00$                     -$                

Less than 12 credit hours /Semester = Cost Per Credit  $                 250.00 250.00$                   -$                
12 or more credit hours/semester - flat rate  $              2,750.00 2,750.00$                -$                

Learning Resource Fee/Semester
Up to not to exceed 

$80

Skill Centers
FY2019-20 

Adopted
FY2020-21
Proposed

 Amount 
Change 

Hourly Tuition 5.0$                       5.0$                         -$                
Hourly Tuition - Nursing Assistant and Practical Nursing 6.0$                       6.0$                         -$                
Skill Centers Cosmetology Application Fee $    Actual Cost $    Actual Cost
Skill Centers Cosmetology Licensing Exam Fee $    Actual Cost $    Actual Cost

II SPECIAL FEES
FY2019-20 

Adopted
 FY2020-21 

Proposed Note

Registration Processing Fee 15.00$                   15.00$                     -$                Per semester/per college
Transcript Fee

5.00$                     5.00$                       -$                

  Administrative flat fee if awarded transfer credit  $                     40.00 

Custom Workforce Training 5.00$                     5.00$                       -$                Per Program Hour

Dental Hygiene Skills Enhancement - 4 hrs block (RS) 200.00$                 200.00$                   -$                

Dental Hygiene Licensing Skills Update  - 8 hrs block (RS) 600.00$                 600.00$                   -$                

Emergency Medical Technology (EMT) 400.00$                 -$                         N/A
EMT 104 Practicum Assessment Fee (NREMT Skill) 50.00$                   -$                         N/A

Fitness Center Fee 20.00$                   20.00$                     -$                

PED Special Course Charge $    Actual Cost $    Actual Cost

 As set by Arizona State Board 
of Cosmetology 

Rio Salado College has been offering certificate programs to its business, industry and governmental 
partners as part of its mission to meet the needs of its communities since 1990. Each ESP partner provides, 
at their own cost, the adjunct faculty, training materials, and the required facilities/equipment.  Currently, if 
the colleges had to pay for these materials and services, the cost would be covered by in-state tuition.  Due 
to these significant in-kind contributions by ESP partners, the instructional costs are avoided, which in turn 
reduces MCCCD costs.  The ESP in-state tuition rate of $71 per credit reflects the significant in-kind 
contribution that our ESP business, industry, and government partners make to the MCCCD.

Rio Salado National - Online Out of State Residents

The learning resource fee would be an automatic add on fee to RioNational tuition with an option for students to 
opt out of that fee

Effective July 1, 2013 MCCCD implemented a new official transcript report for credit coursework completed at all 
MCCCD colleges. This would include all coursework grouped by either institution or term. There will be a single 
charge for transcript requests instead of a per-transcript, per-institution charge. 

Prior Learning Assessment: Departmental Challenge Exam and Credit by Evaluation

This is an adjunctive course for students enrolled in the dental hygiene program.  This course provides one-on-one 
instruction to dental hygiene students to improve their technical skills. The fees are used for adjunct dental 
hygiene instructors, administrative time,  clinic use and all disposable supplies in the clinic. (plastic, chair covers, 
saliva ejectors, sterilization, etc.)

A clinical session offered to licensed hygienists wanting to reenter, work on advanced  skills, or for those needing 
guidance and a clinical facility to practice after moving into the state of Arizona to take the WREB examination. 
The additional fees will cover required administration time, additional disposables and supplies, and instrument kit 
rental costs.

Charge to cover cost to conduct assessment of Basic EMT skills required for AZ NREMT testing

 New, replaces Credit by Examination & Credit by 
Evaluation 

These fees are part of course 
fees, therefore removed from this 

schedule due to duplication
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MARICOPA COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
TUITION AND FEES SCHEDULE

PROPOSED FY2020-21

II SPECIAL FEES (Cont.)
FY2019-20 

Adopted
 FY2020-21 

Proposed 
 Amount 
Change Note

Non-Music Majors
1st 1/2 hr. per week/ per sem. 431.00$                 431.00$                   -$                
Addtl 1/2 hr. per week/ per sem. 431.00$                 431.00$                   -$                

1st 1/2 hr. per week/ per sem. -$                       -$                         -$                

Addtl 1/2 hr. per week/ per sem. 138.00$                 138.00$                   -$                

Open Educational Resources (OER)
Actual Cost not to 

exceed $40
Actual Cost not to 

exceed $40 -$                

Incarcerated Student Material Fee 15.00$                   15.00$                     

Check Returned from Bank 15.00$                   15.00$                     -$                
College Bridge Pathways Fee

(0-100% Poverty) 25.00$                   25.00$                     -$                
(101-150% Poverty) 40.00$                   40.00$                     -$                
(151-200% Poverty) 55.00$                   55.00$                     -$                
(Over 200% Poverty) 70.00$                   70.00$                     -$                

Field Studies $    Actual Cost $    Actual Cost

Student Teaching Lab Schedule Change/Cancellation (RS) 100.00$                 100.00$                   -$                

Commencement Participation 25.00$                   25.00$                     -$                

First Test  Based on State D.O.E  Based on State D.O.E Since July 1, 2003, each testing center 
pays their own GED supplies cost.

Repeat Test (per section)  Based on State D.O.E  Based on State D.O.E All colleges will charge the same rate, 
based on D.O.E parameters.

Administration Fee 15.00$                   15.00$                     -$                

Commencement Participation - One-time fee refundable up to 2 weeks prior to graduation

For participation in graduation ceremony; includes cap, gown, honor cords, diploma cover, and participation in 
commencement ceremony.  Maricopa does not charge a graduation fee

GED Test

Music Lessons

Music Majors

To maintain excellence in Music at the Maricopa Community Colleges, a common practice throughout higher 
education requires all Music students to enroll in private instruction in order to complete their course of study.  
To accomplish this, all Music students are eligible to receive a private instruction course fee scholarship. 

OER materials are teaching, learning, and research resources that are copyright-free or have been released under a 
copyright license that permits others to reuse, revise, remix and redistribute them. Examples of OER include: full 
courses, course modules, syllabi, lectures, homework assignments, quizzes, lab and classroom activities, pedagogical 
materials, games, simulations, and many more resources contained in digital media collections from around the 
world. 
While openly licensed, there are times that fees are associated with maintaining these resources as well as adding 
robust openly licensed homework systems, early alert systems and adaptive content systems which can lead to greater 
student success. An OER fee of up to $40 would enable courses to utilize these resources and reduce the cost of 
materials for students. The funds would be charged to students in only those sections using these OER systems and 
would be a pass through to the vendor, no funds would be pooled

This fee will be used to provide class materials for our incarcerated students who are unable to access electronic 
materials online due to prison restrictions.  The materials include course work, learning materials and correspondence 
supplies.  The fee is assessed for each course enrollment.

This charge supports specialized opportunities for study outside the traditional  classroom.  As such, Field Studies 
charges generally are not refundable as plans and travel must be made in advance.  Students enrolled in credit 
courses will pay the requisite tuition and fees in accordance with their residency status  in addition to the Field 
Study Fee.   

Beginning January 1, 2007, the State D.O.E started charging students an administration fee before they 
could take the GED test.
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MARICOPA COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
TUITION AND FEES SCHEDULE

PROPOSED FY2020-21

II SPECIAL FEES (Cont.)
FY2019-20 

Adopted
 FY2020-21 

Proposed 
 Amount 
Change Note

Proctored Exams
 $25.00 or as 

established by test 
publisher 

 $25.00 or as 
established by test 

publisher 

 $                  -   

Hazardous Materials Certification (EMC) First Responder 100.00$                 -$                         N/A  EMCC no longer needs this fee 

Fees associated with industry certification taken as part of FSC105 
Hazardous Materials/First Responder.

Hazardous Materials Certification (EMC) Firefighter I & II 500.00$                 -$                         N/A  EMCC no longer needs this fee 

Spanish for Industry 50.00$                   -$                         N/A
 This fee is part of course fees, 
therefore removed from this schedule. 

Fees associated with required assessments taken as part of FSC102 
Fire Department Operations.

Excessive Laboratory Breakage $    Actual Cost $    Actual Cost

Library Fines-Lost Materials
(Item List price + $10.00) 10.00$                   10.00$                     -$                

Parking Fines
Displaying an altered or substituted permit. 50.00$                   50.00$                     -$                
Failure to register a vehicle and display a parking permit. 30.00$                   30.00$                     -$                
Falsifying information on registration application 50.00$                   50.00$                     -$                
Parking in a Fire Lane 50.00$                   50.00$                     -$                
Violating disabled parking stall or access 50.00$                   50.00$                     -$                
Improperly displaying a parking permit. 15.00$                   15.00$                     -$                
Obstructing a properly parked/moving vehicle. 15.00$                   15.00$                     -$                
Parking beyond posted time limit. 15.00$                   15.00$                     -$                
Parking by a college employee or student in a visitor area. 15.00$                   15.00$                     -$                
Parking on or blocking a pedestrian path. 15.00$                   15.00$                     -$                
Parking outside stall lines. 15.00$                   15.00$                     -$                
Parking in an unauthorized parking area 25.00$                   25.00$                     -$                
Removing barricade or failure to obey vehicle control device 25.00$                   25.00$                     -$                
(All fines are doubled if not paid within 15 working days.)

GWC - Students 2.00$                     4.00$                       2.00$              
Staff, Faculty, Other/ Drop-In 3.00$                     5.00$                       2.00$              
Registration - students 10.00$                   10.00$                     -$                Per semester (Fall, Spring, Summer)

Registration - Staff & Faculty 40.00$                     40.00$            Per semester (Fall, Spring, Summer)

Late pick-up fee for the first 15 minutes 10.00$                   10.00$                     -$                
For each minute of late pick-up after the first 15 minutes 1.00$                     1.00$                       -$                
For every week payment is late 5.00$                       5.00$              

MCC - Students 4.00$                     4.00$                       -$                
Staff & Faculty 5.00$                     5.00$                       -$                
Drop-in               5.00$                     5.00$                       -$                
Registration - students 30.00$                   30.00$                     -$                Per semester

Registration - staff & faculty 40.00$                   40.00$                     -$                Per semester

For each 15 minutes of late pick-up   5.00$                     5.00$                       -$                
For every week payment is late 5.00$                     5.00$                       -$                

Fee for administering exams from other schools and institutions, including but not limited to College Level 
Examination Program (CLEP), (DANTES Subject Standardized Tests) DSST, and proctoring for industry 
licensure examinations.  There has been an increase in the number of proctored tests administered by MCCCD 
Colleges incurring a greater cost in supplies, time and staff.

Child Care Fee (per clock hour or per Noted)
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MARICOPA COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
TUITION AND FEES SCHEDULE

PROPOSED FY2020-21

II SPECIAL FEES (Cont.)
FY2019-20 

Adopted
 FY2020-21 

Proposed 
 Amount 
Change Note

Noyce Scholar Forfeited Stipend Repayment Fee
 5% of Forfeited 

Stipend 
 5% of Forfeited 

Stipend 

Identification Card Replacement Fee
Basic Card Replacement 5.00$                     5.00$                       -$                

Magstripe/Smart Card Replacement $    Actual Cost $    Actual Cost

Paper Format - per page 0.25$                     0.25$                       -$                per page

Fax Copies - per page 1.00$                     1.00$                       -$                per page

Electronic Format - per USB Flash Drive 15.00$                   15.00$                     -$                

Documents that are readily available in 
electronic format are copied to USB Flash 
drive

Electronic Reproduction of Records to alternative formats - per page 0.25$                     0.25$                       -$                

Interpreter Preparation Program Application Fee Actual Cost Actual Cost

Void Check 10.00$                   10.00$                     -$                

Fee established by new vendor; 
charged to student when action 
requested by student

Copy of Check 15.00$                   15.00$                     -$                

Fee established by new vendor; 
charged to student when action 
requested by student

Stop Payment on Check 25.00$                   25.00$                     -$                

Fee established by new vendor; 
charged to student when action 
requested by student

III Tuition Waivers

NOYCE Fellowship Scholars are awarded a scholarship stipend.  Upon their acceptance of the stipend they 
acknowledge that they are responsible to repay the stipend if they withdraw from the program at any time.  Once a 
student withdraws, Rio Salado creates a repayment amortization which includes a repayment administration fee.  
On average, the typical NOYCE Scholar pays $10 per month for a 60 month period; $600 over the life of the 
payment plan.  

According to Arizona Revised Statute, 15-1802 F, "A person who is a member of an Indian tribe recognized by the US Department of the Interior whose reservation land lies in 
this state and extends into another state and who is a resident of the reservation is entitled to classification as an in-state student." Therefore, unclassified and out of state 
surcharges do not apply to such students.

Admission criteria to attend a college within the Maricopa County Community College District (MCCCD) is determined in accordance with state law (ARS 15-1805.01 and 15-
1821) and regulations of the Maricopa Community Colleges Governing Board and the  Chancellor.  As such, participants enrolled in courses in courses as part of third party 
agreements are also subject to the same admissions criteria. This includes the participant resolving any current enrollment or administrative holds that are unrelated to the third 
party in existing student account, but that otherwise impact his/her eligibility to enroll in courses or participate in programs delivered by MCCCD faculty or staff.

This fee is used to support the hiring of certified interpreters to assist with the Program Admission process. The 
certified interpreter reviews student videos submitted to ensure that students have the American Sign Language 
competencies required to meet the standards to pursue the demands of an Interpreter. The rate charged by 
interviewers and raters is set by national the Sign Language Proficiency Interview (SLPI)

Maricopa Student Refund Program (MSRP) - Effective March 2019

The Maricopa Community College District waives County Resident tuition & student activity fees for employees and their dependents and for legislatively mandated groups. 
Special fees and fees for Non-credit/Special Interest Community Services courses are not waived.

Charge will cover the cost of replacing simple identification cards; original card will still be provided at no additional cost

Charge will cover the actual cost of replacing more technologically sophisticated identification cards that could contain a 
magnetic strip or programmable microchip; the original will still be provided at no additional cost.

Requests for Public Records

This fee is for the conversion of records to electronic format pursuant to a public records request.  This fee will 
be charged in addition to $15.00 fee to produce records electronically. However, requests that require staff 
time and resources to convert from paper to alternative format (such as PDF) in order to place the documents 
on a flash drive, will be charged at the current per page rate for paper production; $0.25 per page.
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Funding 
Source Deferred Maintenance 

Account Information MCC04-57275-MCMAINCA-711-801985- 
 OP/MNTPLNT-XXXX-FY20/43AMECH-DEFMT 

 

CONSENT AGENDA 
ACTION ITEM 

 
Governing Board Agenda Meeting Date February 25, 2020   
 

Item Number Item Title Responsible Agents 
12.3 Job Order Contracting PO for 

 BP43A Building 
Air Handler Replacement 
Mesa Community College  

Mr. Gary Yaquinto 
Dr. Lori Berquam 

 

 
Recommendation 
We recommend that the Governing Board approve a purchase order in an amount not to exceed 
Nine Hundred Forty Seven Thousand, Five Hundred Fifty Three and no/100ths Dollars 
($947,553.00) to  
 
                                                    McCarthy Building Companies, Inc. 
 
for the air handler replacement at Mesa Community College BP43A Building. 
 
Justification 
The Capital Development Advisory Council reviewed this item at its February 18, 2020 meeting 
and recommended that it be submitted for Governing Board action. 
 
District Facilities Planning and Development (FP&D) and Mesa Community College (MCC) are 
requesting the approval of a purchase order to replace the existing rooftop air handling unit (AHU) 
on building BP43A. The existing AHU is approximately 34 years old, from original construction 
and has been identified by the districtwide deferred maintenance study for replacement.  MCC and 
FP&D have explored both repair and replacement options and due to age and condition have 
determined replacement as the best option.   
 
The project scope includes conversion from an obsolete Constant Air multi-zone system to a 
Variable Air Volume (VAV) system, modification of ductwork, electrical circuits and updated 
controls. This will provide more efficient and reliable heating, cooling and zone control. 
 
McCarthy Building Companies, Inc. has submitted a cost proposal in an amount not to exceed 
$947,553.00 for this work through their existing Job Order Contracting agreement with the District 
(#3424-2-02). 
 
Estimated installation completion is August 2020. 
 
Funding will be provided from the FY20 Districtwide Deferred Maintenance Program. 
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Funding 
Source Deferred Maintenance  

Account Information MCC04-57275- DTNMESEC-711-801985-OP/MNTPLNT- 
 XXXX-FY20/DTNCTR-DEFMT 

fpdexternal$/CDAC & Gov Board/Gov Board/<> 

CONSENT AGENDA 
ACTION ITEM 

 
Governing Board Agenda Meeting Date February 25, 2020   
 

Item Number Item Title Responsible Agents 
12.4 Purchase Order for  

Mesa Downtown Center 
      Mechanical Unit Replacements 

 Mesa Community College 

Mr. Gary Yaquinto 
Dr. Lori Berquam 

 

 
Recommendation 
We recommend that the Governing Board approve a purchase order in the amount of Four 
Hundred Twenty Two Thousand, Seventy Four and no/100ths Dollars ($422,074.00) to  
 
                                                    McCarthy Building Companies, Inc. 
 
For the mechanical unit replacements at Mesa Community College Downtown Center. 
 
Justification 
The Capital Development Advisory Council reviewed this item at its February 18, 2020 
meeting and recommended that it be submitted for Governing Board action. 
 
Mesa Community College (MCC) is requesting the approval of a purchase order to replace the 
existing mechanical units, which include two packaged units and sixteen split system units at 
MCC Downtown Center. Scope also includes installation of new raised curbs for the rooftop 
units and roof work around the curbs to prevent any leaks. The existing units are approximately 
20 years old, and have been identified by the districtwide deferred maintenance study for 
replacement due to age and condition. The replacement of these systems will increase building 
efficiency and energy savings.   
 
McCarthy Building Companies, Inc. has submitted a cost proposal in the amount of 
$422,074.00 for this work under their existing Job Order Contracting agreement with the 
District (#3424-2-02). 
 
Estimated installation completion is June 2020. 
 
Funding will be provided from the FY20 Districtwide Deferred Maintenance Program. 
 
 



AR Draft 

Funding 
        Source   Deferred Maintenance  

      Account Information   SCC05-57280-SCMAINICA-711-801985-OP/MNTPLNT-
1328-FY20/APSCIRSTRM-DEFMT 

CONSENT AGENDA 
ACTION ITEM 

 
Governing Board Agenda Meeting Date February 25, 2020  
 

Item Number Item Title Responsible Agents 
12.5 Job Order Contracting Purchase Order 

for Restroom Renovations 
in the Applied Sciences Building at                                

Scottsdale Community College 

Mr. Gary Yaquinto 
Ms. Chris Haines 

 

 
Recommendation 
We recommend that the Governing Board approve a purchase order for Four Hundred Thirty 
Thousand, Five Hundred Fifteen and no/100ths Dollars ($430,515.00) to  
 
                                                    McCarthy Building Companies, Inc. 
 
for renovation of the restroom core in the south-east corner of the Applied Sciences Building at 
Scottsdale Community College. 
        
Justification 
The Capital Development Advisory Council reviewed this item at its February 18, 2020 meeting 
and recommended that it be submitted for Governing Board action. 
 
District Facilities Planning and Development (FP&D) and Scottsdale Community College (SCC) 
are requesting the approval of a Job Order Contracting (JOC) purchase order to renovate the 
restrooms and adjacent custodial room of the Applied Sciences Building.  This renovation was 
identified by the districtwide deferred maintenance study due to age and condition of existing 
fixtures, plumbing, equipment and logistics.  
 
This project involves repairs to the existing infrastructure including exhaust system, underground 
plumbing and modifications to comply with current ADA requirements. Scope also includes 
replacement of plumbing fixtures, piping, energy efficient lighting, doors, partitions, drywall, 
flooring, wall tile, and countertops.  
 
McCarthy Building Companies, Inc. has submitted a cost proposal in the amount of $430,515.00 
for this work under their existing Job Order Contracting agreement with the District (#3424-2-02). 
 
Installation completion is projected for August, 2020. 
 
Funding will be provided from the FY20 Districtwide Deferred Maintenance Program. 
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Funding 
        Source   Deferred Maintenance  

      Account Information   SCC05--57275-SCMAINICA-711-801985-
OP/MNTPLNT-1362-FY20/PACBLDG-DEFMT 

CONSENT AGENDA 
ACTION ITEM 

 
Governing Board Agenda Meeting Date February 25, 2020  
 

Item Number Item Title Responsible Agents 
12.6 Purchase Order for 

Performing Arts Center  
Air Handler Replacement 

Scottsdale Community College 

Mr. Gary Yaquinto 
Ms. Chris Haines 

 

 
Recommendation 
We recommend that the Governing Board approve a purchase order not to exceed Four Hundred 
Five Thousand, Nine Hundred Eighty-Four and 91/100ths Dollars ($405,984.91) to  
 
                                                    Johnson Controls Inc.  
 
for the air handler replacement  at Scottsdale Community College Performing Arts Center.    
     
Justification 
 The Capital Development Advisory Council reviewed this item at its February 18, 2020 meeting 
and recommended that it be submitted for Governing Board action. 
 
District Facilities Planning and Development (FP&D) and Scottsdale Community College (SCC) 
are requesting the approval of a purchase order to replace the existing air handler unit (AHU) along 
with fan coil units,  temperature control devices, extension of electrical circuits and some ductwork 
modifications located in the Performing Arts Center (PAC) Lobby area.   AHU’s provide cooling, 
heating, and fresh air for the building areas they serve.   
 
The existing AHU is approximately 44 years old, from original construction, and has been 
identified by the districtwide deferred maintenance study for replacement.  SCC and FP&D have 
explored both repair and replacement options and due to age and condition have determined 
replacement is the best option.  
 
Johnson Controls Inc. has submitted a cost proposal in a not to exceed amount of $405,984.91 
for this work through their existing General Services Administration (GSA)/schedule 84 (Contract 
#GS-07F-190CA), which has been reviewed and accepted by Purchasing for Maricopa’s use. 
 
Installation completion is projected for August, 2020. 
 
Funding will be provided from the FY20 Districtwide Deferred Maintenance Program. 
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Funding 
Source  

Account Information  
 

INFORMATION ITEM 
 
 

Governing Board Agenda Meeting Date February 25, 2020 
 

Item Number Item Title Responsible Agents 
13.1 EMPLOYMENT & SEPARATIONS Mr. Gary Yaquinto 

 
 
Recommendation 
In accordance with employee group policies, the attached pages show personnel actions that 
were approved.  Budget approvals have been granted and are on file for the personnel actions 
in this item, which covers January 1, 2020 through January 17, 2020, for both non-faculty and 
faculty personnel.  

 
In summary, there were 55 new hires, with the majority residing in the Non-Faculty group. 
Included in the report is funding information to indicate whether a hire was a replacement for 
an existing budget line or if the hire was a new budget line.  The attached lists are sorted by 
location and employee type.  The breakdown is as follows: 
 

 

 
The separations page of the report indicates the type of separation for each former employee. 
The total number of separations for this period was 37. 
 
*These are pro-rated annual amounts based on the start date of the employee. 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Non-Faculty Hires 21 
Non-Faculty Short-Term Hires 5 
Non-Faculty Hires Specially Funded  5 
Residential Faculty Hires 9 
Residential Faculty Hires, OYO/OSO 13 
Residential Faculty Hires, Specially 
Funded 

1 

Contracted Executive hires 1 
  

Total Hires 55 



Location Effective Date Name Position Job Title Annual Rate FTE Type

Chandler-Gilbert 1/13/2020 Gonzalez, Danielle 10014006 Laboratory Technician $34,424.00 1.00 Replacement

Chandler-Gilbert 1/13/2020 Lawless, Rachael A. 10008786 Learning Technician Senior $34,590.40 1.00 Replacement

Chandler-Gilbert 1/13/2020 Neill, Kimberly Beth 10008859 Administrative Specialist Sr $45,156.80 1.00 Replacement

Chandler-Gilbert 1/13/2020 Parra, Jesus 10008682 Custodian $30,000.00 1.00 Replacement

Chandler-Gilbert 1/13/2020 Perkins, Caleb Jay 10008768 Laboratory Technician $33,446.40 1.00 Replacement

District Office 1/6/2020 Fleischmann, Erin 10001356 Network and Systems Admr $71,994.00 1.00 Reallocation

District Office 1/6/2020 Mah,Caren M 10001041 Public Safety Comm Specialist $48,318.40 1.00 Replacement

District Office 1/6/2020 Stake, Patricia Drainer 10022304 HRIS Manager $113,458.15 1.00 Reallocation

Estrella Mountain 1/6/2020 Broadnax, Sharifa 10001767 Administrative Specialist Sr $41,329.60 1.00 Replacement

Estrella Mountain 1/6/2020 Powell, Jonathan S. 10009175 Tech Support Specialist Senior $55,328.00 1.00 Replacement

Glendale 1/6/2020 Carrillo-Saldana, Stacey 10002327 Administrative Specialist Sr $36,816.00 1.00 Replacement

Mesa 1/2/2020 Salinas, Celina 10010445 Student Services Manager $75,214.44 1.00 Replacement

Paradise Valley 1/6/2020 Schneider-Pollack, Elsbeth 10006228 Student Services Manager $66,260.34 1.00 Replacement

Phoenix 1/2/2020 Conway, Elizabeth 10023060 Student Services Analyst $48,728.87 1.00 Replacement

Phoenix 1/6/2020 Lazzell, Amy C. 10005247 Laboratory Technician Senior $27,612.00 0.75 Replacement

Phoenix 1/2/2020 Walker, Jaimee 10005517 Student Services Tech $30,000.00 1.00 Replacement

Rio Salado 1/13/2020 Quintana, Cristina 10015358 Program Coordinator $45,344.00 1.00 Replacement

South Mountain 1/13/2020 Benson, Abigayle 10008423 Student Services Analyst Sr $61,002.63 1.00 Replacement

South Mountain 1/6/2020 Diaz, Jessica 10008416 Laboratory Specialist Supv $48,318.40 1.00 Replacement

South Mountain 1/13/2020 Reveles, Monique A. 10013274 Student Services Specialist $34,736.00 1.00 Replacement

South Mountain 1/6/2020 Wood, Aaron Geoffrey 10008183 Software Developer Senior $88,847.20 1.00 Replacement

21

Location Effective Date Name Position Job Title Annual Rate FTE Type

District Office 1/2/2020 Abrego, Daniel O 10024378 Property Materials Spec - Short-Term $36,004.80 1.00 Replacement

District Wide 1/13/2020 Oster, Danni 10024308 Web Services Specialist - Short-Term $50,107.20 1.00 Reallocation

Glendale 1/6/2020 Ceran-Jerusalemy, Tahiri Bernard10024073 Student Services Specialist - Short-Term $33,446.40 1.00 Replacement

Glendale 1/13/2020 Weber, Daniel A. 10024318 Property Materials Spec - Short-Term $37,024.00 1.00 Replacement

Phoenix 1/14/2020 Rodriguez, Daisy 10024343 Laboratory Technician - Short-Term $34,424.00 1.00 Replacement

5

Non-Faculty Hires for January, 2020

MCCCD Hires Report

January 1, 2020 - January 17, 2020

Non-Faculty Hires

Non-Faculty Hires, Short-Term

Non-Faculty Hires, Short-Term for January, 2020
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MCCCD Hires Report

January 1, 2020 - January 17, 2020

Location Effective Date Name Position Job Title Annual Rate FTE Type

District Office 1/7/2020 Gonzales, Ralph P 10024386 SBDC Analyst - SPF $52,775.64 1.00 Replacement

District Office 1/6/2020 Pineda, Bianca D. 10001256 Administrative Specialist - SPF $32,094.40 1.00 Replacement

Rio Salado 1/13/2020 Hasemeyer, Michael A. 10009811 Instructor Senior - SPF $59,203.00 1.00 Replacement

Rio Salado 1/13/2020 Holden, LaSetta R. 10006537 Program Coordinator - SPF $51,708.80 1.00 Replacement

Rio Salado 1/13/2020 Lapriore, Gregory W. 10007212 Student Services Specialist - SPF $42,203.20 1.00 Replacement

5

Location Effective Date Name Position Job Title Annual Rate* FTE Type

Estrella Mountain 1/6/2020 Hackler, Kennith Robert 10014972 Manufacturing Tech $36,409.13 1.00 Replacement

Gateway 1/6/2020 Chirravuri, Saroj Venkat 10003042 Biology $25,664.69 1.00 Replacement

Gateway 1/6/2020 Coleman, Tara Nicole 10024060 Chemistry $27,832.04 1.00 Reallocation

Gateway 1/6/2020 Deever, Diana Lynn 10003349 Respiratory Care Ins $36,938.57 1.00 Replacement

Gateway 1/6/2020 Finch, Alyssa 10003311 Mathematics $22,059.18 1.00 Replacement

Gateway 1/6/2020 Foltz Sweat, Jennifer L. 10003307 Biology $33,431.45 1.00 Replacement

Gateway 1/7/2020 Gill, Baljeet 10024250 Polysomnography Tech Fac $31,804.33 1.00 Reallocation

Glendale 1/6/2020 Lein, Kenneth 10023241 Computer Information Systems $29,275.26 1.00 Replacement

Paradise Valley 1/6/2020 McCanless, Robert 10005763 Accounting $35,238.21 1.00 Replacement
9

Location Effective Date Name Position Job Title Annual Rate* FTE Type

Chandler-Gilbert 1/6/2020 Smith, Brent M. 10023966 Astronomy - OSO $26,738.73 1.00 Replacement

Estrella Mountain 1/6/2020 Hoffman, Ty C 10010225 Biology - OSO $34,466.00 1.00 Replacement

Estrella Mountain 1/6/2020 Yost, Kathleen Deborah 10010214 Clinical Nursing - OSO $27,394.89 1.00 Replacement

Glendale 1/6/2020 Kujawa, Kara J. 10024351 Computer Info Systems - OSO $32,011.99 1.00 Replacement

Mesa 1/6/2020 Coldea, Carmen 10024382 Physics - OSO $29,275.26 1.00 Replacement

Mesa 1/13/2020 Matsumoto, Shane A. 10024393 Music Audio Production Tech - OSO $27,648.85 1.00 Replacement

Mesa 1/14/2020 Polynone, Devon R. 10024394 Aerobics Dance Fitness - OSO $22,196.71 1.00 Replacement

Mesa 1/6/2020 Touchet, Mary E. 10024384 Mathematics - OSO $23,502.40 1.00 Replacement

Paradise Valley 1/6/2020 Keenan, John C. 10024337 Music Audio Production - OSO $33,605.36 1.00 New

Phoenix 1/6/2020 Golab, Coreen R. 10005040 Interior Design - OSO $26,163.90 1.00 Replacement

Phoenix 1/8/2020 Lafferty, Leslie 10024383 Clinical Nursing - OSO $31,300.59 1.00 Replacement

South Mountain 1/6/2020 Ketcham, James 10024400 English - OSO $28,988.72 1.00 Replacement

South Mountain 1/6/2020 Miller, Paul Thomas 10024385 Mathematics - OSO $30,718.47 1.00 Replacement

Residential Faculty Hires, OYO/OSO for January, 2020 13

Location Effective Date Name Position Job Title Annual Rate* FTE Type

Gateway 1/6/2020 Pardazi, Ahmad 10024251 Health Svcs Management - SPF $32,161.68 1.00 Reallocation

Residential Faculty Hires, Specially Funded for January, 2020 1

Residential Faculty Hires

Residential Faculty Hires, One-Year-Only and One-Semester-Only 

Residential Faculty Hires for January, 2020

Residential Faculty Hires, Specially Funded 

Non-Faculty Hires, Specially Funded

Non-Faculty Hires, Specially Funded for January, 2020

Page 2 of 3



MCCCD Hires Report

January 1, 2020 - January 17, 2020

Location Effective Date Name Position Job Title Annual Rate FTE Type

Estrella Mountain 1/6/2020 Gomez,Manuel N 10001384 Vice President $155,792.00 1.00 Replacement

1

55Total Hires for January, 2020

Contracted Executive Hires for January, 2020

Contracted Executive Hires

Page 3 of 3



Location Name Job Code Last Date Worked Action

Chandler-Gilbert Hardy, Alison R. Clinical Nursing 1/3/2020 Separation

Chandler-Gilbert Hurley,Elizabeth Anne Learning Technician Senior 1/8/2020 Separation

Chandler-Gilbert Lopez R., Lauro Maintenance Ops Tech 1/2/2020 Retirement

Chandler-Gilbert Nwankwo, Charles Vice President 1/11/2020 Separation

Chandler-Gilbert Wojtovich, Greg J. Student Services Specialist 1/2/2020 Retirement

Chandler-Gilbert Wood, Lorelei L. Chemistry 1/1/2020 Retirement

District Office Gowans Thorpe, Lori A. Program Coordinator 1/2/2020 Retirement

District Office Kohlbecker, Mitchell Information Technology Mgr 1/11/2020 Separation

District Office Kudthi, Nishita Software Engineer 1/8/2020 Separation

Gateway Awad, Abdul Y. Biology 1/5/2020 Retirement

Gateway Berisha, Shahin H. Mathematics 1/5/2020 Retirement

Gateway Godfrey, Susan M. Nuclear Medicine 1/6/2020 Retirement

Gateway Lopez, Anna Workforce Development Mgr 1/11/2020 Retirement

Gateway Lupo, Diane N Respiratory Care Ins 1/6/2020 Retirement

Gateway Robles, Sujey S. Fiscal Technician Senior 1/2/2020 Separation

Glendale Gonzales, Richard J. HVAC Specialist 1/2/2020 Retirement

Glendale Quiroga, Jose Humberto Custodian 1/2/2020 Retirement

Mesa Brown, Charles Anthony Property Materials Technician 1/7/2020 Retirement

Mesa Felix, Pamela M. Fiscal Analyst 1/17/2020 Separation

Mesa Gibson, Kevin L. Learning Technician Senior 1/1/2020 Separation

Mesa Jones, Holly Administrative Specialist 1/11/2020 Separation

Mesa Joshua, Mangala Physics 1/7/2020 Retirement

Mesa Justus, Mark A. Laboratory Technician 1/3/2020 Separation

Mesa Lawrence, Tamara Elizabeth Administrative Specialist Sr 1/3/2020 Separation

Mesa Ramos III, Gregorio Student Services Specialist Sr 1/11/2020 Separation

Mesa Shahan, Mora L. Administrative Specialist 1/11/2020 Retirement

Phoenix Gonzalez, Carmen H. Custodian 1/3/2020 Separation

Phoenix Haag, Audrey Doris Clinical Nursing 1/6/2020 Retirement

Phoenix Hernandez, Conrado Groundskeeper Senior 1/3/2020 Retirement

Phoenix Parker, Cynthia Jean Interior Design 1/11/2020 Retirement

Rio Salado Belmar, Eric Instructor Senior 1/2/2020 Separation

Rio Salado Johnson, Jacqueline A. Executive Special Assistant 1/14/2020 Separation

Rio Salado Smith, Micole Instructor Senior 1/9/2020 Separation

MCCCD Separations Governing Board's Report

January 1, 2020 - January 17, 2020

Page 1 of 2 



Location Name Job Code Last Date Worked Action

MCCCD Separations Governing Board's Report

January 1, 2020 - January 17, 2020

Scottsdale Couty, Patricia Administrative Specialist 1/2/2020 Retirement

Scottsdale Dew, Michelle M. Student Services Specialist 1/3/2020 Separation

South Mountain Howard, Desiree C. Administrative Specialist Sr 1/14/2020 Separation

South Mountain Miller, Harley Media Prod Design Analyst 1/17/2020 Separation

Total Separations for January, 2020 37

Page 2 of 2 
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Funding 
Source  

Account Information  
 

MONITORING REPORT 
CHANCELLOR LIMITATIONS 

FINANCIAL CONDITION AND ACTIVITIES; FINANCIAL PLANNING AND BUDGETING 
 

Governing Board Agenda Meeting Date February 25, 2020 
 

Item Number Item Title Responsible Agents 
14.1 
 

Budget Analysis Report 
Fund 1: General Unrestricted Fund 

For the Seven Months Ending 1/31/2020 
 

Mr. Gary Yaquinto 
 
 

GENERAL NOTE:  In FY2019, the Budget Analysis Report for Fund 1 was changed to present the 
District’s financial information in a monthly budget format.  Using monthly data from FY2019 and 
FY2020, we continue to refine budget and financial reporting practices to reflect how actual expenses and 
revenue expect to be incurred. 
 
Revenue Summary:  $M year to date; projected revenue at year end:  $M 
• The two major revenues, property taxes and tuition, are collected in cycles.  Tuition revenue is 

generally collected at the beginning of each semester while property tax revenue is mostly collected 
in the fall and spring when semi-annual payments are due from property owners. 

• % of projected revenue has been recognized year to date. 
 
Expenditure Summary:  $M year to date; projected expenditure at year end:  $M 
• Expenses for Personal Services and Employee Benefits are generally consistent throughout the 

academic year (August through May) as faculty expenses are primarily recognized during this period.  
Expenses in July and June of each fiscal year are typically lower. 

• % of projected expenditures have been recognized year to date. 
• Contingencies of $M included in the Expenditure Analysis line items in the attached report are not 

expected to be expended. 
 

Fund Balance and Financial Stability Requirements 
• Projections are for the General Fund balance to decrease by $M (from $M to $M) in FY 19/20. 
• MCCCD is required to maintain a financial stability balance equal to 10% of the annual projected 

revenue. This currently equates to $M.  The remaining fund balance of $M is comprised of college 
carryforward, allowance for student bad debt, potential uncollected tax levy, reserves for potential 
claims, Campus Works investment, and a projected undesignated balance of $M. 

• While the projected undesignated fund balance is expected to be more than $M, there are ongoing 
expenses that may potentially impact these balances (i.e., capital needs, transformation, etc.).  

• Financial activities of the District comply with the Governing Board Policies, Chancellor 
Interpretations 2.4 and 2.6, though Restricted Fund revenue collection often lags behind expenditures 
given that the nature of grants and financial aid is one of reimbursement for expenditures and awards. 

• The Governing Board contingency beginning balance is $900,000.  The remaining balance as of 
12/31/19 is $. 

 
Items of Particular Interest:  Abnormal Deviations from Budget or Expectations 

None. 
 

More information on the Budget Analysis Report access: 
https://district.maricopa.edu/budget/financial-services-controller/financial-reports 
This report is also provided to the Audit & Finance Committee semi-annually. 

https://district.maricopa.edu/budget/financial-services-controller/financial-reports
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